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SYNOPSIS
The concept of Solid State Transformers (SST) has been around for a few decades.
The SST has gained new importance as a component of the smart grid. The SST is
capable of integrating many smart functions into the role of a traditional transformer.
The major components of the SST are the power electronic converters and the
medium frequency transformer. The power electronic converters have to be
designed with innovations in topology as well as device characteristics to enable the
full functionality of the SST. The design of the medium frequency transformer is also
fraught with challenges when compared with that of traditional transformers, namely
in core material selection, winding configuration and cooling. This paper presents an
overview of the applications as well as the challenges in design of the SST with
primary focus on the medium frequency transformer.
KEYWORDS
Power Electronic Switching Systems, Smart Grids, Transformers
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution transformers in use today are all operating invariably at 50/60 Hz.
This has been the trend ever since the installation of the modern grid since there
was no technological alternative. The transformer has not undergone any major
transformation in the several decades of existence of the electric grid. However there
is a revolutionary change in the modern grid making it “smart” using the advances
in the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). The major technological
enablers in the smart grid are the power electronic converters.
The use of power electronic converters has made possible a change in the structure
of the present day distribution transformers in response to the challenges of the
modern grid. It is possible to control the power flow into and from the transformer
using the power electronic converters. It is also possible to control the transforming
frequency of power, thus making it possible to use medium frequency transformers
instead of the conventional low frequency transformers. The idea was introduced
and patented by W. Mcmurray in 1971 [1]. Different agencies/individuals have used
different nomenclature like Intelligent Universal Transformer (IUT) by EPRI and
Power Electronics Transformer by ABB. The term SST was introduced by Brooks in
1980 [1].
However this brings in a fair share of challenges. The analytical and computational
design methods used for the low frequency transformer need a relook and further
sophistication to be used in the case of SST. The power electronic switching devices
also face a new challenge to increase efficiency so that the SST can match or
outperform the conventional low frequency transformers. The main advantage of the
concept of SST is the compact design leading to huge savings in cost and space.
This calls for the use of unconventional materials to achieve the desired
characteristics. The highest power rating of SST is 3MW at 500Hz and the highest
frequency used so far is 20 kHz [2].
The applications of the SST is presented in Section 2 and the challenges associated
with its design are presented in Section 3.
2.

APPLICATIONS

2.1.

Replacement To Low Frequency Transformers

The SST can act as a simple substitute for the low frequency transformer. This is
possible only if it can offer significant advantages in terms of space or efficiency.
However the use of power electronic switches will make possible a fine control of
the output voltage which will not be possible with conventional transformers. The
reduction in the size of the core can indeed lead to a reduction in overall size if only
other components follow suit. This can be achieved only after overcoming significant
challenges. The inclusion of power electronic switches will most likely bring down
Page 2 of 8
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the efficiency while considering the fact that modern distribution transformers due to
the matured technology has achieved a relatively high level of efficiency.
2.2

As smart grid component

The SST has been originally conceived as a component of the smart grid. The major
functionality is the control of power flow. Reactive power flow can be controlled and
temporarily an imbalance can be maintained if there are energy storage elements in
between. Thus the SST will act as a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). The function
of STATCOM can also be implemented using an SST which will provide all sorts of
FACTS functionalities like harmonic compensation. SST as a front-end component
to improve the interface of polluting sources such as rectifiers to the grid has been
presented in [3]. The control of LV side output voltage can be exploited for
conservation voltage reduction when there is requirement for load reduction in the
grid [4]. Fault current limiting can be easily achieved and hence this will improve the
capability of the grid for fault ride through. All the monitoring and control functions
associated with smart grid components can be easily implemented using ICT.
2.3

Integration of renewable energy sources

Most of the topologies of the SST include a low voltage DC bus [5]. This is ideal for
the integration of distributed solar PV sources. As the grid under goes a
transformation, it will become a necessity to integrate distributed energy sources.
The low voltage DC bus can be used to feed a DC microgrid [1], [2].
The biggest application is in integrating off-shore windfarms. The increasing
capacity of the wind turbines call for higher power density designs of every
component since space and weight are major concerns for off-shore platforms.
Presently in on shore windfarms, induction generators convert wind energy to
electrical energy. This may or may not be processed by AC/AC converters which will
then pass through conventional transformers and AC/DC rectifiers for HVDC
transmission. However this is a bulky solution and not suitable for off shore farms.
The highest installed offshore wind turbine has a capacity of 209 MW [2]. This will
only increase, compounding the problem. The possible solution is to use a medium
frequency transformer and then use HVAC cables for transmission.
2.4

Traction Applications

One of the major areas of application of SST is electric traction. Present day systems
use 15kV, 16 2/3 Hz or 25 kV, 50 Hz power supply. The major component would be
the conventional low frequency transformer. The two concerns in traction systems
regarding the low frequency transformers are weight and fire hazard due to the
presence of oil inside [1], [2]. There is a major incentive to reduce weight in traction
unlike other applications. ABB introduced the concept of Power Electronic Traction
Transformer.
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3.0

CHALLENGES

The major design challenges associated with the SST are elaborated in this section.
3.1

Topology and Power Electronic Switches

Four basic topologies can be identified for the implementation of SST [6] which are
presented in Fig 1. The addition of stages lead to increase in functionality with the
LVDC side being the most indispensable from a renewable integration point of view.
But the addition of stages lead to increase in losses and hence compromise the
overall efficiency. The simplest topology of type I can be just a replacement for
conventional transformer.

High Voltage
AC Bus

Transformer
With Converter

Low Voltage
AC Bus

TYPE I

High Voltage
AC Bus

Transformer
With Converter

High Voltage
DC Bus

Converter

Low Voltage
AC Bus

TYPE II

High Voltage
AC Bus

Transformer
With Converter

Low Voltage
DC Bus

Converter

Low Voltage
AC Bus

TYPE III

High Voltage
AC Bus

Transformer High Voltage
Converter Low Voltage Converter
DC Bus
DC Bus
With Converter

Low Voltage
AC Bus

TYPE IV

Figure I: Converter Topologies
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The switching devices need to meet the two conditions of achieving high voltage
switching as well as low switching loss. With present day silicon switches, it is not
possible to design high frequency converters at the required voltage ratings. Hence
modular architecture with several converters connected in series is preferred.
However this leads to an increase in the parasitic inductance as well as switching
losses.
The use of silicon carbide (4H-SiC) devices is a promising front in creating high
voltage switching devices [2]. Silicon Carbide has a higher bandgap energy which
leads to higher breakdown electric field. This will make it possible to have higher
switching voltage. The next decision would be whether to use MOSFET or IGBT at
the required power levels. MOSFET has higher switching frequency but cannot
handle power as much as IGBT. Up to a voltage of 15kV, MOSFET is preferred over
IGBT, IGCT and ETO. But MOSFET has an exponential increase of on-state
resistance with blocking voltage. SiC MOSFET has lower switching losses
compared to Si IGBT. Even SiC IGBT’s have been fabricated at a voltage of 15kV
[2].
The use of gallium nitride has also been a new development in the field of power
electronic switches. Gallium nitride has a higher bandgap and hence higher
operating voltages. But low thermal conductivity limits its application and it is often
used in conjunction with other materials [7].
Another promising material is diamond with a very wide band gap but the application
is limited due to fabrication difficulties [7].
The properties of the different materials [7] are given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of power electronic device materials
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3.2

Medium Frequency Transformer Design

The design of core is the most important step since major savings in volume and
weight is envisaged in core only. The core and winding cross-section of a
transformer follows the equation

A A
core

wdg



2


P
k wJ B m f

(1)

As is evident from the equation, higher the frequency lower will be the core and
winding cross-section. Hence the core can be expected to have significantly lower
cross-section area in medium frequency transformers.
For a compact design at medium frequency, the core material is expected to have
high saturation flux density, low losses and high operating temperature. Amorphous
cores and Nano-crystalline cores have the best performance in these aspects.
Amorphous cores have higher losses compared to Nano-crystalline while the cost
is much lower. Hence when the design is below 10 kHz and when cost is the most
important parameter, amorphous cores are preferred. But above 10 kHz and when
efficiency is the important parameter, Nano-crystalline is preferred. Their
characteristics are presented in Table I [1] Apart from these two materials, Ferrite
and silicon steel cores have been investigated for use in SST [1]. However they
suffer from low saturation flux density and high losses respectively. A comparison is
provided in Figure 3 [1].

Figure 3: Comparison of core materials
The core architecture also is important from the point of view of minimising the
volume. Core type construction is preferred in medium frequency range from a
thermal perspective. Another problem is the non-availability of core type Nanocrystalline cores which is only available in the form of uncut toroid.
Litz conductors consisting of insulated strands or foil conductors are the most
preferred configuration of winding since at high frequencies, eddy current losses will
Page 6 of 8
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be proportionally high. Transposition is required in case of Litz conductors to ensure
uniform drop across all strands.
Oil acts as a dielectric of sufficient strength in conventional transformers. From the
point of view of maximising reliability and reducing size, it is preferred to do away
with oil in SST. This brings new challenges to insulation which is compounded by a
compact design. After an electric field analysis, wherever air insulation is not
sufficient, solid insulating materials need to be used. The most popular solid
insulators are epoxy and PVC [2]. This insulating material is supposed to have high
dielectric strength for compact design, low loss and a high maximum operating
temperature.
The thermal design is also complicated by the removal of oil. In order to achieve the
same cooling, it is required to use forced air cooling and heat sinks. The use of
advanced composite materials can be explored for construction of structural
materials to ensure better thermal behaviour.
The next important challenge is the estimation of transformer parameters. The
established analytical and computational methods would be rendered inefficient in
light of the enhanced parasitic elements. Hence more sophisticated calculation
methods are required to estimate the transformer parameters. The transient
behaviour of SST needs to be studied in the presence of non-sinusoidal voltages
and currents.

4.0

CONCLUSION

The SST has the potential to become a major component of the modern grid. It can
act as a substitute for the conventional low frequency transformer in the long run
while in the short run it can act as a smart component of the grid.
The two major components of the SST are the power electronic converters as well
as the medium frequency transformer. There are major design challenges of these
components associated with compact size and the high frequency effects. These
have to be solved before the SST becomes a common member of the grid. The
applications and challenges in design have been summarised in this paper.

5.0
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SYNOPSIS
In this article, steps towards utilizing retiring thermal units as synchronous condenser
for reactive power management are proposed. As per CEA’s report “Details of
Retirement of more than 25 years old Coal based Thermal Power Plants” thermal
units with total capacity of around 6872.32 MW had retired since September 2015 to
March 2018. Further, Coal based Units in Govt. Sector which could be retired in
F.Y.2018-19 add up to around 4116.5 MW. If these retiring units are not utilized, they
will turn into scrap. One of the step in this direction can be utilizing retiring units as
synchronous condenser as a dynamic source of reactive power. The inertia of the
synchronous machine rotor is probably one the main reasons for the recent growing
interest in synchronous condenser applications. In case of a system with lower
inertia the synchronous condenser is often the only available solution. In addition to
that synchronous condenser also has several advantages such as it facilitates
dynamic VAR compensation, has good overload capacity which improve system
stability for solar or wind plant fed system and also maintains power quality.

KEYWORDS
Synchronous condenser, reactive power, retiring thermal units
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Power system stability and reliability become a challenge for many owners and
operators of electrical transmission and distribution networks worldwide with the
introduction of new types of power generation, such as large wind and solar plants
[1]-[3]. Reactive power compensation may be one of the tools to get rid of these
challenges.
Therefore, many utilities nowadays are investigating different
technologies as possible solutions for their reactive power equipment demand. The
inertia of the synchronous machine rotor is probably one of the main reasons for the
recent growing interest in synchronous condenser applications. So, one of the
important step in this direction can be utilizing retiring thermal units as synchronous
condenser as a dynamic source of reactive power. As per CEA’s report “Details of
Retirement of more than 25 years old Coal based Thermal Power Plants” thermal
units with total capacity of around 6872.32 MW had retired since September 2015 to
March 2018. Further, Coal based Units in Govt. Sector which could be retired in
F.Y.2018-19 add up to around 4116.5 MW [4]. If these retiring units are not utilized,
they will turn into scrap and there will be huge loss of asset to the country.
2.

DETAILED ANALYSIS

Out of the identified old & inefficient thermal power units, coal based units in Govt.
sector of total capacity of 6075 MW have been retired and deleted from National
Installed Capacity by CEA since Sept.'2015 to March'2018. The details of these units
are given at Table I. Further, details of Coal based Thermal Power Units in Govt.
Sector, which could be retired in the F.Y.18-19 (Capacity add up to around 4116.5
MW) are given below in Table II. In addition, 797.32 MW of private sector/ Gas
based/ DG Set units have also been retired since Sept.'2015 to March' 2018.
Synchronous machines in general are the important components of power system. A
synchronous condenser is fundamentally an AC synchronous machine without any
load or turbine attached to it. The rotor of the machine is synchronized to the network
frequency and its mass acts as energy storage. Thanks to its mechanical inertia a
synchronous condenser contributes to the frequency stability in the system. Inertia
indicates the amount of kinetic energy which is exchanged between a synchronous
machine and the power system as the rotor accelerates or decelerates. This
exchange will take place in response to a system frequency deviation by
counteracting it. For that reason, the frequency dynamic is smoother in higher inertia
systems [5].
The inertia of the synchronous machine rotor is probably one of the main reasons for
the recent growing interest in synchronous condenser applications. Such needs
mainly arise due to the on-going transition from the traditional synchronous machine

13

based power generation to a renewable based system. This system is characterized
by a large portion of wind and PV generation units interfaced by power electronics to
the grid. Another aspect is the growing amount of HVDC connections that require a
certain minimum short circuit power and inertia in the AC system they are connected
to. Even if the grid is strong in normal conditions, a fault can divide the system or
even split it into islands with insufficient synchronous machines remaining online [6].
Table I: Coal based Thermal Units Retired in Govt. sector (Since Sept.'15 to March'18)

In case of a system with lower inertia the synchronous condenser is often the only
available solution. Besides some latest improvement in STATCOM with energy
storage, none of the other devices among the FACTS family available so far is able
to provide additional rotating inertia to the network.
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Table II: Coal based Units in Govt. Sector which could be retired in F.Y.2018-19

The growth of transmission system from 11th Plan to Plan period ending in 2021-22
is Shown in Table-III. Since, total Transmission Lines expected to be added during
Period 2017-22 is 110281 Ckm and further, due to introduction of new types of
power generation, such as large wind and solar plants there will be huge
requirement of Reactive power compensation. Therefore, many utilities nowadays
are investigating different technologies as possible solutions for their reactive power
equipment demand. The inertia of the synchronous machine rotor is probably one of
the main reasons for the recent growing interest in synchronous condenser
applications. The dynamic response of generator with Static excitation system is
superior as compared to machines with brushless exciter and therefore
synchronous condensers are preferred with Static type of excitation system.
These rotating machines also act like sink to absorb harmonics originating from
static devices connected to electrical network [7].
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Table III: The growth of transmission system from 11th Plan to Plan period ending in 2021-22
Transmission
System
Type / Voltage
Class

Unit

At the
end of
th
11 Plan
(Mar.
2012)

Addition
During
th
12 Plan

At the
end of
th
12 Plan

Expected to
be added
during
Period 201722

Expected
ckms / MVA
(commulative)
at the end of
the plan
period i.e. by
2021-22

TRANSMISSION LINES
(a)
HVDC
500kV/800
Bipole

±
kV

Ckm

9432

6124

15556

4040

19596

(b) 765 kV

Ckm

5250

25990

31240

21603

52843

(c) 400 kV

Ckm

106819

50968

157787

48092

205879

(d) 230/220kV

Ckm

135980

27288

163268

36546

199814

Total–
Transmission
Lines

Ckm

257481

110370

367851

110281

(a) 765 kV

MVA

25000

142500

167500

109500

277000

(b) 400 kV

MVA

151027

89780

240807

178610

419417

(c) 230/220 kV

MVA

223774

89184

312958

95580

408538

MVA

399801

721265

383690

MW

6750

9750

16500

14000

30500

MW

3000

0

3000

0

3000

MW

9750

9750

19500

14000

33500

478132

SUBSTATIONS

Total
Substations

–

321464

1104955

HVDC
(a)Bi-pole
capacity
(b) Back-to
capacity

link
back

Total of (a), (b)

The current installed capacity of renewables is 70 GW out of which maximum power
during the day produced by RES is around 23.5 GW, which reduces to around 11.7
GW at night. Since the variability of Renewable Energy Resources (RES) is very
high and also installed Capacity of RES for 2021-22 will be increasing so in this
regard, the inertia of the synchronous machine rotor is probably one of the main
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reasons for the recent growing interest in synchronous condenser applications. The
dynamic response of generator with Static excitation system is superior as
compared to machines with brushless exciter and therefore synchronous
condensers are preferred with Static type of excitation system. These rotating
machines also act like sink to absorb harmonics originating from static devices
connected to electrical network.
All India Generation Plot for 10-August-2018 is shown in Fig. 1, wherein it can be
clearly seen the variability of Renewable Energy Resources (RES) is very high.
Variation in power generation from solar power plant can easily come when cloud
cover comes in that region. The generation of Solar as well as wind does not support
the VAR requirement of the system. Thus operation of these old generators
connected to grid as synchronous condenser could compensate for reactive
power support.

Fig.1 All India Generation Plot for 10-August-2018

3.

CONCLUSION

To promote the growth & development in the country there is an urgent requirement
to develop a sustainable, cost effective and efficient energy system to deal with the
persistent electricity problems. In this article steps towards utilizing retiring thermal
units as synchronous condenser for reactive power management are proposed. If
these retiring units are not utilized, they will turn into scrap and there will be huge
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loss of asset to the country. The use of generators as synchronous condenser could
help us in improving the grid stability as well as power quality. The synchronous
condenser three phase balance pure sine wave output has advantage over static
VAR compensators, of not introducing harmonics into the system. So, one of the
important step in this direction can be utilizing retiring units as synchronous
condenser as a dynamic source of reactive power also because the inertia of the
synchronous machine rotor is probably one the main reasons for the recent growing
interest in synchronous condenser applications. Such needs mainly arise due to the
on-going transition from the traditional synchronous machine based power
generation to a renewable based system. This system is characterized by a large
portion of wind and PV generation units interfaced by power electronics to the grid.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the text belong solely to the authors, and not
necessarily to the author’s organization.
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Abstract— The paper presents in brief Renewable Energy (RE) development scenario in India. The paper focuses on
initiatives taken by State Transmission Utility(STU) for RE development in Indian scenario. The paper describes the
importance of utilizing Synchrophasor technology alongwith Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) technique to deal with
operational challenges faced during RE utilization. It further covers the case study on adoption of smartgrid technology
like dynamic compensation technique in RE rich pocket of Maharashtra state in India to deal with effects of RE
integration. The paper focuses on how to streamline RE developmental activities as far as some of the aspects of renewable
energy utilisation and integration into the grid alongwith Renewable Energy Management Systems (REMS)/Renewable
Energy Management Centre(REMC) in Indian context.It also enlists practical issues needing attention in effective
utilization and integration of RE in Indian scenario.
Keywords-WAMS, SMARTGRID,DLR,FACTS, REMC.
I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper discuses in brief initiatives taken by Maharashtra State Electricity Transmission Company Limited
(MAHATRANSCO) in Indian context towards development of some of the SMARTGRID technologies alongwith case studies
for some of them. The paper also covers in brief, issues needing attention while harnessing RE power in Indian context. This
paper covers Five sections. Section-II gives brief description of MAHATRANSCO initiatives in WAMS development, Section-III
discuses smartgrid technology adoption plan for DLR and WAMS together for effective utilisation of RE resources and related
grid management. Section-IV presents various issues pertaining to renewable energy utilisation, management and its integration
with the grid. Section-V provides conclusion. Fig.1 shows 400kV network overview of MAHATRANSCO system.
MAHATRANSCO is the largest State Transmission utility in India with 660 Extra High Voltage (EHV) substations,1,23,846
MVA of transformation capacity and 46,217 Circuit Kilometers of EHV Transmission lines. MAHATRASNCO has provided
5508MVAR of reactive power compensation both static and dynamic at selected locations in the grid.

Fig.1: 400 kV Network overview of MAHATRANSCO.
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II. MAHATRANSCO INITIATIVES IN DEVELOPMENT OF WIDE AREA MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The Figure-2 shows architecture of WAMS infrastructure in MAHATRANSCO system. Present MSETCL’s Wide Area
Measurement Systems (WAMS) infrastructure includes Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), GPS-Clock and antenna installed at
various locations at twelve 400kV and three 220kV level substations. Central Phasor Data Concentrator (PDC), Visualization
software and Historian software is installed at State Load Despatch Centre (SLDC) of Maharashtra located at Kalwa. The Real
time data transfer of parameters like Voltages(V),Currents(I),Active Power(P),Reactive Power(Q), Frequency(F), Rate of Change
of frequency(DF/DT) and Delta is done from PMUs located at different important locations like near to Generating Plant, Grid
Substations, substations with regional interconnections, Critical substations in the grid is sent to PDC located at State Load
Despatch Centre(SLDC)-Kalwa. The data from to PMUs is sent to PDC located at State Load Despatch Centre (SLDC)-Kalwa.
Historian and application software is also provided at SLDC.

Fig.2: Architecture of WAMS infrastructure in MAHATRANSCO.
III.

SMARTGRID TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION PLAN FOR EFFECTIVE UTILISATION OF RE IN MAHATRANSCO

This part of the paper explains adoption of smartgrid technologies like WAMS and DLR in RE concentrated regions. The
first application discuses enhancing RE flows whereas second application gives details of generation backing down schemes for
improving grid management.
1.1 Adoption to Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) Technique with PMUs to control the flows/loadings on the lines in
RE rich area
In Maharashtra's 9,318MW of RE generation, wind power generation constitutes 4,795MW and solar energy of 1,619MW
apart from other RE sources like Hydro, biomass,baggase based power generation etc[1]. The Karad region of MAHATRANSCO
grid in the state of Maharashtra is having maximum RE concentration followed by Nashik and Ahmednagar area with some RE
projects also located in Vidarbha region of Maharashtra. Wind and Solar generation alongwith multiple co-generation plants and
other RE sources injecting into the grid constitute right candidate for adopting dynamic line rating technology alongwith
synchrophasors for effective utilization of RE and existing transmission assets. By adoption of DLR technique in high renewable
penetration area like that of wind energy, line loading can be changed dynamically considering weather conditions. Considering
the fact that high wind periods are limited throughout the year, so addition of a new line to relieve the congestion when renewable
generation is at its peak may not be economically feasible solution. In such scenario DLR technique offers a more desirable
solution as high wind speeds also means increased capacity of lines if proper monitoring of temperature and corresponding line
flow increase is coordinated[6].Generally it is observed that, operator at load dispatch centres, loads the line conservatively and
there exists a scope to transfer more power through the same corridor. While planning wind power integration, if dynamic line
limits are considered instead of the conservative and static limits for lineflows, estimated power transfer capability can be
enhanced. Thus DLR technology can be used at suitable locations for enhancing power transfer capability in RE rich area like
Karad in Maharashtra state of India. Fig.3 shows schematic interconnections of some of the RE connected substations in Karad
region of Maharashtra. The wind power injection of around 350MW by developer-A at 220kV Jat substation and 250 MW by
developer-B at 220kV level of 400/220kV Alkud substation of MSETCL can cause congestion in the system, in case of
insufficient transmission infrastructure.
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Fig.3: Schematic interconnection of some RE connected substations in Karad region of Maharshtra
In such scenario, following options are available to deal with this scenario to keep system stable. The option (d) comprising
of adoption of smartgrid technology can be considered in such cases as an effective option.
a) Building adequate transmission system facilities to support the RE developments
b) Backing down RE generation using SPS
c)

Replacement of normal conductor with High Tension Low Sag(HTLS) type as per requirement to transfer more
power

d) Use of synchrophasor technology with DLR to effectively utilization of RE power
1.2 Use of synchrophasor technology with DLR for effective grid management
This part of paper presents the manner in which smartgrid technologies like WAMS and DLR can be proposed to be used
together for effective and stable grid operations. The DLR technique can be used in association with PMUs to devise Special
Protection Schemes (SPS) to enhance reliability of the system under uncertain, intermittent renewable energy sources in RE rich
areas in the state of Maharashtra. In this case RE rich area comprising of PMUs can be classified as smart zone. These PMUs
would continuously monitor line flows and related angles so also DLR system would monitor parameters like temperature,
weather data in order to decide whether to increase the flow on lines or carry out some generator backing down as decided based
on predefined contingencies.
Following part of the paper highlights methodology of developing PMU and DLR based predefined generator backing down
scheme to deal with line loadings due to increased RE flows in stressed system. Fig.4 shows conventional tripping logic.

Status of CBs
Fig.4:Conventional trip logic

Existing Logic

Trip Command
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Fig.5: DLR Comparison logic
Fig.5 indicates DLR comparison logic. The real time line current information required for DLR calculations is obtained from
PMU measurements. The weather data related to lines is collected from local weather stations. The output of real time conductor
temperature calculation block “T” is compared with the reference of maximum operating temperature for line conductor and
checked for any temperature limit violations. If the limit on the conductor temperature is violated then trip signal is
activated.Fig.6 describes DLR alarm logic. If the loading current is more than the dynamic thermal line rating current “I2”, then
heating of transmission line would cause temperature “T” to be more than “T c” , the maximum allowable temperature for a line
under given weather conditions. If “I1” is lower than 90% of “I2” alarm signal is set to zero, whereas when it is more than 90%,
it is set at one for line/s under consideration. This alarm would alert system operator about lines violating maximum operating
temperature , if remedial actions are not taken.

I1

Real time line
current
Real time
Weather data

Dynamic thermal
line rating
calculation block

Current
Comparison

I2

ALARM

Fig.6 Schematic of DLR alarm logic
Fig.7 indicates DLR based trip logic. The Trip signal “A” based on existing logic using breaker status is obtained. The
violation of thermal limit of line above preset value is indicated by “Tmv”, where “Tmv” is conductor temperature violating
maximum limit. When both these signals “A” and “Tmv” are set as “1”, then backing down command can be executed for
predetermined group of generators.

Status of
CBs

Existing Conventional
logic

Temperature
comparison

Trip
signal “A”

&

Backing down
predetermined
RE generators

Tmv

Fig.7: DLR based backing down of RE generator logic.
The above scheme using smartgrid technologies like WAMS and DLR together can be implemented in RE concentrated
area like Karad,Nashik,Ahmednagar in Maharashtra to deal with stressed system conditions during RE peak season, such that
in order to maintain grid stability and security, option of backing down of predetermined generators can be exercised.
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2) Case study on adoption of Dynamic Compensation Technique in MAHATRANSCO
The MAHATRANSCO grid experiences dynamic voltage variations in many parts of the system like Karad, Lamboti, Dhule,
Nashik area in Maharashtra.In view of this, MAHATRANSCO is also planning to adopt SMARTGRID technology options like
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices into the grid. This assists in addressing multiple challenges like reactive
power management, to enhance system transmission capacity and to improve system stability. Experience of use of FACTS
devices world over has shown that, overall costs and performance of power system operation can be best managed if voltage
control and VAR control are well-integrated. In one such exercise, studies for determining dynamic compensation requirements in
RE reach Karad area of MAHATRANSCO is undertaken and preliminary studies indicate that provision of FACTS device like
Static VAR Compensators(SVC),STATCOM can be considered in this area. This part of the paper provides some of the studies
carried out to determine the dynamic compensation requirements in Karad area of MAHATRANSCO grid. It covers consideration
to 110 Extra High Voltage (EHV) substation data from Karad region covering RE connected substations (Wind, Solar,
Hydro,Biomass), co-generation attached substations,industrial area connected substations from Maharashtra state in India.
As per the data upto 2015 end, maximum demand of 21,414 MW was recorded on 19th October 2015 in the state of Maharashtra.
The system is modelled for this scenario and power flow in the system along with the voltage excursions are observed by
conducting the load flow analysis. Table 1 provides the details of voltage profile for major substations including 400kV
substations (Karad, Kolhapur, New Koyna, and Koyna Stage-IV) and it shows that voltages are nearly matching with the field
values. The other conditions of grid operation are also considered as a part of this study for deciding dynamic compensation
requirements.
Table 1. Voltage profile for Major Substations in Karad region of Maharashtra
Sr.
No.

Substation
Name

Voltage (kV)
as per collected data

Voltages (kV)
as per simulation

1

400 kV KARAD

403

404.26

2

400 kV TALANDAGE

395

395.35

3

400 kV NEW KOYNA

406

411.2

4

400 kV KOYNA-IV

415

412.2

5

200kV LONAND

196

196.83

6

220kV MALHARPETH

213

208.40

7

220kV PHALTAN MIDC

203

196

8

220kV TALANDAGE

212

208.38

9

220kV TILWANI

206

205.74

10

MIRAJ 220 KV

207

201.30

11

220kV VITA

208

207.54

12

220kV GHATNANDRE

207

207.80

13

220kV WAIPHALE

208

207.60

14

220kV KADEGAON

207

207.56

The results derived from simulation studies shows that, the voltage magnitude observed at 220kV Lonand substation is near to
196kV and at 132kV Lonand side is around 107kV. Details of voltage magnitude along with connectivity at Lonand station are
given in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The voltage fluctuations are much more as Lonand is connected to 200 MW Bothe wind farm, so
also interconnected with the grid having interconnection to nearby wind farms including Chawnehswar, Ambheri and it is also
connected to Phaltan-MIDC substation. It is also connected indirectly to Malharpeth and Wankushwade wind farms. Hence
reactive power compensation is required in this area to keep voltage within the limits as per grid standards.
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Fig.8: Voltage and power flow at 220kV Lonand for 220kV side

Fig.9: Voltage and power flow at 220kV Lonand for 132kV side
Based on the inputs from field and simulation studies it can be said that, 220 kV Lonand substation can be one of the location
for providing dynamic compensation in Karad region of Maharashtra. The studies suggest that, Static Var Compensator (SVC) at
this location can be considered catering various power system condition so that voltage can be maintained within the acceptable
limits. This paper covers one of the case study related to determining the requirement of dynamic compensation in Karad
region. These initial studies suggest provision of 50MVAR reactive power compensation comprising of Static VAR
Compensator(SVC) to be economical solution[5]. The studies to determine other exact locations for providing dynamic
compensation, type of Flexible AC Transmission System(FACTS) devices alongwith its rating considering various scenarios is
under consideration.
IV. MANAGING THE RENEWABLE ENERGY

In India during last one decade it was observed that, in order to utilize renewable sources of energy effectively and to reduce
dependence on imported fuel Central and various State Governments are promoting Renewable sources of energy with policies
like Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO) and with various regulations in this regard[2,3]. With the launch of Jawaharlal Nehru
National Solar Mission (JNNSM) there is a rise in utilization of Solar energy in India[4].Under Government of Maharashtra’s
new RE policy, it is proposed to add 14,400 MW of RE in coming years, thus taking the total to approximately 21,100 MW. Out
of this 7500MW would come from Solar, 5000MW from Wind and remaining 1900 MW from Small Hydro, Baggase based
Cogeneration, Biomass, Municipal Solid Waste(MSW), Industrial Waste etc. Considering uncertainty, intermittency and
variability of RE sources like Wind and Solar their integration to the grid for effective utilization is a big challenge, which can be
dealt with by developing Renewable Energy Management Centre (REMC).Fig.10 shows typical Architecture of REMC that can
be made operational for better grid management.
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Fig.10: Typical Architecture of REMC.

For real time operation, monitoring and control of RE sources and for its effective integration, RE sources like wind must possess
advanced characteristics like Fault Ride through capability, VAR Control and Regulation, Active Power control, Ramping and
Curtailment, Primary Frequency Regulation, Inertial control, Short circuit current control. Whereas consideration to Solar
irradiance, effect of cloud on solar output, solar energy prediction etc are important factors while dealing with solar energy.
Taking into account the importance of RE integration and data transfer from RE generation clusters to central dispatch centre data
transfer architecture can be modified as per requirements. This section gives brief information on managing the RE with REMC
facilities.
Issues needing attention for Utilisation and Integration of Renewable Energy in Indian context:
1) Operationalising REMS/REMC infrastructure as per roadmap overcoming the challenges in its implementation.
2) As most of the Wind Turbine Generators(WTGs) in India don't have FRT features motivating them to adopt newer
technologies compliant to this is a challenge.
3)Adopting Regulatory and Policy frameworks in line with latest developments in RE field and streamlining Centre, State
policies in this regard.
4)Establishment of communication infrastructure, weather stations, RTUs, SCADA system in timely manner in RE rich states for
reliable real time data transfer to central location and funding provisions for the same.
5)Coping up with the challenges of grid management with increased RE penetration.
6)Coping up with the challenges of operating the RE systems with Hourly, Sub-hourly and 15/5 minutes block under ABT
system.
7) Achieving accuracy in RE forecasting, Load forecasting and real time scheduling of RE power.
8)Understanding and addressing impacts of complex interactions between four major stakeholders in RE sector such as RE
developer focusing on maximising profits, grid operators starving for secure, reliable and economic operations of the grid,
Utilities trying to opt for RE power at competitive rates and financial traders are important elements to deal with.
9)Issuing guidelines regarding RE and SCADA applications covering various aspects related to power plants, turbines, substation
and load despatch level.
10)Plan for developing Ensemble forecasting and provision of funding for the same.
11)Studies related to understanding impacts of dynamic behaviour of RE sources on grid operation.
12)Developing generic dynamic models.
13)Guidelines regarding protection system requirements of during integration and operation with RE sources.
14)Addressing reactive power management issues with high level of RE penetration and provision of dynamic compensation
devices for the same as per requirements.
15)Efficient checking of Detail project reports(DPRs) of RE developers and standardized mechanism for approving the same.
16)Ensuring timely completion of RE projects with due telemetry, protection system, Smart metering system, SCADA system,
forecasting system at developer end as well as required reactive power compensation provided as per system requirement.
17)Effective mechanism for RE pricing as well as for incentives to developer, utilities and consumers etc.
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18)Creating environment in which RE sources can be effectively used with ancillary services support, energy storage systems,
demand response initiatives and with Electrical Vehicles.
19)Developing economical and effective ancillary services support and Energy Storage systems.
20)Developing effective real time RE energy scheduling, balancing and settlement mechanism.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper covers utilisation of some of the smartgrid technologies for effective RE utilisation, integration for stable grid
operation. It covers use of smartgrid technology like WAMS and DLR for dealing with the challenges posed to grid operations by
increasing RE penetration. It also covers some of the aspects of adoption of dynamic compensation techniques in RE rich region
of MAHATRANSCO grid in the state of Maharashtra.
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BACKGROUND
In order to meet stringent green-house gas (GHG) emission target set in India, power sector is
experiencing a big change. On one hand renewable power projects are being set up and on other
hand inefficient thermal plants are getting retired. The retiring old plants which were planned
in vicinity of load centres will deprive the network of VAR compensation, which was being
provided earlier by these units. The introduction of solar and wind based generation scheme
fed the power to grid through inverter. The reactive support from renewal plant is given at the
cost of real power. It is important to note that in case of for 500MW machine, the MVA output
of Generator is 588MVA. This machine can provide 310MVA reactive support in addition to
500MW. Whereas the output of 588MVA inverter in renewable when connected to system at
0.85 power factor will deliver 500MW real power and 310 MVAR reactive component. This
310MVAR reactive component can be achieved by using a synchronous condenser, which will
consume a meagre 700-800kW to rotate the machine and enhance the real power output by
88MW.
Thus operation of old generators connected to grid as synchronous condenser could compensate
the VAR requirement as being fed to system prior to their retirement. The additional large scale
VAR control requirement due to solar and wind addition has to be met by installing new VAR
compensation equipments. The investment to install synchronous condenser is much lower as
compared to alternative devices like STATCOM used for VAR support, besides offering better
performance under dynamic conditions emerging from renewable generation variations.
ADVANTAGES OF USING OLD EXISTING GENERATORS AS SYNCHRONOUS
CONDENSER
The use of existing retired spare generators as synchronous condenser could help us in
improving the grid stability and also power quality. The synchronous condenser also has
several advantages, which makes it a must for system with large scale renewable integration:
- Meet system MVAR requirements arising out of retiring generators
- Provide Inertia due to rotating heavy mass
- Support frequency and active power short time variations
- Low voltage ride through capability during peak condition
- Facilitates dynamic compensation
- To meet reactive MVA of HVDC
- To improve system stability for solar or wind plant weak isolated system
- Maintains power quality
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- High reliability and
- Higher overload capability.
Synchronous condensers can be used at different locations to ensure power quality at consumer
end and also ensure higher power transfer in existing network. At generation side the
synchronous condenser can enhance the power output of wind farms and solar park by
increasing the system power factor close to unity.
Accordingly Synchronous Condensers are to be installed near load points, EHV lines having
over voltage issues, Solar and wind power plants. Whereas the grid transient requirements are
met by static VAR compensators and STATCOMs, maintaining power quality as well as
MVAR compensation under dynamic condition can be very well done by Synchronous
condenser.
USE OF OLD EXISTING GENERATOR – DESIGN REQUIRMENTS
One of the important requirements of synchronous condenser is fast response, which is
available in machines with static excitation system. The response time of static excitation
system is 10-20 mS, whereas the machines with brushless excitation system are sluggish with
response time up to 100mS. The following points are to be ensured while using the existing
spare generator in New Installation
i)

The Generator design should be suitable for high ramp up rate, which could be 100
MVA/minute. Large generators can very well meet this requirement.

ii)

Generators, where winding bar insulation is tested for temperature cyclic test as per IEEE
1310, are most suitable for cyclic loading condition.

iii)

Generator has to be provided with thrust bearing on drive end.

iv) Generators provided with Static Excitation System (SEE) are suitable for Synchronous
Condenser application. In case of machines with brushless excitation, an advance
technology scheme has been discussed, which will ensure the response time of brushless
scheme at par with Static Excitation System based scheme.
PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT OF SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER
Existing old Generator needs to be accessed for healthiness of insulation system by conducting
Residual Life Assessment (RLA) study prior to use as synchronous condenser. The other
important aspects to be taken care are:
a)

The main generator bearing has to be changed to thrust bearing. The new bearing should
be same as used in the test bed, when machine is not coupled to the turbine and run using
Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) driven motor.

b)

The drive motor coupled to synchronous condenser will be fed from VFD.

The following equipments are required for synchronous condenser scheme:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

The bus bar connection between Generator, Generator Transformer Generator Circuit
Breaker, Excitation Transformer, PT&SP Cubicle and LA&VT cubicle.
Generator Circuit Breaker.
The Surge Protection & Voltage Transformer (SP&VT) Cubicle, Lighting Arrestor and
VT Cubicle.
Protection monitoring & control system of Generator and auxiliary system.
Necessary HT Feeder to run VFD drive motor is to be arranged.
Necessary Low Voltage Switchgear and Air Conditioning System as per requirement.
Generator Transformer Bank and
HV equipment bay connecting GT bank to grid.
Barring gear system and jacking oil system.

WHY OLD HYDROGEN COOLED MACHINES
It may be noted that hydrogen cooled machine insulation system deterioration is at very low
pace as compared to air-cooled machines. The basic two factors which result in longevity of
machine insulation system are
a) Absence of oxygen in hydrogen cooled machines, thus oxidation of insulation does not
take place and insulation deterioration is solely due to mechanical failures, e.g. rubbing of
bar insulation.
b) The hydrogen pressure increases the breakdown voltage of machine insulation system,
instead of machine insulation system designed based on 3kV/mm, the machine insulation
breakdown voltage raised to 6-8kV/mm for 3-4kg/Cm2 hydrogen pressure. Therefore the
electrical stress seen by insulation system of these machines is similar to a case, when
11kV generator is connected to 6.6kV system.
In case the MVAR compensation requirement is low, after accessing the healthiness of
insulation system, machine can be used as air and water cooled in consultation with OEM. This
will reduce the complexity of hydrogen as well as sealing system. Whereas the cooling of stator
winding is by water, the rotor cooling is critical as air is used for cooling medium instead of
hydrogen. It may be noted that the electrical stress will be much higher on the winding in air
medium as compared to that experience during its operation under pressurized hydrogen.
MODIFICATION IN EXSTING SYSTEM
The following modification job required to be carried out in old generator arrangement to use
it as Synchronous Condenser:
a) Brushless Exciter
The brushless exciter scheme is sluggish and the overall response time is about 100 mS.
The issue has been addressed by newly developed scheme involve retrofitting of thyristor
bridges in place of diode based rectifier wheel. Bluetooth technology is used to fire
thyristors on rotating rectifier wheel. This scheme offers all advantages of brushless
exciters and will also give high initial response similar to Static Excitation System.
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Figure-1: Typical arrangement to Use Bluetooth Technology to fire thyristors

b) Static Excitation System:
Static excitation System is necessarily to be used for better and reliable control of machines.
The static excitation system is high initial response type to handle grid dynamic condition
during sudden load variations seen with renewable generation.

c) Drive motor:

Adequately sized 6.6kV motor shall be used to synchronize the generator. The machine
speed is increased to a speed more than 3000 r.p.m. and rated voltage is achieved by field
control through excitation. After switching off the motor, machine is synchronised with
the electrical network as and when rated speed is achieved.

d) Thrust bearing:
Necessary thrust bearing is to be provided between the drive and generator.
e) Generator Auxiliary System and Control panel - The existing generator auxiliary system
and control panel are to be retained and healthiness of auxiliary system needs to be checked
to ensure proper hydrogen pressurisation, perfect sealing and lube oil flow. Necessary AC
supply to auxiliaries has to be ensured.
f) LA & VT cubicle and SP&VT cubicle for Generator protection.
g) Generator Transformer Bank – The GT shall be sized to meet the MVA as per Generator
capability curve at 0-MW line, and designed considering the desired ramp rate of
100MVA/minute.
h) High voltage electrical system –all equipment coming in the generator bay are also
provided in synchronous condenser scheme.
Suggested building layout of Synchronous Condenser Scheme is as below in figure-2.

Figure-2: Synchronous Condenser Building – Equipment Layout
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Typical Synchronous Condenser Scheme
The synchronous condenser requires high current bus-bar connection between the Generator,
Generator Circuit Breaker and Generator Transformer. The high voltage side of Generator
Transformer is connected with grid through a circuit breaker.

Figure-3: Synchronous Condenser Scheme
CONCLUSION
As discussed above, the Indian grid will be severely affected by large scale renewable
integration. The sudden voltage and frequency variations expected on the grid will need a good
planning to quickly add MW and MVAR as and when system need. The synchronous condenser
could emerge as right solution to quickly add MVAR into the system. It will also ensure good
power quality and help in maintaining the system inertia and voltage profile. This paper
suggests use of advance technology for brushless exciter, which will reduce the response time
making the excitation system high initial response type. The suggested use of existing old
retired large hydrogen cooled generators will reduce the cost of installation to a great extent.
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1.0 Synopsis:
In our country the Power is predominantly produced with the fossil fuels Coal and Lignite. The
percentage thereof is 56.53% of total Installed capacity of 349.29 GW (As on 31.01.2019
Source CEA).These fossil fuels are exhaustible? The fossil fuels Coal and Lignite, right from
their mining to burning to fly-ashes in thermal Power Plants, pollute the environment and also
produce green house gasses leading to global warming. In order to minimize the said aspect
and constraints, related to fossil fuels- thermal power generation, new concepts by harnessing
alternate sources of renewable energy have been resorted to.
Following are the alternate sources of renewable energy predominantly used for Power
Generation - Wind Power, Solar Power and Hydro Power in our country.
India being a tropical country, bright sunshine is available in abundance.
Installed capacity of Solar Power increased by 8 times from 2630 MW in the year 2013-1014 to
22,000 MW by the end of the year 2017-18 (please see the graph attached as figure 1)
The Revised Target by the end of the year 2022 for installation of Solar Energy Plants is
100GW, in the proportion of 60:40 ie 60 GW for Solar parks and 40 GW for Roof-top Solar
System.
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Figure1: Graph depicting growth of 8 times from 2013-14 to 2017-18
Solar PARKS >150 MW in India;

Table 1: Solar parks above 150 MW in operation in INDIA.
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2.0 Key words & meaning of abbreviations: PV (Photovoltaic) Cell, Solar Constant, Solar
Isolation, η = Energy conversion factor in percentage, MPPT (Maximum Power Point
Tracking). MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor field effect Transistor), IGBT (Insulated
Gate Bipolar Transistor), Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), GTI(Grid Tie Inverter) and DSP
(Digital Signal Processor) etc.
3.0 Description of Standards;
 UL1741 (Under Writers Laboratory 1741): Standard for, Converters, Controllers and
Interconnection System Equipment for Use with Distributed Energy Resources.
 IEEE 1547: Standard for interconnecting Distributed Resources with electric Power
systems is a standard of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
 IEC 62116-2014: Utility-interconnected photovoltaic inverters-Test Procedure of
islanding prevention measures a standard of International Electro-technical Commission.
4.0 Invention of the name “INVERTER”:
An inverter converts DC voltage to an AC voltage. The name” inverter” is derived from the
action of inverting the constant polarity of DC into positive and negative voltages in every half a
cycle period, causing the current to flow in alternating direction.
4.1 “Grid Tie Inverter” :
The “Grid Tie Inverter” in Solar system, plays a vital role of interfacing between Solar PVs. (DC
Power from photovoltaic cells) and the Power utility by making available, the AC power, through
inversion, to the consumers connected therein.
5.0 Basic Theory of the Inverter: The Inverters are used for converting the Direct current into
Alternating current through dedicated electrical switching wherein the polarity of the supply
changes alternatively by selection of switching action as shown in the fig.1, below such that to
obtain in 1st half of cycle say (+ve), switch 1 & 4 are made to close and to establish the 2 nd half
of the cycle (-ve), switch 2&3 are made to close.

fig.2: Basic H- bridge circuit for conversion from DC to AC power.
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6.0 Grid Tied Solar Electric System:
In this system, an Inverter known as Grid tie inverter is used through which connectivity to grid
is established. The batteries are generally not required in this system (ref.fig. 2 below.).

fig.3: Grid Tied Solar Electric system.

7.0 Solar Inverter: In a solar inverter the DC power from the PV array is inverted to AC power
via a set of solid state switches-MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor field effect Transistor)
or IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor)-these devices when connected in a typical H
bridge arrangement perform back and forth flipping of DC power thereby creating AC Power.
8.0 Single phase Grid Tie Solar Inverter: Schematic diagram of a single phase Grid tie solar
inverter for connection to 240 Volts AC. Utility Grid System.(ref.fig:4).

fig.4: Schematic diagram of 1- Ph, Grid Tie Solar Inverter.
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8.1 Description: For grid connectivity, the output current from the Grid Tie Inverter has to be in
sine wave form. The H-bridge puts a series of on-off cycles through MOSFETs to draw an
approximately sine wave shape. This is known as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). (ref.fig.5).

fig.5: Sinusoidal AC output through PWM.
In the above scheme, (ref fig.4), the Capacitors are used for filtering ripple currents on DC line,
ripple is an undesirable phenomena caused by Power semiconductor switching. In addition to
the Capacitors, Grid Tie Solar Inverter contains several pieces of equipment that are referred to
as Magnetics or magnetic components; these include the Inductor and the Transformer shown
at the right of the H-bridge. These magnetic components filter the wave shapes resulting from
the PWM switching, by smoothing them out into the sine waves and bring AC voltages to the
correct level for grid interconnection.
As could be observed from the diagram (fig.4), the AC waveform entering the inductor is raw
and triangular but on leaving the device, it is a clean 180V AC sine wave. As 180 V AC cannot
be directly connected to the utility grid, it goes through a 60Hz (50Hz for India) Transformer,
resulting into a smooth and sinusoidal 240 VAC Inverter output, which is connected to the utility
grid. Grid synchronous operation is made possible by grid sensing feedback. Grid voltage
information is provided to the Inverter’s Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or microcontroller, the
device that controls the H-bridge.
8.2 Minimum DC input Voltage: The Inverter’s DC input bus voltage has to be greater than
the peak of AC voltage on the primary side of the Transformer. In order to maintain this
relationship at all times, an additional control and safety margin is required. With a minimum
DC bus voltage as input voltage of 250 V DC, highest amplitude AC sine wave obtained would
be of 180VAC.It approximately follows the relationship of VAC x √2=VDC . (ref.fig 6)
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fig:6: Minimum DC bus voltage (250V DC)is higher than the created Sine wave AC voltage(180V AC).

9.0 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) : The PV modules have characteristic I-V curves
having “Knee point” where the Voltage multiplied by the current yields highest value of the
Power. The inverter is designed to remain on the ever moving maximum Power Point.
Maximum Power Point for a module is temperature dependent. When the sun is bright, module
current is higher and when there is less light, module current is lower. It is controlled through
microprocessor based device embedded in the inverter, it uses DC-DC closed loop.

fig.7(A)

fig.7(B)

fig.7 (A): Temperature dependent I-V curve.
fig.7 (B): I-V curve and P-V curve showing, P max at knee point.

10.0 Software and Monitoring: To reliably control the inverter, the software designed to run on
the Inverter’s Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is developed over years of code writing and
debugging. The most critical control is the one, driving the Power stage. This creates the PWM
waveforms that generate the sine waves ending up on the utility grid. Software also controls the
inverter’s interaction with the grid and drives all the appropriate required controls and events as
stipulated in UL1741 and IEEE 1547.
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Another part of this software is to controls the MPPT function that varies the DC voltage and
current level as required to accurately and quickly follow the moving MPP of the PV array. The
soft ware is also used to drive the Contactor that places the inverter on to the grid in the
morning and off the grid at night. Software controls Temperature limits and optimizes cooling
system controls.
The software also establishes communication with other inverters, PCs and Data on to the
internet.
11.0 Three-Phase Grid Tie Solar Inverter: Schematic diagram showing 3-phase inverter for
grid connection to 480 Volts AC systems. (ref.fig.7).

fig.8: Schematic diagram of 3-Ph, Grid Tie Solar Inverter.

12.0 Integrated Scheme with 3-Phase Central grid Tie Inverter & other equipments like
filter, Transformer, EMI/RFI filter, Contactor etc.(ref fig.9 )

fig.9: An integrated scheme with 3-Ph Central Grid Tie Inverter for connectivity to Grid utility and building
loads with major equipments therein.
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Fig 10: Sample SLD of Solar Park’s Connectivity to Grid network

13.0 Conditions for Grid disconnection and restoration:

(I) All grid tie inverters must get disconnected from the grid;
 If the A.C. Line Voltage or frequency goes below or above the prescribed limits
The limits:
a) Utility voltage drops below 0.5 of normal.
b) Frequency +0.5 or − 0.7Hz from rated Value.
 If it detects islanding, meaning - the Grid is no longer present. It should cease to export
Power to the grid in less than 100 milliseconds.
(II) While restoring, the inverter shall not get connected unless it senses that the Grid supply is
available for a period of say 5 minutes.
 Note: The above conditions/requirements are as per the stipulations in IEEE 1547 and
IEC 62116.
14.0 Selection of Grid Tie Inverter:
Following factors should be kept mind while selecting appropriate GTI;
 Very high efficiency (95%).
 Based on latest technology like MOSFET and IGBT for fast switching and better
efficiency.
 Life expectancy should be more than 35000 Hrs. with 40 oC ambient temperature that
means approximately 4-8 hrs at full load/day for 20 years.
 Inverter must be Grid compliant ie matching frequency and voltage.
 Maximum DC voltage of PV string at no load Voc should in no circumstances shall ever
exceed the inverter Max DC voltage.
 Minimum DC voltage for Tracking System, the minimum DC voltage at which the
inverter remains ‘on’. During cloudy day, the Solar PV string Voltage can drop to a very
low level. At some point, the Inverter should decide to ‘stop’.
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Inverter should not create Islanding of its own, in case of loss of utility power as
stipulated in IEC 62116.
Note: Under the “MAKE IN INDIA” Projects, one of the leading Companies of India shall
manufacture new generation Grid tie inverter of the Capacity of 5 MVA.

15.0 Energy Conversion Efficiency : Energy Conversion Efficiency is a measure of how much
of solar energy is converted into electrical energy.
𝑃𝑚
𝜂=�
� ∗ 100
𝐸∗𝐴
Where;
𝜂= Energy conversion factor, percent.
𝑃𝑚 =maximum power output, Watts.
𝐸 = solar energy insolation, watts per square meter.
𝐴=Area of solar cell, square meter.


Note: Solar insolation: It is the amount of solar enegy that strikes a square meter earth’s
surface in a single day. Insolation is greatest when the surface is normal to the earth.
The average in coming radiation is known as solar insolation and is one-fourth the solar
constant or 342 W/m2.

16.0 Some facts & figures:
A few facts and salient points regarding Solar PV Power, in brief, are mentioned here under,
which are relevant to this paper and must be known to the ieema Journal readers too.
 Solar Constant: It is the rate at which solar energy at all wavelengths is received per unit
area at the top level of Earth’s atmosphere. Average is 1,368W/m2.
 Solar insolation: It is the amount of solar energy that strikes a square meter earth’s
surface in a single day. Insolation is greatest when the surface is normal to the earth.
The average in coming radiation is known as solar insolation and is one-fourth the solar
constant or 342W/m2.
 By knowing the insolation levels of a particular area, required size of solar collector and
energy output can be calculated. Area with poor insolation level will need larger collector
than area with high insolation level.
 India receives solar energy in the region of 5 to 7 kWh/m 2 for 300 to 330 days in year
.This energy is sufficient for setting up 20MW solar power plant per square Km. land
area.
 Solar window is the period, typically between 9AM to 3PM when maximum sunlight is
available.
 Direct conversion of solar energy to electricity takes place through photovoltaic effect.
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fig.9: Photovoltaic effect.











PV Panels comprise of PV Cells which are connected in series and parallel
combinations to form modules as per the required power.
PV cells are predominantly made with Silicon (Si).The other materials which can also be
used for PV cells are Gallium Arsenide (Ga As), Copper Indium dieseline (CIS) etc.
One Silicon cell generally produces 0.5 Volts.
PV module comprises of 36 to 72 silicon cells as per requirement
Wattage output of PV Module in terms of peak Watts (Wp).
Energy Conversion Efficiency is a measure of how much of solar energy is converted
into electrical energy.
For every square Km, 50 MW solar Power can be commissioned that can yield average
annual 42.5GWh of Electricity, assuming PV cell efficiency of 15%.
Solar Park project needs huge land. It requires 2Hectares/MW as compared to 0.25 to
0.4 Hectares/MW of Thermal Power Project.
Gestation period is 6 to 8 months as compared to 5 years for thermal and other
projects.
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1.

ABSTRACT

Electric energy is very important for development and to ensure
a high quality of life; therefore, the relationship between energy
and economic growth of any country is crucial. However, due to
the current electricity demand, depletion of the conventional resources, is increased. An essential and effective way to prevent
the depletion of resources and to meet the increasing demand
of the electricity, smart grid with renewable energy sources
should be introduced.
Electricity storage is extremely useful for adding flexibility to
Smart grids because it helps to deal with the variability and
unpredictability of renewables.
This paper describes the application using self-Optimization
technology and FLIC to enhance the integration of renewable
energy to the smart grid and to advance greater levels of energy efficiency addressing the difficulties.

Data communication and energy flow of smart grid

3. MODEL OF THE HYBRID GRID:
Efficient integration of diverse renewable energy sources viz.
SPV, bio-gas and battery storage in a microgrid in conventional
grid mode to economically strengthen the farmer, developing
the prosumers as well as address the environment concern.

Smart Grid Model

2.

INTRODUCTION

Automation: The key to smart grid
The Smart grid described as ‘grid where power can flow in both
the direction while in conventional grid, power flow is unidirectional i.e. power departure is from power generation to consumers via transmission and distribution.
Due to the continuous increasing pressure from global resources, to cut down the Co2 emission, future state grid should
be filled with more renewable, high robustness, efficient, reconfigurable with faster protection and control by using state of the
art technology like grid optimization technology, FLIC, DRMS,
smart metering system, advance sensor technology and IT infrastructure. Smart grid can enable active participation for the
customer, accommodation for all type of generation and storage, provide power quality to the users, smart asset management, anticipate and respond to system disturbances.
To integrate intermittent renewables, power companies are
adding distribution automation systems to their grids. These distribution automation packages also enable companies to automatically locate and isolate outages and switch instantaneously
to new source feeds to avert system-wide failures.

Symbolical connection for smart Grid with renewables

4. STAGE OF THE GRID (IMPORTANCE OF
RENEWABLES IN THE WORLD)
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Across the globe, various countries have changed their
policy and announce several beneficial schemes viz.
KUSUM (Kisan Urja Siuraksha evam Utthan mahabhiyan)
in Gujarat, subsidy for grid connected solar roof top in
Jharkhand, to promote the renewables more and more in
the grid.
In
2014,
renewable
sources
such
as wind, geothermal, solar, biomass, and burnt waste provided 19% of the total energy consumed worldwide, with
roughly half of that coming from traditional use of biomass.[7] The most important sector is electricity with a renewable share of 22.8%, most of it coming from hydropower with a share of 16.6%, followed by wind with
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3.1%. According to the REN21 2017 global status report,
these figures had increased to 19.3% for energy in 2015
and 24.5% for electricity in 2016. There are many places
around the world with grids, that are run almost exclusively
on renewable energy. At the national level, at least 30 nations already have renewable energy contributing more
than 20% of the energy supply.
Top 11 nations across the globe are leading the charge on
renewable energy.
a. In 2015, Sweden threw down the gauntlet with an
ambitious goal to eliminate fossil fuels from electricity
generation by 2040 within its borders, and has
ramped up investment in solar, wind, energy storage,
smart grids, and clean transport. It’s trying to be
100% renewable country.
b. Over the past 4 years, Costa Rica has achieved 95%
energy from Renewable (Hydro).
c. Nicaragua aiming to produce 90% energy from the
renewable by 2020.
d. Scotland is building the world’s largest floating wind
farm, wind power generated 98% of Scotland’s electricity needs.
e. Germany is a world leader in renewable energy and
in the first half of 2018 it produced enough electricity
to power every household in the country for a year.
The country has also set an ambitious target to
get 65% of their electricity from renewables by 2030.
f.
Uruguay is now almost 100% powered by renewables almost after less than 10 years of concerted effort.
g. Denmark, China, Morocco, USA and Kenya also
moving fast towards renewable energy.
h. India has set an ambitious goal of reaching 175GW of
clean energy generation by March 2022, it has set a
new target of achieving 100 GW of solar power only
by 2022. Renewables accounted for 71GW of India's
installed generating capacity as of 30June, 2018.

Now those devices need protection and security. For security
reason need to develop integrated, metric analysis and their
corresponding states. Another important need to develop consumers and economic factors for potential electricity markets.
These technologies are covered transmission, sub-transmission
and distribution in smart grid system
6.

DISTRIBUTION GRID EDGE IS EXPANDING
FAST: ARE WE READY? With the expansion of

the grid edge resources like house hold roof top solar panel, energy storage and electric vehicles, electrical grid become complex to manage. These resources increase the
risk on distribution grid. To maintain the grid stability and
reliability, utility operators need visibility, and can control
the equipment of the distribution grid, regardless of who
owns and operate the equipment.
DERMS: it is known as “Distributed Energy Resource Management System” a software solution for distribution utilities, design
to provide control platform that allow utilities to visualize, manage and in some cases economically optimizes growing distributed energy resources on energy grid that may not be owned
by utility like household rooftop solar panels.
These resources, both load and generation may be in customer
premises or other parts of the grid.
DERMS Serve 3 main functions; first it helps the utility to operate its distribution grid by balancing network constraints based
on both, forecast and actual level of DER. Second, DERMS act
as customer relationship tool not only as energy buyer but as a
partner. And Third, DERMS optimizing the resource mix to ensure economic gain for both, prosumers and utilities.

Data from Wikipedia.
www.climatecouncil.org.au/11-countries-leading-thecharge-on-renewable-energy

5. IDENTIYING THE PROBLEM AND CHALLENGES OF SMART GRID
When we connect the production
from renewable energy sources to the grid, the communication
between renewable energy producers and smart grid brings
many challenges such as stability issues, complicated operating
process and control of remotely located assets. The electrical
power system is a principal structure of modern society. This
power distribution network reaches all most every home, ofﬁce,
factory and institution in developed countries and developing
countries.
Electrical power and distribution is a combined complex system
and no single entity has complete control of these multi-scale,
nor does any such entity have the ability to evaluate, monitor
and manage them in real time. The grid is not only electrical
transmission system from power plants to the substation, but it
also covers the distribution, electricity from the substations to
the individual user. There will be many challenging processes
and technology, included in the smart grid system, such as
monitoring and analysis, automation or control (active control of
high voltage device, robustness, reliability, security and
efﬁciency etc), integration and control of distributed energy resources such as micro grid, renewable energies , SPVs, battery
storage systems etc.
There will be needed advance sate communications and computers for installing several devices, such as phasor measurement units (PMU), digital frequency recorders (DFR), dynamic
swing records (DSR) and need global positioning system
(GPS). The wide area management systems (WAMS) devices
will be installed for big area.

DERMS is the solution provider which can facilitate to enhance the grid stability and reliability:
a.

b.

Ensure Network Safety and Reliability: A lot

of distributed energy resources e.g Wind, solar farms
which are connected to the grid functions intermittently. Sudden cover of cloud and halt of wind stop producing the energy, which will increase the stress in
the grid and fluctuations. Two-way power flow leading
the operation uncertainty.
DERMS helps the utility to plan, ahead to bring supply and demand in balance so, as to not exceed the
constraints of the network and cause an outage.
It integrates the forecasting service to predict renewable generation and automatically make operational
recommendations for load ramping up or load shedding.

Enable integration and adaptation of Distributed Energy: In few countries, regulators of

the grid, mandate utilities to bring more renewable
energy in to the grid. DERMS facilitates the utilities to
enroll the customer asset in DER programs, manage
the massive asset information received by utility and
integrate the information to other utility systems.
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c.

Leverages Economic Benefits of Distributed
Energy: DERMS provides clear understanding of all

a.

energy resources available to utilities that, where they
are, when and how they produce the power. It also
provides, optimize dispatch of DER for both market
participation as well as regulated operations, economic settlement for billing and advance analytics for
utility to ensure business returns. DERMS can
strengthen the utilities operation and relationship with
prosumers.

7. SELF-OPTIMIZING GRID:AN INNOVATIVE
AND SMART SOLUTION FOR GRID STABILITY.

b.

The power distribution grid is facing a unique set of challenges
that are increasing pressure on an already struggling and ageing infrastructure. Distributed power generation, changing political frameworks, fluctuating peak times, and an increase in the
number of consumers – or ‘prosumers’ – producing energy, are
key contributors to a worrying trend that is likely to escalate in
the future. As a measure to counteract this trend, “Self Optimizing Grid’ an innovative and smart solution that combines
automation and decentralized applications to monitor and remotely
control
the
grid.

c.

d.

e.

The self-optimized grid solution is comprised of the most relevant applications for semi-decentralized solutions. These applications accurately monitor the grid and remotely control stations
to ensure high reliability of supply and improve system performance, increase the distribution operator’s KPI by using several
intelligent functions. Self-optimization technology provides following features:

Reference Architecture for Distributed grid with distributed energy sources

Self-Healing of the grid: The self-healing application
reduces outage time through the early detection of
fault location. The application’s algorithm identifies
the location of the fault and isolates the damaged
section; it then reconfigures the section by closing the
normally open points of the grid to restore supply to
consumers. Self-healing automation supports every
type of standardized communication protocol and
provides secure and reliable operation for essential
primary equipment.
Load Management: The objective of the Load Management application is to reduce the number of outages on the grid by automatically reconfiguring the
feeder of a load to avoid overload on lines, transformers and switches.
Automatic Source Transfer: The Automatic Source
Transfer application automatically transfers critical
loads to an alternate source in the event of a loss of
voltage incident. Like Load Management, its main objective is to reduce the number and duration of outages on the grid.
Overload Reduction: The primary function of Overload Reduction is to handle unmanageable loads on
the grid. The application considers the load situation
of the grid in a similar manner to Load Management
application, but on the basis that load shifting to a different grid section or source is not possible. Overload
reduction is used to cut overloads on lines, transformers and switches and to reduce the unsupplied
region to a minimum.
Area Voltage Control: The Wide-Area Voltage Application uses several intelligent secondary substations to monitor and regulate voltage level by measuring current and power flow to avoid voltage deviation
of a minimum and maximum level. The algorithm creates a voltage level map by following the topology of
the grid to establish the voltage value the algorithm
must monitor, that is, the value required under normal
conditions. Stabilization is performed by increasing or
decreasing the step position (TAP) of the voltage
regulator.

8. MODERNISATION USING FLIC (FAULT LOCALIZATION IN CLOUD)

Demand for uninterrupted supply to the industrial customer as
well as to house hold is very crucial on today than ever before.
If a overhead line is damaged by falling a tree or cable insulation punctured in some section of a cable feeder, locating the
fault usually very time consuming and it’s a very complex task
for maintenance crew Fault detection and signaling systems,
and fault analysis is the essential part of optimized grid to reduce the interruption and increase the efficiency of the grid.
FLIC containing the FPI, FCG is the, state-of-the-art technology
which is fast, and capable for efficient management of faults in
power grids, have always been connected to control centers.
Fault localization in the cloud now offers a new, cloud-based
service for reporting faults directly to maintenance crews, including the exact fault location – and with no need for a control
center. It makes fault reporting possible without any control centers or complex IT hardware, enables mobile signaling, and is
astonishingly economical.
It’s time for you to discover fault localization in the cloud!
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A.

B.

Fault Reporting: In the event of a fault, a fault display at the control center signals that a circuit breaker
or disconnect switch has been actuated and opened
in the distribution line section affected. Control station
personnel can thus quickly determine in what section
the fault has occurred and dispatch a maintenance
team directly to the identified fault location. There’s
no need for time-consuming searching to find the
faulty power grid section, which, especially in rural
areas, can easily take several hours.

C.

IT

systems

and

operational

technology.

Fast and Reliable Fault Localization: With the
FLIC system, fault can be indicated either on a PC or
direct on the user’s mobile phone.

fault localization in the cloud is compatible with
all modern smartphones and tablets and can be
expanded to meet any need by adding more
fault indicators as well as further Cloud services. What’s more, cloud technology stands for
maximum reliability and absolute state-of-theart IT security.
Available Any Where and Easy to Operate:

• When a fault indicator identifies a short circuit or

Fault localization in the cloud provides a comprehen-

ting an e-mail to the phone numbers of the specified

sive range of grid monitoring functions as a user-

recipients with a map link.

friendly, Web browser-based plug and play solution,

• When the e-mail is opened, the initiating fault indica-

and is thus available at any time from mobile devices.

tors are displayed in Google Maps. The Service team

It is the ideal solution for distribution grid operators.

who takes charge of attending the fault acknowledges

Fault localization in the cloud is very simple to oper-

its receipt and his acceptance of the task. All other

ate. When fault indicators are installed, they are au-

participants are thereby informed of that acknowl-

tomatically registered by way of a Quick Response

edgment accordingly.

(QR) code scan and the indicator’s Global Positioning

• Service team can process fault reports directly on

System (GPS) coordinates. From then on, faults are

their smartphone, save comments, and take photos

immediately signaled, and the signaling fault indica-

of any damage incurred. The stored information can

tors are displayed on a geographical map. Fault re-

later be retrieved for documentation purposes.

ports are transmitted directly to the mobile devices of

• Once the fault has been eliminated, the

the maintenance teams. In this way, distribution grid

fault indicator is reset, and the fault attendee ap-

operators can reduce the ample amount of time and

proves

work needed to locate faults without having to invest

smartphone directly at site.

in deploying and maintaining a complex infrastructure

ground fault, it transmits a fault signal to the gateway
via a secure short-range communication link.
• The gateway forwards this information by mobile
communication to the Cloud.
• The Cloud recognizes the initiating devices, marks
them in Google Maps while simultaneously transmit-

the power-grid

section for

release by
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SAIDI is improved from 65 minute to 12 minutes,
by the automation.
Reduction of outage times is over 4 times less as
before.
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9. CONCLUSION
World is telling “People Matters” and for People
“Power Matters”
The decentralized grid intelligence makes operation of the distribution grid very energy- and cost-efficient. Improved fault detection and rapid troubleshooting result in a significant reduction
in SAIDI value and thus substantial cost savings and consumer
satisfaction. Power quality is optimized, and a reliable energy
supply system can be assured in the region.
This Cost-effective and future-proof solution for automatic
and rapid fault analysis, fault location and restoration
of power supply. Also helps in providing
• Flexible solution supporting centralized and
decentralized configurations
• Easy to configure and maintain with dedicated tool
landscapes like FASE (Feeder Automation Sequence
Editor)
• Automated switching procedure to return to normal
operation
• SCADA system connectivity to self-healing solution
for monitoring and control purposes
• Improvement of distribution grid reliability indicators
(e.g. SAIDI, SAIFI) by reduction of outages
• Avoid penalties and secure power supply for critical
loads like hospitals and data centers.
For a project implemented in Germany, significant improvements in the various parameters were observed such
as:
A.
B.

Total 25% of the initial cost as compared to copper cable installation.
Total Overall improvement of KPIs: MAIFI, SAIDI
and SAIFI by degree of automation of 15% results
in more than 80% improvement in availability.

Abbreviations:
11. FLIC: Fault localization in cloud.
12. DERMS: Distributed Energy resource management
system.
13. IT: Information technology.
14. KUSUM: Kisan Urja Siuraksha evam Utthan mahabhiyan
15. REN21: Renewable Energy policy network for the
21st century.
16. SPVs: Solar Photo voltaic cell
17. PMU: Phasor Measurement Unit.
18. DFR: Digital frequency recorder.
19. DSR: Dynamic swing recorder
20. WAMS: Wide area Management System.
21. DER: Distributed Energy Resource.
22. NOP: Normal Open Point.
23. FPI: Fault passage Indicator.
24. FCG: Fault collector gateway.
25. SAIFI: System Average Interruption frequency index.
26. SAIDI: System Average Interruption duration index.
27. MAIFI: Momentary average interruption frequency index.
28. KPI: Key performance indicator.
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SYNOPSIS
The new era of the energy sector depends around alternate sources of energy, the truth in the
phrase has now been well understood and accepted by even the toughest critic of change. The
revolution in the energy sector started way back in the last century but it was more dispersed
in nature. Also, the need of an alternate source of energy was not felt then with the abundance
of fuel sources like coal and gas. The world became conscious of the emissions from coalbased power generation but was quiet as it did not have a strong enough substitute to support
their concern. With the invent of renewables the world for the first time found a voice to raise
concern. For the first time there was someone who had the potential to reduce the dependency
on coal for power generation. Renewables being agile, compatible and flexible in design
brought about changes in the otherwise rigid power sector. The sector which was overtly a
B2B industry started to open. Industry started to talk about decentralization of power,
decarbonization of grid and concepts like open access, distributed generation to name a few.
The period between 2008 to 2015 saw many new types of technologies coming up and giving
more options of generating power commercially. The paper is an effort to describe the
development of the power sector, its concerns, the enablers and the way forward.
KEYWORDS
Electric Vehicles, Batteries, Renewables, Power sector, Capacity, Grid, Reliability,
Curtailment, Storage, Generation, Forecasting and scheduling

1. INTRODUCTION:
The Indian power sector present generation Capacity is 346 GW (59% - Coal) of which 46%
of generation capacity is catered by private sectors. The Capacity Factors range from 74% Central; 59% - State and 54% - Private players. The Renewables Capacity is around 72 GW
which is around 8% of total capacity. Solar Installed Capacity as on date is 27 GW (87%
utility scale, 13% rooftop) and that for wind is 34 GW. The pumped hydro part is quite
insignificant as on date because of many hurdles being faced. Statistics shows that around
85% of the potential is unexplored. India’s energy consumption rate is growing at a CAGR of
6-8%, with daily peaks ranging 150 – 170 GW. In 2018, renewables pumped 78,537 million
units into grid. Along with the increase in renewables in the grid, the reserve margin in grid
increased from 51% in 2011 to 725 in 2017 (lower utilization of thermal plants due to
increased RE penetration). The DG Capacity as on date: 80 GW (~4.7 billion ltrs. of diesel).
Along with the increase in renewables in the grid, the grid inertia has been decreasing too,
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which makes the grid vulnerable while being grid. In order to make this responsible, storage
plays a very big part. The storage market has been growing to compliment this growth. At
present the energy storage market is around 20GWh, with 5.3 GW of large-scale energy
storage projects announced in 2018 alone.

2. Government Commitments
Government of India has been actively promoting the Greening of Grid revolution. It has placed
ambitious targets from time to time from 175 GWs of Renewable capacity by 2022 to 30% of
vehicles manufactured as EVs by 2030. India also made commitment in Paris Agreement to
reduce GPD’s emission intensity by 33% by 2030 from its level in 2005 and promotion of

indigenous manufacturing and development of skills – Make in India. All these has given a
clear indication to market on the way forward in the power sector.

3. Market Forecast
2018, has seen some ups and downs in terms of Renewables capacity group in India. While
the main reason has been the fluctuations of the Indian rupee against the US dollar, antidumping duty which was imposed on solar panels also dampened the industry sentiments.
The year 2019 promises to bring back the growth to track with around 50% more addition of
RE capacity forecasted. Predictions claim that India will be 50% non-fossil fuel generation
nation by 2030 with diversity in grid increasing to 5% and by 2050, 75% of India will be
powered by Renewables. The predictions state 620 GWs of Renewable capacity by 2027
which will be 44% (Wind – 75 GWs by 2025; Solar – 150 GWs by 2025).
The increasing percentage of renewables in the grid also will increase the ramping rate
requirements. Studies predict 150MW/min for 40 mins at present to 340MW/min for 3-4
hours by 2025 increase in ramping rates. Amongst usage and demand, AC usage to increase
significantly – 24% of total energy consumption demand
Potential of the storage market as per report is > 300GWh by 2030 growing at a CAGR of
21% from 2017 to 2025. The world has seen a steep decline in battery prices, Battery prices
have decreased 70% from 2011 to 2017, at present battery prices are around USD200/ KWh,
further 30% reduction expected in 2 years’ time, almost reaching USD100/KWh by 2030.
India battery storage market will be around 90 GWh by 2025. One of the main demands here
will come from Inverters (16%) but overtime with more stability and reliability of grid the
inverter market will decline. Top 5 applications in terms of MWh potential in the battery
market, will be EVs (51%), Inverters (16%), telecom (10%), UPS (7%) and thermal storage.
EVs to share 51% of battery market resulting to total requirement of 200 GWh (total sale of
EVs to be 17.8M by 2025)
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4. Concerns


Grid Reliability - Percentage increase of renewables in grid also increases variability in
grid. As renewable power is cheaper and due to mandate to consume 100% of renewable
generation by the DISCOMs it leads to the conventional plants being shut down. But
what happens due to this is that the inertia of the grid reduces a lot and there is fear of
grid blackouts in case renewable generations doesn’t meet forecast.



The Duck Curve Issue – Solar
generation shuts off in evening, which
will create a huge instant demand,
which will lead in very high ramping
rates. Coal plants will not be able to
cater to this demand. Gas plants can,
but power price from gas plants are
very high due to non-availability of
cheap domestic gas supplies



Stringent Forecasting and Scheduling Regulations – In order to make the grid reliable,
grid has come out with F&S regulations with penalties on defaults. Renewable with
variability thus will find it challenging to adhere to schedule with resource assessments
not yet matching >90% accuracy levels. Discussions are also going on to convert the 15minute blocks to 5 minutes blocks



Curtailment and Load Shedding - There has been a substantial gap between the
expansion of renewables and in connection to it expansion of sub-stations to cater the
load. This has resulted in maximum of the substations operating at near full capacities or
even being over loaded. This leads to huge curtailment and load shedding’s whenever
wind speeds increase. This is more pronounced in the wind sector than the solar sector.
This eventually leads to huge revenue loss for the utilities and builds in huge
inefficiencies to the system

5. Energy Storage – The Enabler
The Technology: Energy storage has various forms, in terms of mechanical storage, we have
pumped hydro, compressed air energy storage and flywheels. In terms of electrochemical
storage technologies, we have batteries, flow batteries and fuel cells. While there have been
significant developments on many of these technologies, some of them have faced challenges
in deployment (pumped storage – land issues), some have faced cost issues. Of all this one
technology that has come forward and has been pronounced in deployment is Batteries.
Batteries are like a one stop solution to many of the concerns illustrated earlier. Batteries
have many characteristics, some has very fast discharge rates, some has very long cycle life,
some has very high energy density, while some are much more efficient. Depending upon the
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application therefore when batteries are selected, they can solve many problems. For
examples, when used in energy applications, where we need these batteries to store energy
for long, we need to look at such chemistries which can give us long cycle life (flow
batteries), whereas when looking for power applications, we will need batteries which can
discharge energy very fast while being compact, so in such cases we will have to look for
more efficient and higher power density batteries. So, batteries which needs to be deployed in
grid storage and EVs will be contrasting in nature.
One of the various chemistries which everyone is talking about today is Lithium Ion
batteries which has an efficiency of around 95% and has a good mix of attributes while also
being easy on economics when compared to the other technologies. At global level of all
batteries that are being deployed 82% is lithium ion batteries as on date. Researchers and
industry experts warn that post 2020, cadmium which is a key ingredient in Li-Ion batteries
can cause an issue in mass production and thus research is ongoing for more viable
technologies going forward like Lithium air batteries, zinc battery systems, molten salt
batteries, flow batteries and solid-state batteries like lithium garnet batteries. The economic
and technological compatibility of these however needs to be seen with time.
Concerns with lithium ion as on date are its cost and performance eat high temperatures.
Though the cost of these batteries has reduced 70% w.r.t 2011, but still they need to reduce
further to make economical sense and stand competition with other competing technologies.
Also, a concern has been temperature tolerance, in countries like India where temperatures
are quite high, performance of such batteries remains a concern. There also has been issues
like potential short circuits, formation of reactive product layer and restriction in achieving
higher energy density. But there has been challenges to address all these with alternate
technologies as this will lead to increase in cost and maintenance which overall will increase
the LCEO of such technologies. So, it will be fair to say that in terms of cost benefit analysis
as on date lithium ion batteries remains the most adaptable and compatible technology in the
energy storage arena.
Benefits from Storage: Issues like duck curve formation which will need very high ramping
in the early evening hours can be well managed by batteries, so can batteries be used to
manage the load from renewables, where it can be used to smoothen out the load curve and
take care of sudden fluctuations. Batteries can even be helpful for utilities to adhere to the
F&S regulations better where batteries can store excess energy in blocks of excess generation
and discharge the deficient energy in blocks of under generation. This can also help in
absorbing the energy which otherwise would have been curtailed in high RE resource seasons
due to over loading of sub stations.
Multiple Application Deployment: What is of paramount importance here is proper sizing
of these batteries and choosing the most appropriate technology of battery based on its
application. Various test labs are being developed to make batteries much safer and more
reliable. Also, what needs attention is development of ancillary industries, as deployment of
batteries to only address one issue will not make the deployment economically viable.
Deployment must be made with multiple applications kept in mind. Let’s discuss its
deployment in a solar farm. Solar irradiance is more during March to June post which the
irradiance level decreases, so during the lean periods the batteries will almost be idle, this is a
time when these batteries can be used for other ancillary services. This further will need the
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policies to be developed in a much more favorable way for the open access market to
develop.
6. CONCLUSION
The Way Forward
As seen, batteries are the way forward and its now upon us as to how we take advance of this
opportunity and ensure we take the first mover advantage on the same. Indigenous
manufacturing of batteries will be the key to hold the sustainability edge in this market and
the government is taking small steps to realize the same. Policy clarity, incentives to motivate
the manufacturing industry and investing sufficiently on R&D will be the key to success
going forward. If these fall in line without much procrastination then the below benefits will
too fall in, namely:


Battery pack Cost – Decrease



Cycle Efficiency – Increase



Promoting Indigenous Manufacturing - Low dependency on import



Battery recycling and better end of life use



Agile Net Metering and Open access Policies



Strategic Partnerships between developers and IPPs



Beyond Li-Ion – development of more efficient technologies

Overall the future of technology looks promising with many options congregating in the
power sector. It’s a challenging and competing environment where the technology which
remains agile, compatible, trailable, convenient and customer oriented will lead and maintain
the sustainability edge going forward.
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Interconnected power system –electrical grid
• Power systems are often interconnected to improve reliability and quality of power supply, to reduce
the spinning reserve requirement of individual system and for other advantages. The various
operating states of system operation are:
• Normal Mode
• Preventive or Alert Mode
• Emergency Mode
• Restorative Mode
Power system operation ‘Fundamentals
• Power is single largest need of 21st century.
• Power cannot be stored.
• Utility has no control over load demand.
• Load demand is not same at any given time.
• Difference in load demand & generation causes variation in grid frequency.
• Reactive power and voltage control.
• Load frequency control is the essence of system operation.
• Load shedding is used for frequency control
• R E sources are here to stay.
• Pumped storage plants are need of the hour.
The power requirements are determined by measuring the output of the generating stations and deviation
in the speed of the generator or frequency. In the balanced condition of the power system the following
identity will apply:
Power Generated

=
+
+

Power requirement of the consumers
Transmission & Distribution Losses
Station Auxiliary Consumption's

When the generation exceeds the requirement indicated above, speed of the generator and hence the
system frequency tends to rise above the normal level of 50.0 Hz and vice versa. Hence the deviation of
1
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system frequency from 50.0 Hz a measure of the excess or deficit of the power generation level any time
in the system.
Thus
P
=
K
*
f
Where K is a constant which converts the frequency deviation ( f) into change in generation of power
( P) required in the system and is commonly known as "Frequency Bias" of the system.
Pump Storage Schemes and Its Importance in Grid Stability with Large Renewable Energy Feeds.
•

•
•
•

A pumped storage scheme is basically a hydropower project that does not generate "fresh"
electricity. Water is pumped up in the storage system using electricity available during lean
periods.
Once the system is full, water is discharged and electricity is produced just like a regular storagebased hydropower plant.
Pumped storage schemes are used therefore to meet the peak load demand although at the cost of
using power available during the lean period.
The pumped-storage process actually consumes more electricity than it generates.

Pump Starting Equipment
A pumped-storage unit is a turbine/generator that can be reversed to pump water upstream. When
operating as a pump, the generator becomes a motor, which now supplies mechanical power to the
turbine. Starting the unit in the pump mode requires a means of accelerating the generator / motor
in the pump direction. Regardless of how this is done, the motor is started with the gates closed and
the tail water depressed. Once the unit is at full speed and on-line, the depressing air is vented and
the pump is primed. The gates are then opened and pumping begins.
Renewal Energy Sources and Their Effect on Power System Stability
•

In a large interconnected power system, like the one we have in India, under voltage and under
frequency load shedding was a practice rather than an exception. In order to avoid the system
from entering a state of instability, following a disturbance, such as rapid increase in load demand,
during peak load, load shedding was resorted to as a precautionary measure. However, with
addition of large renewal energy sources like Wind farm and solar PV, has also resulted system
instability issues due to their nature of feed in to the grid... This article reviews these renewal
energy sources and their effect on power system stability.



Power systems require significant flexibility to operate reliably. The increased variability and
uncertainty of wind and solar generation are increasing the need for flexibility. Capacity is
required to meet the maximum net load. Regulation is required to match the short-term
variability. Contingency reserves are required to respond to sudden failures of large generators or
drop in wind / solar generation. The development of new Pumped storage hydro projects,
particularly in areas with increased wind and solar capacity, would significantly improve
system reliability while reducing the need to construct new fossil-fueled generation. Pump Storage
plants (PSP) has technical capabilities that closely match the power system’s need for flexibility. The
total system benefits will always increase with increased storage, but the benefits per unit of storage
2
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size will decrease. This means there is a point where increasing the storage system’s size beyond
this point would be counterproductive in today’s market. PSP can provide many services to the
power system that are not captured in today’s demand structure, such as increased flexibility,
primary frequency response, voltage control , following reserves, and fast-acting regulation
reserves.
2.
Interaction of wind turbine and grid
Large wind farms are a source of fluctuating power and sometimes of reactive power as well.
Secondly, the response of wind farms to voltage and frequency dips is a cause for worry: the farm
will shut down immediately. The dip itself is a sign of a serious grid control problem, and the
problem may become worse if wind power shuts down on a large scale. For conventional power
stations the required behavior during a grid dip is to stay in operation and supply (reactive) power.
This behavior is prescribed in grid codes.
Production and consumption of electric power puts a demand on the transmission capacity of the
electricity grid and causes local deviations in voltage level and wave form. In this respect, electricity
production by means of wind turbines is the effect of wind power on the grid is likely to be more
severe, due to the highly variable character of wind power. With increasing turbine size and number,
this is of increasing importance and is currently receiving more attention from developers as well as
manufacturers.
The effect of a wind and solar electricity producer on the grid affects “Power Quality”, which
includes a number of aspects on different time scales:
• Wind turbine power variability;
• Reactive power and power factor;
• Switching transients;
• Flicker;
• Voltage and current harmonics.
Frequency control
The grid frequency is the result of the combined action of all the factors (such as demand and
supply, line outages, tripping) on the grid, mainly influenced by the large power stations. The frequency
is a global variable, meaning that wherever it is measured in the grid, the value will be the same. The
frequency is determined by the equilibrium between the power demand and the power produced minus
the losses. A mismatch in power P prod = P demand + P loss will change the frequency
The hydro, thermal, plant all have rotating T_G sets with a GD^2 with or without fly wheel which
acts as an energy storage device which acts during load variation on the system. This is not possible in
solar plants and in wind the unit gets cut off due the low frequency / voltage drop. Same is the case with
voltage dips where an AVR is provided on the generator / excitation system. Such is not possible in
solar without additional cost.
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Voltage control
Dynamic voltage control takes place at the interconnection level and the transmission level. The voltage is
a local variable, meaning that its value is location dependent. Power normally flows from the
interconnection level to the transmission and distribution level.
The tasks of voltage control at the interconnection network level are:
1. To maintain a constant voltage at the power stations;
2. To maintain a stable distribution of reactive power over all power stations;
3. To prevent high voltages in case of loss of load;
4. To increase the grid stability at short circuit situations by increasing the excitation and thereby
maintaining the Synchronism of the grid.
Response of the solar and wind to sever line fault or a generator fault is to shut down the plant when
it is actually required to be in service to stabilize the grid.
Solutions to Variable wind and solar Generation Concerns.
Solar energy should be reliable. As a result, a plant control system incorporating forecasting and
energy scheduling capabilities to ensure bulk power reliability and stable grid integration is a precondition to large grid connected solar generators —this functionality is operational today on some
PV plants that are several-hundred megawatts in size.
In cases where the solar plant output is constrained but the plant has additional generation capability,
plant control system can actually reduce the impact of cloud passage and increase overall energy yield.
R E Generators shall incorporate forecasting and energy scheduling capabilities to ensure their
bulk power system reliability and dependable operations. By utilizing satellite imagery and IMD “met
“forecast, provide wind and PV forecasts that can be integrated into their daily supply schedules and
used for real- time energy supply.
Solutions to Variable Generation Concerns
By adopting plant control system, and including forecasting and energy scheduling capabilities, solar
generators can address some of the primary concerns associated with increased penetration of solar
into the electricity grid. They shall offer solutions to integrating variable generation resources that
maintain grid reliability and stability and support daily load balancing. The solar generator shall
provide various reports over multiple timescales to utilities and grid operators, increasing the
predictability of PV power plants.
Liability on grid:
Some renewable energy technologies provide power only when the resource is available. These resources
are often contracted as “must-take” generators, where their output is always used when it is available.
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However it is difficult to integrate a large amount of “must-take” generation into the grid because its
availability is uncertain and constantly changing.


Photovoltaic (PV) may be centrally located in large plants or distributed on rooftops. Distributed
PV has benefits, such as low land use and no transmission needs. Both distributed and central PV
is usually “must-take” generators.



In India to fulfill the peak hour demand of electricity and due to increasing imbalance of thermal:
Hydel mix, need for developing pumped storage schemes was realized as early in 1960.



In India, first pumped storage plant was built at Nagarjunasagar in Andhra Pradesh in the year
1970 with an installed capacity of 700 MW. Since then, 11 pumped storage plants having 3604
MW total capacity have been successfully constructed in India, which includes Srisailam(900
MW), Purulia(900 MW), Kadampani(400 MW), Ghatghar (250 MW), Kadana(240 MW),
Bhira(150 MW) Pumped Storage Projects and 1200 MW Sardar Sarovar and 1000 MW Tehri
Pumped Storage Plants are under construction.



56 major Pumped Storage Schemes with total installed capacity of 96000 MW have been
identified in the different part of India.

Conclusion
While renewable power technologies will be an essential part of our energy future, no one technology can
provide all of the energy and services we need. Careful integration of distributed generation and careful
deployment of utility-scale pumped storage system generation will be needed to provide the mix of
power and reliability.
Therefore development of reservoir based hydro power in India deserves due attention from the energy
security point of view, peaking support capability and harnessing of renewable source of energy to its
potential.
With larger perspective of future energy scenario and environment concerns, any implication on tariff
becomes a small issue considering the cost implications in future. Further there is a greater risk for the
generator to bear the hydrology risk as well. It may therefore, be desirable to provide additional
return on equity of 1% consciously in case of reservoir based hydro generating stations
………………
Ref Electrical Systems in Wind Turbines
And Integration of Wind Energy into the Grid
J.T.G. Pierik
Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands
ECN-Wind Energy
REF; First solar
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Abstract: Large scale battery storage systems are becoming increasingly relevant for the Indian power
system because of the increasing share of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) based power generation
capacity connecting to the grid. Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) connected to the grid along with a
renewable energy sources can also be deployed for frequency control along with other main applications. The
fast charging and discharging capability of BESS helps to ride through grid frequency variation during
contingencies in the grid thereby improving the grid stability. This paper presents a case study,
demonstrating the application of large-scale energy storage helping faster recovery of the system frequency
during large disturbances. The BESS performance was evaluated considering frequency response and active
power control mode for large generation and load tripping contingencies. Investigations revealed that BESS
helps in improving the frequency response i.e. frequency rise/dip, response time and steady state frequency.
Keywords: Battery energy storage, contingency, frequency regulation, reliability, renewable energy, stability
analysis, system impact studies, transmission planning.

1

INTRODUCTION

Renewable generation from wind and solar has increased substantially during past few years and forms a significant
proportion of the total generation in the grid. As the Indian power generation profile is trending towards more
renewable addition with the target of 175GW of installed RE capacity by 2022 distributed in six major renewable
rich states including Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamilnadu, Maharashtra, Gujarat & Rajasthan, it cannot be called
marginal generation anymore. With such a large VRE capacity, a key challenge will be to manage the significant
variability in net demand that will be introduced into the system. Also, high intermittency of renewable energy
makes it difficult to forecast and schedule for dispatches. Integration of such high penetration of renewables into the
grid, effectively needs several actions, some of which are flexible conventional generation, frequency control,
maintaining generation reserves and introduction of ancillary services.
There are number of options to meet the required flexibility associated with variable generation. However, each
option may have different market structure in place based on the usage. Some of the common options are listed
below [1].
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Flexible Generation
Transmission
Services from RE

Load

Storage system

• Hydro Ramping
• Simple cycle and combined cycle Gas plants
• Coal Ramping
• Advanced Network manegement
• Trasmission expansion
• Upward & downward reserves
• Frequency support
• Voltage support
• Demand Response
• Involuntary Load shedding
• Load Shifting
• Thermal Storage
• Pumped Hydro storage
• Battery Storage

To ensure the reliability of the grid with high shares of variable RE, the additional investments on balancing
mechanisms are required, and the specific performance requirements are key for the identification of the most
suitable technology. One of them being battery energy storage with fastest emerging technologies supported by
global R&D efforts and rapidly reducing costs. The vast amounts of renewable energy will need to be backed up by
a mix of fast response and high capacity energy storage to support sudden drops in output and the morning and
evening ramping requirements. In addition, if there is a drop-in demand, there would be a need to absorb the excess
generation for later use and prevent curtailments.
This paper attempts to provide a brief overview of energy storage technologies, their application and benefits and
present a case study to address the supplementary service of BESS i.e. power application to assist the power system
in recovering from a grid disturbance through regulation of frequency.
The next part of this paper is structured in the following manner: Section II provides an overview of energy storage
technologies and applications. Section III discusses case study demonstrating BESS frequency control to improve
the grid performance studied for Integrated wind, solar and energy storage project in India. Finally, a summary is
provided in Section IV.

2 ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS
2.1 Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) Technologies
Storage technologies have taken a central role in the energy portfolio over the past few years. Battery systems in
particular – originally developed for hybrid or fully electric cars – are increasingly being used in conjunction with
renewables systems due to reduction in costs. Battery technology represents only one of many storage options, and
extensive research and development activities led to a whole new variety of storage technologies with the potential
to revolutionise the energy sectors.
BESS can perform wide range of services related to generation load balancing, quality and reliability of transmission
and distribution system as shown in Figure 1[2].
Battery energy storage with varying technology can be availed for meeting the needs of short-term as well as longterm energy requirements. Short-term storage technologies can be used for output variations that only last a few
hours whereas longer term technologies can bridge the gap over several weeks. There is no “one-size-fits-all”
technology for storage. Along the entire supply and demand chain, different storage technologies are required –
from second reserve for frequency stability to seasonal storage for several months. A cascade of different storage
technologies is required to support: the local integration of power generation from VRE in distribution networks; the
grid infrastructure to balance VRE power generation; and self-generation and self-consumption of VRE by
customers. Figure 2 shows a full range of storage technologies applications.
© 2019 General Electric Company, All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 1: Energy storage technology comparison considering rated power, discharge time and suitable applications

Figure 2: Potential locations and applications of electricity storage in the power system [3]

2.2

Applications and Benefits of ESSs

The acceptance of energy storage in utility systems is a smart move in mitigating power system issues from largescale application of generation and transmission networks to small-scale application of distribution networks and
microgrids. Services offered by energy storage are numerous and expected to advance in the future. Reference [4]
classified the usage and benefits of the system into five categories: bulk energy, ancillary, transmission
infrastructure, distribution structure, and energy management services. Figure 3 summarises the five subdivisions of
power grid solutions that can be offered by an ESS.
The transmission and distribution services are predominant in need and market mechanism are available to
compensate for the services provided. However, frequency regulation services also can add a lot of value to the grid
but requires regulatory intervention.
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Source: International Renewable Energy Agency (October 2017)

Figure 3: Applications of Battery storage systems in power system
Frequency stability has traditionally been achieved with the inertia of rotating machinery, especially the turbine and
generator sets used at power plants driven by fossil fuels, nuclear reactors or hydraulic power. When there are
hundreds of tons of mass rotating at constant speed, initial response to frequency disturbance is inertial response. To
keep the power supply stable, utility companies have deployed primary frequency response through turbine governor
actions, within 10-15 seconds; and secondary frequency response, which has a timeframe of 30 seconds. However,
these response times are becoming too slow for the needs of modern power grids, and Enhanced Frequency
Response (EFR) [5] are required, which is capable of responding to grid fluctuations in less than one second as
shown in Figure 4.
Due to the rise of variable renewable energy sources like wind and solar power, and the gradual decommissioning of
conventional thermal and nuclear power plants, the total system inertia of power grids is declining. While utility
companies are becoming more environmentally friendly, they are also more susceptible to sudden variations in
power generation or consumption.

Figure 4: Power Grid response to frequency fluctuations

© 2019 General Electric Company, All Rights Reserved.

Figure 5: Frequency response
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While the enhanced fast frequency response helps to address the frequency recovery in the first few seconds of the
response, primary and secondary frequency response is initiated after the disturbance to restore the frequency back
to
normal operating range.
These actions are especially important during the period following the sudden loss of large generation to prevent the
load shedding and interruption of electric service to customers. Primary frequency control involves the rapid action
of a turbine-governor control of generator to change its output to regulate the frequency within acceptable range. To
be able to provide this response, the resources needed to partially dispatched (e.g., below their maximum output) so
that they can increase their output immediately.
Secondary frequency control involves slower, centrally (e.g., externally) directed actions that affect frequency more
slowly than primary control (in tens of seconds to minutes). Secondary frequency control actions can be initiated
automatically or in response to manual dispatch commands. Automatic generation control (AGC) is an automatic
form of secondary frequency control that is used continuously to oppose small deviations in system frequency
around the scheduled value.
Battery Energy Storage Systems are ideal for providing fast response to the system to arrest the frequency decline,
as well as governor-like response to help bring the frequency back to the pre-contingency value as shown in Figure
5.

3

Case study

A fast-acting primary frequency response service is currently evolving in countries such as the US, UK and Ireland.
This fast response can be procured from technologies such as battery energy storage, flywheel and demand response
to provide support to the system during the first few seconds after a fault or the loss of a large generator in the
system. This is because generators providing primary reserves may not be able to provide sufficient response in the
first few seconds after a fault. The availability of fast response may be further diminished due to the displacement of
conventional generation by renewable generation which may not be subject to the same frequency response
standards. BESS are ideal for providing fast response to the system to arrest the frequency decline, as well as
governor-like response to help bring the frequency back to the pre-contingency value.
This section investigates through a case study, how BESS can be used for frequency regulation from the perspective
of a system operator to improve the grid performance.

3.1

System Model used for case study

The example system is an integrated wind, solar and energy storage hybrid plant connected to a state utility located
in southern region of India. The state utility transmission network was modeled down to 132kV level and utility
generating plants connected at voltage levels below 132kV were lumped at the nearest 132kV grid bus for
simulation purpose. Load were lumped at 220kV or 132kV level. The total installed generation capacity for the state
grid was considered around 23GW; out of which ~6.5GW (36%) was the renewable capacity [6]. The peak load was
considered as ~10GW. For simulation purpose, all the grid-connected generating units of state utility and their
excitation and governor controls were represented by the appropriate IEEE models. As the actual machine data was
not available, model parameters were assumed and adjusted to reasonable values based on GE experience. The loads
were modeled as the constant MVA type to represent worst-case scenario. The neighboring state interconnections
were modeled as equivalent generation. On all the generating units, the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) was
active in the voltage control mode. Power System Stabilizer (PSS) was considered in service for generating units
larger than 210 MW. No frequency response from the generators were considered in the study as per the existing
behavior of the generators. GE PSLFTM software was used to perform the simulation study.
Figure 6 shows the integrated wind, solar and energy storage hybrid plant interconnection to the state utility grid.
Energy storage capacity was considered as 40% of total wind and solar capacity.
The wind, & solar generation was represented by appropriate dynamic models with controls focusing on voltage and
grid frequency regulation. The BESS was represented by the generic models as shown in Figure 7. The new control
module (REEC C) when incorporated with two renewable energy system models (REGC A and REPC A) represent
the BESS in dynamic simulations to emulate various functionalities such as frequency regulation and voltage control
at the transmission level. REGC A is a Generator/converter model which receives real and reactive current
© 2019 General Electric Company, All Rights Reserved.
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commands from the electrical control module and injects real and reactive components of inverter current into the
network model during the network solution with the capability of active and reactive current management.

Figure 6: Typical Connection diagram for BESS interconnection to Grid and total integrated plant capacity

Figure 7: Overall BESS model
REEC C is electrical control model which provides active and reactive current command to the current injection
model using the feedback signal from reference active power and terminal voltages. REPC A is plant controller
model used when plant-level control of active and/or reactive power is desired shown in Figure 8. The plant level
control model has the frequency droop governor function which calculates a power order for the BESS that responds
to POI bus frequency changes, similar to a conventional power plant governor and allows to set active power
references to the electrical control mode1[9].
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Figure 8: BESS plant level control model

3.2

Simulated cases

The following representative cases were simulated to demonstrate the effectiveness of BESS in improving grid
stability.
Case 1 – Loss of generation (800 MW)
A 3-phase fault of 5 cycles duration was simulated at 400kV bus, which was interconnected with the neighbouring
region and cleared by tripping 800MW import from neighbouring region. The example system was connected to
another neighbouring region, which was capable of providing complete MW response. The primary frequency
response of the system was simulated without BESS response and with BESS response under different capacity
conditions.
The fast discharging capability of BESS by Pref change (by changing the Power set point), helps to improve the
frequency dip as well as faster recovery of the system with improved steady state frequency. The support from
BESS to improve the frequency depends primarily on how much power margin (i.e. initial power level of the BESS)
is available before the event as demonstrated in Figure 9. Simulations were performed for the following scenarios:
1.

BESS 0 to 367 MW: During this scenario, BESS was initially at 0 MW. When the fault was cleared, BESS was
ordered to discharge to its full capacity e.g., 367 MW by changing the Pref of the BESS.

2.

BESS 200 to 367 MW: Assuming BESS was initially utilizing 200 MW for other services. After clearance of
fault it was ordered to discharge to full capacity e.g., 367 MW, so that only 167MW of response was available
from BESS.

3.

BESS -367 to +367 MW: Assuming BESS was initially charged at 367 MW. After clearance of fault, it was
ordered to discharge to full capacity, e.g., 367 MW. Effectively 734MW response was achieved through BESS.

It was observed that as the MW contribution from BESS increases, the frequency recovery is faster, the transient dip
in frequency is less and steady state frequency improves.
Case 2 – Excessive Loss of generation (2000 MW) followed by load shedding
In contrast to the sequence of scenarios presented for Case 1, in this case the support from another neighboring
region and rating of the BESS is insufficient to avoid under Frequency based load shedding (UFLS). This sequence
illustrates that the BESS offers significant performance benefits, even if the rating is insufficient to avoid some
adverse consequences – in this case UFLS.
When disturbances like large loss of generation or loss of in-feed occur on systems, UFLS is designed to help in
avoiding system collapse. However, it is well known that the discrete actions of UFLS can, themselves cause
problems sometimes. In general, the amount of load shed by UFLS is not exactly matched to the size of the
disturbance. This concern is universal, and not limited to India. Further, to successfully arrest massive rapid
frequency decline, it is common to shed more load than would be necessary to simply balance the initiating
disturbance. Therefore, there is a “backswing” of frequency (above nominal), that by itself can cause serious
problems (shown below) like generation tripping on over frequency. System wide blackouts in Florida (USA) and
Malaysia, to name 2, have resulted from further generation tripping on the backswing.
© 2019 General Electric Company, All Rights Reserved.
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In this case, excessive loss of generation e.g., tripping of 2000MW import from neighboring region was simulated.
No generator from the study region participating in primary frequency response and the increase in the import from
the other interconnection was restricted. This condition necessitates the load shedding. The 3-stage under-frequencybased load shedding scheme was modeled with following stages mentioned in Table 1[8].
Table-1: Load shedding stages modelled
Stage

Pick-up Frequency

Load shed Fraction

Stage 1

49Hz

0.01 (1%)

Stage 2

48.8Hz

0.19 (19%)

Stage 3

48.6Hz

0.06(6%)

The system is unstable without load shedding as the load generation balance is not achieved and the frequency keeps
on dropping as shown in the Figure 9. With the load shedding enabled, the frequency recovers. However, due to
excessive load shedding the over-frequency transient of 50.512 Hz was observed and frequency settles at 50.11 Hz
in steady state which is not within the specified band of frequency as per Indian Electricity Grid Code (IEGC) [9].
In this case, the following capabilities of BESS are demonstrated:
a.

BESS reduces the Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF), both down and up, thereby reducing the risk of
additional generation tripping, and

b.

It reduces the amplitude of the over-frequency on the backswing, thereby reducing the risk of overfrequency related trips of generation or load.

These are substantial systemic reliability benefits, even though the BESS did not completely prevent loads from
being interrupted by UFLS.
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Case 1

* LS- Load Shedding

Case 2

Figure 9: Dynamic responses for Loss of moderate (Case 1) and excessive (Case 2) generation
Case 3 –Loss of load (600 MW)
This case was simulated to demonstrate the ability of BESS to support the grid events causing over frequency which
may lead to cascade generation tripping. A 3-phase fault of 100 msec duration was created at 400kV export bus
followed by loss of 600MW load. The BESS was modelled in frequency regulating mode i.e., after the frequency
rises above 50.05 Hz, BESS will charge to its full capacity (e.g., 367 MW). Figure 10 shows the frequency and
BESS output. Following are the observations:


Without BESS, the system frequency rises to 50.15Hz following the loss of 600MW load, and then settles
at 50.07Hz in steady state which is outside the allowable frequency band as per IEGC.



With the inclusion of BESS initially at 0 MW, the frequency overshoot was reduced from 50.15 to 50.07Hz
and settled to 50.034Hz in steady state which is within the allowable band as per the IEGC.



With BESS initially scheduled at 230MW, the frequency overshoot was further reduced to 50.05Hz due to
effectively more MW response from BESS e.g., 597MW and settled to normal frequency of 50Hz in the
steady state

Figure 10: Dynamic responses for Loss of Load

4

SUMMARY

With the growing penetration of renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, biomass etc. in India, which are
inherently intermittent or seasonal, large-scale storage may provide valuable services such as provision of energy,
capacity, ancillary services, transmission and distribution upgrade deferral, demand charge reduction and backup
power.
Since the fast-primary frequency response service is not a continuous service like AGC, and is called upon only after
major system events, it is possible for a BESS to provide this service in addition to providing other services that
© 2019 General Electric Company, All Rights Reserved.
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better production cost since synchronous generators do not have to be kept online for the sole purpose of providing
inertia and primary frequency response.
require continuous management of the batteries state of charge. Enabling BESS to provide this service will results in
better production cost since synchronous generators do not have to be kept online for the sole purpose of providing
However, various challenges to the deployment of Energy Storage System need to be looked into - policy
inertia and primary frequency response.
framework, cost competitive, environment issues, safety aspects and acceptance of technology and cost. A major
challenge is to reduce the cost of energy storage technology and power electronics and to accelerate market
However, various challenges to the deployment of Energy Storage System need to be looked into - policy
acceptance. Energy storage will play a crucial role in helping to meet demand for low-carbon electricity in
framework, cost competitive, environment issues, safety aspects and acceptance of technology and cost. A major
developing nations. While the cost for deploying renewable energy systems continues to fall, integrating
challenge is to reduce the cost of energy storage technology and power electronics and to accelerate market
technologies such as photovoltaic rooftop systems and solar farms into regional grids will require energy storage in
acceptance. Energy storage will play a crucial role in helping to meet demand for low-carbon electricity in
the form of batteries and other technologies for load continuity.
developing nations. While the cost for deploying renewable energy systems continues to fall, integrating
technologies such as photovoltaic rooftop systems and solar farms into regional grids will require energy storage in
With
energy
storage and
already
intechnologies
place, it’s fast
and discharging capability helps in controlling the frequency
the form
of batteries
other
forcharging
load continuity.
and steady stage regulation within the band specified by IEGC thereby improving the grid stability and reliability .
With energy storage already in place, it’s fast charging and discharging capability helps in controlling the frequency
and steady stage regulation within the band specified by IEGC thereby improving the grid stability and reliability .
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SYNOPSIS
The world is gearing up for a fossil fuel free future. Ever since the advent of solar and wind energy
technology, there has been tremendous amount of work going on around the world for making them
grid friendly and cost effective. The basic challenge is to overcome the problems of intermittency,
variability, balancing power and load following capability. Though the intermittency problem is largely
addressed by scaling up of infrastructure however, the need for an optimized balancing reserve
capability and load following problem is yet to be effectively dealt with. In order to make wind and
solar energy compete with fossil fuels we need to develop grid scale storage capacity which shall take
care of both balancing reserve and load following. In addition the storage capacity shall act as a
countervailing force in times of frequency deviations.
This paper analyses the various ways to store renewable energy and also tries to establish how
pumped hydro storage stands out of all other available methods of energy storage. The study of
feasibility of various storage methods is based on capability to provide for peaking power, load
following, primary and secondary response characteristics, cost effectiveness & gestation period.
Pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) system is an old technique. They were limited in scale
because of problems of economic feasibility. The pumped storage plants were based on arbitrage
only which made the payback period very long and unviable. Also, the gestation period was very long.
So, in spite of being grid friendly there were not many takers for PHES. Recently PHES is gaining
importance because of the advent of ancillary markets, high penetration of intermittent wind and solar
power and need for a quickly available, reliable and easy to operate storage technology.
The presence of ancillary market helps PHES to increase earnings through supporting the grid in
times of need. Its primary response characteristics and ramp up and ramp down rates are as good as
any existing hydro power plant. The ability to provide peaking power, load following and primary
response makes it the most suitable energy storage options presently available. With the government
of India bringing out Regulations on Storage technology, the benefits of PHES cannot be ignored.
The paper tries to make a case for setting up of PHES at sites along the coastal line of India and
remodel such hydro power plants that have either been lying idle due to the drying up of the water
source or are too aged to be operated. This shall allow speedy execution of the PHES as it will not
require any fresh land acquisition, resettlement & rehabilitation and other such factors that usually
delay the execution of hydro projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
1.1.

Background: Changing energy scenario & Need for Energy Storage.

As per India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) under Paris Climate Agreement
(2015), the country needs to bring down the cumulative generation installed capacity from fossil fuel
based energy resources to 40% by the year 2030. Moving stepwise in this direction the country has
an installed capacity of about 25 GW of solar power in January 2019. In terms of wind power, India is
presently the fourth largest wind power producer in the world with 34 GW of installed wind power
capacity.
Installed Generation Capacity Installed
Generation
in 2021-22
Capacity in 2022-27
Fuel Type
Capacity (MW) in %
Capacity (MW) in %
2021-22
2022-27
Hydro
51301
10.7%
63301
10.2%
Coal + Lignite
217302
45.3%
238150
38.5%
Gas
25736
5.4%
25735
4.2%
Nuclear
10080
2.1%
16880
2.7%
63.5%
344066
55.6%
Total
Conventional 304419
Capacity
36.5%
275000
44.4%
Total
Renewable 175000
Capacity
100 %
619066
100 %
Total Installed Capacity 479419
Table1.1: Projected Installed capacity requirement in India for 2021-22 & 2022-27 -recommendations
of Committee for Studying Optimal generation mix [1]
1.2.

Need for Balancing Reserve and managing Duck Curve:

Balancing Reserve: POWERGRID, the Central Transmission Utility of India, carried out a study to
assess sufficiency of balancing reserve for two scenarios of renewable generation penetration (15% &
30%) in the grid for 2019 [2]. It emerged from the study that existing balancing reserve in terms of
hydro, gas and super critical thermal generation, is sufficient incase of 15% penetration of Renewable
energy into the grid. However, when the renewable energy penetration is considered to be 30%,
available balancing reserve falls short by 5 GW for 2019 scenario.
It has been stated in the report that if the studies are done at specific states/region level, available
balance reserve resources may fall short even in 15% case. Hence, there will be need of additional
resources in the form of hydro or gas or any other resource which can provide flexibility of about 5
GW.
Duck Curve: The biggest challenge facing Grid Managers is handling the Duck Curve. The Duck
curve is a graph of power production over the course of the day that shows the timing imbalance
between peak demand and renewable energy production. Usually in a grid, demand peaks during
evening hours, when sun sets in. With high solar penetration, the power needed from conventional
sources undergoes brisk increase around evening and peaks at mid-evening (7:30 PM to 9:30 PM). A
graphical plot of this variation resembles the shape of a duck. In case of India the Duck Curve [3]
looks like below.
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Table1.2: Expected All India Duck Curve considering 20000 MW of Solar Generation by 2021-22 [3].
1.3.

Need for Energy Storage:

Energy Storage can help flatten Duck Curve. It is evident that to manage the inherent variability in a
renewable based power supply scenario Energy Storage shall play a critical role as the conventional
generation takes time to ramp up and down. In case of Pumped Hydro Storage, Batteries and
flywheels etc. ramping time is in the range of milli seconds to few seconds. A list of functions derived
from energy storage units [4] is as follows:

Category
Power Quality &
Regulation

Applications
Fluctuations Suppression/Smoothing
Dynamic Power Response
Low Voltage Ride Through
Line fault Ride Through
Uninterruptible Power Supply
Voltage Control Support
Oscillation Damping
Transient Stability
Bridging Power
Spinning / Contingency Reserve
Ramping
Emergency Back up
Loan Following
Energy
Peak Shaving / Generation / Time Shifting
Management
Transmission curtailment
Energy Arbitrage
Transmission & Distribution Deferral
Unit Commitment
Load Leveling
Renewable Integration and Back up
Seasonal Storage
Annual Smoothing
Table1.3: Applications offered by Energy Storage Services [4].

Storage Duration
≤1 min

1 min – 1 h

1-10 h
5-12 h

Hours – days

≥ 4 months

Presently, reservoir based hydro stations are being used for balancing, frequency regulation, voltage
support and grid stabilization etc. [3]. Considering this, new pumped hydro stations with storage
based reservoirs can be handy for the grid operator in managing ramping up & down needs during
high solar, high evening peak and other variations. Also, issues of congestion, capacity addition in
transmission are partially addressed by adding storage solutions to the generation profile. Operating
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the conventional generating plants at low plant load factor can be inefficient and in such times having
a PHES solution can fill the void to a great extent.
2. REVIEW OF POLICY, REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND ELECTRICITY STORAGE
MARKET.
In June 2016, Ministry of New & Renewable Energy issued draft National Wind-solar Hybrid Policy,
which was recently amended to widen the scope of Storage capacity by modifying the word ‘battery’
to “storage” for facilitating growth of the sector. It allows installation of storage capacity in the Hybrid
Solar and Wind farms.
In February 2018, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy brought out draft National Energy Storage
Mission (NESM) to facilitate manufacturing, deployment, innovation and further cost reduction of
energy storage to support India's sustained thrust on renewables.
Another significant step taken towards commercialization of Electricity Storage technologies was
issuance of Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Ancillary Services Operations) Regulations,
2015. With this, any support provided by various generators/ devices for frequency stabilization shall
be considered as a commercial service.
For furthering a smooth transition into an efficient energy storage era, the Government needs
innovative and intuitive tariff policies, monetizing Storage services in totality and addressing
regulatory and financial uncertainty for promoting Energy Storage. But before that a deregulated and
liberalized market must be set up to promote a robust and cost efficient supply of electricity.
Taking the example of Japan [5], where Pumped Hydro Energy storage capacity is 10% (26GW) of
total generation installed capacity: Buoyed by the spurt in Battery Storage, they plan to acquire about
half of the world’s battery storage market share by 2022, comprising 40% vehicle use, 25%
Residential or Industrial use, 35% large scale storage. For achieving this they have put in place a
subsidy program allowing subsidy in the range of 1/3 to 2/3 of the establishment cost. They have in
place Technical Guidelines for connection to grid and a Grid code specifically meant for storage
projects. They have also come out with specifically designed Electricity Business Act, Fire services
act for handling the organic electrolytes used in batteries, Building Standards Act for construction of
Battery Housing facilities. They have set up labs for studying integration of storage projects with grids
and other related power system studies. In order to expand markets for storage technologies,
Regulations are being relaxed to promote distributed power sources.
3. Ancillary Services and Balancing Markets:
The Ancillary services refer to operations in electric power system required to maintain grid stability. It
encompasses various functions like reactive power and voltage control, frequency control, spinning
reserves, operating reserves and black start regulation. Conventionally ancillary services were
provided by generators, however, integration of renewable generation along with storage technologies
have prompted a shift in the equipment that can be used to provide ancillary services.
In the Indian power scenario, pumped hydro storage systems which were based on arbitrage of power
were found to be economically unfeasible. The regulation of CERC on Ancillary services has given an
impetus to Pumped Hydro plants as now they can monetise their capability to provide services like
load following, black start, frequency regulation, generation contingencies, energy management and
others.
Technically, balancing and ancillary services can be rendered by the demand as well as supply sides.
Free market operations allow the operator to arrange for reserve capacity after the day ahead
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schedule has been prepared. This reserve capacity can be activated in close to real time. The service
provider can reserve a certain portion of its capacity for balancing and ancillary markets if it is
profitable relative to the energy market. Once the system operator accepts the bid for a reserved
capacity by any service provider, the same becomes imperative on the provider to deliver the
reserved capacity as and when needed. If the operator utilizes the reserve, an activation price is paid
to the supplier else he gets a reservation price only. The various technical services (primary reserves,
secondary and tertiary reserves, black start etc.), that can be monetised under the new Ancillary
Regulations, created additional revenue sources for pumped hydro storage systems thereby making it
economically feasible solution for overall benefit.
4. Existing Energy Storage Technologies:
The requirement for Storage capacity which was estimated to be 4.67 TWh globally in 2017 is set to
triple by 2030 [6]. The various requirements and range of services that electricity storage delivers
make it a quintessential technology of the near future. The table below gives a brief on the energy
storage technologies presently available:
Energy Storage
Response Time
Efficiency
Life
Likely Applications
Service
/Discharge time
%
Time
(Year)
(Rated Capacity)
Pumped Hydro
100-1000MW

Sec-Min /
4 – 12 Hours

70-85

30-50

CAES
10-1000 MW

Sec-Min /
2 – 30 Hours

40-75

20-40

Li-ion
0.1-20 MW

< Sec /
Upto 8 Hrs

85-98

5-10

NaS
10 to 100 MW

< Sec /
Upto 8 Hrs

70-90

15

NiCd
10-25 MW
Lead-Acid
<1 kW -10 MW

1 ms /
Upto 8 Hrs
5-8 ms /
Upto 8 Hrs

60-70

15-20

Energy Management
Spinning Reserve
Black Start
Spinning Reserve
Black Start
RE Integration
RE Integration
UPS
Peak Shaving
Load Shifting
Spinning Reserve

RE Integration
Freq. Response
50-95
15-20
RE Integration
UPS
Peak Shaving
Load Shifting
Table4.1: Comparison of Energy Storage Sources [Data taken from various sources]
Pumped Hydro storage is ready to use and fits the requirement bill. Other solutions in this regard like
battery, flywheels etc can always add to the diversity in storage capacity, however considering the
present situation and the variety and magnitude of services offered by Pumped Hydro Storage, it may
serve as backbone of Energy Storage Services.
5. Existing & Proposed Pumped Hydro Storage facilities in the country.
In order to manage peak demand of electricity in India due to increasing imbalance of Thermal –
Renewable Energy mix, there is a requirement of developing pumped storage systems. In India first
pumped storage plant was built at Nagarjunasagar in Andhra Pradesh in the year 1970 with an
installed capacity of 700 MW. Presently, 11 pumped storage plants having 4804 MW total capacity
are existing in India, details of which are included in the table below [7]: 63 numbers, major Pumped
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Storage Schemes with total installed capacity of about 96000
parts of India.
Project name/ state
Installed
Year
of
Capacity
Commiss
ion
1
Kadana.
240
1990-98
I &II(Gujarat)
2
NagarjunaSagar
700
1980-85
(Andhra Pradesh)
3
Kadamparai
400
1987-89
(Tamil Nadu)
4
Panchet Hill
40
1990-91
(Bihar)
5
Bhira
150
1995
(Maharashtra)
6
Srisailam
900
2001-03
(Andhra Pradesh)
7
Sardar
1200
2006
Sarovar(Gujarat)
8
Purulia
900
2007-08
(West Bengal)
9
Ghatgar
250
2008
(Maharashtra)
10
Paithon (Maharashtra) 12
1984
11
Ujjani (Maharashtra)
12
1990
Total
4,804
Table5.1: Existing Pumped Hydro Storage Plants in India [7]
Planned Pumped hydro Storage plants in India [7]:
Project/ state
Installed
Capacity
1
Tehri Stage-II (Uttarakhand)
1000
2
Koyna Left Bank (Maharashtra)
80
3
Kundah(Tamil Nadu)
500
4
5

MalshejGhat ( Maharashtra)
Humbarli (Maharashtra)

700
400

6

Turga (West Bengal)

1000

MW have been identified in different
Status

Remarks

Idle

vibration problem

Idle

tail reservoir
constructed

being

tail reservoir
constructed

being

tail reservoir
constructed

being

Active
Idle
Active
Active
Idle
Active
Active
Active
Active

Remarks
Under Construction
Under Construction
DPR returned due to non-resolution
of inter-state aspects
DPR prepared
Survey & investigation being done for
DPR preparation
Survey & investigation being done for
DPR preparation

Total
3680
Table5.2: Planned Pumped Hydro Storage Plants in India [7]
Summary of PHS in India:
PSH sites
Numbers
Developed
11
Under Development
6
Total Identified
63
Table5.3: Summary of Pumped Hydro Storage Plants in India [7]

Capacity(MW)
4804
3680
96524
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6. Ways to harness Proposed Pumped Hydro Storage facilities in India.
Considering that Pumped Hydro storage is a viable technology, it is imperative to study how best the
potential can be put to use with economy, environment and implementation time. In this direction
following schemes of developing the pumped hydro storage may be explored:
6.1. Using abandoned coal or gold mines as reservoir. Considering that there are a number of
abandoned coal mines in the western region which is relatively hilly, a good head and flow
can be achieved. To begin with a survey of open coal mines which are near to rivers can be
carried out. This will save time and money in constructing reservoirs. As per Indian Bureau of
Mines, there are 82 abandoned mines in India which can provide large underground storage
space from any nearby source water.
6.2. Second option can be making use of the sea as a lower reservoir. India has a long coast line
on both the eastern and western sides. The Western Ghats, having good elevation from sea
level all along the coast upto Gujarat serve as suitable site for locating a low head-high flow
pumped hydro storage plants. The Japanese experience in this regard can be used as an
example. The mountainous interior of Japan running along the sea is well suited for PHES
and many of the best sites have now been developed in Japan along the sea, like the
seawater pumped hydro scheme on Okinawa Island.
6.3. Retrofitting of abandoned / idle or seasonal hydro dams into pumped hydro storage plants
[8]. This may require constructing only the lower reservoir which shall save time, money and
reduced resettlement and rehabilitation works. If we take up such hydro projects that have
been either abandoned or are lying idle due to un-availability of water for developing as
pumped hydro storage plants, the hurdles of Land acquisition and fresh clearances can be
avoided. This will make the PSH plant economically feasible and allow quick availability of
PSH plant in the grid.
6.4. The running hydro plants in neighbouring countries having high hydro potential like Nepal &
Bhutan can be roped in on commercial basis for PHES purposes. The regular hydro plants in
these countries can be used to manage the ramping up and down requirements and help
flatten the Duck Curve.
7. Conclusion:
Across the globe, a paradigm shift in the electricity generation mix has been observed. This is being
necessitated due to the need to gradually reduce dependency on fossil fuel based generation. Rapid
growth of Renewable Energy generation capacity has happened in the recent past however operating
such large capacity has posed challenges like intermittency, duck curve, grid management, low plf of
conventional generation etc.
In order to aid the seamless integration of Renewable energy into the grid, energy storage services
shall have to be developed. The recognition of energy storage as an important link in actualising
Renewable energy potential has been the first step in giving impetus on energy storage technology in
India. This paper has provided the details of the various energy storage services available along with
their applicability and benefits. From the data presented it is evident that Pumped Hydro storage
plants are suitable for meeting the various requirements of the Indian grid.
Presently, 4800 MW of Pumped Hydro Storage Plants is existing in India which is only 5 % of the total
potential of about 96000 MW [7]. Pumped Hydro storage technology is sufficiently poised to meet the
storage requirements of the country. The inadequacies of the pumped hydro schemes that rendered it
unviable previously have been dealt with by CERC in its various regulations and through various
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technological innovations like enhanced turbines and cycle efficiency etc. In present day scenario, a
Pumped Hydro Plant can earn revenue not just by the arbitrage of power but also by providing a
plethora of services under the heads of energy management, power quality management and
balancing power which have been included by CERC in its regulations on the Ancillary Services.
For further studies and research, proposals for using abandoned coal mines as reservoir for PHS has
been made. For quicker implementation of PHS, it is pointed out that the abandoned or idle hydro
dams may be used to be developed as pumped hydro storage units. Similarly, the seasonal hydro
plants can be linked to a downstream reservoir and thereby use it as Pumped Hydro Storage Plants.
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I.

Introduction

India has observed an enormous leap in terms of capacity addition from Renewable Energy
Sources (RES). India has an ambitious target of addition of 175 GW from RES by 2022 and
is expected to surpass the target by 50 GW. To address intermittency & variability of
renewables balancing mechanisms in the form of energy storage would be required in
addition to other measure like demand side management, AGC, etc.
There are many types of technologies being deployed for large scale energy storage system
viz. Pumped Hydro, Compressed Air, Batteries, Flywheel etc. Battery energy storage
systems are most promising among them as they are modular, easy to transport & install
and responds immediately. They have short gestation period and recent developments have
improved their calendar & cycle life significantly making them cost competitive to other
technologies.
Considering potential for deployment of battery energy storage systems for grid in future, it
was considered to develop a pilot project on some of the leading technologies for battery
energy storage systems including battery management system for proof of concept,
exploring possible application(s), policy advocacy etc. and their suitability in Indian context.
Accordingly a project on grid connected Battery Energy Storage system in Puducherry
substation using different battery technologies was established by POWERGRID. Two
different BESS technologies Advanced Lead Acid and Lithium Ion with capacity of 250 kWh
& 500 kW each are considered. The BESS control system is programmed to perform Energy
Time Shift and Frequency regulation application.
However, the same BESS system can also be used for other applications such as
Renewable Energy Smoothing, Renewable capacity Firming & Renewable Energy Time shift
etc. which can facilitate Grid Integration of Renewables.
In this paper, a control mechanism is discussed for operating the BESS for Renewable
Firming Application. POWERGRID is also implementing 5 MWp solar PV plant across
different locations of POWERGRID. For formulating the algorithm and control mechanism of
BESS, Solar PV output data of one such location with 100 kWp is considered. The output of
the Solar PV system is scaled proportionately to determine the maximum size of the Solar
PV plant for which the BESS may be suitable for Renewable firming application.
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II.

POWERGRID BESS Project

Power Grid Corporation of India Limited has implemented Grid connected BESS with Lithium
Ion and Advanced Lead acid technology. The capacity of both the systems is 500 kW/ 250
kWh each. The system is developed to gain first-hand knowledge of BESS technologies in
Frequency Regulation [1] [2] and Energy Time Shift applications [3]. Currently the system is
being evaluated for analysing their performances in the above applications [4].
The Grid connected BESS system-I (Advanced Lead Acid) & system II (Lithium Ion) are both
connected at a point of common coupling (PCC) of 433 V. The PCC bus is connected to the
main grid at 22 kV through a step up transformer of 2 MVA. The architecture of the system is
shown as under.

Fig 1. Schematic of BESS system in Puducherry
The brief philosophy of both Frequency Regulation & Energy Time Shifting applications are
described below.
i.

Philosophy for Frequency Regulation: BESS charge during periods of High
frequency and discharge during Lower Frequency period. This helps the grid to
maintain load-generation balance and maintain a constant frequency.

ii.

Philosophy for Energy Time Shift: To provide support the Grid during peak
hours. BESS is charged during off peak hours and discharged during the peak
hours at a later part of the day.

However, the same BESS system is being explored for their usage in other applications
such as Renewable smoothing [5], Renewable Firming, Voltage Support and Load following
applications. The paper explores algorithm and implementation methodology of Renewable
Firming application in the existing BESS system.
III.

POWERGRID Rooftop Solar PV System

Govt. of India is encouraging PSUs to implement Rooftop Solar PV System in their premises
in order to meet the ambitious renewable integration target by 2022. In this direction,
POWERGRID has taken up installation of Rooftop Solar PV system across 57 locations with
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a cumulative capacity of 5 MWp. The installed solar PV systems are integrated with online
data reporting capability and generation details of each solar PV system can be monitored
over the internet through proper user credentials.
To develop the Renewable firming algorithm, power generation data of one such location
(Duragpur Substation) with 100 kWp capacity is used. If data set of sunny days, where Solar
PV output does not fluctuate rapidly, is considered then it would lead to significant under
sizing of the BESS for firming application. Hence, data set for a day where lot of moving
cloud is observed is considered deliberately in this paper.
IV.

Proposed Methodology

Solar PV system or any renewable energy sources are subject to intermittency and
variability due to changing weather conditions hence scheduling becomes difficult which
further imposes stress in Grid Operation in terms of balancing and voltage stability. In this
regard, BESS can be used to provide energy to supplement renewable generation such that
their combination produces steady power output over a desired time window.
The BESS system discharges to provide power when the Solar PV output power falls below
a particular threshold and when the Solar PV output is greater than the threshold the BESS
system charges to absorb the excess power. The threshold can be pre-decided through a
forecasting system or can be decided upon based upon trends of the Solar PV output during
the day. This paper discusses an algorithm which provides a trend based threshold for each
15 min block. A moving window averaging technique is used to determine the threshold
value. The threshold value is updated in each 15 min blocks.
The Solar PV Output is first smoothed using Moving Window Average Technique which
calculates the average solar power output for the Window Period. Once a value is obtained it
is set as the target output power of the BESS+Solar PV System over the next 15 min block.
The moving window period is varied between 15 min/ 30 min/60 min and the sizing of the
BESS system is calculated accordingly. It is also seen which window period would be
suitable if the existing BESS system of POWERGRID is used for the Solar Firming
application.
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The algorithm for the Solar PV firming application is shown as under.

Start
Window Size is varied
between 15 min, 30 min
& 60 min

Input Window Sizes

Calculate Moving Window Average of the Solar PV Power for the
Window Period

Compute Firmed Power Output & BESS output power based
on Moving Window Average

No

Check if one 15min block is
getting over and a new 15
block is getting started

Yes
Set as new threshold value for the
scheduling period

No
Check if all window sizes
are over?

Yes
End

Simulation using the logic developed in the above algorithm is done on MATLAB platform.
Based on the results BESS sizing for firming of 100 kWp Solar PV system is determined.
Based on the sizing it is decided suitability of 250 kWh/500 kW BESS system in Solar PV
firming application.
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V.

Results & Analysis

Three moving window periods of 15 min, 30 min & 60 min are used to simulate Solar PV
firming of 100 kWp plant for the particular data set.

Fig 1. Firming Results with 15 min Moving Window Period
For 15 min Moving Window requirement BESS Sizing is 52.3 kW & 17.4 KWh for 100 kWp
Solar Plant for the particular data set.

Fig 1. Firming Results with 30 min Moving Window Period
For 30 min Moving Window requirement BESS Sizing is 53 kW & 24 KWh for 100 kWp Solar
Plant for the particular data set.
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Fig 3. Firming Results with 60 min Moving Window Period
For 60 min Moving Window requirement BESS Sizing is 52 kW & 37 KWh for 100 kWp Solar
Plant for the particular data set.
The BESS requirement for different moving window period is tabulated here.
Moving
Window
Size
15 min
30 min
60 min

BESS Power
(kW)
52.3 kW
53 kW
52 kW

BESS
Energy
(kWh)
17.4 kWh
24 kWh
37 kWh

C-Rate
3 C (approx.)
2 C (approx.)
0.7 C (approx.)

Maximum Difference
between Power of Two
adjacent 15 min blocks
21 kW
16 kW
8.5 kW

Using a higher window period the rapid changes of Power (between two adjacent 15 min
blocks) is avoided. As a result, the stress on the grid in terms of balancing requirement and
Voltage stability is lesser. Hence, from a grid operation point of view use of higher window
period in beneficial. Also, the ramp rate requirement of BESS is lesser with a higher window
period However, a higher window period also entails higher kWh (energy) rating of BESS
System.
Both BESS system installed by POWERGRID (Lithium Ion & Advanced Lead Acid) have CRate of 2C. Hence a 30 min moving window period is suitable for implementing Solar PV
firming application. Further, as 53 kW/24 kWh BESS system is suitable for Solar PV output
firming of 100 kWp Solar PV plant, 500 kW/ 250 kWh BESS system can cater to 1 MWp
Solar PV Plant for Firming application.
VI.

Future Work

The developed Solar PV firming algorithm with 30 min moving window period may be
implemented in the BESS system of POWERGRID in Puducherry. For input solar data,
scaled Power Output of any Solar PV installation of POWERGRID may be used. The two
BESS systems shall be analysed and compared in terms of efficiency, response time and
ramp time characteristics with respect to their performance in Solar PV firming applications.
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VII.

Conclusion

The Government of India has set an ambitious target of generating 175 GW power by 2022
from Renewable Energy Sources (RES), including 100 GW from solar. To accommodate the
intermittencies associated with the RES, grid connected storage is needed. As a proof of
concept, POWERGRID has implemented Lithium Ion & advanced Lead Acid based BESS
(250 kW/500 kWh capacity each) at Puducherry with Frequency Regulation and Energy time
shift applications. Further, in order to reduce carbon footprint POWERGRID has
implemented 5 MWp rooftop Solar PV system across various locations. In this paper,
suitability of the installed BESS system is explored for Renewable firming application. It is
found, the installed BESS system can be used for Solar PV firming application of 1 MWp
Solar Plant.
The algorithm developed in this paper can be extended to find out BESS sizing requirement
of any size of Solar PV plant. Based on the choice of Moving Window period (15 min/ 30
min/ 60 min) the C-rate, Energy Capacity of BESS & ramp rate requirement of the required
BESS varies. As C-rate & BESS ramp rate are intrinsic to the chemistry of BESS, the
window period may be so selected that the most cost effective BESS chemistry can be
chosen.
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energy storage systems. The power consumers can be
industrial loads, residential loads, commercial loads or
batteries to store excess energy for later use as per
customer requirement.

Abstract— It is recognized that renewable energy

sources need to be part of the energy mix for a
sustainable future. With the rapid growth of renewable
energy sources, it will be a big challenge to operate the
power system with high wind or solar power penetration
securely and reliably due to inherent variability and
uncertainty associated with these resources. With the
flexible charging-discharging characteristics, Energy
Storage System (ESS) is considered as an effective tool to
enhance the flexibility and controllability not only of a
specific Solar or/and wind farm, but also of the entire
grid. The paper gives a brief overview on the importance
of Energy Storage Systems for wind and solar power
integration to grid.

This paper is organized as follows, Section II
presents a review of Energy storage technologies,
Section III gives benefits of Energy Storage Systems
(ESS) in integration of Renewable Energy (RE)
sources to grid, and Section IV gives a review of the
Energy Storage system planning for integration of
renewable energy sources to grid. Section V concludes
the paper with the ESS technology that is suitable for
integration of RE sources to grid

Keywords:
Renewable energy (RE) sources, Energy Storage
System (ESS), Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)

II. ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
Since the discovery of electricity, we have sought
effective methods to store that energy for use on
demand. Over the last century, the energy storage
industry has continued to evolve and adopt to changing
energy requirements and advances in technology.
Energy storage systems provide a wide array of
technological approaches to managing our power
supply to create a more resilient energy infrastructure
and bring cost savings to utilities and consumers.
This increasing importance of energy storage
devices has forced the researchers to put great effort
into achieving highly efficient and cost-effective
storage devices. However, there are many other factors
associated with the energy storage devices, which
include energy storage capacity (MWh), power
capacity (MW), device cost, and maintenance cost.
The charging and discharging process of the storage
devices require adequate control strategies to perform
reliable operation of grids even during the peak
demand.
There are different types of energy storage
technologies [05] (Figure 01), each having
distinguished characteristics in power and energy,
depends on the nature of power required and delivered.

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the dominant source of energy for power
generation and transportation is fossil fuel. Most of the
countries are depending upon the imported fossil fuel,
and therefore, the countries need to face financial
instability when the price of the fossil fuel changes in
the international market. Renewable sources of energy
such as wind and solar, have gained attention over the
last few decades as key components to building a clean
electric grid.
The greater presence and implementation of
intermittent renewable technologies such as wind and
solar power means that it is necessary to develop
electric power storage capacity as the best solution to
improve the quality of the energy generated, facilitate
its integration into the grid and provide a reliable and
secure response to the technical demands of the smart
power grids.
The smart grid transforms the current grid into the
one that functions more responsively, economically,
and cooperatively. The sources of generation are fossil
fuel-generators, renewable energy sources, and battery
84
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Figure 01. Classification of Energy Storage Systems
Figure 02 categorized the ESS technologies by the
nominal discharge time and rated power. Figure 03
compares the power and energy density of the systems.

From the characteristics of various Energy Storage
Technologies, Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS)
benefits with reasonably high energy density and
power densities. It also can provide discharge/charging
times ranging from seconds to hours. This
differentiates the BESS systems from the other storage
technologies to support with fast and slow transients
associated with the integration of renewable energy
sources to grid.
III. RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
INTEGRATION WITH ESS

Figure 02. Power rating and rated Energy capacity [05]

As use of Renewable Energy (RE) generation
increases, there is a commensurate need for electric
resources that can address the unique characteristics of
renewable energy fueled generation. The key
challenges that storage can address include
accommodating RE generation’s [01, 02, 03]:
A. Output variability & Ramp rate control:
Most importantly, storage is expected to enable
effective and reliable integration of RE generation
whose output is variable and somewhat uncertain. The
challenge of variability is primarily related to wind and
solar. Example of solar generation variability is shown
graphically in Figure 04.

Figure 03. Comparison of Power and Energy density[05]
Sensitivity: LNT Construction Internal Use
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Figure 04. Power output from solar during a typical
summer day having random cloud cover
RE generation’s output variability can be
categorized as a) short-duration or b) long-duration.
Short duration variability-lasting a few seconds to
many minutes-is caused by wind speed variability or
sometimes significant moment-to-moment variations,
and rapid fluctuations of solar energy due to clouds.
Long term variability may occur throughout the day.
Storage can be used to address both short-duration and
long-duration variability.
With respect to short-duration variations, wind
generation output power is proportional to the cube of
windspeed, meaning that even a modest windspeed
fluctuation may result in significant variation of power
output from the wind turbine. Similarly, solar
generation output can vary rapidly as clouds pass
overhead. These rapid variations of output are called
ramping. To perform ramping, ESS output changes its
output power in such a way that it cancels out the RE
generation’s variability. For example, if wind
generation output drops due to lower wind speed or
solar power output diminishes due to numerous
passing clouds then storage output is increased by the
amount needed to compensate for the rapid reduction
of output from RE generation. Similarly, if RE
generation output increases rapidly, storage output is
reduced accordingly. An example of ramping is shown
graphically in Figure 05.
If storage is used in lieu of generation for ramping,
then the benefit is related to combination of 1) reduced
need and cost for generation equipment to provide

Sensitivity: LNT Construction Internal Use

Figure 05. Variable RE and Storage Ramping
ramping service, and 2) reduced variation of
generation output.
B. Peak shaving

Figure 06. Wind and Solar Generation Output and
System demand profiles, not including ramping.
From the Figure 06, as the significant portion of
wind generation output occurs in night or early
mornings, when the energy demand is low, the system
operators must either shutdown (curtail) wind
generation. With storage that “off-peak” energy from
wind generation can be stored and used during the day,
reducing 1) the need for generation capacity
(equipment) and 2) operation during peak demand
periods (thereby reducing air emissions, fuel use,
maintenance costs).
C. Uncertainty regarding weather forecasts
One challenge associated with RE generation is that
there is always some uncertainty about prevailing
weather conditions-wind speed and cloudiness – when
RE generation is expected and the results can be
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somewhat dramatic, especially for wind generation
because wind can be somewhat to very different than
forecasts would indicate, especially when the forecast
is a day-ahead.
When unexpected shortfalls of RE generation output
occurs, some other resource is needed to make up the
difference. Storage could be a valuable and flexible
resource for addressing this challenge by providing
“back-up” when RE generation is significantly less
than expected
D. Ancillary Services
In some cases, the distributed solar or wind produces
an amount of power that exceeds the local demand. In
such situations the excess electricity must be
transferred to other sections of the distribution
systems, or even to other regions. Storage can be used
to address many PQ related challenges from RE
generation by absorbing, filtering or otherwise
offsetting many power quality anomalies. For example,
when the voltage on a local distribution system varies
too much, the storage can absorb excess power and
even some types of abnormal power, such as current
surges. Storage can also provide “real power” or
“reactive power” to improve the voltage.
From the above-mentioned synergies and benefits, it
is quite reasonable to assume that energy storage is
likely to play a significant role in more sustainable,
cleaner, variable and distributed electricity grid future
by 1) offsetting negative effects on the grid from RE
generation variability 2) increasing the value of
variable RE generation output, and 3) enabling more
variable RE generation deployment
IV. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM PLANNING
A. ESS type selection

The rated capacity of the modern wind and solar
farms can reach to several hundred MWs. For the
energy management purpose, large-storage medium
should be applied, such as BESS, PHS and CAES.
Since PHS and CAES are limited by topographical
constraints, the BESS is considered as a more
competitive option for large-scale ESS application due
to high power and energy density. Scalability, fast
response, simple maintenance requirement and high
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cycle life for
consideration.

both

technical

and

economical

For the power quality improvement purpose, the
response time and ramp rate capability are the main
concerns. The high energy density storage medium,
normally BESS, is adopted for low frequency
fluctuations mitigation, and the high-power density
storage mediums, which can be super-capacitor, super
conducting magnetic energy storage and flywheel
energy storage are used for smoothing high-frequency
fluctuations.
B. ESS sizing

Once the ESS type is determined, the optimal sizing
can be solved by balancing the benefits and cost. The
sizing problem includes the determination of both
power rating and the energy rating.
The ESS sizing problem can also be modeled as an
optimization problem. The factors related to the sizing
of the BESS, application purpose, control strategy and
economical aspect, can be quantified and taken into
the optimization formulation as constraints. Based on
the State of Charge (SOC), current constraints and
charging-discharging rules, the power reference for
next hour/minute can be generated to minimize the
cost.
The cost function can also be formed as the service
life of the energy storage system. The dispatch strategy
can be proposed to ensure the BESS goes through full
charging-discharging cycle and thus maximized the
energy storage potential of the BESS.
C. ESS Siting

Some large-scale ESS types, such as PHS and CAES
are heavily dependent on topographical conditions
whereas BESS can be installed not only on-site with
solar and wind farms, but also at different locations in
the power system with different purposes, like
differing or avoiding transmission capacity upgrade,
reducing transmission and distribution losses, and
improving system stability. Currently, only few
publications have addressed the optimal placement of
the BESS in a power system with large scale solar and
wind integration [10].
For the on-site installation of the BESS with
Renewable Energy sources, the ESS can be placed
either at point of common coupling (PCC) i.e., AC
coupling or can be connected to the DC, which is then
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connected to a common converter which converts DC
to AC or vice versa.
V. CONCLUSION
The ESS specifically battery energy storage systems
are considered as an effective solution to handle the
reliability and stability challenges of future power
systems with large scale renewable energy source
integration.
BESS can be used for different applications required
by specific wind/solar farms, grid operators or
consumers. For the generation side, it can aim to
improve the grid-friendliness of the RE sources to
dispatch energy such that they could be controlled like
conventional power plants. For the grid-side roles of
the ESS, it can provide ancillary services to mitigate
variability and uncertainty of the entire grid.
For the BESS planning, it is important to properly
select the BESS type, and determine the size and site
of the BESS. The size of the BESS including both
power and energy capacity can be determined by
several methodologies, including the method of
historical wind/solar profiles, the probabilistic method
based on wind/solar forecast error etc., The sizing
problem can be formulated as an optimization problem
with different cost functions. The siting of the BESS
without topographical limitations can be installed
either on-site or other locations to achieve high
controllability
The recent research of the BESS operation and
control focuses on the daily dispatch scheme of the
BESS with wind/solar farms and fluctuation
mitigation. Different factors, including wind/solar
power forecast error, technical constraints, market
rules, and energy price are taken into consideration to
determine the optimal operation strategy or single or
multiple ESS.
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service to the unserved in shorter timeframes than grid extension RE programs. In nearly all developing countries,
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least-cost analysis will favor off-grid solutions in large parts of the country.
In nearly all developing countries, least-cost analysis will favor off-grid
solutions in large parts of the country.
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Electricity – Need of the Hour
Electricity is highly desired by rural communities and will form an important component of rural energy
supplies, provided that the conditions exist for other development activities. Social benefits may be more
significant than economic benefits for poorer people.
Micro-grid Technologies for Rural Development and Electricity
For many years, the country's power sector, power distribution had become a major weakness. Because of
this the electricity which was being produced in the country had not reached to the people living in remote
area / villages. Under the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana, Saubhagya, the government is
aiming to give electricity connection to every household in the country, be it in a village or city, and be it
a shanty or a hut in any remote area. Saubhagya --Scope of the Scheme is providing last mile connectivity
and electricity connections to all un-electrified households in rural areas by Providing Solar Photovoltaic
(SPV) based standalone system for un-electrified households located in remote and inaccessible
villages/habitations, where grid extension is not feasible or cost-effective.
Integrated Electricity Grid or an Electrically-isolated Mini-grid. Broadly, there are two ways
 Grid Extension Programs:
 Off-Grid Electrification:
The grid serves to transport the electric power from the generator to the customer via high-voltage, longdistance transmission and low-voltage distribution networks. There are generally three types of power
gird a. large or main grid > 5 mw b .mini grid up to 300kw c. off grid up to 1 kW < 100 kW. Grid
connection is an unlikely option for most remote rural residents due to the lack of return on overall
investment, isolated and dispersed nature of consumers, and distance to existing power transmission and
distribution lines. Technology Initiatives also Loss making SEB, s are reluctant to lay supply lines for
shortage of funds. Moreover, the high connection costs and low per capita consumption of rural
consumers is a major problem. In such conditions, off-grid electricity service to the un-served in shorter
timeframes than grid extension is possible. In nearly all developing countries, least-cost analysis will
favor off-grid solutions in large parts of the country.
Technology Initiatives A variety of technologies could be used to meet the energy needs of rural
consumers. Selection of technology should be based upon (1) the most appropriate technological option
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with (2) the lowest marginal cost. Technology specific projects should evaluate other alternatives to
ensure that the proposed option is the most appropriate and least expensive option. Options for off grid
RE technologies / generation available are, Solar P V, Bioenergy, Biogas, Liquid Biofuels, Solid Biomass
Based, Biomass Gasiffier Based, Micro Hydro Power Plants, and Wind Energy Power Generator.
Other Important Aspects are whatever technology you select there other issues which have also to be
considered such as the government’s first responsibility to any DE project is political. No electrification
project has ever succeeded without the backing of strong political will. The off grid technology is new in
India. Also generally the Ministries share with the people this grid-based conception of electricity
services; for which they are familiar and power company personnel are trained in the same concept.
Decentralized approach to both, production of electricity and the undertaking and management of
electrification projects that may or may not be easy to maintain.
The technology selected shall be suitable for the load requirement such as starting of motors , voltage
requirement / response to load , for electronic equipment such as TV ,computer, overload acceptance of
source, fault response on line and from generator , safety of persons . The technology selected shall be
able to accept large variation of load in a typical village system and also overload without affecting its
performance. While Selecting Power Source Capacity points may be kept in mind that Small schemes
cost less and easier to implement. If mistakes are made with the installation of a small scheme, then they
are cheaper to correct Maintenance and repair costs will be lower It may be possible that the grid supply
may reach the area some time latter which is now served under off grid.. Will this make investment made
in micro grid a waste?
Design, layout, route survey and construction and system O&M
For the selection of line poles, there are various options such as a. Steel ISMB, Rails, b. SW poles, C.
PSC. Wood, .also taking into account durability of wood, PSC, and Use of steel spliced pole in NE
project can be tried. Use of bundled LT conductors is common now. Other problems in execution as well
as in O&M can be the weight of the pole and length & transport problems and the he site condition, line
route etc. Many times there is no local trained maintenance staff which results in delay in attending the
fault and restoration of power supply early.
System Grounding of Isolated Mimi Grid is also a challenge. The fault current that can be supplied by
a small generator is limited. Unlike normal grid, the generator does not have AVR on excitation system
those installing mini-grids often do not put in the effort required to ensure reliable low-resistance grounds.
For these reasons, fault currents associated with low-voltage mini-grids can be too small to trigger
miniature circuit breakers (MCBs) or blow fuses.. For low-cost, unsophisticated systems, with primarily
lighting and entertainment loads that present the user with little chance for touching an energized portion
of the circuit, a floating (i.e., ungrounded) system can simply be used. A floating system at least reduces
the magnitude of the current that might flow through someone touching a live component. Floating
systems were also used in large power system in early 20th century.
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Abstract - Distributed generation takes
centre stage in today’s rapidly changing
energy landscape. Particularly, locally
matching demand and generation in the
form of microgrids is becoming a promising
alternative to the central distribution
paradigm. Critical loads such as hospitals,
data centres and industrial facilities running
highly sensitive processes simply cannot
afford to be without power even for a
moment. These facilities have traditionally
relied on backup generation (diesel
generators) to fill the void in an emergency.
Similarly, facilities like construction sites,
mining sites, etc., run on diesel generators to
cater their power needs. However, the everincreasing prices of diesel, high CO2
emissions and high maintenance costs have
forced the customers to rethink on this
approach. With reduced costs of solar based
energy and with reducing costs of batteries,
microgrids are becoming a viable
alternative. This paper analyses the design of
renewable energy based microgrid for
achieving ultimate self-sufficiency.

ecological system for sustainable development
[2]. In general, most of the power systems are
designed in centralized structure where the
separation distance between the load and
generation system is too large and is connected
through transmission and distribution lines
which is leading to the high transmission and
distribution losses. In India the total power
installed is about 346 GW as on October 2018
and the contribution of renewable energy is
about 20%, but the gap between supply and
demand is increasing predominately.
Even with the availability of grid, the
consumers often experience poor quality of
power like fluctuations or voltage dips etc.,
Critical loads such as precision functioning
equipment in hospital, heavy processing
industries and data centres which are vulnerable
to fluctuations of power are mainly dependent
on the backup diesel generators to cater their
requirements. This will tend to increase the
maintenance and running cost of the plant as
well as higher CO2 emissions. Renewable
energy sources like solar, wind & storage are
becoming more and more favourable against
the commercial DG sets.

Keywords:
Renewable energy sources (RES’s), Solar
Photovoltaic (SPV), Battery Energy storage
systems (BESS), Microgrid Central Controller
(MGCC), Fuel Cell (FC), Point of Common
Coupling (PCC)

Microgrid is a localized grid with renewable
energy sources like solar, wind, fuel cell &
battery storage system. The microgrid can be
operated in grid-connected or off-grid mode
[3]. In grid-connected mode, it can exchange
the power with the utility grid. In islanding
mode or off-grid mode it can operate
independently and supply to the local loads
with the help of intelligent control mechanism.
This paper is organized as follows, Section II
presents the basic idea of microgrid structure,
Section III reviews the design of urban
microgrid and Section IV gives an overview of
the control strategies of a microgrid. The
conclusion of paper is given in section V.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present electric grid is fully dominated by
usage of fossil fuels for generation of
electricity, mostly coal based power plants adds
two third of total power generation and is
confronting the demands to comply with
regulations and policies concerning the
environment [1]. In the present scenario many
countries are investing more in alternate fuels
and reducing their dependency on fossil fuels
for generation of electricity to assist the
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II. COMPONENTS & TYPES OF
MICROGRIDS
The governable components in a microgrid
includes renewable energy sources, energy
storage systems, utility, loads, and back up
generation.
The most available renewable energy sources
that can furnish electricity are fuel cell, solar
and wind power sources.
Energy Storage System (ESS) plays a
prominent role in microgrid in terms of
operational capabilities [8]. ESS can be divided
into
electrical,
mechanical,
chemical,
electrochemical and thermal system. From the
characteristics of various ESS technologies [09]
electrochemical ESS technology benefits with
reasonably high energy density and moderate to
high power density compared to other ESS
technologies.
In electrochemical energy storage, lithium ion
batteries are becoming more and more popular
due to its quick response time, low selfdischarge and high energy density.
There are basically three types of microgrid
topologies available in the literature: 1.AC
microgrid 2. DC microgrid and 3. Hybrid ACDC microgrid.
In AC microgrid network as represented by
Figure 01, all the distributed generation units
with AC outputs are connected to the main grid
at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) for
low voltage AC or through a step-up
transformer for medium/high voltage AC
connection. The PCC is normally set as the only
power interface between a utility, microgrid,
back up source and loads [4].
In DC micro grid as represented by Figure 02,
contains the distributed power sources like
solar, wind, fuel cells, energy storage devices,
and have DC loads. This configuration is
suitable as many renewable power sources
normally have DC output [4] which can be used
to feed the DC loads directly.

Figure 01. Typical overview of AC microgrid
The hybrid microgrid is a combination of AC
and DC microgrid as represented in Figure 03.
The renewable energy sources which have DC
link at their interface are connected to a
common DC bus, which in turn is connected to
a bi-directional DC-AC converter. This
configuration can be used to feed both types of
loads i.e., DC and AC loads.

Figure 02. Typical overview of DC micro grid
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Table 01: Comparison of AC, DC and Hybrid Microgrid [04]
Description
Storage

AC Microgrid
Need conversion

DC Microgrid
Easily stored in
batteries

Hybrid Microgrid
DC Storage available in
architecture

Utility application

Need conversion for DC
loads

Need conversion for
AC loads

AC and DC loads are
connected separately

Power converters

Less no of converters
(requires AC-DC if
storage is required)

Less no of converters
(requires DC-AC if it is
connected to grid)

Need additional
bidirectional converters

Control of power
converters

Complicated in
converter topology and
control schemes

Less complicated in
topology and in control.

Need dedicated control
schemes

Efficiency &
Compatibility with
the existing grid
system

High

Low

Moderate

Figure 03. Typical overview of hybrid
microgrid

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATION
URBAN MICROGRID

FOR

The major steps of a microgrid design are
indicated [2] as below:

Sensitivity: LNT Construction Internal Use

Step 1: Initial Planning
- Identify the location of the project.
- Available Energy Storage options
Step 2: Analysis of the loads
- Collect the data of the present load
cycle and future expansion
- Analyse the types of loads and their
duty cycle
- Identify the average, peak demand and
their duration
- Categorize the critical and non-critical
loads
- Identify the optimization possibility of
the existing loads
Step 3: Estimation of Renewable Energy
capacity
- Identify the existing profiles of the
renewable energy source at the location
- Analyse the possible options for the
addition of new renewable energy
resources
- Estimate the capacity of the backup
power source
- Identify the application need for the
project location
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- Estimate the storage capacity for
battery bank
Step 4: Configuration, Operation & Planning
- Propose the microgrid topology based
on the steps 2 & 3 (AC/DC/Hybrid)
- Identify the point of common coupling
with the utility
- Design of the power evacuation and
control systems based on the
requirement
- Identify the modes of operation of
different power sources
- Prioritization of the critical loads
operation during low power generation
from renewable sources
Step 6: Scheduling of Power sources
- Estimate the unit cost of operation from
grid, and renewable energy sources
- Prioritize the resources with optimal
cost per unit of electricity

IV. OPERATION AND CONTROL
A. Control methods [6, 7]:
There are basically three main types of
control methods applicable to microgrid system
for its operation in either grid-connected mode
or islanded mode: PQ control mode, V/f control
and Droop control. The main objective of the
PQ control mode is to maintain the active and
reactive power constant when the frequency
and voltage deviations maintained within
limits. The active power control aims to
maintain the constant active power output by
regulating the frequency within the permissible
range.
On the other hand, reactive power control
aims to maintain the constant reactive power
output by regulating the output voltage within
the acceptable limits [6]. However, PQ control
technique cannot maintain the voltage and
frequency constant, for this an extra distributed
generator is needed to maintain the frequency
and voltage of the microgrid within prescribed
limits. If it operates in grid-connected mode, the
main power grid is responsible for regulating
frequency and voltage of the microgrid.

V/f control is used to maintain the magnitude
of voltage and system frequency constant
regardless of the actual reactive and active
powers. V/f control is common when microgrid
operates in grid connected mode.
In droop control, the basic principle is to
control the active power and reactive power
based on the voltage and frequency variations
in the microgrid system. This can be done by
regulating active and reactive powers from the
droop curves of active power Vs frequency and
voltage Vs reactive power.
B. Control Architecture of a Microgrid [6,
7]:
Microgrid control architecture can be either a
Master-Slave control and Peer-to-Peer control.
Master-Slave control:
When a microgrid operates in islanded mode,
the energy storage system operates in V/f
control to provide voltage and frequency
references for other distributed energy sources
within the microgrid. Meanwhile other controls
are in PQ control mode. The controller with V/f
control method is named as master controller
while the other controller are slave controllers.
Slave controller takes corresponding actions
based on those of the master controller.
In grid connected mode, grid provides voltage
and frequency references to the distributed
energy sources as well as energy storage
systems in the microgrid, so all the controller
within microgrid are in PQ control mode. In
case of a utility failure, the microgrid transfers
from grid connected mode to islanded mode.
The main disadvantage of this control
technique is, it requires many communication
channels between different controllers, the loss
of a master controller effects the operation of
the complete system. It is also difficult to apply
the master and slave control method to larger
systems. Implementation of master-slave
control method requires robust control
mechanism for smooth functioning of the
system.
Peer – to – Peer control:
When microgrid is operating in islanded
mode, all the renewable energy sources and
ESS units operate autonomously with no
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master-slave relation. Using the droop control
method, distributed energy sources can adjust
their power outputs based on the locally
measured voltage and frequency. Any large
change in loads can be actively shared among
selected units based on individual droop control
so that power balance between generation and
consumption is re-established in islanded
operation. Compared with master –slave
control, peer-peer control enables each
renewable source and ESS to automatically
participate in the power output allocation,
which facilitates the plug and play function.
There will not be a change in the droop control
strategy when we switch from islanded to grid
connected mode [7].
V. CONCLUSION:
This paper describes about the types of
microgrids and their brief comparison. The
paper also discusses on the various steps
involved in the design of a microgrid system.
The general challenges remain on how to run
every component in microgrid systems at its
optimal operating condition. The paper also
indicates the control architectures and different
control modes of a microgrid.
By properly designing the microgrid using the
design steps and control methods provided in
the aforementioned sections, it will help in
reducing the overall plant maintenance and
operational cost. This also helps in reduction of
transmission
and
distribution
losses,
greenhouse gas emissions and make the system
more eco-friendly.
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Abstract—Nowadays
microgrid
integrated with
renewable energy generation resources has been
popularly used in a distribution network. The microgrid
selection depends on the types of the distribution
network. It may be an AC/DC distribution system. This
paper presents a DC microgrid with a wind generation
source and battery storage system. A new control scheme
based MPPT and recurrent neural network (RNN) has
been proposed for wind energy system to extract the
power from the wind energy system. The battery system
also controlled with RNN controller. The microgrid
operates in the grid-connected and islanded mode with
the proposed control scheme. A permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) used for the wind
energy conversion system. Whenever a wind power
reduces, then the battery system is able to work to
maintain the bus voltage and power balance. The
proposed control scheme works to maintain the
continuous power balance between the generated power
and load. The performance of the proposed control
scheme for the DC microgrid is analysed in
MATLAB/SIMULINK with different operating cases.
Keywords— DC Microgrid, Wind Energy system,
Battery storage system, RNN control, MPPT.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many houses in the world which are located in a remote
area, do not have power access due to the far away from the
main grid. Utility grid does not provide electricity in 24 Hrs
for the critical load consumers, as a result, they suffer from
economic activities. But many places in the world they have
wealthy in renewable energy sources such as solar, wind and
biomass. Such types of sources can reduce the dependency
on the main grid, which is predominantly fossil fuel. Wind
energy sources are easily available everywhere in the world
and these energy generating resources environment-friendly
and odour free [1]. The AC distribution system which is
supplied by the main grid required a large number of the
conversion stage to supply the DC consumers and storage
system. They are the transformer, the long transmission
lines and power converters. They introduce more losses in
the network. In DC microgrid, less number of the converters
are employed to supply the DC consumers and storage
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system. The losses incurred in the DC microgrid are very
less compared with AC microgrid. For the seamless
operation of the DC microgrid, a suitable control scheme
and the renewable energy source is required. In renewable
energy resources, wind source is more favourable compared
biomass-based system. However, the wind energy system
suffers from a high level of power variability. Whenever
fluctuations in power, the battery system will operate to
maintain the power balance. In literature [2] & [3], authors
have discussed the different type of renewable sources and
their different controller. There are different types of
renewable energy resources and their control operation for
the grid-connected and islanded mode of operation have
discussed in [3].
In recent years, the wind energy conversion system is
designed with PMSG popular due to its effective operation,
high efficiency, low price, less turbine diameter, low weight,
variable speed operation and availability of permanent
magnet material [4]. The PMSG is directly connected to the
turbine without gearbox and at low speed also it can operate
[5].
The effective utilization of the wind turbine is done by
the usage of Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
algorithm. The MPPT algorithms employed for the wind
turbine are tip speed ratio (TSR) and hill-climb search
(HCS) control. The TSR technique works well if the wind
speed is known for calculating tip speed ratio. The hill-climb
search (HCS) control technique needs more time to settle to
maximum power point even though it is simple [5].
Designing of MPPT algorithm for renewable source given
in [6] & [7]. It has better tracking performance over
conventional MPPT controllers. The wind turbines are
connected to the DC microgrid and to the local loads by
using the controlled rectifier. A controlled rectifier regulates
the velocity of wind turbine generator by the optimal speed
which is obtained by the maximum power capturing
algorithm. The controlled rectifiers are operated with pulses
obtained from the MPPT & control algorithm [8]-[12].
Prime objectives of the control algorithms applied to
converters are to maximize the response to parameter
variations. The conventional controllers generally fail to
remove the steady-state error in the controlled variable. In
order to maintain the DC bus voltage and fulfil the load
demand, an RNN is a superior technique for producing the
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pulses to the boost converter by PWM technique and itself
adjust the control requirement during the system parameter
variation.
In DC microgrid, an energy storage system plays an
important role during the lack of renewable power [13]-[15].
In this paper, an RNN controlled battery storage system is
used to maintain the DC bus voltage and power balance. The
battery system is designed as a series of resistance connected
with a controlled voltage source. The DC bus voltage of
microgrid is controlled by the charging and discharging
characteristics of the battery.
RNN controller is trained by using Hebbian-LMS
algorithm to get a quick and dynamic response [16]&[17]. It
does not require the complete model to train with the
Hebbian-LMS algorithm like existing algorithms. Main
contributions in this paper are to integrate the wind and
battery system to the DC microgrid, extracting the
maximum power from wind energy system and maintaining
DC the bus voltage for wind speed variations in gridconnected and islanded mode.

turbine. The RNN controller is employed to track the current
references of controlled rectifier and control the DC bus
voltage using a bidirectional converter of the battery system.
The DC side of the controlled rectifier is connected to the
DC buses along the bidirectional converter of the battery
bank. Furthermore, a bidirectional DC/DC converter also
controlled by the PI voltage loop and RNN current control
loop.
A. Wind turbine modelling and control strategy
The mechanical power captured by PMSG wind turbine
𝑃𝑚 = 0.5𝐶′𝑝 𝜋𝑅2 𝜌𝑉′�

(1)

Where, 𝑉′� denotes the wind speed and R is the wind turbine
radius. 𝐶′𝑝 is the co-efficient of performance of wind
turbine.
Real power stored by wind turbines is
1

𝑃𝑟𝑒�� = 𝐶′𝑝 (𝜆′ , 𝛽 ′ )𝜌𝐴𝑉′�
2

Wind turbine torque is given by

II. SYSTEM MODELLING
The proposed renewable energy generation system is
shown in fig.1. The system consists of wind and battery
control schemes to control the power and DC bus voltage.
In case of insufficient wind speed then the battery control
scheme maintains the DC bus voltage. The wind energy and
battery system also maintain the power balance during the
islanding of the utility grid. An MPPT algorithm is used to
track the maximum power from the converter of the wind

3

3

𝑇 = 0.5𝐶 ′ 𝑡 (𝜆′ , 𝛽 ′ )𝜌𝐴𝑅𝑉′�

(2)

2

(3)

Where, 𝐶 𝑡 is the torque coefficient of the wind turbine.
′

The power coefficient of turbine
𝐶 ′ 𝑝 (𝜆′ , 𝛽 ′ ) =

(a)

�3

100

�

151
𝜆′𝑖

− 0.002 ∗ 𝛽 ′2.1� − 13.2� 𝑒

1�.�

−( ′ )
𝜆
𝑖

(4)
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(b)
Fig. 1(a). Schematic of the proposed DC microgrid with wind-battery control system, (b) wind and battery control scheme.
Where,
1

𝜆′𝑖

=

1

𝜆′ +0.0�𝛽 ′

−

0.035
3

𝛽 ′ +1

(5)

𝜆′ is the tip ratio and 𝛽 ′ is the blade pitch angle of the
turbine.

The wind energy system should track the maximum power
corresponding to variable wind velocity. The wind energy
system connected to the controlled rectifier is controlled by
the pulse produced from the MPPT algorithm and RNN
controller. The MPPT control scheme generates the reference
speed (optimal speed) for the converter. Based on measured
speed and reference speed the scheme provide the quadratic
current (Iq-ref) reference to extract the maximum power. The
references generated are in accordance with the power
variations. To improve the torque, the direct axis current (Idref) reference is set zero. The complete MPPT algorithm is
implemented as given in [12].

The inner loop control scheme of the wind energy system
contains a reference and actual currents as inputs. The RNN
controller is used as a current controller for the wind energy
system. RNN controller possesses faster control action for
tracking the current references. The RNN controller has better
stability and vigorous behaviour over conventional control
techniques. Therefore, it is best suited for closed-loop control
applications [15]. The error is supplied as input to the RNN
controller containing two hidden layers to obtain the output.
Voltage error, i.e., (V dc_error) is supplied to PI controller. It
is given as
(11)
𝑉��_𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑉𝑅𝑒𝑓 − 𝑉��

Current error, i.e., (I’B_error) is supplied to RNN controller.
It is given as
(12)
𝐼′ �_𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝐼′�_𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝐼′�

RNN controller uses two hidden layers to get better
output. Each hidden layer contains six weights as shown in
Fig. 1. Six weights are chosen at each hidden layer to
achieve good results. The weights of the neurons are
chosen by approximation. The architecture of the RNN
makes it more efficient to reduce the current error. RNN
controller structural design can be given as
� ), which is a function of 𝑉 , 𝐼 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 and
A ( 𝐼 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟, 𝑉, 𝑤
network weights 𝑤
�. �
𝑤 − represents the weights of the
�) is given
hidden layer. More evidently, A ( ( 𝐼 �𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 , 𝑉, 𝑤
as
�) = ��𝑤
�� (𝑤
�� ∗ 𝑉)��
𝑅( 𝐼 �𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 , 𝑉, 𝑤

(13)

Where 𝑤
�� - weights of the first layer, 𝑤
�� - weights of the
second layer. The weights are to be updated at each iteration
corresponding to the error after deciding the hidden layer
weights. The weight updating can be done in many ways from
the literature. In recent days, the Hebbian-LMS algorithm is
used mostly for the purpose due to having improved stability
and transient performance than existed algorithm techniques
[16] & [17]. The weight updating process for the HebbianLMS algorithm and the error signal generated by adding all
weights, shown as SUM in Fig. 1(b) is shown above. The
weight updating algorithm can be expressed as
𝑤𝑖+1 = 𝑤𝑖 + 2𝛾𝑒𝑖 𝑋𝑖

𝑒𝑖 = 𝑓((𝑆𝑢𝑚)𝑖 ) =

The neuron output can be given as

𝑓(𝑋𝑖𝑇 , 𝑤𝑖 )

(14)
(15)
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V� =
𝑆𝐺𝑀 ((𝑆𝑢𝑚)𝑖 ) = 𝑆𝐺𝑀 (𝑋𝑖𝑇 , 𝑤𝑖 ), 𝑓𝑜𝑟 (𝑆𝑢𝑚)𝑖 ) > 0
�(16)
�
𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 0, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 (𝑆𝑢𝑚)𝑖 ) < 0
B. Battery system modelling and control strategy

Fig.1(b) shows the control block diagram of the
bidirectional DC/DC converter. The bidirectional DC/DC
converter is operated under boost or buck mode operation.
Applying the duty ratio to control the buck and boost mode
operation. To achieve bidirectional switching function, it is
to apply duty ratio control instead of pulse width
modulation control is as follows:
a) operation in boost mode
𝐿� 𝑝(𝐼′� ) = 𝑉� − (1 − 𝐷′ � )𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 𝐼′� ∙ 𝑅′�
𝐼′�_𝐷𝐶 = 𝐶

′

𝐷𝐶 𝑝(𝑉𝐷𝐶 )

= (1 − 𝐷′� ) ∙ 𝐼′�

(17)
(18)

b) operation in buck mode

𝐿� 𝑝(𝐼′� ) = 𝐷′� 𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 𝑉� − 𝐼′� ∙ 𝑅′�
𝐼′�_𝐷𝐶 = 𝐶 ′ 𝐷𝐶 𝑝(𝑉𝐷𝐶 ) = (𝐷′� ) ∙ 𝐼′�

(19)
(20)

Where D’B denotes the duty ratio, CDC is the equivalent
capacitance of the DC microgrid, LB is the external inductance
of the battery, RB is the battery internal resistance, 𝐼′� is the
currents at the low-voltage side and 𝐼′�_𝐷𝐶 is the current at
high-voltage sides of the converter.
The battery is operated to maintain the DC bus voltage
during power imbalance between the generation and load. The
battery control scheme consist of an inner and outer control
loop. The outer control loop is to maintain the DC bus voltage
hence it is called a voltage controller. The inner control of
battery is to control the current according to the maintenance
of bus voltage and power balance hence it is called a current
controller [18] & [19].
The voltage and current control loops are implemented
with PI and RNN controller respectively as shown in Fig.1(b).
The RNN controller in the inner loop and PI controller in the
outer loop will control the charging or discharging modes
based on the bus voltage and load current variations. The
voltage and current errors are minimized using PI and RNN
controllers respectively in charging and discharging mode.
The control scheme generates duty cycle pulses to the
bidirectional converter of the battery system.

Performance of the system in islanded for constant load and
variable speed. The performance results of Case-1 are in Fig.
2. Fig. 3 shows the performance of Case-2.
Case-1: Performance of system in grid connected mode for
constant load and variable wind speed.
The system, in this case, is operated to import less power
from the grid and more power from the renewable source. In
this test case, the load is considered as 7KW as shown in Fig.
2(b). Fig. 2(c) shows the utility import power as 2KW. Fig.
2(d) shows the wind speed is varying from 180 rad/s to 240
rad/s at t=2s. Initially, the wind generating unit supply 4 KW
power as shown in Fig. 2(e). At t=2s wind is starting to
generate 6KW power due to the increase of speed. Initially,
the battery system supply 1KW and it will go to charging
mode at t=2s as shown in Fig.2 (f). During the wind speed
variations, the DC bus voltage is maintained stable as shown
in fig. 2(a). Before 2s the battery operates in discharging mode
to maintain the power balance and after 2s it operates in
charging mode. Under this operating case, there is no
significant change is DC bus voltage and the control
performance of wind and battery system is satisfactory.

(a)

(b)

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed DC microgrid system fed by wind energy
source and battery shown in Fig.1 is modelled and simulated
in MATLAB/Simulink. The wind system operates with MPPT
and RNN controller. The battery system charging and
discharging modes are operated with PI and RNN controller.
To justify the superior performance of the proposed scheme,
the system is analysed under different test cases. Case-1:
Performance of system in the grid-connected mode for
constant load and variable wind generation. Case-2:

(c)
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(d)

(e)

(f)
Fig. 2. Waveforms under Case-1 using proposed control scheme, (a) DC bus
voltage(V), (b) Load demand (KW), (c) Grid supply power (KW), (d) Wind
speed ( rad/sec), (e) Wind power in KW, (f) Battery power (KW).

Case-2: Performance of system in islanded mode for constant
load and variable wind speed.

(a)

(d)

(e)

(f)
Fig. 3. Waveforms under Case-2 using proposed control scheme, (a) DC bus
voltage (V), (b) Load demand (Kw), (c) Grid supply power (Kw), (d) Wind
speed (rad/sec), (e) Wind power (Kw), (f) Battery power (Kw).

The simulation and operation of the case-2 in islanded are shown
in Fig.3. In this case, the DC bus voltage is maintained whenever
the wind speed reduced as shown in Fig.3 (a). The load and grid
import power are shown in Fig.3 (b) & (c). The battery system
help to support in voltage control of the DC bus by discharging.
Initially in islanded mode, the wind speed is at 240 rad/sec and
the wind speed is reduced to 180 rad/sec at t=2s as in shown in
Fig.3 (d). Initially the wind system supply 6KW and reduced to
4KW after t=2s as shown in Fig.3 (e). The battery power
variation to maintain the DC bus voltage is shown in Fig. 3(f).
The results demonstrate that there is no significant change in DC
bus voltage for wind speed variation in islanded mode. The
operation of the wind and battery control scheme to extract the
maximum power from the wind energy system and maintain the
DC bus voltage during variable speed is satisfactory.
IV. CONCLUSION

(b)

(c)

Integration of wind and battery system using a suitable
control scheme connected with a DC microgrid has been
proposed. The proposed RNN controller is implemented to
operate the wind and battery system. The proposed RNN
control scheme for controlled rectifier of wind is implemented
along the MPPT. The battery system charging and
discharging is controlled with the proposed control scheme.
The performance of the system with the proposed control
scheme is observed with simulation results for different
operating cases. The results demonstrate that the proposed
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system with control scheme is well implemented and the
performance to extract the maximum power available power
from the wind energy system and to control the DC bus
voltage at a constant level is satisfactory.
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Abstract- With the increasing awareness of environment
aspects, limited use of fossil fuels and need to feed power in
remote areas, distributed generation is gaining popularity.
Microgrid allows integration of Renewable Energy
Generation such as Photovoltaic, Wind and Fuel Cell
generations. Microgrid can be used for optimum use of
generated energy, storage, and use of the same near load
centers itself. Microgrid can operate in grid-connected or
islanded mode and provides flexibility in managing power
system. When microgrid operates in grid connected
environment, this provides flexibility in drawing power
from grid or supplying energy to grid in times of excess
power availability besides better voltage and frequency
control. In island mode of operation, microgrids can
operate independently to provide electricity to the remote
locations or to keep providing power in emergency
situations like grid fault.
With the increasing penetration of distributed generation
power sources, some technical challenges in network
operation and system stability are imposed.
Since microgrids have relatively smaller capacity, they are
vulnerable to random variation in generation and load
which may cause operational stability. Due to relatively
smaller capacity distribution generation sources, active
and reactive power requirement to be monitored in island
mode of operation and may require to be compensated, if
required.
Conventional distribution systems are normally supplied
through one source and has unidirectional power flow.
However, in distributed generation systems there can be
scenarios of bi-directional power flow and this creates
complexity in protection system with respect to
discrimination and selectivity.
This Paper will provide overview on challenges in
microgrid operation in grid connected and island mode
operation. Paper will cover required control and
protection measures to take care of these challenges and
for reliable operation of microgrid in grid connected as
well as island mode of operation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Microgrid is referred to well defined area of an Electrical
distribution network which constitutes of Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) besides localized loads. Distributed Energy
Resources are relatively small-scale generation which may
include Solar, Wind, and Fuel Cell generation besides energy
storage devices that interface with low voltage or medium
voltage distribution network. Microgrid is normally capable
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to be operated in grid-connected mode of operation or in
island mode.
The concept of microgrid has emerged remarkably to integrate
sustainable energy sources in the Electrical network besides
various other considerable benefits as mentioned below:
• Potential to integrate various renewable resources
into the Electrical Power System
• Localized power distribution
• Reduces grid investment due to lower network
capacity requirement
• Ability to isolate itself from grid in island mode
during utility grid disturbance
• During peak load, support gird by exporting power
• Environmental benefits due to very les or zero
emission generation
• High energy efficiency due to combined heat and
Power (CHP) technology
• Improved power quality
• Better reliability due to proximity between generation
and consumption
Despite the advantages, microgrid has various challenges to
distribution network with respect to control and protection.
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) are required to
collectively control the network voltage and frequency,
properly sharing the power demand, sustaining grid fault and
disturbances, seamless transition from the grid connected
mode of operation to the island mode of operation, and vice
versa.
Technical challenges for microgrid operation are mainly due
to requirement of sustained stable operation in grid connected
mode of operation as well as in island mode. Challenge in grid
connected mode of operation is affected by number and type
of generating sources, and interconnection points of microgrid
with the other power system.
Besides the control part, other major challenge is from
protection point of view – protection system should be
sensitive enough for both, utility grid faults as well as micro
grid faults. Various protection concerns are required to be
handled for integration of Distributed Energy Resources with
distribution level network due to change in fault current level
in grid connected and island mode of operation, reduction in
reach of distance relays, and relay coordination. In island
mode of operation, the major challenge is because of inverter
based sources where the limiting factor is due to power
electronics devices. Challenges pertaining to bidirectional
power flow in microgrid system, low fault current levels due
to more inverter-based sources, can be mitigated by adaptive
protection mechanism with advanced communication system.
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2
II. ARCHITECTURE

The main component of microgrid are Distributed Energy
Resources (Wind Turbines, Solar PV plants, Fuel Cells, etc.),
distributed energy storage devices like Flywheel, Batteries,
etc. and Centralized Local Loads. Distributed Energy
Resources can be mainly grouped in two types of categories –
rotating machine-based generation and other is inverter-based
generation sources. First category mainly comprises rotating
machines which are directly interfaced to the network through
transformers; however, second category utilizes Power
Electronics converters (Photovoltaic system or Wind energy
generation …) as interface media with the grid. From control
point of view, methodologies are significantly different for
inverter based interface system in comparison to conventional
rotating machine generation. Further, from system stability
and protection point of view, current rating of silicon devices
being used in inverter-based systems are relatively less in
comparison to conventional rotating machine-based system.
Distributed Energy storage devices are used in microgrid to
provide the back-up to compensate for any power shortage,
and mainly used in island mode of operation. Further due to
larger time constant of rotating machines, response time
against system swings is sluggish and this may cause in
system instability during transient disturbances. Digital
Energy storage device acts as a controllable AC voltage source
and fast output characteristic of these devices help to response
against any transient disturbance in the system.

Figure 1 represents single line diagram of typical microgrid
that constitutes traditional rotating generating source, variable
speed wind turbine, Fuel Cell, and battery energy storage unit.
Distributed Energy Resources are through power-electronic
converters, however rotating generator is directly coupled at
bus. Microgrid is interfaced with the utility grid at Bus 1
through Static transfer switch.
Microgrid normally operates in grid connected mode - during
this operation, Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) delivers
constant real and reactive power to the distribution network,
balance real and reactive power need is compensated by utility
grid. In case of any fault in the utility grid, static transfer
switch will disconnect microgrid from utility grid to enable
microgrid to operate in island mode. Microgrid shall be able to
resynchronize itself to the utility grid and seamlessly transition
to the grid-connected mode of operation.

III. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES IN
MICOGRID CONTROL AND PROTECTION
A. Technical Challenges in Microgrid Control
Most important challenge for microgrid control is that this
should be capable to manage voltage, frequency, and system
stability in both the operating scenarios – grid connected mode
as well as island mode of operation.
In the grid connected operation, Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs) operate in a constant real and reactive power control
mode means that DERs exchange pre-specified power within
distribution network with the objection to keep minimum
import of power from utility grid.
In island mode of operation, control system must control local
network voltage and frequency besides meeting immediate
real or reactive power requirement of distribution network.
Hence, appropriate voltage and frequency regulation schemes
are required to maintain system stability.
Increase penetration of Distributed energy Resources in
microgrid system may impose technical issues for stable
operation of the microgrid due to steady state or transient
voltage swing at interface bus, increase in short circuit levels
and power quality problems.
Impedance between Distributed Energy Resources in
microgrid is relatively lesser than the impedance in large
Power system of utility grid – considering this the accuracy of
voltage set points are important, as small error in set point
may cause large circulating current within the DERs

Fig. 1: Single Line Diagram for Typical Microgrid
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B. Technical Challenges in Microgrid Protection
Microgrid concept have several concerns from system
protection point of view, mainly because of adaptive
protection settings and functions for both – grid connected as
well as island mode of operation.
Some of the key challenges for microgrid protection system
are:
• Fault Current Level
When large number of small Distributed Energy
Resources using rotating generators/motors are
connected to network, this changes fault current
level as rotating equipment contribute to system fault
current.
When inverter based Distributed Energy Resources
are used, fault current is limited to relatively lower
value. Due to lesser fault current than load current,
even some of the protective relays may not operate.
During grid connected mode or island mode of
operation, the fault current seen by relay will be
different – during grid connected mode of operation,
fault will be fed by both (utility grid as well as
Distributed Energy Resources). However, in island
mode of operation fault current will only be from
Distributed Energy Resources which would be quite
less than the fault being fed in grid connected mode
of operation.
•

•

Discrimination
In the power system network that has generating
sources at the end of network, fault current decreases
with increase in distance due to increase in
impedance. In these types of systems, variation in
fault current magnitude is used for discrimination.
However, in island mode of operation, where
microgrid will have mainly inverter interfaced
generating sources, fault is limited to lower value
and fault level will be constant irrespective of
location. Due to this, traditional current based
protection coordination which is normally done
based on fault current value needs to be adapted for
proper discrimination.
Sympathetic Tripping
Spurious tripping may occur when protective device
operates for faults in an outside protective zone.
Distributed Energy resource may feed the fault and
relay may operate even for fault which is not within
the protective zone. As shown in Figure 2, if fault is
in line 2, since DER 1 will also be feeding the fault –
relay on DER 1 or line 1 may spuriously operate
which is not intended.

Fig. 2: Sympathetic Tripping
•

Island Mode Protection
Inverter based Distributed Energy resources have
limited fault current capability – therefore, fault
currents are relatively lesser in the island mode of
operation in comparison to grid connected mode of
operation. Further, within the microgrid due to
significant difference in power contribution by
rotating sources and Inverter based sources, the fault
current magnitude can vary within the islanded
microgrid. Due to fault limiting this behavior,
conventional over-current protection system may not
work for island mode of microgrid operation.

•

Single Phase Connection
Some Distributed Energy Resources like small PV
panels generate single phase power. These type of
DERs may create unbalance in the distribution
network and can be the reason of stray earth currents
in the system. This may impact overloading in the
system besides risk to personnel safety.

•

Selectivity
Selectivity is the basic requirement of any protection
system – system is selective, if the protective device
closest to the fault operates to isolate the faulty
system from the healthy system.
Without Distribution Energy Resources, power flow
in the system is only in one direction in both the
scenarios, during normal operation as well as in the
fault situation. By using conventional over-current
protection scheme, proper protection coordination
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can easily be ensured to achieve the necessary
sensitivity.
However, when various Distributed Energy
Resources are integrated in microgrid, conventional
over-current and coordination may not work. There
is possibility of disconnection of healthy feeder
because this can feed the through fault. Further,
bidirectional power flow which cause the
conventional over current protection system to lose
sensitivity.
Renewable energy sources connected in microgrid
may generate fluctuating power - setting for
overcurrent relays are always based on maximum
possible operating current. Due to randomness in
generation levels, fault current may be lesser than in
minimum operating mode in comparison to
maximum operating mode and different fault level
currents in both modes may cause relay losing the
sensitivity.
Considering the above-mentioned concerns on
protection aspects for microgrid, in brief the main
challenge arises from the fact that in microgrid
where multiple Distributed Energy Resources are
connected, power flow can be bi-directional in each
feeder of the network. Other important area is the
planning of suitable system which can adapt both the
scenarios – grid connected mode of operation as well
as island mode.

microgrid subsequent to go into island mode from
grid connected mode of operation.
Besides maintaining voltage and frequency stability,
control mechanism needs to ensure proper real and
reactive power to loads. Power sharing control needs
to avoid any circulating current within various
Distributed Energy Resources and respective buses.
2.

Secondary Control to compensate for any deviation
in voltage and frequency due to primary control
operation and restoration of stable voltage and
frequency synchronization stage.

3.

Third Level of Control is to manage power flow
between microgrid and utility grid and to facilitate
economically optimal operation

Control system for microgrid needs to be designed to ensure:
• Voltage and frequency stabilization post islanding –
Subsequent the isolation of microgrid from utility
grid, microgrid can lose voltage and frequency
stability (during grid connected mode of operation,
voltage and frequency is mainly being governed by
utility grid)
• Considering various Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs) are there in microgrid, main objective of
primary control system is to ensure proper real and
reactive power sharing within DERs
• To mitigate circulating current within various DERs
and respective buses

IV. MICOGRID CONTROL SYSTEM
As discussed earlier, microgrid can operate in two modes –
grid connected mode and island mode. Proper Control
techniques are important to have stable operation of microgrid
in either of the operating modes.
Significant points which needs to be taken care in Microgrid
control system are:
• Voltage and frequency regulation in both operating
modes
• Proper load sharing between various Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs) and within DERs and
utility grid
• Power flow control between microgrid and Utility
grid
• Microgrid islanding in case of unstable utility grid
and resynchronization with utility grid
• System stability against transient disturbances and
restoration the normal conditions while switching
between modes
Microgrid control system can be mainly categorized into three
levels:
1. First Level of Control (Primary Control) to
maintain voltage and frequency stability of the

Control system work based on reference and loop control
mechanism, this particular control mechanism is implemented
in active/reactive (PQ) mode or voltage control mode.
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) operate in constant real
and reactive power (PQ) control mode to share pre-specified
power within the distribution network.
In island mode of operation, control mechanism need to
control local network voltage and frequency and to take care
the instantaneous real and reactive power. Hence, appropriate
voltage and frequency regulation requirement are important in
island mode of operation from system stability perspective.

A. Grid – Connected Mode Control
The grid connected mode of control is employed when the
microgrid is connected to the utility grid and voltage and
frequency is being dictated by utility grid voltage and
frequency. In this particular case, the main control
requirement is to regulate real and reactive powers that
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) share and feed to
distribution network.
If the real and reactive power output of a DER is controlled
independent of other DERs and loads, it is non-iterative grid
connected mode of control. However, in case where real and
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reactive power of a particular DER is used as a reference and
used as a command for controller, the control mechanism is
iterative grid connected mode control.
This means that in non-iterative mechanism, the controller act
for constant power delivery mode in grid connected mode of
operation and as voltage/frequency controller act as
dispatchable power delivery mode with real and reactive
power support in grid connected mode of operation and in
load sharing (Droop control) mode in island operation.
in island mode of operation.
Inverter based Distributed Energy Resources are interfaced
with the network through power-electronics converters.

Interface Converters provide additional conversion and
control, along with fast dynamic response. Control
mechanism of invert based DERs are different than the
conventional rotating machines control.
In grid connected mode of operation, real and reactive
power inverter based Distributed Energy Resources can
either be controlled by voltage mode control or current
mode control.
B. Island Mode Control
Islanding of microgrid can take place either due to some
outage in the utility grid or even can be planned due to some
maintenance requirements.
In island mode of operation, since utility grid is not there,
significant requirement of control system is to ensure voltage
and frequency regulation. Therefore, control mechanism
needs to be built in such a way that the voltage and frequency
can be maintained within pre-specified limits and microgrid is
protected against real and reactive power oscillations.
If Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) supply the required
real and reactive power besides regulating voltage and
frequency of island microgrid, this is known as noninteractive
island-mode control mechanism. On the other side, if
microgrid have two or more DERs in the system which can
share the load requirement, an interactive control mechanism
is the recommended. By this, load sharing can be ensured
along with voltage and frequency regulation.

•
•

Adaptable for any type of Distributed Energy
Resource and variable generation level
Augmentable so that any new addition of Distributed
energy Resource can eb taken care

Different solutions can be applied to take care the
challenges as highlighted for microgrid operation either
in grid connected mode or in island mode of operation.
A. Adaptive Protection System
Adaptive relays can be used to take care of the challenges
the variation in fault current – in this adaptive protection
system can be used - where settings, characteristics or logic
functions can be adapted on-line by externally generated
signals or control logics.
The adaptation of microgrid protection setting is required to
adapt the settings based on actual state of the microgrid with
respect to Distributed Energy Resource generation level and
load requirement.
There can be various control logics which can be built to adapt
the relay settings:
• Adjust the current-time characteristic based on the
difference in voltage drop response that would be in
short circuit or in over-load situation
• Use of directional over-current protection relay, for
which settings can be parameterized based on various
operating scenarios
• Setting adjustment based on comparing the system
impedance to microgrid impedance
Adaptation in the protection settings can eb achieved by using
IEDs with directional over-current protection function and
with multiple setting groups.
Communication Infrastructure using standard protocol like
IEC 61850 can be used to exchange information between IEDs
and centralized setting coordination unit.

IV. MICOGRID PROTECTION
As explained above, due to the fact that multiple Distributed
Energy Resources are connected on microgrid network, power
flow can be bi-directional in each feeder of the network and
for stable operation in grid connected mode of operation as
well as island mode, conventional over current protection may
not provide the proper protection coordination.
Microgrid protection system needs to be designed in such a
way that:
• System is suitable for both grid connected as well as
island mode of operation

Fig. 3: Microgrid Protection based on Different
Relay Setting Groups

pilot wire differential protection, adaptive protection system,
smart protection system using the standard communication
protocol.
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B. Protection of Inverter Interfaced Distributed Energy
Resources
Since the fault current fed form inverter based DERs are
quite less, conventional protection system may not provide the
protection coverage for the faults.
Energy storage device like batteries in the system may be
useful as these will feed the fault as well. Other possible
solution can be to use a higher rated inverter which can
provide sufficient fault current or use of pilot wire differential
protection where communication can be from both ends of the
line to sense the fault and initiate the tripping command, as
required.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper outlines the different challenges in microgrid
operation in parallel with utility grid and in island mode of
operation. Challenges are highlighted for both. Microgrid–
control and protection.
Challenged for control are mainly for the different control
modes and requirement in grid connected mode of operation
and in island mode of operation. Besides the control From
protection point of view, the major challenges are due to bidirectional power flow, reduced fault level from inverter based
Distributed Energy Resources, spurious tripping, protection
blinding, discrimination and desires selectivity of the
protection system.
The paper also elaborated the possible solutions like use of
pilot wire differential protection, adaptive protection system,
smart protection system using the standard communication
protocol.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a full order observer based
robust linear quadratic regulator (RLQR) for control of hybrid DC
microgrid system. The hybrid DC microgrid is modeled with solar
photovoltaic (SPV) system, battery bank and load, which are
connected into the DC bus in parallel for interactive control. The
LQR controller provides good optimal control and stability over
classical PI controller but it can't ensure the robust performance and
stability for the high uncertainty in the system. Hence a robust LQR
(RLQR) controller is proposed in this work for interactive control of
DC-DC boost converter in the SPV system and DC-DC bidirectional
converter in the battery system to maintain the bus voltage during
irradiance and load perturbations while extracting maximum
available power from PV system. The robust LQR controller is
designed using the states estimated from the full order observer, cost
function and linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) to ensure the
performance and stability robustness during system perturbations
and the output is analyzed for irradiance and load perturbations. The
result of the proposed controller is verified using
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The obtained results for the proposed
RLQR controller are compared with the results of the classical PI
controller to verify the superiority of the proposed scheme.
Keywords— Hybrid DC microgrid, DC/DC boosts converter,
DC/DC buck−boost converter, PI control, RLQR control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the conventional power generation system, there are so
many challenges like environmental pollution, global
warming and increasing the rate of energy demand. To
overcome these challenges the power generation system
move towards a new generation of power locally at different
voltage levels in the distribution system. The local power
generation in the distribution system is called distributed
generation (DG). So in both small-scale conventional power
generation system like gas and micro-turbine and nonconventional renewable energy generation system like solar
photovoltaic (SPV) system, fuel cells (FC), wind turbines
(WTs) system etc are some of the distributed generation (DG)
sources. A small-scale distributed network of power system
with distributed generation sources and loads is called
microgrid. Nowadays the SPV system is gaining more
importance for DG due to it's economic, technical and
environmental benefits. Along the benefits, the SPV system
facing many challenges because of intermissive output. To
overcome these challenges, a hybrid microgrid is very
popular in recent years [1-4].
The hybrid microgrid is formed by the combination of
different DG sources and energy storage system (ESS). A
hybrid microgrid system with SPV and ESS has been used
connected at the same DC bus. The hybrid system has ranged
in very large scale in the recent year either as DC or AC
microgrid power generation. The hybrid DC microgrid with
SPV and ESS consists of PV arrays, battery, and power
converter along with a control scheme and DC loads. These
hybrid microgrid systems are available from the range 1KW-

500KW and operate in grid-connected and islanded mode. In
a grid-connected mode or islanded mode of the microgrid, the
SPV system operates at maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) but the operation required for the battery system is
to maintain the power balance and DC bus voltage in islanded
mode [5-6]. In grid-connected mode any deficit/surplus of
power between local load and the available power is
received/supply from/into the grid, to maintain the bus
voltage at a constant level. For maintaining the voltage of DC
bus and simultaneously extracting the available maximum
power is a challenging task. Due to variation in load and
weather condition from hour to hour power generated by SPV
system also varies hence hybrid system faces more challenge.
These variations affect the DC bus voltage level. Therefore,
battery system is used as a supportive of power resources, are
used for a compatible operation of a hybrid system. So
islanded hybrid DC microgrid systems are formed by the
connection DG sources and battery system at the DC bus to
supply local DC loads. The main objective in the islanded
mode of hybrid DC microgrid is to maintain the voltage of
DC bus irrespective of the change in the operating condition
of the system like irradiance or load variation when the local
load is connected to the common DC bus. To meet this
required objective, a suitable control scheme is required for a
hybrid system.
For hybrid system a conventional PI-control scheme has
been generally used in literature as in [6-8], however, the
performance of the system with PI controller is poor during
uncertainty. The sensitivity to uncertainty and tuning are the
main drawback of the PI controller. In [9-12], the PI
controller is replaced by another controller to improve the
performance such as sliding mode, fuzzy logic, passive-based
control, predictive control. Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
is used in [13-15] for control of DC-DC converter. The LQR
controller is designed based on the optimization of a cost
function which describes the performance index of the
controller. The LQR optimal control scheme also includes the
integral action to reduce the steady-state errors for output
reference tracking and disturbance effect. However, the
classical LQR controller can’t assure the superiority
robustness performance when the system subjected to
uncertainty.
Robust LQR (RLQR) control scheme is another method
to control DC-DC converter which is proposed to control
buck converter in [16]. However, in the proposed method the
state estimation is not considered for control design and it
applied to a single buck converter but not the hybrid system.
A full-order observer based RLQR controller is designed
using a suitable cost function along linear matrix inequality
(LMI) constraints in [17]. However, the proposed control
scheme is used to control the inverter in grid-connected or
islanded modes of PV system. In RLQR control scheme the
performance index is solved through LMI constraints which
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are formulated in the form of LMIs. The approach of solving
LQR problem with LMIs has significant advantages over
classical algebraic method as it can give superior
performance and stability robustness during high uncertainty
in switching converter system.
The LQR or RLQR controller in the above said
approaches are proposed separately for SPV or ESS system,
without accounting for the interaction between SPV and ESS.
Hence, an application LQR or RLQR to hybrid system is a
scope for research. A DC microgrid with SPV and ESS is a
commonly used hybrid system. The hybrid system with SPV
and ESS consist a boost converter and bidirectional converter
which connected in parallel at PCC or DC bus for sharing of
load power to maintain the DC bus voltage. Hence, this
parallel interaction of the SPV and ESS converter requires a
proper control scheme to maintain the bus voltage. The
existing control approaches have not considered any
interaction between SPV and ESS converter with observer
based RLQR.
In this paper, a full order observer based RLQR is
proposed for the control of parallel interactive DC-DC
converter in hybrid SPV-ESS DC microgrid. The control
objective is to design combined RLQR controller for both
DC-DC converter of SPV and ESS to maintain the bus
voltage during the variation in the hybrid system. The RLQR
controller is designed based on states from the observer, cost
function formulation and linear matrix inequality (LMI) for
the hybrid SPV-ESS system.
After an introduction the remaining sections of this paper
are organized as follows, the hybrid DC microgrid system
description with SPV, ESS and state model is given in
Section II. The observer and control design procedure is
given in Section III. Section IV discusses the comparison
result and conclusion remarks are given Section V.

Fig. 1. Diagram of hybrid DC microgrid system

maximum power, an MPPT algorithm along with a closed
loop control scheme for varying the DC-DC converter duty
cycle is being implemented. The output of the SPV which is
input to the DC-DC converter is maintained at MPP level.
The photovoltaic cell is the basic component of SPV
generation. PV cell comprises of a P-N junction diode which
is fabricated in a thin wafer shown in Fig.2. Generally, solar
cells are built up of monocrystalline silicon or polycrystalline
silicon. Single diode mathematical model of silicon
photovoltaic cell comprises of a light intensity based current
source (photon current,𝑰𝒑𝒉 ), a nonlinear diode, internal
resistance 𝑹𝒔 and 𝑹𝒔𝒉 .

II. HYBRID DC MICROGRID DISCRIPTION AND
MODELLING
A hybrid DC microgrid considered in this papers consist
an interactive control scheme for the combined system of
solar photovoltaic (SPV) and battery storage system (BSS),
as shown in Fig.1. The boost converter in SPV and
bidirectional converter in BSS are considered to achieve the
control objective. The proposed LQR sends the PWM signal
to the converters in SPV and ESS. The hybrid DC microgrid
operated in island mode and supply for DC load is considered
in this work. The proposed controller designed in section V
maintain the DC bus voltage for irradiance and load variation.
The following subsection describes about the SPV and ESS.
A. Solar Photovoltaic System
Normally, the SPV arrangement consists of a group of PV
array, maximum power point tracker as well as a boost
converter as an interfacing device, as shown in Fig.1.
Because of stochastic behavior of SPV arrangement, the
output voltage of the SPV system (and hence output power)
varies with solar irradiation. Hence, under any operating
condition to maintain the SPV module output voltage, which
is existing at its MPP point and is necessary to attain the
highest power extraction from the SPV module. For obtaining

Fig. 2.Solar cell equivalent circuit

A unidirectional DC-DC boost converter is considered for
delivering the power at a rated voltage of the DC bus to the
load .The duty ratio (𝒅𝒑𝒗 ) of the converter is varied to extract
maximum available power from the SPV array, irrespective
to the variation in the radiation level.
The MPP voltage (𝑽𝒎𝒑𝒑 ) of SPV at which it delivers
maximum power(𝑷𝒎𝒑𝒑 )is obtained by MPPT control
scheme. Klaman filter MPPT method has been used out of
several MPPT algorithms being suggested in the literature
[18-21], because it gives better results compared to existing MPPT
techniques. The method suggested can be used in several
applications regardless of the MPPT algorithm being taken
into consideration. The voltage and current of the PV array
are taken as input to the MPPT, while the output of MPPT
gives the MPP voltage(𝑽𝒎𝒑𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒇 ) , taken as the reference for
the control loop.
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B. Battery Storage System
Battery acts as buffer of energy in order to attain stable
maximum power output from PV panel, as shown in Fig.1,
and it is used as an energy balancing device, there are three
modes of operation for the battery system: a) charge mode b)
discharge mode and c) rest mode. The rest mode is active
when there is a proper balance between demand and
generation (𝑷𝑷𝑽 = 𝑷𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅 ). The discharging mode is active
when there is a need of power (𝑷𝑷𝑽 <𝑷𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅 ) exists, while
charging form is triggered when there is an excess of the
power (𝑷𝑷𝑽 > 𝑷𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅 ). In order to fulfill all three modes of
the switching process, a bidirectional converter is used as an
interfacing device. When there is reduction of the load below
the available power then it leads to increase of the DC bus
voltage. In this situation to maintain the bus voltage constant,
the battery operates in charging or absorption mode. When
there is a sudden increase in load, which leads to a transient
decrease in bus voltage, the battery will supply its stored
power and act in discharging mode, in order to maintain the
voltage of DC bus at its required level. An arrangement of all
the above modes is to maintain the bus voltage at a rated level.
A variety of battery models with different types of
accuracy and configurations has been proposed in [21, 22]. A
standard model of battery has been used because of its
accuracy and simplicity compared to its other counterparts.
To create an interface between the battery and bus, a
synchronous buck-boost bidirectional converter is employed.
The converter acts as buck type when the voltage level of bus
is more than battery voltage and then the battery is going to
be in charging mode. The converter acts in the boost mode
when battery system is discharging in order to maintain the
bus voltage. The level of amplification and attenuation is
governed by the duty cycle (𝒅𝒃 ) of the converter, which is
input as signal to the bidirectional converter.

C. State model of the hybrid DC microgrid system
The dynamic state equations can be formulated by
considering the current though inductor, voltage across the
capacitor in DC-DC boost and bidirectional converter and
error from references as states for control implementation.
The state vector for the hybrid microgrid system is express as
x (t) =[𝑽𝒑𝒗 , 𝒊𝒑𝒗 , 𝑽𝑫𝑪 , 𝑽𝒃 , 𝒊𝒃 , 𝒙𝟔 , 𝒙𝟕 ]𝑻 , where 𝒙𝟔 , 𝒙𝟕 are error
states (i.e.𝒙𝟔 =VDC-ref−VDC and 𝒙𝟕 =Vmpv−Vpv).The state
conditions depends on switch (𝑺𝒑𝒗 , 𝑺𝒃𝟏 & 𝑺𝒃𝟐 ) operation
mode of controller. For design state equations four switching
modes are considered as i) 𝑺𝒑𝒗 = 𝑶𝑵, , 𝑺𝒃𝟏 = 𝑶𝑵 and
𝑺𝒃𝟐 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭, ii) 𝑺𝒑𝒗 = 𝑶𝑵, , 𝑺𝒃𝟏 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭 and 𝑺𝒃𝟐 = 𝑶𝑵, iii)
𝑺𝒑𝒗 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭, , 𝑺𝒃𝟏 = 𝑶𝑵 and 𝑺𝒃𝟐 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭 ,iv)𝑺𝒑𝒗 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭, ,
𝑺𝒃𝟏 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭 and 𝑺𝒃𝟐 = 𝑶𝑭𝑭. The dynamic state equations
for interactive SPV and ESS in hybrid DC microgrid based
on switching states can be written as
𝒅𝒊𝒑𝒗
𝒅𝒕

=

𝒅𝑽𝒑𝒗
𝒅𝒗𝒅𝒄
𝒅𝒕

𝒅𝒕

= 𝒊𝒑𝒗

𝑽𝒑𝒗
𝑳𝒑𝒗

=−

− 𝑽𝑫𝑪

𝒊𝒑𝒗

𝑪𝒑𝒗
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𝒅𝒕
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=−

−

−

𝑹𝑪𝟎

𝑽𝒃
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(2)
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𝑹𝒃 𝑪𝒃

(𝟏−𝑫𝒑𝒗 )

+

−

𝒊𝒃
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𝑪𝒃

𝑪𝟎

+

𝑫𝒑𝒗
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(3)
(4)

𝒅𝒊𝒃

𝑽𝒃

=

𝒅𝒕

𝑳𝒃

− 𝑽𝑫𝑪
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State model of the system

𝑳𝒃

+

𝑫𝒃𝑽𝑫𝑪

(5)

𝑳𝒃

•

x(t) = Ax (t) +Bu (t)

(6)

y (t) = C x (t)

(7)

Where y (t) =[VDC]

T

The state space matrices of the system are expressed as
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(8)

To design robust LQR, we required the above state space
matrices. The elements that have been present in the matrices
of state space model may vary based on the uncertainties.
Then the state space model for uncertainties can be expressed
as.
•

x(t) = A (p) x (t) +B (p) u (t)

(9)

Where p is the parametric uncertainty vector as in [17].
III. CONTROL STRATEGY

The robust control is a branch of optimal control theory
that can be designed for dynamic system by minimizing the
cost which formulated based on the control objective. The
control design is incurred for the system which is controllable
and observable. The system states (i,e 𝑽𝒑𝒗 , 𝒊𝒑𝒗 , 𝑽𝑫𝑪 , 𝑽𝒃 , 𝒊𝒃)
required for the control design in this work are estimated by
using a state observer. The RLQR control scheme given in
Fig.3 and the observer and robust LQR control procedures are
described in the following subsection.
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controller gain K is obtained by solving the Algebraic Riccati
Equation (ARE).
ATP + PA + Q = 0

(15)

The LQR controller can give the trade-off robustness
between the stability and performance for highly uncertainty
in the system. Hence, a RLQR controller is proposed and it
uses the feedback synthesis and reduced into a standard
convex problem, which involves LMI algorithm. The control
objective of the RLQR is achieved using the feedback gain K
such that, the closed loop performance function is given as
Fig. 3.Robust optimal controller scheme with full order state observer

A. Observer Design
Definition .1: The states of the system can be estimated
by the full order observer if the system model is observable,
which is expressed as

•
^ ^
x =A x
Here

^
y

•
^^
=C x x

^
+Bu +L ( y -y)

(10)

^
=(A-LC) x +Bu +Ly there exist a observer

gain matrix L such that the inequality has solution for P>0.
(𝑨 − 𝑳𝑪) P + P (A-LC)< 0
𝑻

(11)

Where the matrix P is a positive definite and observer gain is
expressed as
L=

 L11 L12 L13 L14 L15 


L 21 L22 L23 L24 L25 

T

(12)

Observer's Eigen values can be evaluated from the modified
new characteristic equation is given by

SI - (A - LC) = 0

(13)

The gain matrix L can be chosen such that the Eigen values
of the characteristic equation are in the range of stability. The
full order observer provides the estimated states for the
controller design without using sensor.
B. Robust LQR Controller Design
The design of optimal controllers for the system is
achieved using a quadratic performance index, which is
called linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem. For the
minimization of performance index, we need a objective of
the control design to determine the optimal control scheme,
which can transfer the system condition from the its initial
state to final state.
The classical LQR controller for the system is obtained by
minimizing the performance function.
∞

J=∫� (𝑥 � (𝑡)𝑄𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑢� (𝑡)𝑅(𝑡)𝑢(𝑡))𝑑𝑡

(14)

The control law u = −K x (t) is the final outcome of LQR
controller. Where Q = QT is state weighted matrix and R =
RT is control weightmatrix are selected as in [17].The

∞

J=∫� (𝑋 � (𝑡)(𝑄 + 𝐾 � 𝑅𝐾𝑥(𝑡))𝑑𝑡

(16)

The detailed procedure of RLQR design are considered as in
[17] and the LMI formulation of the RLQR is given as
Subjected to

���
P�XTr(QP)

+ Tr(X)

(17)

AP+PAT+BY+YTBT+x� x�T <0


X



1
 YT R

2

1 
R 2Y
P






>0

(18)

P>0.

Once the minimization under these LMI constraints is
processed, the optimal RLQR control gain can be obtained
by K= Y𝐾 −� .
IV. SIMULATION STUDY
In order to observe the performance of the proposed
control method, a 40KW of SPV system which is used as a
bench marks that consist of 11 parallel arrays, and each array
consists 21 PV panels which are connected in series. A Aavid
Solar ASMS-180M.A battery system which is coupled to the
DC bus is consist 25 series connected lead-acid batteries and
its capacity is of 40 Ah. A total load which is coupled to the
DC bus is 40 KW at 380 volts. The hybrid system with SPV
and ESS is operated in island mode and the parameter used in
MATLAB/SIMULINK is given in Table I for both SPV and
ESS system in DC microgrid system. The performance of the
hybrid DC microgrid system with proposed RLQR is
observed for different irradiance and load perturbations. The
control objective is to maintain the bus voltage for the
irradiance and load perturbations. The performance of the
microgrid system with the RLQR controller is compared with
the classical PI controller during irradiance and load
perturbations.
In Case-1, the irradiance variations are considered
when the load is constant. Fig.4 shows the irradiance
variations for different time interval in the SPV system and
the DC bus voltage variations for the irradiance variations are
shown in Fig.5. The results illustrate that the DC bus voltage
is maintained at 380 V for different irradiance and the bus
voltage tracking performance of RLQR controller is superior
then the classical PI controller. Fig.6-7 indicate the duty cycle
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given to the SPV and ESS respectively, which are obtained
with RLQR controller during irradiance variations. Fig.8
shows the load power, which is maintained constant during
irradiance variation and the comparative load power tracking
performance of RLQR controller is given in Fig.9 for SPV
and in Fig.10 for ESS, during the irradiance variation. The
power tracking results demonstrate the superior performance
of RLQR controller over PI.

Fig.7 Duty cycle for ESS in Case-1

In Case-2, the load variations are considered when
irradiance is constant. Similarly, as in the Case-1, the
performance of the RLQR controller is observed in Case-2
but to maintain brevity only DC bus voltage variation are
shown in Fig.11. The results shown in Fig.11 confirm the
superior performance of the LQR controller over PI during
the load variations. The results in Case-1 and Case-2
demonstrates that the transient and steady state performance
of the RLQR controller better with less settling time and peak
overshoot than the PI controller.

Fig.8 Load powerin Case-1

TABLE I

SYSTEM PARAMETERS
PARAMETERS

VALUE

V�pp
P�pp
R PV
LPV
RP
RS
C�
VDC
D� &DPV

23.8V
180W
14.9816Ω
0.9mH
160
0.694

Fig. 9 SPV power in Case-1

470µF
380V
[0.1-0.9]

Fig.10 ESS power in Case-1
Fig.4 Irradiance variations in Case-1

Fig. 5. DC bus voltage in Case-1

Fig. 6 Duty cycle for SPV in Case-1

Fig. 11 DC bus voltage in Case-2

V CONCLUSION
In this paper, an observer-based RLQR is designed for
microgrid system. The hybrid DC microgrid system consists
of SPV and ESS. The main objective of the control method
for the hybrid system is to maintain the DC bus voltage
during irradiance and load perturbation. The states of the
system are estimated using the full order observer and
uncertainty model of the system is considered to control
design. The RLQR controller is designed using estimated
states, uncertainty model, cost function and LMIs. The
performance of the proposed the RLQR controller is observed
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for the irradiance and load perturbations. The result obtained
with proposed RLQR controller during irradiance and load
perturbations is compared with PI controller to observe the
superior performance the RLQR. The result shows the
superiority of the proposed RLQR controller over classical PI
during the irradiance and load perturbations in hybrid DC
microgrid system.
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SYNOPSIS
This paper discusses the experience on Ancillary Services in Indian Electricity
Markets so far and its urgent need for the States. The authors present the
evolution, chronological developments, implementation and benefits of Ancillary
Services. The salient features of various types of Ancillary services as introduced
by Central Electricity Regulatory Commission along with the role and responsibility
of various stake holders and nodal agencies are presented. Ancillary Services are
support services which are required for improving and enhancing the reliability and
security of the electrical power system. Authors present that with the continuous
increase in the RE integration with the grid, ancillary services become more and
more important.
Presently, Ancillary services are implemented at central level (i.e. for the regional
entities) since April 2016. All the Generators, that are Regional Entities, and whose
tariff for the full capacity is determined or adopted by the CERC have been
mandated to provide Ancillary Services as Reserve Regulation Ancillary Service
(RRAS) Providers.
RRAS predominantly utilizes the URS of thermal power stations which have
‘ramping limitations’ and as such there is a need for a fast response ancillary
service. Hydro stations can respond very quickly and much faster than thermal/gas
stations. Accordingly, CERC has introduced (order dated 16.07.2018) the concept
of Fast Responding Ancillary Service (FRAS) by utilizing storage/pondage based
hydro generating stations primarily for regulation service.
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As on date, PAN India RE installed capacity is around 75 GW out of total target of
175 GW by 2022. Further, the quantum of ISTS connected RE installed capacity is
about 2GW. In other words, ratio of RE installed capacity connected to ISTS to
State transmission system is 2:98. It reveals that the States are the main and
direct victim of RE injection variability and intermittency since the beginning.
Hence, authors emphasis the Ancillary services as an urgent need of an hour for
the States.
State system operator particularly having high RE penetration has many issues
viz. absence of intra-state RE framework, ‘Must Run’ status of RE, less availability
of cheaper gas in turn lesser availability of ‘on bar’ gas generating stations,
constraints in operation of hydro generation including constraints of pump mode
operation, adherence of stringent provisions of CERC DSM 4th amendment,
tripping/outage of large size generating unit, operation of merchant power plants,
non-availability of adequate balancing mechanism etc.
In order to address the above issues, authors suggest to evolve State regulatory
framework equally along with the central sector. Introduction of strong framework
of Ancillary services for the States would empower the State system operator and
that will definitely help to improve the overall grid reliability and security of the
nation as a whole. Authors have also elaborated examples of real time difficulties
faced by the system operator and its likely solutions.
Looking to the need of time, Authors strongly suggest to introduce various
products like AsPO (ancillary services purchase obligation – similar to RPO),
AsPO should also be categorically defined (hydro, battery, CSP etc.), mandatory
provisions/incentive for pump mode operation, mandatory installation of balancing
mechanism for upcoming RE, real time market for ancillary services etc.
KEYWORDS
Ancillary Services, RRAS, FRAS, DSM, Large Scale RE integration, URS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ancillary Services are support services which are required for improving and
enhancing the reliability and security of the electrical power system. Ancillary
Services are an indispensable part of the electricity industry. World over these
services have evolved based on the prevailing structure of electric supply system
and operational practices in the country. In India also, ancillary services have
grown along with the grid.
II. CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ANCILLARY SERVICES IN INDIA
Ancillary Services are defined, under Regulation (2) (1) (b) of the CERC (Indian
Electricity Grid Code), Regulations, 2010 (IEGC) as follows: [1]
“In relation to power system (or grid) operation, the services necessary to support
the power system (or grid) operation in maintaining power quality, reliability and
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security of the grid, e.g. active power support for load following, reactive power
support, black start, etc;”
One of the objectives of the IEGC, as given in Regulation 1.2 is the “Facilitation for
functioning of power markets and ancillary services by defining a common basis of
operation of the ISTS, applicable to all the Users of the ISTS”.
The IEGC, under Regulation 2.3.2 (g) also made operation of Ancillary Services as
an exclusive function of Regional Load Despatch Centres (RLDCs).
Regulation 8 of the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Power Market
Regulations) Regulations, 2010, [2] provides for the introduction of new products in
Indian Electricity Market in the future, including Ancillary Services Contract. The
Regulation 8 is reproduced below :
“Notwithstanding anything contrary contained in these Regulations, no person shall
enter into or transact in any of the following types of contracts unless the same has
been permitted to be so launched or introduced by the Commission in terms of
notification issued in this behalf (i) Derivatives Contracts, (ii) Ancillary Services
Contracts, (iii) Capacity Contracts”
III. ANCILLARY SERVICES IN INDIA: REGULATION
In April 2013, CERC floated staff paper on “Introduction of Ancillary Services in
Indian Electricity Market” [3]. The staff paper discussed about the types of Ancillary
Services such as the real power support services or Frequency Support Ancillary
Services/ Load following, Voltage or reactive power support services and Black
start support services. It was envisaged that the generators having surplus
capacity, (i.e. either un-requisitioned surplus capacity by the beneficiaries of that
capacity or generators who could not sell their capacity in the market and/or
surplus captive capacity) may be allowed to bid into the power exchange, in a
separate market segment.
Pursuant to above, CERC floated draft Regulation on Ancillary Service operation in
May, 2015 inviting stakeholder suggestions. After stakeholder consultations,
CERC decided that, in order to meet current requirement, tertiary frequency control
through utilization of un-despatched surplus capacity available in generating
stations at the inter-state level, whose tariff is determined/adopted by CERC, may
be introduced as Reserve Regulation Ancillary Service (RRAS).
Variable cost of RRAS provider will be considered for merit order despatch. To
facilitate Congestion management, transmission constraints (both inter-regional
and intraregional) are considered during despatch of RRAS thereby effectively
making this a ‘security constrained economic despatch’. Both fixed charges and
variable charges are to be paid to the RRAS providers, which in turn refunds the
fixed charges to the original beneficiary in proportion to the power surrendered.
The refund of fixed charges to the beneficiary (ies) and mark-up paid to the RRAS
provider act as an incentive for the beneficiaries and the RRAS providers
respectively.
CERC (Ancillary Services Operations) Regulations were notified on 13th August,
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2015[4]. CERC, in February, 2016, set the mark-up for participation in Regulation
‘Up’ RRAS at 50 paise/kWh. The Detailed Procedures were also approved by
CERC. Thus, with active support provided by way of policy initiatives by the
Ministry of Power and the requisite regulatory framework by CERC, the Ancillary
Services were launched by the Nodal Agency i.e. NLDC in coordination with
RLDCs on 18th April, 2016.
IV. ANCILLARY SERVICES IN INDIA: SALIENT FEATURES
All the Generators, that are Regional Entities, and whose tariff for the full capacity
is determined or adopted by the CERC have been mandated to provide Ancillary
Services as RRAS Providers. NLDC, through the RLDCs, has been designated as
the Nodal Agency for Ancillary Services Operations. The Nodal Agency prepares
the Merit Order Stack based on the variable cost of generation.
The Triggering Events for Ancillary Services despatch have been defined in the
Regulations such as extreme weather /special day, generating unit or transmission
line outages, trend of load met and frequency, any abnormal event such as outage
of hydro generating units due to silt, etc., excessive loop flows, trend of computed
Area Control Error (ACE) at regional level, and recall by the original beneficiary.
A Virtual regional entity called “Virtual Ancillary Entity (VAE)” has been created in
the respective Regional Pool for scheduling and accounting. The quantum of
RRAS instruction, by the Nodal Agency, is being directly incorporated in the
schedule of RRAS providers.
The RRAS instruction may be scheduled to the VAE in any one or more Regional
Grids. The deviation in schedule of the RRAS Providers, beyond the revised
schedule, is being settled as per the CERC Deviation Settlement Mechanism
(DSM) Regulations. The energy despatched under RRAS is deemed delivered exbus.
Nodal Agency directs the RRAS Provider to withdraw RRAS, on being satisfied,
that the circumstances leading to triggering of RRAS Services have been
normalized. The RRAS Energy Accounting is being done by the respective
Regional Power Committee (RPC) on weekly basis along with DSM Account,
based on interface meters data and schedule.
A separate RRAS statement is being issued by RPC along with Regional DSM
Account. Any post-facto revision in rates/charges by RRAS providers is not
permitted. In case of RRAS Up, fixed and variable charges are payable to the
RRAS providers from the pool. In case of RRAS Down, 75 percent of the variable
charges are payable by RRAS providers to the pool and fixed charges are
reimbursed by RRAS providers to the original beneficiaries. It has been stipulated
in the Regulations that no commitment charges would be payable to the RRAS
providers.
V. FAST ANCILLARY SERVICES:
Reserves Regulation Ancillary Services (RRAS) is primarily a framework for slow
tertiary reserves at the ISTS level where actions at the power plant happen after
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16-30 minutes as advised by National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC) in
coordination with Regional Load Despatch Centres (RLDCs). The Commission
recognises the need for introduction of Fast Response Ancillary Services.
The present framework of Ancillary Services predominantly utilizes the thermal
power stations which have ramping limitations and as such there is a need for a
fast response ancillary service. Hydro stations are “energy limited resources”
unlike the thermal stations (coal based) which are “ramp limited resources”. Hydro
stations are also subject to limitations/constraints in terms of water inflows as well
as the quantum of water that can be released based on reasons other than power
generation requirements.
Hydro stations can thus respond very quickly and much faster than thermal/gas
stations. In other words, these are more suitable for handling sharp fluctuations
such as those observed at the hour boundary. Thus, fast responding ancillary
service from hydro stations may be used primarily for ‘regulation service’ from
storage/poundage based hydro stations for example to handle the hour boundary
frequency spikes. With increasing quantum of renewable penetration, fast
response ancillary can also act as a mechanism to handle the intermittency.
For implementing Hydro Power as FRAS [5], all constraints and commitments
declared by the hydro stations shall be honoured and the total energy delivered
over the day shall be maintained as declared by the hydro station. The total energy
dispatched under FRAS shall be squared off by the end of the day. Triggering of
FRAS shall be based on the balance energy available in the hydro station. The
Schedules of the beneficiaries shall not be disturbed in the despatch of FRAS and
the Payment for FRAS shall be based on ‘mileage’ basis. The mileage during the
day shall be computed as follows:
(a) Net energy Enet = ∑ Eup - ∑ Edown(in MWh) (should be zero over the day)
(b) Mileage Em = ∑ E upt |+ ∑ E downt (in MWh)
No additional fixed charge or variable charges shall be paid for providing FRAS
support. Existing fixed charges and variable charges shall continue to be paid by
the beneficiaries for the normal schedules as per existing practice. The total
energy despatched for hydro under FRAS shall be made zero and hence, no
energy charges shall be payable to the hydro stations.
The RPCs shall issue weekly FRAS accounts along with the RRAS accounts
based on the data provided to them by the RLDCs/NLDC. Incentive shall be paid
from the DSM Pool on mileage basis at the rate of 10 paise per kWh both for ‘up’
and ‘down’ regulation provided by the hydro station.
VI. STATE SPECIFIC CHALLENGES:
As on date, PAN India RE installed capacity is around 75 GW [6] out of total target
of 175 GW by 2022. The quantum of ISTS connected RE installed capacity is
about 2 GW. In other words, ratio of RE installed capacity connected to ISTS to
State transmission system is 2:98. It reveals that the States are the main and
direct victim of RE injection variability and intermittency since the beginning. State
grid operator faces various challenges looking to State geographical location,
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industrial-agricultural growth, available generation mix, State regulatory framework,
quantum of RE integration to the grid etc. The list of major challenges facing by the
State system operator are summarised as under:
 Absence of strong Intra-State RE framework for forecasting, scheduling,
deviation settlement for RE generators. (Some of the States are on the way of
implement it but most of them are at the nascent stage of implementation.)
 Adherence of stringent provisions of CERC DSM 4th amendments.
 Unless there is a grid constraint, generation from RE resources is given ‘Must
Run’ status and out of ‘Merit order dispatch’.
 Less availability of cheaper gas leads lesser ‘on bar’ availability of Gas
generating stations in turn less availability of balancing resources.
 Constraints in availability of Hydro generation as per the grid requirement (in
major cases, operation of Hydro generating stations are based on
irrigation/drinking water need) and issues in availability of Pump mode
operation.
 Integration of large size generator with the State grid.
 In case of requirement of immediate generation regulation, the required
changes would be made effective from the 4th time blocks for any ISGS.
Therefore practically and mostly (in absence of adequate availability of gas
and hydro based generation) State has to depend on ‘on bar’ state owned
thermal generating stations to counter the RE injection variability. We all know,
thermal generating stations are ‘Ramp Limited’ resources and not sufficient to
meet the large RE injection variation.
VII.

REAL TIME CHALLENGES: CASE-1.
STATE DISCOM
A

STATE DISCOM
B

STATE DISCOM
C

STATE DISCOM
D

ENTL: 1000 MW
SCH: 800 MW
DRAWL: 820 MW
DEVI: +20 MW
URS: 200 MW
VC@6.00 RS

ENTL: 1200 MW
SCH: 1000 MW
DRAWL: 970 MW
DEVI: -30 MW
URS: 200 MW
VC@6.50 RS

ENTL: 2000 MW
SCH: 1800 MW
DRAWL: 1850 MW
DEVI: +50 MW
URS: 200 MW
VC@6.00 RS

ENTL: 3200 MW
SCH: 2800 MW
DRAWL: 2650 MW
DEVI: -150 MW
URS: 400 MW
VC@5.75 RS

State
Merchant
IPP RTC
Sell 300
MW to IEX

Tripping

STATE REGIONAL PERIPHERY

BEFORE TRIPPING
STATE OVERDRAWING BY 100 MW

STATE DRAWL SCH
ENTL: 4200 MW
SCH: 3000 MW
DRAWL: 3100 MW
DEVIATION: +100 MW

AFTER TRIPPING OF STATE
MERCHANT IPP

STATE OVERDRAWING BY 400 MW

STATE DRAWL SCH
ENTL: 4200 MW
SCH: 3000 MW
DRAWL: 3100 MW
DEVIATION: +400 MW
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Here, before the tripping of IPP, there was a deviation of +100 MW at Stateregional boundary for the State as a whole. The said deviation becomes +400 MW
after the tripping of IPP (IPP is unable to bring the generator on bar). As revision in
schedule through power exchange is not envisaged, there will not be any revision
in schedule at State boundary corresponding to the tripping of IPP. In other words,
States will in net deficit of actual generation (+300 MW) corresponding to the
schedule of the State at the regional boundary for the entire day. Hence, State has
two options to curb the over drawl (here +400 MW). Option 1: To resort the load
shedding. Option 2: To increase the State generation. Option 1 is not at all
advisable considering socio-economical-political reasons. So State needs to
increase their own generation. In the above case, the cheapest generation source
available with DISCOM D at VC@ 5.75 Rs. But before passing the dispatch
instruction (to meet the deficit of 300 MW) to the State generator (having allocation
to State DISCOM D) following issues need to be addressed.







VIII.

As the allocation of the said generator is with State DISCOM D, dispatch
instruction to the said generator will increase the drawl schedule of the State
DISCOM D. However, State DISCOM D doesn’t need this additional power.
(And it is already under drawing by 150 MW).
If system operator gives dispatch instruction (300 MW) to the generator, then
drawl schedule of DISCOM D will be increased by 300 MW (STU loss is
ignored for easy understanding). Hence, it will be now under drawing by -450
MW.
Hence, dispatch instruction to URS (300 MW) will lead DISCOM D in a DSM
band violation.
Further, DISCOM D is also required to make payment to generator to the tune
of 300 MW X 5.75 Rs (For the scheduled generation @VC of the generator).
SUGGESTED SOLUTION:

Introduction of State Ancillary services will resolve the issue as mentioned below:
 System operator will give dispatch instruction to URS 300 MW (from the
available ‘on bar’ cheapest generating sources) to meet the generation loss.
 However, drawl schedule of the DISCOM D will remain unchanged
corresponding to the dispatch instruction of 300 MW. (similar to the central
Ancillary services regulation)
 Payment to the generator (for the scheduled generation 300 MW X VC) will be
made from the State pool funds.
 Hence, it will be a WIN-WIN situation for all the stake holders. State Ancillary
services will be triggered in case of Global phenomena where interests of all
State stake holders are maintained.
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IX.

REAL TIME CHALLENGES: CASE-II

Comparison

RE GEN.1

Submission
of forecast

SLDC PORTAL
Aggregation of
RE forecast

RE GEN.2

Feedback
for
forecasting
error

Real Time RE
Injection
Monitoring

RE GEN. n
Balancing
Mechanism

System Operator
Signal as
per
Feedback

Here, It is shown how State ancillary services can provide the solution to counter
the RE injection variability. System Operator aggregates the forecast received from
the all State RE generators. Forecast is compared with the real time injection data.
In case of major real time RE generation forecasting error system operator may
give signal to balancing resource to appropriate action. i.e. either by adding
injection to the grid or by lowering/absorbing the power from the grid in order to
keep the deviation at State-Regional boundary within the specified limit.
There are so many other events where system operator can trigger the State
Ancillary services Viz. To counter the variation in RE injection, to relieve the
congestion in a particular pocket, tripping of large size generator particularly
having inter-state transactions etc.
X.



SUGGESTED
SERVICES:

TRIGGERING

CRITERIA

OF

STATE

ANCILLARY

State Load Despatch Centre should be nodal agency for implementation.
System operator may be empowered to trigger State ancillary services in
following conditions:
o Consistent violation of DSM limits by generators/DISCOMs/OA users (All
DSM pool members)
o To address the less injection/Zero injection of a unit under collective sell
transaction, the provision to schedule power from other on bar machine may
please be made. For example, if generator, selling power through collective
transaction, trips and is not able to bring back on bar, there is no provision
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for revision in collective transaction. Hence, in such a case, power may be
scheduled through ancillary services to compensate the energy loss.
o To counter balance sudden RE injection variation.
o All such other events in which action will require in the interest of State as a
whole viz. to relieve the congestion in the grid network, grid security, to
maintain DSM limits during uncontrollable factors like flood, heavy rain,
natural climatic conditions etc.
XI.



SUGGESTED
SERVICES:











CRITERIA

OF

STATE

ANCILLARY

State Load Despatch Centre should be nodal agency for implementation.
System operator may be empowered to trigger State ancillary services in
following conditions:
o Consistent violation of DSM limits by generators/DISCOMs/OA users (All
DSM pool members)
o To address the less injection/Zero injection of a unit under collective sell
transaction, the provision to schedule power from other on bar machine may
please be made. For example, if generator, selling power through collective
transaction, trips and is not able to bring back on bar, there is no provision
for revision in collective transaction. Hence, in such a case, power may be
scheduled through ancillary services to compensate the energy loss.
o To counter balance sudden RE injection variation.
o All such other events in which action will require in the interest of State as a
whole viz. to relieve the congestion in the grid network, grid security, to
maintain DSM limits during uncontrollable factors like flood, heavy rain,
natural climatic conditions etc.

XII.


TRIGGERING

SUGGESTED MECHANISM OF STATE ANCILLARY SERVICES:
All the state generating stations (full or partial capacity) whose tariff
approved/adopted by appropriate commission to be covered under this
mechanism.
Generator to declare Fixed and Variable cost.
Common merit order to be prepared and displayed on the website for the
purpose of ancillary services.
Ancillary services to be triggered based on merit order principle however, in
case of specific locational grid requirement of generation, need of generation
at a faster rate, merit order may be discounted.
First preference may be given to ‘on bar’ unrequisited generation. In case of
requirement for a longer duration ‘off bar’ generators may be called for.
In case of original beneficiary requisites URS back, then schedule under
ancillary may be dispatched from the next generator as per merit order for
ancillary services.
Generator may be paid Fixed Cost + Variable Cost. Fixed Cost to be
compensated back to the original beneficiaries
Mark up price (as decided by the commission) may be given to the generator.
No commitment charges to be paid.
Technical minimum requirement of the generator is to be ensured.
Page 9 of 10
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XIII.

Apart from the thermal generating stations, Hydro generating stations
(irrespective of the ownership and entitlement) to utilized under fast response
ancillary services and payment to be made from the pool looking to its
important role as a balancing mechanism.
Fund may be created to trigger the ancillary services from the various State
pool accounts. It may be created from the Intra-State UI/DSM account, IntraState Reactive Energy Charges or from the similar State pool account.
CONCLUSION

In view of the above, it is need of time to evolve State regulatory framework
equally along with the central sector. Introduction of strong framework of Ancillary
services for the States would empower the State system operator and it will
definitely help to improve the overall grid reliability and security of the nation as a
whole. Introduction of ancillary services at State level will help to implement fourth
pillar of the market design i.e. scheduling and despatch, imbalances, congestion
management and ancillary services.[7]
In future, introduction of various products like AsPO (ancillary services purchase
obligation – similar to RPO), AsPO should also be categorically defined (hydro,
battery, CSP etc.), and mandatory provisions/incentive for pump mode operation,
mandatory installation of balancing mechanism for upcoming RE may be
considered. In future, a market based Ancillary Services framework may also be
considered thereby facilitating inclusion of IPPs, wind and solar power plants, etc.
under RRAS.
XIV.
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1. Abstract:

The solar energy sector in India has been moving at rapid pace with approximately 30GW
installed capacity across all the states. Solar
capacity has increased eight-fold between FY
2014-18, which shows that the country is using
its full potential of the solar resource which is
available for more than 300 days in a year. The
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy
(MNRE) has planned a detailed trajectory so as
to meet the target of 100 GW by 2022. With an
increasing number of installed utility-scale PV
plants, the electricity sector is also concerned
about the accurate and precise generation forecasting in a day ahead and intraday scheduling
to maintain the balance of energy generation
and consumption.
Deviation Settlement Mechanism stipulated by
Central Electrical Regulatory Commission
(CERC) presently allows revision of schedule
from Solar generation plants, once in every one
and half hour and provides for levy of deviation charges in case of error being more than
+/- 15% in three slabs: (i) at the rate of 10% of
Fixed rate for balance/ excess energy beyond
15% up to 25% (ii) at the rate of 20% of Þxed
rate for balance/ excess energy beyond 25%
and up to 35% and (iii) at the rate of 30% of
Þxed rate for balance/ excess energy beyond
35%. Thus, accurate forecasting from Solar
generation is very important both for the system operator as well as the Generator.
Solar energy generation forecasting has signiÞcant dependence on cloud movements over
solar farms. As we know, cloud impedes the

solar ßux which has to fall on earth surface
named as Global Horizontal Irradiance(GHI).
This effective irradiance is the prime factor to
generate solar energy from photovoltaic cells.
Highly variable cloud movements and their
spatial coverage cause the unexpected generation ramps that mostly leads to erroneous forecasting. The existing methodologies to predict
cloud movements from weather models like
WRF, ECMWF and other NWP models provide the updates in 6 hourly interval globally,
on the other hand some industries are using
cloud cameras also but these are effective only
upto 30 minutes predictions. In this study, an
attempt is made to use Weather Radar Cloud
Reßectivity images to predict short term generation ramp and to provide better revised forecast. Radar radial coverage upto 100 km is the
best suite for the cloud capturing from 3 hours
ahead of any event.
We have taken data pertaining to a solar site
located in Balanagar (Telangana) under the
ownership of ACME (one of India’s leading
solar developers), as area of interest and IMD
Hyderabad Weather Radar images for the image processing. The Balanagar site is located
65 km away from the Radar, and proper mapping has been done of the site area over the
Radar radial plan position images. We observed whenever clouds are present over the
site in the Radar images with rated reßectivity
the generation goes down accordingly. Radar
imagery data from the last 2 months coming at
an interval of 30 minutes, were utilized to calculate the number of pixels which have cloud
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information. Validation for the same time interval was also done using actual data. At
present we were able to track the cloud movements near the site and correlate the generation
ramp at the same time. Our Machine Learning
algorithms improve as the number of data
points increases, with a target is to predict the
generation ramp 3 hours ahead, so that grid
operator would get sufÞcient time to revise the
forecast as per regulations. Challenges include
uncertainty of image data coming from the
source (IMD), update frequency and mapping
precise reßectivity values for the site under
consideration.
Keywords: Photovoltaic, Solar generation
ramp, Global Horizontal Irradiance, Machine
Learning, Cloud reßectivity, NWP models.

2. Introduction: Clouds are the prime factor

which introduces the uncertainty of predicting
the solar irradiance, these variance are the signiÞcant parameter to predict the short-term and
medium term solar generation forecasting.
Cloud scatter the solar insolation in a non-uniform way based on types of clouds and heights
of clouds along with temporal resolution. The
ability to predict the movement of clouds to
forecast the solar irradiance is essential for the
effective operation of many solar applications
such as solar thermal systems, photovoltaic
systems, and grid regulation.
The method presented in this paper uses the
ground based weather Radar observation which

generates the images of cloud reßectivity at
each 30 minutes interval. Using these reßective
products, cloud properties such as spatial coverage, types of clouds, opacity, height of clouds
can be retrieved. These inputs are essential to
use machine technique which can learn the patterns of clouds and simultaneously correlation
of generation pattern.

3. Methodology:
3.1 Experimental set-up: ACME’s Balanagar
Solar site( approx. 1 km^2) has been taken for
the real-time generation from the solar farm.
IMD’s Hyderabad weather Radar is the nearest
ground based weather Radar which can cover
the above mentioned site is 65 km away from
the observation. Image processing and machine
learning algorithms has been adopted to predict
short-term generation.
3.2 Cloud detection: The clouds were distinguished from the sky by analysing the reßectivity colour map provided by Radar channels
of each pixel in the sequence of images. This
characteristic was chosen due to its ease of implementation and relative accuracy for circumsolar regions. The difference for each pixel was
compared to a threshold to segment the images.
The threshold was determined by the user
based on the condition of the sky in the sequence of images being analysed. Pixels with
difference values above the threshold were set
from 0 to 55 representing sky and cloud respectively. The value of 55 corresponds to
maximum intensity with respect to images.!
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Fig 1: Images are taken from IMD Hyderabad Weather Radar. Left image is the full coverage of Radar and
Right image is area if interest where all the operations are done. Red encircled area indicates ACME’s Balanagar location.
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reflectivity

Flow diagram of experimental setup for the GTI and generation forecasting.

3.3 Forecasting of GTI:
Training of Machine Learning algorithm is
done on historical data of Actual Global Tilted Irradiance from the site coming from
WMS having 5 minute temporal resolution.
As Power Sector forecasting and scheduling
is done on 15 minute time block basis so the
GTI from the site is interpolated in 15 minute
temporal resolution. Independent variables of
the model are cloud count(indicating number
of pixels showing reßectivity above 20Db.),
number of pixels and value of maximum and
modal reßectivity from the region of concern,
time block of the day and previous time block
lags of actual GTI from site while target variable of the model is GTI of 6 time block
ahead i.e at any time Ôt’ model is trained to
predict GTI values at time Ôt+6’. Training
period of the model was 4 months. Gradient
Boosting Machine (Light-GBM) is the preferred architecture of the model which reduces the training time considerably as it follows Gradient One Side Sampling approach
to generates decision trees i.e. Training instances having minimum error are eliminated
from training process assuming them to be
already trained while more focus is generated

over instances having maximum gradient.
This approach sufÞciently minimises the
training time. Cost or Loss function during
training is chosen regression L1 which is focussed over reducing mean absolute error of
the model along with L1 regularisation technique which penalise the weights of the features and allows model not to overÞt. Mathematically loss function is given by:

where y signiÞes actual GTI, f(x) is predicted
GTI and i ranges from 1 to n where n is number of data points.
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Fig 2: 2.1 and 2.2 are the plots of GTI predictions and generation forecast on 15 Feb 2019
compared with actual observations from the plant. Similarly Fig 2.3 and 2.4 are valid for 20 Feb
2019.!
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4. Results and remarks:
We have compared actual GTI observed from
the plant site and Radar derived GTI forecast in
very near range predictions. Fig 2.1 represents
the GTI prediction and actual generation on
15th Feb 2019. From 0600 hrs to 1300 hrs
Radar derived GTI predictions are near to actual observed values. From afternoon hrs 1300
to 1800, there has been a difference between
derived and actual in the order of 50 to 100 W/
m^2. This pattern was consistent for several
days. In a similar way, solar generations curve
(Fig 2.2) also behaves closer to actual till 1300
hrs and during afternoon it deviates more from
actual. However all the Radar predicted generation was under the DSM 15% error band.

Similar results have been observed for the next
days like 20th Feb and subsequent days.

5: Conclusions: We evaluated the Radar

imageries for more than a month and observed
that rising generation from morning to afternoon is quite near to actual generation but after
the peak curve it is not following the actual
generation. In the next study, Computational
and ScientiÞc validation is required for these
kind of patterns. Further, we are trying to implement similar technology for Sky Imagers,
and Weather Satellite Images which consists
cloud information. These cloud informations
from different sources will be ingested to our
models that will lead us to achieve more accuracy. !
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SYNOPSIS
The increasing trend to incorporate intermittent Renewable Energy (RE) sources in the energy mix has motivated
utility planners and design engineers to look for more efﬁcient planning methods to move towards optimum
energy mix with reduced overall system production costs. Multi-Area Production Simulation (MAPSTM) is a
production cost simulation tool developed by General Electric (GE) company to evaluate the economic operation
of an interconnected large-scale practical power system. Historically, the tool has allowed development of
detailed modelling of generation and transmission system that can be effectively applied for economically
evaluating impact of structural changes in the electricity system for several countries. MAPS is based on an
optimization technique which simulates the least production cost hourly dispatch of generation units in an
interconnected power system for a given time horizon with defined generation and transmission constraints.
MAPS output includes hourly dispatch profile, number of starts, hours online and capacity factor of generating
stations, hourly emission profile, duration curve of different generation technology, location based marginal prices
at generator & load buses and transmission flows.
This paper investigates impact of planned renewable capacity additions on the Indian grid having a target of a
cumulative 160 GW of wind and solar energy integration by 2022. As per Greening the Grid report, (section 2.1
Table 1) [1] the wind and solar installation in the year 2016 was ~ 28 GW. Achieving higher renewable energy
(160 GW) shares in 2022 will require robust economic planning and dispatch analysis of generating units
including flexibility of the conventional generation fleet to balance the intermittency and variable nature of
renewables and improved understanding of the RE resource characteristics and availability. The production cost
optimization technique using GE-MAPS analyses several scenarios of grid-operation with and without planned
RE capacities in the grid. The key results of the analysis provide suitable energy-generation mix along with
dispatch stack of generation technologies, impact of RE on conventional generation sources w.r.t. ramp rate
requirements, capacity factors and effects on inter-regional transmission line flows.

KEYWORDS
Renewable Integration, MAPS, Production Cost Optimization, Grid Planning
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The subject of renewable energy (RE) is of common interest to everyone all over the world. A luring thought
about RE is that the RE generated electricity is ‘free’. Another important factor considered is pollution reduction
by abating fossil fuel generation with RE. One of the common perceptions is that any amount of RE sources can
be added to the grid (this may be termed as ‘fit and forget’ approach). However, at the grid level, integration of
high quantum of RE (RE penetration) requires thorough planning due to the intermittent nature of RE. Power
system operators need to allocate higher ‘operating reserves’ than that of with ‘No-RE’ scenario. In addition, load
forecasting error management and RE forecasting error management is required to be addressed with higher
variable RE contribution in the energy mix. Even though, the yearly average contribution of RE to the total
energy generation sums up to a smaller percentage (e.g. 20%); on the instantaneous measurement (peak RE
seasons), it may be as high as 80% to 90%. Thus, planning for power system infrastructure is to be accurate for
successful RE integration into the grid.
Renewable integration studies are aimed to address issues mentioned above. 160 GW of RE installations in India
are challenging in many ways. Firstly, they are spread over a wide geographical area. Secondly, installations are
based on the natural resource availability and there is no control over this factor. Thirdly, seasonal availability of
these resources is diverse. This paper analyses key technical aspect of varying RE penetration levels in the Indian
grid using the power system optimization software GE-MAPS (Multi Area Production Simulation) taking the
transmission constraints into account.

2.

SCHEMATIC OF MAPS MODELLING

Multi-Area Production Simulation (MAPS) is a powerful simulation software which is available as a licensed
software from GE. MAPS was developed in early 1970s as a transmission and generation planning tool. MAPS
enables accurately modelling of large-scale power system and determination of the production costs of different
generation technologies on an hourly basis.
The objective function of MAPS is to minimize the Production Cost (Cp )
𝑪𝑷 = �(𝑼𝒏𝒊𝒕 𝑮𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 ∗ 𝑪𝑼 )
𝑵

Where, N= Total no. of Generation Units
Unit Costs (CU) = Fuel Cost + Start-up Cost + Operation & Maintenance Cost
Subject to, ∑𝑵 𝑼𝒏𝒊𝒕 𝑮𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒅 + 𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒔 & Min < Transmission Flow < Max

MAPS program is operationally segregated as PREMAPS, MAINMAPS and POSTMAPS, as shown in the fig.1.
PREMAPS reads the user data from Master Input File (MIF) to initialize the program variables. Then it identifies
hourly load data to create load models for MAINMAPS. PREMAPS also adjusts the load models to match the
specified yearly peak load and energy data. Next, it reads hourly shape of the renewables and the operation of
hydro generators. PREMAPS also creates a generator maintenance schedule so that the reserves are levelized.
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Fig. 1: Operating sequence and function of MAPS

MAINMAPS is known as ‘MAPS Core Program’ which starts with commitment and dispatch process of thermal
units and creates a priority list to identify which thermal units are available to serve the load during those hours.
Thermal units are committed as per minimized production cost. This process continues until the sum of the ratings
of committed thermal units are greater than or equal to load plus spinning reserve. The pump storage units are
committed next. These units are scheduled against a peak load to reduce overall system demand. Once energy
storage units are determined, the thermal unit commitment is rescheduled using modified load. MAINMAPS then
dispatches the thermal units on an hourly basis to meet the modified load. The unit dispatch also takes into
consideration the forced, scheduled and fixed outage rate of the thermal units.
Hourly modifiers or renewable energy sources can be modelled as weekly operating schedule of 168 hours.
Individual or a composite shape with 8760 values can be used for commitment and dispatch to capture the
uncertainty. Hydro units are scheduled for operating against a specific load. These are described by its maximum
and minimum power ratings, its total available energy and the load against which it is scheduled.
MAPS can model transmission system by FLOEST or MWFLOW algorithm. In FLOEST mode, the fixed line
flows between areas or pool are taken under consideration. In MWFLOW mode, the transmission system can be
represented as a complex network with discrete lines and buses. GTDATA is used in MWFLOW algorithm which
contains the generation data from MIF with transmission data from AC Power Flow (ACPF) input.
POSTMAPS is used for output summaries. The
outputs of POSTMAPS are hourly dispatch stack,
line and interface flows, generating units output and
costs etc.

Fig. 2: Interfacing of ConcordaDB, MAPS & ConcordaSNAP

ConcordaDB is the pre-processor of MAPS which
can enhance MAPS user’s ability to visualize and
edit the MIF data and execute the MAPS modules.
MAPS produce very large output files which
consume a huge amount of hard-disk space. To
reduce the hard-disk space, new version of MAPS
compresses the output data into HDF5 file. GE
SNAP can quickly load the HDF5 file. MAPS
results can be envisioned in SNAP in formatted
Excel workbook or plotted directly from SNAP.
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3.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND KEY ASSUMPTIONS

Fig 3: All India MAPS Modelling Approach

In MAPS, India is modelled as a system, comprising of five regions represented as “pools” while the states within
the regions are denoted as “areas”. The states are inter-connected with inter-state transmission lines while regions
are inter-connected with inter-regional transmission lines as depicted in the Fig.3. The inter-state and interregional transmission capacities are modelled based on CEA 2016-36 perspective transmission planning report
[2]. Total installed base of India is modelled as 478 GW by 2022. The current generation installed base for
different states are collected from publicly available information of state & central utility websites. Wind profile
is collected from the respective state SLDCs. Planned installed capacity for 2022 is taken from CEA planned
capacity and “24x7 Power For All” [3] documents. Solar profile is extracted from NREL data and HOMER [4]
software. The database for the simulation year 2022 includes upcoming power projects which are underconstruction as provided in the NEP 2018 list [5] and the latest retirements published by CEA as of 31st March
2018 [6]. The breakup based on different generation technology of India is shown in Fig.4. The highest
contribution (49%) will be coming from coal-based (235 MW) thermal power plants. As per the Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy (MNRE) targets of renewable generation capacity (wind and solar), RE capacity (160
GW) will be the second largest (33%) installed capacity by 2022 followed by hydro generation (11%). Solar and
wind generation and their penetration levels for MAPS study is shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that monthly
generation of wind is seasonal and highest in
monsoon months (May-July). On the other hand,
solar profile is mostly flat on a month-to-month basis
with higher levels in dry months (March-May). The
highest generation from solar and wind was observed
in June with 27% penetration level while lowest
penetration of 14% in October. The demand
projections for each state are considered as per the
19th Electric Power Survey (EPS) report of CEA [7],
and the projections under the respective state ‘Power
for All’ [2] document and then extrapolated up to
2022. The regional peak demand and annual energy
Fig. 4: All India Installed capacity (GW) of 2022
is tabulated in Table 1.
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Fig 5: Monthly available wind and solar generation and penetration as percent of load
Table 1: Region-wise peak demand and annual energy

2022 Load (19th EPS)

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

NORTH EAST

INDIA

Peak Demand (MW)
Annual Energy (TWh)

66,710
443.8

75,275
508

77,929
493.2

29,500
179.5

4,891
25.6

238,899
1,650

4. OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS OF INDIAN GRID
4.1 Scenarios under study
To evaluate the operational impact of 160 GW of Renewable Energy (RE) installation by year 2022 on the grid,
two scenarios were simulated in GE MAPS as mentioned below.
NO RE ADDITION: This case evaluated the operational impact with no wind and solar capacity additions after
2015 for running the future scenario 2022 in MAPS.
100% RE: This case evaluated the operational impact of 100 GW solar & 60 GW wind target (if achieved by
2022) for running the future 2022 scenario in MAPS.
In both the above cases, CEA Transmission Limits were considered.

4.1.1 Change in Net-Load

Fig. 6: All India Net load change, NO RE ADDITION and 100% RE (MAPS simulation results)

The net load curve is created by subtracting the RE and hydro profile from 2022 hourly load profile. Fig. 6 depicts
the month-wise hourly net load variation for NO RE ADDITION and 100% RE cases. It is observed for 100% RE
case (due to high RE-penetration during June-August), net-load has reduced from ~160 GW to 80 GW level. On
the other hand, in NO RE ADDITION case, the net-load variation is not significant due to low RE-penetration
levels.
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4.1.2 Impact of RE on the operation of the Thermal Plants

Fig. 7: PLF-Wise Coal and Gas Plants operation, NO RE ADDITION and 100% RE (MAPS simulation results)

Operation of coal plants are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) for NO NEW RE and 100% RE case respectively. Fig.
7(a) recommends that for NO NEW RE case, 113 GW coal plants are operating in highest Plant Load Factor
(PLF) level (91%-100%) to cater to the load demand. Lower contribution of RE requires coal plants to have
increased contribution in the generation mix. ~17 GW of coal capacity operate at <30% PLF and 129 GW operate
at >80% PLF. The other coal plants operate in the range of 30% to 50% PLF and >70% PLF range.
In 100% RE case, ~34 GW of coal capacity operate at < 30% PLF and 102 GW operate at >80% PLF. The other
coal plant operations are clustered around the 20% to 40% and 50% to 80% PLF range. The large contribution of
RE additions in the generation mix contribute to the spread of the coal plant operations in the PLF scale.
Fig. 7(c) and 7(d) presents the gas plants operational characteristics for NO NEW RE and 100% RE case. In the
NO RE ADDITION case, the gas plants operate significantly in 50%-80% PLF level and only 4.8 GW gas-based
plants operate at >80% PLF. For 100% RE case, highest concentration of gas plants are found in lowest PLF level
(0-20%) to compensate RE variability and only 3.6 GW gas plants operate >80% PLF level.
Fig. 8. shows the technology-wise generation for the studied cases. It is observed that coal-based generation is
lower in 100% RE case by about 17% (~215 TWh) compared to the NO RE ADDITION case. In the 100% RE
case, wind and solar together generate 329 TWh which is 5.6 times greater than in the NO RE ADDITION case.
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Fig. 8: Generation (TWh) NO RE ADDITION vs 100% RE (MAPS simulation results)

4.1.3 Impact of RE on All India System Dispatch and Thermal Ramp Rates
Figure 9 (a) and 9 (c) show the dispatch stack of India in the month of June 2022 for seven (7) representative days
for NO NEW RE and 100% RE cases respectively. The month of June is when the dispatch of wind and solar are
the highest as shown in Fig. 5. With full addition (as per MNRE targets), there would be a need for coal and gas
units to ramp up during dispatch of RE resources. For the same period, if no new RE additions are considered as
seen in the NO RE ADDITION case, there is no such ramping requirements for the coal and gas units. There is
also larger contribution of thermal generation in the NO RE ADDITION case to meet the system load. Fig. 9 (b)
and 9 (d) represent the ramp requirement of thermal plants due to RE-penetration for NO NEW RE and 100% RE
cases respectively. It is observed that coal and gas units are required to ramp up and down at max of 20 GW in the
All India system as seen in Fig. 9 (d) in the 100% RE case, whereas in the NO RE ADDITION case the ramping
requirements are not as steep as per Fig. 9 (b).

Fig. 9 (a): All India Dispatch Stack for NO RE ADDITION of 2022 (MAPS simulation results)

Fig. 9 (b): Thermal Ramp up/Ramp down requirement for NO RE ADDITION case (MAPS simulation results)
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Fig. 9 (c): All India Dispatch Stack for 100% RE of 2022 (MAPS simulation results)

Fig. 9 (d): Thermal Ramp up/Ramp down requirement for 100% RE case (MAPS simulation results)

4.1.4 Effect of RE on Inter-Regional Transmission

Figure 10: Regional annual imports and exports (MAPS simulation results)

The regional annual imports and exports comparison is shown in Figure 10. The figure indicates that interregional energy exchanges decrease by 18% between the 100% RE and NO RE ADDITION scenarios. Northern
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and southern region are net importers. Western, eastern and north eastern regions are net exporters in the Indian
system, supplying energy to the northern and southern regions.

4.1.5 Production Cost Comparison
Region
Eastern
North Eastern
Northern
Southern
Western
All India

Table 2: Production Costs (MAPS simulation results)

100% RE
Rs Crores Rs/kWh
58,153
3.0362
4,214
1.2983
87,132
2.2214
71,906
1.9295
1,36,425
2.0664
3,57,830
2.1699

NO RE ADDITION
Rs Crores
Rs/kWh
72,959
3.4839
4,825
1.4763
1,02,984
2.7928
1,05,848
2.9884
1,73,182
2.5321
4,59,797
2.7884

Savings
Rs/kWh
0.45
0.18
0.57
1.06
0.47
0.62

The annual production costs are shown in Table 1. Western region, being a net exporter, has its generation
capacity exporting power to other regions, predominantly to the Northern and Southern Regions. When there are
no new RE (No RE additions from 2015 onwards), increased dispatch of thermal plants increases the production
costs of the system. This is indicative of an additional charge of 0.62 Rs/KWh between the NO RE ADDITION
case and the 100% RE Case. Regions where significant RE capacity were planned to be added see the impact of
increased thermal power outputs through their production costs as observed in the Western and Southern regions
between the two cases.

4.

CONCLUSION

The production cost optimization technique using GE-MAPS in all India system with and without RE addition for
2022 has been performed here. The study concludes that there is higher utilization of coal and gas (CC) units if
there are no RE additions as per the MNRE targets. More utilization of coal plants in the NO RE ADDITION case
increases the production costs on a regional and all India level. With high RE penetration, there is higher ramp up
and ramp down requirements from thermal units particularly coal-based plants. This impacts the coal plant
performance such as the starts and idling of these thermal plants. Higher utilization requirements from older
thermal plants increases their O&M costs and would require renovation and maintenance to remain online. Plants
whose PLFs operate below a certain threshold (such as 30% PLF) could be candidates for retirements or
replacements. On a regional level, based on the analysed cases, the Southern and Northern regions are net
importers while the Western and Eastern regions are net exporters in the Indian system.
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SYNOPSIS
Renewable energy (RE), mainly wind generation, plays the great role due to its
variable, intermittent and uncertain characteristics. Such vague characteristic of
wind energy are impact on conventional generation operation, grid parameter and
system operation.
Now, State is having certain key issues with wind generation variation due to its
Must run status, less availability of cheaper gas generation, negligible quantum of
hydro generation, non-availability of balancing system, stringent provisions of
Deviation Settlement Mechanism (DSM) regulation, also absence of Intra-State RE
framework as on today etc. Hence, the behaviour of power system operation for the
State can be identified by the real time case study of quantity impact of renewable
generation from wind and solar in the State.
To deal with challenging nature of wind generation and ever-increasing wind energy
penetration and to overcome its impacts, it is utmost necessary to manage or
balance the power system by accommodate of wind energy with predefine solution
mechanism. The realistic forecast is one of the vital tool, which can pre-requisite for
reliable grid operation and planning for resources management. Many renowned
agencies worldwide are providing the services for Wind Generation Forecasting
(WGF). However, the result / output of each Forecasting Service Provider (FSP)
vary due to quality, quantity and utilization of various static, variable data and
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weather data. Gujarat has completed pilot project with five FSPs for various site.
Then after, activities of wind generation forecasting for State as a whole are being
carried out with some of different FSPs and Institute. Gujarat, SLDC has also
developed in house methodology of wind generation forecasting. However,
accuracy are being represented by various formula i.e. deviation with forecast
capacity, available capacity, MAPE, NRMSE etc. Hence, quantity of actual deviation
of wind generation are challenging to decide by such various accuracy formula. All
the data in the paper are indicative and possibility to varies. Hence, the study is
based on data availability for understanding the system operation with renewable
energy integration purpose only.
This paper are addressing the requirement of accurate and full-fledged wind
generation forecasting mechanism as per data availability and weather scenario of
India and, also block wise accuracy criteria for stable, reliable and secure grid
operation.
KEYWORDS
Introduction, Quantity impact of RE generation on power system operation, WGF
Pilot project, WGF for State as a whole, Accuracy of WGF, Way forward.
1.

INTRODUCTION

As on today, India is having 20% of wind generation and 15% of solar generation
installed capacity against the targeted energy of 60GW wind generation and 100GW
solar generation respectively by 2022. The actual wind generation in the system
during the year is about 4% from wind generation and 2% form solar generation in
the year. Thus, wind generation covers large portion than solar generation in present
era. In Gujarat, 33% of wind generation and 10% of solar generation installed
capacity against the targeted energy of 8.8GW wind generation and 8GW solar
generation respectively by 2022. The actual wind generation in the system during
the year is about 9% from wind generation and 2% form solar generation in the year.
1.1.

RE Statistics In Gujarat Power Grid

Gujarat is having total 7373MW installed capacity of renewable energy comprising
wind generation of 5692MW and solar generation of 1681MW, which is 27% of total
installed capacity of Gujarat comprising 21% of wind generation and 6% of solar
generation. In view of power system operation, the maximum wind generation
observed 4282MW on 13.06.18 and 1075MW on 07.11.18 from solar generation. In
terms of Mus, the maximum wind generation observed 93Mus on 06.08.18 and
7.83Mus on 25.04.18 from solar generation.
1.2.

Growth in RE penetration in Gujarat power grid

The growth of RE in Gujarat was 4% during 2010-11. It was increases year by year
and reached up to 11% in last year 2017-18. The growth of RE are observed during
last five years are indicated in below table:
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Year
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

Wind
generation in
MUs
5289
5660
6447
7720
9636

Solar
generation in
MUs
1369
1475
1645
1738
2048

Total RE
generation in
MUs
6658
7135
8092
9458
11684

Total
generation in
MUs
86221
96636
103133
104285
110740

(%) renewable
generation
8
7
8
9
11

Note: Herein, variable renewable generation are considered. Hence, the small amount of installed capacity i.e. Biomass (41
MW) & Mini hydro (21 MW) are not considered.

The variation of wind generation are also increasing year by year. The following
table are indicates the variation of maximum and minimum wind generation in
number of days:
Variation of Wind Generation in MW in a day
0 - 500
500 - 1000
1000 - 1500
More than 1500

Based on hourly meter data from field.

2015-16
70
181
103
12

2016-17
72
147
120
26

2017-18
38
120
125
82

From above, it can be easily conclude that wind generation variation exceeding
1000MW in 57% of days in 2017 - 18 and it shall increases in upcoming year by
year.
2.

CASE STUDY OF QUANTITY IMPACT OF RE IN THE POWER SYSTEM
OPERATION

On dated 06th Aug 18, Gujarat load and solar generation was followed normal
pattern. However, the variation of wind generation was 1033MW, having maximum
and minimum generation of 4283MW and 3251MW respectively. The variation of
wind generation was effort to manage by scheduling of conventional generation.
Even though Gujarat State had crossed deviation limit of 250MW in 29 blocks out of
96 block.
On next day dated 07th Aug 18, from above graphical representation, it can be
observed that Gujarat load followed normal pattern. However, the variation of the
wind generation was 1950MW. It can be analyse that the wind generation was
remain higher side more than 2650MW during the day.
During the night period, the wind generation was varying from 3800MW at 00.00hrs
to 3072MW at 06.00hrs. Accordingly, the conventional generation backed down in
the range of 997MW to 1784MW. Then after, wind generation was decreasing and
reached to 2658MW at 07.15hrs and again increasing and reached to 3896MW at
15.15hrs. The deviation was manage by scheduling of conventional generation.
During real time operation, the deviation was cross the 250MW in some of blocks
due to such variation of wind generation.
The wind generation was start fall down suddenly and reached to 1945MW at
23.00hrs. As the wind generation caught the patter of downward from 15.15hrs, the
available margin of conventional generation was schedule to curb the wind
generation variation. Accordingly, the deviation was manage in most of time blocks.
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The Un-requisite Surplus (URS) power was also initiate for scheduled, accordingly
URS of about 128MW to 297MW was schedule from 22.00hrs. Even though above
real-time operation planning, Gujarat State had crossed deviation limit of 250MW in
25 blocks out of 96 block. The deviation at State boundary can be seen from below
graphical representation.
Looking to continue drop in wind generation, one machine of CLPI (142MW) was
also instructed to synchronize as other gas based machine i.e. GPPC 1/2 (351MW
each) (21hrs), UGBPS 2 (374MW) (12-15hrs), DGBPS 3 (376MW) (36hrs), GSEG
2 (350MW) (14hrs), KAWAS and GANDHAR (having costlier RLNG gas) were not
readily available and required long time to synchronize. CLPI GT2 was synchronize
at 23.15hrs.Thenafter, KLTPS 2 lit up at 23.38hrs and UTPS 3 lit up at 23.50hrs as
per planning and earlier instruction.

2.1.

Case Study Calls For Accurate Wind Generation Forecasting

The wind generation trend was very high since last few days; accordingly, the
system operation planning was carried out for the dated 08th Aug 18. However, the
challenges of wind generation variation were facing due to large quantity of wind
generation variation. Hence, the timely accurate wind generation forecasting for
such huge wind generation variation can minimize the deviation at State boundary
by well-planned State conventional generation and ISGS schedule, in advance.
3.

EXPERIENCE OF PILOT WIND GENERATION FORECASTING SO FAR

In coordination with Power Grid, SLDC-Gujarat had initiated pilot wind generation
forecasting project in 2014, involving five Forecasting Service Providers (FSPs) by
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selecting five wind pooling stations of various geographical area and different
installed capacity as below:
Name of wind
farm Developer
WINDWORLD
WINDWORLD
SUZLON
SUZLON
SUZLON

Connected wind farm
S/S (Sending end)
BHOGAT
SADODAR
VARSHAMEDI
VANKU
SUTHRI

Connected GETCO
S/S (Receiving end)

District
Jamnagar
Jamnagar
Rajkot
Kutch
Kutch
Total

132 KV BHATIA
220 KV MOTIPANELI
132 KV WANKANER
66 KV KOTHARA
220 KV NANIKHAKHAR

Note: The VANKU windfarm having installed capacity of 50MW was taken for the month of August 14.

3.1.

Installed
capacity (MW)
180.26
462.40
119.70
50.00
290.30
1102.66

Input Data And Deliverables

Though each FSP had different requirements, after lengthy deliberation with all
FSPs and wind developers, it was finally decided to provide all basic Static data of
each windmill, Variable data of windmill generation and weather data in form of
historical and real-time by wind developers to FSPs for selected five pooling stations.
Further, Installed capacity, longitude and latitude of each pooling station and, also
historical ABT data and real time SCADA data was arranged by SLDC - Gujarat.
It was decided to submit the day ahead and real-time revision in 96 blocks for each
pooling station. The scope of 8 Nos. revisions per day at 3 hours interval was also
part of pilot project.
3.2.

Analysis Of Pilot Project

For analysis purpose, deviated blocks from forecast provided by three FSPs for the
all five pooling stations for all five months of August’14 to December’14 together are
considered:
Name of
FSP
A
B
C

Between 0% to ±30%
4636
5694
7044

Number of Blocks Deviated
Between ±30% to ±50%
Beyond ±50%
3171
5345
2734
4724
2824
3284

Total
13152
13152
13152

Note: Numbers of days in month of August 14, September 14, October 14, November 14 and December 14 are considered
30, 25, 31, 30 and 21 as per complete dataset availability. Further, % Deviated Blocks Between ±0% to ±30% with respect to
forecast data is taken as per earlier Hon’ble CERC Renewable Regulatory Fund (RRF) regulation 2011/13.

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

5345
3171
4636

FSP A
Between (±) 0 to (±) 30

4724
2734
5694

FSP B
Between (±) 30 to (±) 50

3284
2824

7044

FSP C
Beyond (±) 50
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From the above analysis, it is observed that % deviation in numbers of blocks
between 0 and ±30% for the five months together, FSP C is having a higher average
accuracy of 54% of blocks while FSP A and FSP B is having a accuracy of 35% and
43% of blocks respectively. In general, FSPs are not able to achieve required
accuracy band within ± 30% for more than 55% of blocks.
Now, the deviated blocks from the forecast provided by three FSPs for the all five
pooling stations as above during the period August’14 to December’14 are
considered separately for detail analysis of month wise accuracy of each month.
FSP A
Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Nov-14
Dec-14
FSP B
Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Nov-14
Dec-14
FSP C
Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Nov-14
Dec-14

Number of Blocks Deviated
Between ±30% to ±50%
Beyond ±50%
681
1499
607
929
663
1406
683
1066
537
445
Between ±30% to ±50%
Beyond ±50%
646
584
548
666
558
1319
627
1286
355
869
Between ±30% to ±50%
Beyond ±50%
566
382
593
628
654
1248
646
809
365
217

Between 0% to ±30%
700
864
907
1131
1034
Between 0% to ±30%
1650
1186
1099
967
792
Between 0% to ±30%
1932
1179
1074
1425
1434

Total
2880
2400
2976
2880
2016
Total
2880
2400
2976
2880
2016
Total
2880
2400
2976
2880
2016

Note: Numbers of days in month of August 14, September 14, October 14, November 14 and December 14 are considered
30, 25, 31, 30 and 21 as per complete dataset availability.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

382

584
1499

566

646

929

666

628

548

593

607
681

1650

1932

700

864

1066
1286
1406 1319 1248

663
1186 1179

558

654

683

809
646

869

365

537
355

627

1131 967
907 1099 1074

217

445

1425 1034

1434
792

FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
August-18

September-18
Between ±0 to ±30%

October-18

November-18

Between ±30% to ±50%

December-18

Above ±50%

From above analysis, FSP A is having % deviated blocks between 0 and ±30% for
the month of August 14, September 14, October 14, November 14 and December
14, are 24%, 36%, 30%, 39% and 51% respectively, whereas FSP B is having 57%,
49%, 37%, 34% and 39% respectively. In case of FSP C, it is analysis that %
deviated blocks between 0 and ±30% for the month of August 14, September 14,
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October 14, November 14 and December 14 are 67%, 49%, 36%, 49% and 71%
respectively.
Here it is observed that FSP C is having higher accuracy with reference to other
FSP A & B for each month. The accuracy of FSP C is found high during August 14
and December 14 and low during rest of months. However, the accuracy trend for
month by month are not in increasing manner for any of FSPs, in other words,
improvement in accuracy is not seen month by month for any of FSPs.
Even though, each FSP are having equal geographical sites with same input, the
output are different. Thus, it is very clear that, Forecasting Service Providers (FSP),
a wind forecast model or wind generation forecast system is a “black-box”. This
“black-box” takes various data as inputs and generates wind power production
forecasts as output. Each FSPs is having different methodology and various
physics-based and statistical based approach to develop the model and generate
wind generation forecasting.
3.3.

Improvement Scope

As per FSPs’ views, higher accuracy can be obtained during high wind generation
and accuracy would be less during low / average wind generation. Further, large
amount of static data and substantial experience for each pooling station, covering
every season, is essential to forecast the trend nearer to realistic.
4.

CURRENT WIND GENERATION FORECASTING IN GUJARAT

The activities of wind generation forecasting for State as a whole are being carried
out with some of different FSPs and Institute in Gujarat. Gujarat, SLDC has also
developed in house methodology of wind generation forecasting.
4.1.

Input Data And Deliverables

All basic Static data of each windmill and Variable data of pooling station generation
data in form of historical and real-time are utilised for forecasting of State as a whole.
The revisions, up to maximum 16 numbers are being carried out, if found feasible
and required in case.
4.2.

Analysis Of Forecast

For analysis purpose, last three months accuracy of three forecast available is
measured by various accuracy formula as below:
From below analysis, Forecast A1 is having % deviated blocks between 0 and ±30%
for the month of October 18, November 18 and December 18, are 72%, 71% and
81% respectively, whereas Forecast B1 is having 61%, 58% and 67% respectively.
In case of Forecast C1, it is analysis that % deviated blocks between 0 and ±30%
for the month of October 18, November 18 and December 18 are 54%, 49% and
66% respectively. It is observed that that the Forecast A1 is having higher accuracy
compare to other Forecast B1 & C1 for each month.
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Forecast
A1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18
Forecast
B1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18
Forecast
C1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18

% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
72
71
81
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
61
58
67
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
54
49
66

90
80
70

81
72

71
61

60

67
58

66
54

50

49

40
30
20
10
0

FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP FSP
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
October-18

November-18

December-18

The atmospheric season (i.e. October, November and December) are same for pilot
project and current forecast practice. Even though, the accuracy of Forecast A1 is
found higher than accuracy of FSP C during pilot project. However, the pilot project
was carried out with installed capacity of 1103MW and installed capacity during
above forecast period is 5639MW. Hence, the quantity of installed capacity and
generation is affect the accuracy. In other words, higher accuracy can be obtained
with large amount of wind generation.
Forecast
A1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18
Forecast
B1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18
Forecast
C1
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18

% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
72
71
81
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
61
58
67
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±30%
54
49
66

% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±15%
100
99
99
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±15%
100
98
97
% Deviated Blocks
Between 0% to ±15%
100
99
99

%NRMSE /
Installed Capacity
98
97
97
%NRMSE /
Installed Capacity
98
96
95
%NRMSE /
Installed Capacity
97
96
95

Note: % Deviated Blocks Between ±0% to ±30% is taken as per earlier Hon’ble CERC Renewable Regulatory Fund (RRF)
regulation 2011/13 and % Deviated Blocks Between ±0% to ±15% is taken as per existing Hon’ble CERC Deviation Settlement
Mechanism and related matters (Second Amendment) Regulations, 2015, in reference to the RE framework on Forecasting,
scheduling and imbalance handling for renewable energy generating stations. Further, Normalized Root Mean Square Error
(NRMSE) with Installed capacity are widely used formula.

If the accuracy measured by different formula with same forecast and actual data,
the resultant accuracy shall differ with respect to formula. From above analysis,
Forecast A1 is having % deviated blocks between 0 to ±30% for the month of
October 18, November 18 and December 18, are 72%, 71% and 81% respectively.
However, the accuracy is found 100%, 99% and 99% for October 18, November 18
and December 18 respectively, if the accuracy derived by % deviated blocks
between 0 to 15% with respect to installed capacity (here, available capacity is taken
as installed capacity due to non-availability of actual data of operational availability
of windmills). Further, the accuracy is found 98%, 97% and 97%, if accuracy is
derived by Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) with respect to Installed
capacity.
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The accuracy by % deviated blocks between 0 to ±30% for Forecast B1 and
Forecast C1 is low and it is varies from 54% to 67%. Even though the accuracy of
Forecast B1 and Forecast C1 is varies 97% to 100% by accuracy formula of %
deviated blocks between 0 to 15% with respect to installed capacity and the
accuracy is varies from 95% to 98% by accuracy formula of NRMSE with respect to
Installed capacity. Thus, each Forecast is having accuracy of more than 94% by
different formula / by changing formula with same forecast and actual data.
The real time power system is operating block wise by balancing supply and
demand. Now, the demand can not be restricted in view of quality and quantity of
power and it is managed by the scheduling of conventional generation. However,
conventional generation is having certain key issues of frequent ramp up / down and
technical minimum issues. Further, the proper balancing mechanism are absent in
current scenario. Hence, it is very difficult to manage block wise wind generation
variation, even though wind generation forecast accuracy is, achieve good enough
as per above formula. Hence, the real deviation can not be justified with various
accuracy formula, having higher denominator or accuracy of the day or month. Thus,
the real block wise deviation of wind generation forecast needs to be minimise by
accurate methodology of wind generation forecasting.
5.

CONCLUSION

The quantity of real deviation of wind generation are challenging to decide by various
accuracy formula. In other words, the accuracy derived by various formula cannot
utilised for balance the power system operation. We are addressing the requirement
of accurate and full-fledged wind generation forecasting mechanism as per data
availability and weather scenario of India and, also block wise accuracy criteria and
formula for stable, reliable and secure grid operation.
6.
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SUMMARY
India faces the trilemma of achieving objectives of energy access along with energy security and sustainability.
Our country possesses abundant Solar and wind energy potential which can meet above requirements.
Accordingly, in order to fulfil India’s need of secure, affordable and sustainable energy demand to support rapid
economic growth, growing population and rapid urbanization, the Government is promoting development of
renewable generation through an attractive mix of fiscal and financial incentives as well as conducive policy
environment.
Government of India has set a target of establishing 175 GW renewable capacity by 2022, which includes 100
GW from Solar and 60 GW from Wind. Renewable Generation has short gestation period (15-18 months) vis-avis development of transmission (24-36 months). This necessitates planning & implementation of transmission
system in advance to match difference in gestation period. However, this requires identification of RE complexes
which may come up on the priority basis based on availability of land, quality resources, developmental cost etc.
In this regard an exercise was carried out to prioritize Renewable Energy Zones along with their quantum for
development in next 2-3 years. SECI/MNRE in discussion with NIWE/SNAs/RE developers, finalized potential
wind/Solar complexes that may be developed in next 2-3 year in various RE resource rich states. NIWE/SNA
carried out detailed analysis on developable potential of wind energy zones considering various parameters as
well as already harnessed potential in that complex. CTU also shared information on applications from various
RE applicants in diffèrent wind complexes. Subsequently, Wind Developers//IPPs provided inputs on the wind
potential zones based on the feasibility of wind farm development considering availability of resources
(Wind/Land etc.), land cost, ROW, existing and planned STU transmission system in complex as well as present
regime of competitive wind bids scenario. Likewise, Solar potential zones were also prioritized by SECI/MNRE
in consultation with NISE & Solar developers.
Based on corroborations of all inputs, realistic wind (16.5GW) & solar (50 GW) potential was identified for
development in next 2-3 years in different pockets of seven (7) RE rich state viz. Tamil nadu, Karnataka, AP,
Gujarat, Maharashtra, MP and Rajasthan. Accordingly, Transmission planning studies were carried out to
identify transmission requirement for grid integration of above envisaged Potential Renewable Energy Zones to
national grid. For this, system studies were carried out for various load generation scenarios i.e. RE maximized
as well as peak demand scenario for 2021/22 time frame. All India demand is considered as per the 19th EPS of
CEA (2021-22). Ministry of power in consultation with Ministry of new and renewable energy notified the long
term trajectory of renewable purchase obligation (RPO) for non solar as well as solar, uniformly for all
states/UTs (10.5% solar & 10.5% non-solar) by 2021-22. From the Present and envisaged RE capacity and RPO
targets of states, it was analyzed that Eastern, North eastern and Northern region states (except Rajasthan) may
import RE energy from RE rich states. Some of the other non RE rich states of western and southern region i.e
Chhattisgarh, Kerala may also fulfill their RPO by importing power from RE rich states. Considering envisaged
RE (wind & solar) capacity addition and to achieve Load-generation balance, Thermal generation dispatch is
reduced upto 55%, wherever required. Based on above, comprehensive transmission system requirement was
evolved for grid integration of above Renewable Energy Zones (66.5 GW).
The paper deliberates on approach to identify transmission infrastructure for grid integration of envisaged
potential renewable energy zones.
KEYWORDS
Renewable energy zone, solar energy zone, wind energy zone, Transmission
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1. Present Power Scenario
The Indian power sector is one of the most diversified in the world. The Sector has been continuously
progressing in generation capacity addition through conventional viz. coal, gas, hydro and nuclear as well as
non-conventional/renewable sources viz. wind, solar, small hydro, Biomass etc. Presently total installed
generation capacity in the country is about 349 GW (Dec’18) out of which about 79% capacity is contributed by
conventional sources and balance 21% from renewable sources. The Conventional generation mix comprises of
Coal (198GW), Gas (25GW), Nuclear (6.8GW) and large hydro (45.4GW). Out of balance 74.1 GW
Renewables, Wind & solar generation contribution is about 48% & 34% respectively. Present generation
capacity along with their resource composition is shown in Figure 1 &2.

Figure 1: Installed Generation Capacity

Figure 2: Renewable Generation Capacity

Source: CEA

2. Renewable Potential in India
India’s renewable energy (RE) potential is huge and largely untapped. National electricity Plan-CEA estimated
275 GW renewable generation by 2027 comprising of 100GW wind, 150GW solar and 25 GW from others.
Many researchers across the globe have estimated RE potential in India of more than 1000 GW.

Fig 3 : Wind potential at 100m hub height (Source:NIWE)
NIWE also estimated wind potential of 302 GW at 100 meter hub height. NIWE wind potential map at 100
meter hub height. Out of total potential of 302 GW, 97% wind potential exists in six wind resources rich states
viz. Gujarat, AP, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Karnataka & Rajasthan as shown in Fig 3.
Unlike wind, solar potential is distributed in most of the Indian states. As per assessment done by National
Institute of Solar energy, India has about 749 GW of solar potential. Figure 4 depicts the states each having more
than 20GW solar potential.
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Fig 4: Sate wise Solar Potential in India (Source: MNRE)

3. Green Energy Corridors- Grid Integration Plan of Renewables
To integrate renewable capacity addition in 12th plan (by 2017) in Seven (7) RE resource rich states, a
comprehensive plan comprising transmission infrastructure at Intra as well as Interstate level and control
infrastructure was identified as a part of “Green Energy Corridors” in 2012. Based on approvals, transmission as
well as control infrastructure schemes like REMCs, were taken into implementation. Intra state transmission
system is being implemented by respective state transmission utilities whereas Interstate transmission scheme of
Green energy corridor is being implemented by POWERGRID. Part Inter state transmission scheme is already
commissioned & balance are under implementation. Green Energy Corridor-transmission system was planned
from good quality Wind/Solar Pockets of RE resource rich states.
During the course of development of Green Energy Corridor (Fig-5), about 10,000 – 11,000MW quantum of
long term access RE applications have bene received at various pooling stations in GEC are received. This
demonstrates the success of transmission corridor planning from good quality RE pockets.

Fig 5 : Green Energy Corridor - ISTS schème
POWERGRID is also establishing Renewable Energy Management Centers (REMCs) as part of control
infrastructure for renewable integration. REMCs comprises of RE forecasting & RE scheduling systems,
integrated with existing SCADA co-located with SLDC/RLDC/NLDC at 11 locations [Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh & Rajasthan, SRLDC, WRLDC, NRLDC & NLDC]
for real time monitoring. The SR, WR and NR REMC packages are already awarded with commission schedule
progressively from Mar’19.
Government of India has also set Solar capacity targets of 1,00,000 MW includes at least 50 nos. solar power
parks(40,000 MW) in various states. In first phase, Solar Power Parks of about 20,000 MW capacities in Twenty
one (21) states were identified in 2015/2016. Out of this scheme implementation of transmission scheme for
seven (7) solar parks viz. Ananthapur (1500 MW), Pavagada (2000 MW), Rewa (750 MW), Bhadla-III (500
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MW), Bhadla-IV (250 MW), Essel (750 MW), Banaskantha (700MW) has been taken up by POWERGRID as
part of Green Energy Corridor-II scheme. Transmission scheme for Ananthapur (Gen comm :650MW), Rewa
(Gen comm :430MW), Tumkur Ph-I (Gen comm :650MW) is already commissioned.

4. Genesis of Renewable Energy in ISTS
Most of RE generation, at present is connected at Intra state and consumed by host states. However, such RE
potential rich states have fulfilled their present renewable purchases obligation (RPO) targets and facing various
challenges to accommodate more RE capacity within their states due to limited balancing reserves (Hydro/Gas).
To encourage increased RE capacity penetration in total generation capacity portfolio, Ministry of Power vide
order dated 13.02.18, waived off Interstate transmission charges & losses on transmission of electricity through
Interstate transmission system for sale of power by such wind & solar projects commissioned till 31.03.2022.
This waiver shall be available for the period of 25 years from date of commissioning of project and available
only for projects entering into power purchase agreements (PPAs) with all entities including distribution
companies for sale of power for compliance of RPO. However such wind & solar project needs to be awarded
through competitive bidding process in accordance with the guidelines issued by Central Government.
In Oct’16, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) notified “Guidelines for Implementation of Scheme
for Setting Up of 1000 MW ISTS Wind Power Projects”. The scheme was aimed at facilitating transfer of wind
power to fulfill non-solar renewable purchase obligations (RPO) of various states as well as to boost investment
in the sector so as to achieve the goal of reaching 60 GW of wind power capacity by 2022. The implementation
of the scheme was assigned to Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) to carry out bidding/ auction for award
to the wind projects. At present total 9840MW capacity bidding is already completed by SECI/NTPC for wind.
SECI has also concluded ISTS Solar bids for 2600 MW capacity for which majority of PPA/PSA is signed. In
addition SECI also completed 1200MW solar bid recently. Further, NTPC has also concluded bids for 2000 MW
solar capacity. MSEDCL has already concluded its 1000 MW Solar bid. SECI has also projected approx. 18 GW
Solar and 10 GW Wind projects bidding by end of financial year.
It may be seen that above biddings have boosted the RE sector to the newer highs necessitating requirement of
Inter state transmission system. However at the same time gestation period mismatch between RE and
Transmission needs requirement of advance transmission planning as well as implementation.

5. Identification of Renewable Energy Zones (REZs)
NIWE had identified potential of 302GW at 100m agl. Majority of wind potential is confined in wind resources
rich states. To identify developable wind potential zones by 2022, several round of discussions were held in
2017-18 with all stakeholders viz. MNRE, POWERGRID, NIWE, STUs and SNAs of wind potential rich states
& wind developers/IPPs for prioritization of potential wind energy zones (WEZ) for which Interstate
transmission infrastructure requirement is to be assessed.
CTU has also received large no. of applications from wind developers in last 1-1.5 years seeking connectivity at
Interstate level. Due to short gestation period of wind generation, quality wind energy zones/ pockets where
wind capacity (quantum) can be developed by developer was needed to be identified well in advance.
For above analysis, NIWE provided district wise Wind potential data of various pockets/REZ (Out of total
potential of 302GW at 100m above ground level based on Rank-I/II/III grading land) in wind rich states. Based
on district wise Wind potential of various pockets/WEZ in wind rich states provided by NIWE and applications
received by CTU, pockets are segregated in three (3) categories
1. Category -I Districts :
CTU
2. Category -II Districts :
CTU
3. Category -III Districts :
CTU

With High NIWE Potential & High Quantum of Applications received by
With High NIWE Potential & Less Quantum of Applications received by
With Less NIWE Potential & High Quantum of Applications received by
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Out of above potential, SNA provided inputs for district wise total technical potential data (i.e. NIWE potentialland constraints/topography etc) as well as developable potential. STU provided information regarding pooling
station wise sanctioned wind capacity in state. As the some sites (Rank-III sites) were on forest land and its total
potential was also miniscule, therefore it was not considered in further analysis.
Subsequently, Wind Developers/IPPs provided inputs on the wind potential zones based on the feasibility of
wind farm development considering availability of resources (Wind/Land etc.), land cost, ROW, existing and
planned STU transmission system in complex as well as taking account of present regime of competitive wind
bids scenario. Based on all above inputs, prioritized wind energy zones were identified for next 2-3 years.
Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) in association with MNRE and in consultation with RE power
developers also identified Solar Energy Zones (SEZ) [50 GW] and wind energy zones (WEZs) [16.5 GW] in
seven RE rich states (Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil nadu, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh). Further to ease the implementation of transmission infrastructure, it was proposed to bifurcate the
requirements in two phases. Accordingly, total of 20GW solar & 9 GW wind projects were planned for Phase-I
(up to December 2020) and 30 GW solar & 7.5 GW wind projects planned for Phase-II (December 2021).
Table 1:Solar Energy Potential Zones
State/District
Rajasthan
Jaisalmer
Jodhpur
Bikaner
Barmer
Subtotal
Andhra Pradesh
Kurnool
Ananthpuram
Subtotal
Karnataka
Gadag
Bidar
Subtotal
Gujarat
Kutch
Banaskantha
Jamnagar
Subtotal
Maharashtra
Solapur
Wardha
Subtotal
Madhya Pradesh
Rajgarh
Khandwa
Subtotal
Total

Taluk/Tehsil
Ramgarh
Fatehgarh
Phalodi
Koyalat
/Pugal
Barmer
Gooty
Urvakonda

Total
4
4
3
4
5
20
2.5
2.5
5
2.5
2.5
5

Rapar
Vav /Tharad
Lalpur

5
2.5
2.5
10

Table 2:Wind Energy Potential Zones
State/District
Tamil Nadu
Karur
Tirunelvelli
Subtotal
Andhra
Pradesh
Kurnool
Subtotal
Karnataka
Koppal
Subtotal
Gujarat
Kutch
Dwarka
Subtotal
Maharashtra
Osmanabad
Subtotal
Total

Taluk/Tehsil

Total(GW)
2.5
0.5
3
3
3
2.5
2.5

Bhuj
Lakadiya

2
2
2
6
2
2
16.5

2.5
2.5
5
2.5
2.5
5
50

6. Approach for Transmission Planning and study assumptions
In order to evolve grid integration requirement for above identified Renewable Energy Zones, Transmission
System planning Studies were conducted for various load generation scenarios i.e. RE maximized scenario as
well as peak demand scenario for 2021-22 time frame. All India demand data was considered as per the 19th
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EPS of CEA (2021-22). For peak demand scenario, regional demand was considered as per the 19th EPS. Based
on the discussions & past trends, for RE maximized scenario, demand was considered as about 90% of the peak
demand of 19th EPS for various regions except for Northern region where it is considered as about 95% of the
peak demand.
To achieve the target of 175GW RE capacity by 2022, the Ministry of Power in consultation with Ministry of
new and renewable energy notified the long term trajectory of renewable purchase obligation (RPO) for solar as
well as non solar, uniformly for all states/UTs (2016-17 to 2021-22). The long term trajectory of RPO of all
states/UTs shall be 21% (10.5% solar, 10.5% non solar) by 2021-22. From the analysis of present, envisaged RE
capacity and RPO targets of states, it emerged that Eastern, North eastern and Northern region states (excluding
Rajasthan) may import RE energy from RE rich states. Non RE rich states of western and southern region i.e
Chhattisgarh, Kerala shall also fulfill their RPO by importing power from RE rich states.
In the studies, all India transmission network up to 220kV level was simulated. This includes, existing as well as
under construction transmission network including high capacity transmission corridors and Green Energy
Corridors. Considering envisaged RE (wind & solar) capacity addition and to achieve Load-generation balance,
Thermal generation dispatch was reduced upto 55%, wherever required.

7. Transmission scheme for Renewable energy zones
i. Northern region
In Northern Rajasthan, 20 GW Solar generation potential is envisaged to be developed by Dec’21 which includes
10 GW Solar generation in each Phase-I & Ph-II. The potential comprises in Jaisalmer (Ramgarh:4GW,
Fatehgarh:4GW), Jodhpur (3GW), Bikaner(4GW) and Barmer (5GW) districts of western Rajasthan. Based on
above potential generation, detailed studies were carried out to evolve transmission system for both the phases.
However subsequently, potential in Barmer (5 GW) was reallocated to other districts of western rajasthan i.e.
Fathegarh/Jodhpur & Bikaner due to land issues and phase-I capacity was reduced to 9 GW vis a vis earlier 10
GW. Based on above RE generation potential, detailed studies were carried out to evolve transmission system
for both the phases. Transmission system shall cater to the power transfer requirement from the above
Renewable Energy Zones to various load centres.
Considering above requirements of Power Transfer from LTA applicants (3100 MW) as well as Solar potential
(5800 MW) of various complexes in western Rajasthan i.e. Fatehgarh, Bhadla/Phalodi & Bikaner, the
transmission system so evolved through system studies included establishment of high capacity 765kV
transmission corridors emanating from above complexes to various grid points in Northern region including load
centers in Delhi. Therefore cumulatively, this caters to power transfer requirement of 8900 MW Solar generation
from Western Rajasthan (Schematic at Fig 6 as under). This transmission scheme is under various stage of
tendering now.

Fig 6 : Transmission scheme for solar energy zones in Rajasthan (Ph-I :8.9GW)
ii. Western region
In Western region, 20 GW solar & 8 GW wind generation potential is envisaged to be developed by Dec’21 in
Gujarat, Maharashtra and MP, which includes 7.5 GW Solar & 3 GW wind generation respectively in Phase-I
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(Dec’20). Further, 12.5 GW Solar & 5 GW and wind generation is also envisaged in Ph-II (Dec’21). The
potential comprises in Kutch, Jamnagar, Banaskantha, Dwarka districts in Gujarat (Solar:10GW, Wind:6GW)
and Solapur, Wardha and Kallam(Osmanabad) districts in Maharashtra (Solar: 5GW, Wind: 2GW) . In Madhya
Pradesh (Solar:5GW), potential comprises in Khandwa and Rajgarh districts. Based on above RE generation
potential, detailed studies were carried out to evolve transmission system for both the phases. Transmission
system shall cater to the power transfer requirement from the above Renewable Energy Zones to various load
centres.
Considering requirements of power transfer from solar as well as wind potential of various complexes in Gujarat
i.e. Kutch, Jamnagar, Banaskantha & Dwarka, the transmission system included establishment of
765/400/220kV pooling station near Bhuj and Lakadiya in Kutch, and 400/220kV Jam khambhaliya S/s in
Dwarka and establishment of high capacity 765kV transmission corridors emanating from above complexes to
various grid points in Western region including load centers in Gujarat. This transmission scheme is under
various stage of tendering now.
Transmission system in Maharashtra included establishment of 400/220kV Sholapur, Wardha and Osmanabad
and its 400kV interconnections in Maharashtra (Fig-7: Transmission for Gujarat & Maharashtra REZ)

Fig 7: Transmission scheme for renewable energy zones in Gujarat (Ph-I: 6 GW) & Maharashtra (Ph-I:3GW)
iii. Southern region
In Southern region, 10 GW solar generation & 8.5 GW wind generation potential is envisaged to be developed
by Dec’21 which includes 1.5 GW of Solar & 8.5 GW of Wind generation in Phase-I (Dec’20) and 8.5 GW of
Solar in Ph-II (Dec’21). The potential comprises in Koppal, Gadag & Bidar districts in Karnataka (7.5GW),
Kurnool & Anantapur districts in Andhra Pradesh (8GW) and Karur & Tirunelveli districts in Tamil Nadu
(3GW)
Based on above RE generation potential, detailed studies were carried out to evolve transmission system for both
the phases. Transmission system shall cater to the power transfer requirement from the above Renewable Energy
Zones to various load centres.
Considering requirements of power transfer from solar as well as wind potential of various complexes, the
transmission system included establishment of high capacity 765/400/220 kV Kurnool PS & 400/220 kV
Koppal, Karur substations along with 765kV & 400 kV transmission corridors emanating from above complexes
to various grid points in Southern region for transfer of power to load centers (Fig-8 &9).
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Fig 8: Transmission scheme for renewable energy zones in AP(Ph-I: 4.5GW) & Karnataka(Ph-I: 2.5 GW)

Fig 9: Transmission scheme for renewable energy zones in Tamil Nadu (Ph-I: 3GW)

8. Conclusion
India is bestowed with abundant Renewable potential, which offers an excellent solution to attain energy
security, environmental sustainability & provide energy access. The gestation period for development of
renewable generation is much lesser than time required for development of transmission system. Transmission
planning for integration of large scale renewable generation is a major challenge vis-à-vis planning of
transmission system for conventional generation.
Considering above a proactive initiative viz. evolution of Green Energy Corridor was earlier taken up, wherein
transmission for high potential renewable zones was planned in anticipation for subsequent Renewable
Generation development. However in view of Govt of India target for RE capacity (175 GW), there was a need
for advance planning of additional transmission corridors for grid integration of envisaged Renewables capacity.
Future large sized wind generation projects & ultra mega solar power parks are more often located at distant
location to load centers such as at Deserts, wastelands etc. would necessitate development of long distance
transmission infrastructure in phased and modular way. This shall not only help in transfer of power from
renewable resource rich states to other deficit States but also complement parallel transmission corridors of
conventional generation projects/grid strengthening scheme for transfer of power as well as to maintain grid
parameters.
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ABSTRACT
This paper defines the principles of transmission and wheeling of renewable energy (RE) through Open
Access (OA). It reviews experiences of Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (DMRCL) during
implementation of 99 MW solar power purchase from M/s Rewa Ultra Mega Solar Limited (RUMSL),
Madhya Pradesh through long term open access and discusses key policy and regulatory considerations
for devising more effective provisions with ambitious RE deployment targets. The paper addresses the
challenges of competing needs of stakeholders, especially those of RE generators, distribution utilities,
and transmission network owners and operators. The importance of regulations and their effectiveness for
financial viability of RE deployment is also explored. This paper aims to benefit policymakers and
regulators as well as key renewable energy stakeholders. Key lessons for regulators include: creating a
stable long-term regulatory policy framework, considering incentivizing RE through discounted
transmission access, and assessing the cost implications of such discounts, as well as expanding access to
renewable energy customers.
1.0

DMRC INTRODUCTION
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited (DMRC) is registered under Companies Act, 1956 with equal
equity participation of Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi and Government of India to
construct and operate a world class Mass Rapid Transport System (MRTS).
DMRC has operational network of 9 lines having 236 stations covering a distance of 327 kms in Delhi
and National Capital Region. It is the 9th largest metro network in the world.
It is a known fact that electricity is the main input cost to the operational expenses of a Metro system.
DMRC is taking all possible steps to preserve environment at all stages from “construction to Operation”.
Electricity bill accounts for more than 30% of DMRC’s operating expenses, and in the past electricity
tariffs have shown an increasing trend.
DMRC at present has a total demand of around 200 MW of electric power and which is likely to further
increase in future, currently it uses approximately 3 million units every day to run the metro system in
Delhi. The demand is more in summer due to air conditioning provided at stations and in trains for the
passenger comfort.

2.0

SOLAR ENERGY (RE) IN INDIA
India has tremendous scope of generating solar energy due to geographical location advantage. The
reason being India is a tropical country and it receives solar radiation almost throughout the year, which
amounts to 3,000 hours of sunshine. This is equal to more than 5,000 trillion kWh. Almost all parts of
India receive 4-7 kWh of solar radiation per sq. metres. This is equivalent to 2,300–3,200 sunshine hours
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per year. States like Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa,
Punjab, Rajasthan, and West Bengal have great potential for tapping solar energy due to their location.
Since majority of the population lives in rural areas, there is much scope for solar energy being promoted
in these areas. Use of solar energy can reduce the use of firewood and dung cakes by rural household
The Government has set a target of installing 40 GW of grid connected rooftop solar capacity in the
country including Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR) by the year 2022. As per Delhi Solar Policy,
2016 notified by Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi, target has been set for installation of
1 GW of solar power by the year 2020 and 2 GW of solar power by the year 2025 in Delhi.
The Government has set a target of installing 100 GW of solar capacity by 2022 in the country. A target
of installing 175 GW of renewable energy capacity by the year 2022 has been set, which includes 100
GW from solar, 60 GW from wind, 10 GW from bio-power and 5 GW from small hydro-power.
The Ministry of Urban Development had requested all States & UTs, in 2014 to issue necessary directives
to all State Government Departments for using rooftop of buildings under their control for solar power
generation on mandatory basis and also to local bodies under their jurisdiction to incorporate the similar
provision in their building bye-laws so that installation of Roof Top Systems (RTS) on rooftops of all
types of buildings in their jurisdiction may become mandatory. Further, the Ministry of Urban
Development also issued Model Building Bye-Laws, 2016, in which suitable provisions for installation of
RTS on buildings have been incorporated. Four States/UTs viz. Haryana, Chandigarh, Uttar Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh have already issued mandatory notifications for installation of RTS in different categories of
buildings.
The Capacity Utilization Factor (CUF) of solar power projects is less than thermal, hydro, nuclear, wind
and bio-mass power projects. The Government has launched several schemes for promotion and
development of renewable energy including solar energy in the country from time to time. The
Government is promoting development of solar energy in the country by providing various fiscal and
promotional incentives such as accelerated depreciation, waiver of Inter State Transmission System
(ISTS) charges and losses, financing solar rooftop systems as part of home loan, and permitting Foreign
Direct Investment up to 100 per cent under the automatic route.
3.0

UTILITY OF RENEWABLE ENERGY (RE) IN DMRC
In order to reduce carbon footprints and to mitigate the impact of electricity price rise of about 20% per
annum in five years from 2009-14, DMRC decided to explore the possibility of installing rooftop solar
plants on its premises.
DMRC has achieved the target of 20 MWp set by the solar policy one month ahead of schedule, i.e., by
July 2017. Subsequently, DMRC has revised the target to 50 MWp by 2021, of which 25 MWp has
already been commissioned till 31.12.2018. Work for 10 MWp capacity is in progress and is likely to be
commissioned by August 2019.
By going solar, DMRC has contributed significantly in reducing CO2 emissions. During the year 201718, Solar Plants collectively generated approximately 26 Million units thereby resulting in reduction of
CO2 emissions by about 23.92 kilo tonnes. (i.e. 23,920 tonnes)
The major drawback of DMRC’s rooftop solar installations is that, they are smaller in size due to the
constraint of available roof area for installing solar, resulting in shortfall to meet the entire demand of
DMRC by solar. Moreover, In National Capital Region (NCR) land is scarce and very costly, so installing
large ground mounted solar plants to meet the large energy demand is not feasible.
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Considering this, in order to increase the share of solar energy in DMRC’s power portfolio, On
17.04.2017, DMRC has signed Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for 25 years with Rewa Ultra Mega
Solar Limited (RUMSL), Govt. of Madhya Pradesh to procure 345 Million Units / annum from Rewa
Solar Plant. The base tariff is Rs. 2.97 per unit (kWh) in the first year with a hike of Rs. 0.05 per unit
(kWh) from 2nd year onwards for next 15 years with the levellised tariff of Rs. 3.33 per unit, to meet
substantial amount of DMRC power requirement through clean Solar Energy.
GENERATOR
RUMSL Project at
Rewa, Madhya Pradesh

Wheeling Solar Energy through
Long Term (25 Years) Open Access

CONSUMER
Receiving Sub-stations (RSSs)
at DMRC premises

Fig.1 Wheeling Solar Energy from RUMSL to DMRC premises
DMRC is the first metro to procure Solar Power on RESCO basis through Inter State Open Access.
Power from this plant is likely to be available to DMRC from March - 2019.
4.0

REGULATORY COMMISSIONS AND OPEN ACCESS REGULATIONS
The Electricity Act 2003 envisaged competition in the retail supply of electricity by introducing the
concept of “Open Access” in a phased manner. Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) and
the State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) notified Open Access Regulations which
facilitated procurement of power through the Open Access route. Such Regulations have been developed
in line with the prevailing Legislative and Policy provisions as well as considering the operational
challenges faced by all stakeholders.
The introduction has been largely successful in promoting competition with the incumbent distribution
licensees by providing consumers access to alternate sources of power. However, a number of issues have
come up in the operationalization of Open Access.

5.0

ROLE OF TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION UTILITIES IN WHEELING ENERGY
THROUGH INTER-STATE OPEN ACCESS
Various transmission and distribution utilities are involved in wheeling energy from RUMSL to DMRC
premises through inter-state and intra-state open access.

Fig.2 Governance Framework
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For Example, the following three different Agreements are to be signed by DMRC for wheeling or
transmission of power from RUMSL to DMRC premises through inter-state and intra-state open access:(i)

Transmission Service Agreement (TSA) to be signed with Central Transmission Utility (CTU) i.e.
M/s Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL)

(ii)

Bulk Power Transmission Agreement (BPTA) to be signed with State Transmission Utility (STU)
i.e. M/s Delhi Transco Limited (DTL)

(iii)

Bulk Power Wheeling Agreement (BPWA) to be signed with State Distribution Licensee
Companies (DISCOMs) i.e. M/s BSES Rajdhani Power Limited (BRPL), M/s M/s BSES Yamuna
Power Limited (BYPL) and M/s Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited (TPDDL)

6.0

APPLICABLE CHARGES FOR AN OPEN ACCESS CONSUMER

6.1

Charges to be levied by Central Transmission Utility (CTU)
(i)

Inter-State Transmission (ISTS) Charges and Losses which is approximately Paise 80 to 90 per
KWH for solar energy, at present.
At the time of signing of PPAs, ISTS Charges and Losses on transmission of electricity generated
from solar and wind sources were exempted.
Subsequently, Ministry of Power amended the earlier order dated 14.06.2017, by extending the
ISTS exemption to all entities, including Distribution Companies for procurement of power from
solar and wind power projects for compliance of renewable purchase obligation (RPO), for
projects commissioned till 31st March, 2022. Despite this amendment, ISTS exemption is not
available to DMRC, since DMRC is not an RPO obligated entity.
The imposition of ISTS charges on Renewable Energy (RE) is extremely onerous compared to
conventional energy.

6.2

Charges to be levied by State Transmission Utility (STU)
(i)

State Transmission Charges and Losses
State Transmission Charges are not applicable on Renewable Energy at present. However,
transmission losses are approximately 0.84% on the quantum of wheeled energy.

6.3

Charges to be levied by State Distribution Companies (DISCOMs)
(i)

Energy charges to the seller of electricity as per the contract entered into by him;

(ii)

Wheeling charges, as applicable, to the distribution licensee in whose area he is located, at the rate
fixed in the Tariff Order;

(iii)

Cross subsidy surcharge, as applicable, as determined by the Commission or the nodal agency
(STU), to the distribution licensee in whose area the consumer is located;

(iv)

Additional surcharge, as applicable, to the distribution licensee in whose area the consumer is
located;

(v)

Standby charges, as applicable, to the distribution licensee in whose area the consumer is located;

(vi)

Scheduling and system operating charges to State Load Despatch Centre (SLDC);
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(vii)

Reactive energy charges, as applicable, to the distribution licensee in whose area the consumer is
located;

(viii) Regulatory Surcharge to the distribution licensee;
(ix)

Metering charges to the Licensee;

(x)

Any other charges not mentioned above, but covered by this Order and the detailed procedures
drawn by SLDC for operationalization of Open Access in State

However, at present, as per clause 6 of DERC Order dated 01.06.2017, “Wheeling, Transmission and
Additional surcharge shall not be applicable on Open Access Consumers availing energy from all
renewable energy sources within or outside Delhi. Open Access consumer receiving electricity from
renewable energy sources shall be exempted from the cross subsidy surcharge to the extent of RPO:
Provided that the generators using renewable energy sources shall certify that no REC / RPO claim for
this power has been made”.
Since, the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) between power purchaser and power producer is generally
signed for a period of 25 years, some firm regulations have to be framed by the Hon’ble Commission to
give benefit to the long term open access consumers procuring renewable power from other states of
India.
7.0

ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL IMPLICATION ON PROCUREMENT OF SOLAR ENERGY (RE)
DUE TO THE IMPACT OF GST AND SAFEGUARD DUTY

7.1

Impact of GST
The order in the case of Petition filed by different solar developers issued by the court of Central
Electricity Regulatory Commission for the assessment of impact of GST (Change in law) came on dated
09.10.2018.
As per Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) Order dated 09.10.2018, 5.55% of Project
cost is the impact of GST, post 01.07.2017 under Change in Law on total project cost.

7.2

Impact of Safeguard Duty
As per Govt. of India Notification, Ministry of Finance (MoF) has imposed Safeguard Duty on imports
from China and Malaysia on solar cells for 2 years as per the following:S. No.

Year

Safeguard Duty

1

First Year

@ 25% ad valorem

2

Second Year (For First 6 months)

@ 20% ad valorem

3

Second Year (For Next 6 months)

@ 15% ad valorem

The safeguard duty has directly impacted the solar project to the extent of 60 – 70%, as major cost of the
project is constituted by solar panels made by importing solar cells.
The import duty prima-facie has been placed in order to encourage the local solar panel manufacturers in
the country to give a push to the “Make in India” effort. However, with the majority of top solar projects
using these imported panels especially from China, this will at least in the short term create choppy
waters and Add in the confusion surrounding GST, the solar industry has a fight on its hands.
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8.0

PROJECT VIABILITY
To promote use of solar energy and to mitigate the impact of electricity tariff, DMRC had signed Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA) to procure 345 Million Units per annum from Rewa Solar Plant, despite
having No RPO obligations.
After signing of PPA, following significant policy changes have taken place:(i)

Withdrawal of exemption for Inter-State Transmission charges and losses,

(ii)

Introduction of GST, with effect from 01.07.2017

(iii)

Introduction of Safe Guard duty on imported solar cells, with effect from 01.08.2018

The cumulative impact of the above policy changes may significantly affect the financial viability of
procuring solar energy from Rewa project for DMRC.
9.0

INITIATIVES REQUIRED TO BE TAKEN BY GOVT. OF INDIA AND REGULATORY
COMMISSIONS
Provide a long term roadmap on the exemptions available for open access charges for the renewable
power procurement by open access consumers. These exemptions shall include ISTS charges and losses,
wheeling charge, additional surcharge, banking charges and cross subsidy charges on solar power project
and shall be exempted for at least 12 years from the date of commissioning of the project.
Funding the GST implication may be taken up with State Government, as the tax revenue share of State
Government has increased.
In larger public interest, Ministry of Finance, Government of India will compensate the Solar Project
Developers (SPDs) directly from National Clean Energy Fund (NCEF) or any other alternative source for
the impact of safe guard duty and save the Solar Power Procurers from such huge financial burden due to
the impact of Safeguard Duty.
These initiatives will help in planning for green power and support Government of India’s agenda of 175
GW renewable capacities by 2022.

10.0

CONCLUSION
After examining the current scenario of Open Access in the Indian Power Sector, it is clear that there are
a number of issues that are hindering stakeholders while operationalizing open access power.
It will be very difficult to arrive at landed cost of inter-state open access power before the actual flow of
power and energy takes place from DISCOMs.
It is not possible to generate solar power in urban areas due to huge scarcity of land and cost of land being
highly exorbitant. So large solar power projects can be constructed away from the load centres and in
places like coastal areas of India and remote areas in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Andhra
Pradesh. This solar power generated in bulk cannot be consumed around generated areas and needs to be
wheeled to cosmopolitan cities like Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai and other bulk power consuming
cities. In case, organizations demanding to procure renewable energy from these generating areas to the
load centres are not given exemptions in various regulatory charges imposed by various Central and State
commissions at present, it will be very difficult for bulk consumers to procure renewable power for their
use as it would not translate into any major benefits in terms of differential tariff and would thus
discourage generators for installing these solar power plants. Adequate guidelines to establish a
framework for inter-state banking arrangement of renewable energy power is the need of the hour.
6
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Consequently, India may not be able to achieve the desired target of 175 GW renewable capacities by the
end of 2022.
Government of India will have to advise various Hon’ble Electricity Regulatory Commissions to bring
forth compatible regulations in order to facilitate long term open access consumers of renewable energy
including solar power developers so that potential of solar power generation is timely tapped and growth
given a flip to achieve the desired target set by Govt. of India.
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SYNOPSIS
The inevitable transformation of the electrical grid to a more distributed generation
configuration requires solar system capabilities well beyond simple net-metered, gridconnected approaches. Controlling power flow into and from the grid will be required to ensure
grid reliability and power quality. Alternative protection strategies will also be required to
accommodate large numbers of distributed energy sources.
This paper presents one of the first of its kind in installation of solar plants on ash filled land
and its integration with aluminium smelting plant at 220kV voltage level with thermal power
plant. Designing the grid for integration of 30MW solar plant is presented in brief in this paper.
Managing generation of thermal power plant according to the varying solar generation so as to
supply power to smelter plant and development of generation management network is briefed
in the paper. Managing generation and load in islanding mode of operation is very critical
aspect in a smelter plant and achieving grid stability with varying solar generation in islanding
mode is presented in this paper.
KEYWORDS:
Designing grid of future by integration of 30MW solar plant to 220KV sub-station of
aluminium smelting plant
1. INTRODUCTION:
Renewable power is gaining importance day by day across the globe. Two challenges that all
industries are facing now is global warming and limited availability of fossil fuel. Various
strategies are being planned to cut down usage of fossil fuel to bring down GHG emission and
carbon footprint. Renewable energy is a promising solution to save fossil fuel for future. In
order to promote renewable energy, regulations are being revised and various mandatory
charges are also waived off. Large power consuming industries like aluminium smelters
requires huge installation of renewable stable energy for production. Integration of renewable
energy to conventional energy has a new set of issues due to different nature of generation.
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1.1 Plant Over view:-Aditya Aluminium (A unit of Hindalco Industries Limited) is having an
installed capacity of 0.36MT of aluminium. To run the aluminium smelter which is a highly
power intensive process, 6 x 150 MW power plant is installed at Sambalpur district of Odisha
in India. Aditya Aluminium is connected to the nearby grid of Odisha power transmission
corporation limited having voltage level of 220kV. The plant has started its project execution
in the year of 2011 and in Dec’2013 the first unit of power plant is commissioned. Full
production of aluminium with all six nos. of power plant unit started from Dec’2016.
Due to it’s highly power intensive process, it is not possible to supply renewable power
throughout due to constraints of continuous power supply from renewable source. So Aditya
Aluminium decided to install a 30MW solar PV plant and its integration with 6x150MW
thermal power plant.
Solar PV unlike thermal power plant do not contribute to grid inertia. Thermal generators
controls the frequency in the situation of grid faults. The anti-islanding protection of solar
plants immediately trips the system in case of grid fault. This impacts the stability of the grid
when running in islanding mode of operation. Also the solar generations varies a lot according
to weather condition. So mitigating such issues in an aluminium smelter is described step by
step subsequently.
2. INTEGRATION OF SOLAR SYSTEM:2.1 Connectivity with the system:Aditya Aluminium has installed 6x150MW thermal power plant to supply power its aluminium
smelter. As each 150MW power plant is having auxiliary consumption of 10MW and total
smelter is having auxiliary consumption of 20MW, connection of 30MW solar plant to any
auxiliary system is not possible. To evacuate 30MW solar power Aditya Aluminium connected
the system to our 220kV bus where all generator, grid line, smelter feeders etc. are also
connected.

Connectivity with 220kV system
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2.2 Design:The existing 220kV switchyard of Aditya Aluminium is having 19 nos. of bays out of which
the 14th bay is a spare bay which is not in use. The 220kV system has a two main bus one
transfer bus scheme. Due to space constraint, Aditya aluminium connected the solar plant in
the existing space of 14th bay. The challenge in this configuration is installation of equipment
and connecting to 220kv bus below the charged bus. As in two main bus one transfer bus
system, there is requirement of jack bus which is not possible to be erected above the charged
bus, Aditya Aluminium decided to connect the solar plant only to main bus. Aditya Aluminium
installed PASS (Plug and switch system) for the 220kv side to manage space requirement and
easy & quick installation. As the solar plant of capacity 30MW requires approximate 150 acres
of land, Aditya Aluminium decided to install the solar panels on ash filled land and built the
foundations with piling.

Installation of solar panels on ash filled land
2.3 Load & Generation management:The biggest challenge after connection of solar system to the existing 220kv system is managing load
and generation. As solar generation varies a lot, data transfer between solar plant and existing thermal
plant control room is a must to manage import/ export or else there will be cost implications. As the
distance from our existing power plant is almost 4 km, Aditya Aluminium made a connection between
both systems through an OPGW cable.
Now managing transient faults in grid connected mode and in islanded mode stabilising the network is
very crucial.
The grid to which Aditya Aluminium plant is connected a very fault prone grid and solar inverters trip
due to fault. Also, for our system stabilisation Aditya Aluminium gets islanded instantaneously during
such fault. So, managing shortage of solar power to the tune of 30MW is a very big task and there is
chance of under frequency in the system. After connection of solar system, bus bar stability checking
is itself a big challenge as there is no reference bay in shutdown to check bus bar stability. Bus bar
stability is checked after connection of solar plant and by checking the differential current from the
relay directly thereby certifying bus bar stability.
Various such steps taken for stabilisation of our system is explained below;
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Aditya Aluminium normally run five nos. of 150 MW generator at approx. 120-130 mw.
Total generation is 650 MW from which 580 MW is pot line load, 20mw is pot line auxiliaries, 50MW
is CPP auxiliary and system is maintained in floating mode of import/export.

Solar & Thermal generation in nomal
running condition
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Various plant running condition disturbances are envisaged and steps taken for stabilisation of plant.
Such conditions are
Tripping of solar during islanding
-

Aditya Aluminium enabled LVRT characteristics of solar PV system to sustain voltage dip
Giving control current zero command to transductor control of rectifier to manage load and
generation
Under frequency-based load shedding if frequency dips
After islanding if the solar plant trips, there is power deficit to the tune of max 25 MW which
the thermal generators can’t cater if running in valve wide open condition.

Frequency in bus if solar trips in islanding
condition
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Generation degradation of solar in islanding operation
-

This is a very uncertain condition as it can happen that due to cloud solar generation has come
down and again it will go up

Variation of solar generation in cloudy weather
Tripping of total pot line
-

In grid connected mode tripping of pot line may trip the grid feeders owing to high power flow
& result in islanding
In islanded mode if all rectifiers will trip solar generation has to be tripped

Typical behaviour of rectifiers by first increasing and then decreasing load in case of tripping of
one rectifier due to the nature of DC load in pot line

Different plant running condition and action due to disturbances are explained below:-
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Load shedding -Grid connected condition
5 Unit operation- all values in MW
S.
No.

Scenario

Import
set
point

Total Solar
generation

Total
generation

Limit
to
load
shed

(0- 20)

(630-650)

10

Total
Available
power

Total
load

Mismatch

710

650

60

Action

1

Normal
operation

2

Tripping of
one
generator

3

Tripping of
two
generators

50

(0- 20)

(370-390)

10

450

650

-200

4

Tripping of
solar

Tripping of two
rectifiers with pot line
control shedding (100110) MW.

50

0

(630-650)

10

690

650

40

No action

5

Tripping of
solar with
one unit

50

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW)

50
50

(0- 20)

(500- 520)

10

580

650

-70

0

(500- 520)

10

560

650

-90

(0-20)

600

10

660-680

630

(3050)

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW)

4 Unit operation- all values in MW

1

2
3

4

Normal
operation

50

Tripping of
one
generator

50

(0- 20)

450

10

520-530

630

Tripping of
solar

50

0

600

10

660

630

Tripping of
solar with
one unit

0

450

110

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW)
Tripping of one rectifier
with pot line control
shedding ( 50-60 MW)

-30

10

510

630

-110

Total
Available
power

Total
load

Mismatch

660

650

10

50

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW)

Load shedding- During/Post Islanding- Solar In line
5 Unit operation- all values in MW
S.
No.

1

2

Scenario

Import
set
point

Normal
operation

0

Tripping of
one
generator

0

Total Solar
generation

Total
generation

Limit
to
load
shed

(0- 20)

(630-650)

10

(0- 20)

(500- 520)

10

530

650

-120

Action

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW) &
Tripping of second
rectifier in UFLS(
100-110MW)
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3

Tripping of
two
generators

0

(0- 20)

(370-390)

10

400

650

4

Solar
ramps
down

0

(0- 20)

(630-650)

10

660

650

(0-20)

600

10

610-630

630

-250

Tripping of all rectifier
in UFLS & keeping one
generator in alive
tripping others in over
frequency
UFLS will activate
depending on the
frequency in bus.

4 Unit operation- all values in MW

1

Normal
operation

Tripping of
one
generator

0

(0- 20)

0

450

-20

Tripping of one rectifier

Tripping of two
rectifiers with pot line
control shedding
(100-110 MW).
Tripping of all
rectifier in UFLS &
keeping one
generator in live

10

460-480

630

Total
generation

Limit
to
load
shed

Total
Available
power

Total
load

Mismatch

(630-650)

10

640

650

-10

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (5060 MW) if solar
generation is more
than 10MW.

-140

Tripping of two
rectifiers &all rectifier
in UFLS & keeping
one generator in live
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2

Load shedding -During/Post Islanding- Solar Trips
5 Unit operation- all values in MW
S.
No.

Scenario

1

Normal
operation

2

Tripping of
one
generator

Import
set
point

Total Solar
generation

0

0

0

0

(500- 520)

10

510

650

4 Unit operation- all values in MW

1

2

Normal
operation

50

(0-20)

600

10

610

630

-20

Tripping of
one
generator

50

(0- 20)

450

10

460

630

-170

Action

Tripping of one
rectifier with pot line
control shedding (
50-60 MW)
Tripping of two
rectifiers with pot line
control shedding
(100-110 MW).
Tripping of all
rectifier in UFLS &
keeping one
generator in live
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Generator shedding- Grid connected condition( Considering Pot line control activation
after tripping of rectifier)
5 unit operation- all values in MW

S.
No.

1
2
3

4

Scenario

Normal
operation
Tripping of
one
rectifier
Tripping of
two
rectifiers

Tripping of
three/more
rectifiers

Export
set
point

Total Solar
generation

Total
generation

Total
Available
power

Total
load

Mismatch

0

(0- 20)

(630-650)

650

650

0

0

(0- 20)

(630-650)

650

590600

-60

No action

0

(0- 20)

(630-650)

650

540550

-100

No action
Trip two
generators with
solar in two grid
line operation.
Trip four
generators with
Solar in single
grid line
operation

0

(0- 20)

(630-650)

650

0

650

Action

4 Unit operation- all values in MW

1
2

3

Normal
operation
Tripping of
one
rectifier
Tripping of
two
rectifiers

0

(0-20)
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Abstract
In the initial phase of integration of RE into the power system, the share of this type of generation
was relatively small compared to the existing generation, not being compelled the need for
specific requirements for both voltage and frequency control as it is not affecting steady state or
dynamic stability of the power system. At low levels of penetration, existing resources of voltage
and frequency control, as well as the available reserves, were generally adequate to make of
little relevance the associated effects of the inherently variable characteristic of RE.
However, due to the substantial increase in the levels of penetration of RE power plants,
structural changes in operational procedures as well as changes in technical requirements are
already initiated by various governing body and power system is being managed with challenges
and constraints.
Looking to above present scenario and future challenges in Indian context, there is a need to
have some mechanisms/processes as holistic multidimensional approach in mitigating them by
means of balancing mechanism and to have seamless integration of RE. Following aspects are
discussed: i) Improvement in technical requirement for grid connectivity ii) Promotion of Grid
ancillary services & grid support technologies and iii) Competence building in the areas of power
system study, modelling and simulation with latest tools and techniques.
Apart from above, system planning engineering practices should be improved considering above
aspects and to build the system only after thorough simulation, modelling and planning of
balancing mechanisms is any.
This paper discusses various aspects of above approaches envisaging overall system
requirement based on review and analysis of various mitigating measures adopted by RE rich
countries across the globe.
Author proposes that, industry stake holders along with governing body should sit together and to
derive a mechanism for RE integration and promotion of new grid support technologies in the
benefit of industry and nation as a whole in building stable & reliable grid.
Key words
LVRT- Low voltage ride through, WTG-Wind turbine generator, EMT –Electromagnetic Transient,
TSO-Transmission system operator, WECC- Western Electricity Coordinating Council
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Introduction:
Renewal Energy is the area of focus all across in India. All the initiatives as well as government
policies are being focused in promoting Renewal Energy at each and every part of the country.
Very high capacity PV parks and Wind generations are planned in good quantum. Also, offshore
windparks of the order of 0.5 to 1 GW are being discussed. Thus, within a span of 4 to 5 years
RE generation will have significant share in Indian power system. As all know characteristics of
RE generators are intermittent, low inertia, highly variable i.e. quite different from conventional
generations. This creates many operational challenges which is being experienced by system
operators. Apart from above, it offers constraints in dynamic behaviour like transient stability,
frequency response, reactive power support etc. as behaviour of inverter based generators are
quite different than conventional generators which may jeopardize grid stability and security if not
dealt in appropriate manner.
Looking to above, Ministry of Power (Govt. of India) have published a gazette notification dated
15 th Oct, 2013 specifying technical requirements for grid connection of Renewable Energy
sources. This includes Harmonic current measurement, DC component measurement, and
Flicker measurement. Also grid code specifies Reactive Power support requirement, Frequency
& Voltage range and LVRT.
World vide RE rich TSOs have faced many challenges in integrating high quantum of inverter
based generations. They have analyzed dynamic behaviour and its impact on the grid. Based on
study many more technical requirements are included as a part of technical compliance.
Experiences shows that, confirmation of compliance of Grid code is a matter of concern for
existing wind plants. It is necessary to derive a roadmap regarding what are the actions required
and how they are to be implemented in order to meet the Grid code requirement. On the other
end, there is a need to focus on including additional requirement based on study.
1.

Impact of Inverter based generation on steady state as well as Dynamic behaviour of
Grid - Technical requirement thereof

In RE rich TSOs, unlike the past, when one type of synchronous generation would displace
another during economic commitment and dispatch but now with wind and solar PV which do
not have synchronous generators. The dynamic behavior of these inverter-based resources
can be quite different. The fact that inverter-based generation does not contribute inertia to
the grid unless explicitly controlled to do so is often mentioned as a critical difference.
Synchronous and inverter-based generation also respond differently when subjected to
nearby short circuits. This has given rise to concerns that transient stability, and therefore
system reliability, will be adversely affected.
Wind generation is intermittent and seasonal and presents high uncertainty and variability at any
time, which means that the maximum and minimum amount of generation may happen at any
time of the day and there are fast and deep variations which depend on the methodological
conditions which are difficult to forecast. These features cause the following immediate and
strategic consequences:




Changes in the traditional approach and tools to plan and operate the interconnected
power system;
Changes in operational procedures and requirements of grid codes in face of deep and
fast variations of this source;
Improvements in methods and tools to forecast wind and power generation.
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Operational Challenges (steady state):
First of all, the operation of wind plants can cause impacts related to power quality and harmonic
penetration at the Point of Connection (POC) and over voltages caused by electromagnetic
transient (EMT) phenomenon. The deep and fast loss of wind power can cause also the following
operational impacts on the power system:




Surpassing the power system limits in an area or region;
Decreasing the performance of voltage stability and control;
Decreasing the performance of dynamic stability and power system frequency control.

Operational Challenges (dynamic state):
On a broader scale, depending on the degree of penetration, the sudden interruption of a
significant amount of generation based on wind turbines after disturbances in the transmission
network can jeopardize the control of voltage and frequency in one or more areas of the system.
Thus, it is imperative that wind power plants can withstand voltage variation during system faults
besides having an adequate reactive power control to ensure voltage support in weak networks,
as is the case of plants installed at the end of long radial lines.
World vide RE rich TSOs has initiated the actions to deepen the treatment of issues related to
aspects of dynamic and voltage stability caused by the presence of RE generation, including the
assessment of impacts of these sources on local and systemic level, as well as the dynamic
impacts of system disturbances and switching on wind farms. In this way, a primary spectrum of
activities was defined:
 Evaluation of the response of existing controls especially for speed and flexibility considering
the variations imposed by wind generation;
 Establishing criteria and methodology for the quantification and allocation of system operating
reserve, considering high penetration of wind generation;
 Evaluation of robust structural solutions to cope with the loss of large amounts of wind
generation with minimal impact on voltage and frequency of the power system;
 Evaluation, with the participation of generators and manufacturers, of the need to establish
new parameters and settings for the wind farm controls, to ensure the coordinated operation of
wind farms connected to the same point, aiming an appropriate behaviour of voltage profile at
the point of connection;
 Evaluation of the wind farm performance in areas with low short-circuit power, investigating
possible interactions between wind parks and means of mitigation, by structural way using
new equipment and/or using the existent controllers, to avoid undesirable interactions.
 EMT study to analyze the dynamic behaviour
In general, all over the world, Grid Codes establishes the following requirements for wind
generation:
Operation in under and over frequency;
Operation out of nominal voltage;
Capability to control the active power during frequency variations (active power control);
Limit of power increasing to a certain rate (power ramp rate control);
Capability to supply or consume reactive power depending on power system requirements
(Voltage Control through Reactive Power Control or Power Factor Control);
 Ride-Through Fault Capability.







Out of these some of the parameters are already part of Indian grid code. Indian grid code
requirements as on Oct, 2013 is as under.
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(1) Harmonic current injections from a generating station shall not exceed the limits specified
in Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 519.
(2) The Generating station shall not inject DC current greater than 0.5 % of the full rated
output at the interconnection point.
(3) The generating station shall not introduce flicker beyond the limits specified in IEC 61000.
(4) Measurement of harmonic content, DC injection and flicker shall be done at least once in
a year in presence of the parties concerned and the indicative date for the same shall be
mentioned in the connection agreement;
(5) The generating station shall be capable of supplying dynamically varying reactive power
support so as to maintain power factor within the limits of 0.95 lagging to 0.95 leading.
(6) The generating units shall be capable of operating in the frequency range of 47.5 Hz to 52
Hz and shall be able to deliver rated output in the frequency range of 49.5 Hz to 50.5 Hz.
Apart from above, there are some specific technical requirements derived by RE rich TSOs
These new requirements are as under.
1. Voltage Control through Reactive Power control
Wind generators must have resources to operate at Point of Connection with inductive
and capacitive power factor between minimum of 0.95 capacitive and 0.95 inductive as
shown in figure.

Reactive Power Compensation at POC

Power Factor at POC

2. Power ramp rate control
Wind generation should be provided with resources to adjust the power rate control. The
generated active power must recuperate to 85% of the pre-fault amount until 4s after the
recovery of the voltage at Point of connection to 85% of the nominal voltage.
3. Special Requirement of Voltage control
Generator should be able to provide voltage control to the power system in case of
voltage at POC is under 0.85PU through injection of reactive current.
4. Synthetic inertia
Wind generator should be provided with controllers acting based on frequency variations
with the objective of controlling the output active power, contributing 10% of their active
power capacity during under frequencies
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5. Measurement of Grid stiffness at Point of connection
The short-circuit ratio defined as the ratio between the short-circuit power of the grid and
the rated power of the renewable energy source at the PCC, is a useful tool to estimate
the grid stiffness. However, the threshold between a weak and a strong point of
connection is case to case basis and should be defined by the transmission network
operator. If the PCC is strong enough, the minimum connection requirements can be
relaxed resulting in a relatively simpler control and operation system and therefore, less
investment needed. If the point of connection is relatively weak, the minimum
requirements should be evaluated in detail, resulting in a more complex control and
operation system in order to maintain a compatible power quality and the system stability.
Thus, it is good tool for determining compatibility of emission and immunity of the system
equipments and loads for interconnection.
6. Development of models for EMT study in consultation with Wind Farm generators to
analyze behaviour during and after fault as transient behavior of different generators are
different.
7. Analysis of percent generation providing governor response in grid to maintain stable
frequency response – Possibility of active Power Control from Wind Farms thereof. They
are
- Inertial Control
Most modern MW-class wind generation does not inherently exhibit inertial
response. However, it is possible to program the wind plant controls to provide a
form of inertial response.
For large under frequency events, the inertial control temporarily increases the
power output of the wind turbine by 5 to 10% for several seconds
-

Governor like Control
It is possible to implement wind plant control that provides something similar to
governor response. Some active controls are available which are closely akin to
governor controls for thermal and hydro generation. They respond to significant
deviations in grid frequency, increasing or decreasing power output in response to
low or high frequency events.

World vide utilities have already started actions in this direction and based on experiences
grid code standards are upgraded by stipulating more stringent requirements. In Indian
context it is now high time to look into above requirements and its implementation by forming
a forum of industry stake holders as well as governing body to arrive at common consensus.
2. Off Shore Windfarms – Requirements thereof
High RE rich countries have many off-shore windparks and getting popular as they have very
good PLF compared to On –shore windparks. Now a day, lot of focus on Off-shore windfarm
has been started in Indian context particularly in the state of Gujarat. Off-shore windfarms are
connected to grid by long EHV AC/DC cables. This technology brings some additional
challenges.
On the other end, overhead lines are being replaced by underground cables due to spatial
planning needs. The use of more underground cables causes changes in the resonance
frequencies of the power supply system impedance, which can result in higher or lower
harmonic disturbance levels in power supply systems. Hence, there is need to consider
additional technical requirements.
I.

Following studies needs to be performed to establish seamless grid connectivity of Power
Electronic based generation
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II.

Harmonic impedance study (Phase wise as well as three phase) at PCC and
verification of resonance and there by generation of TOV along with its mitigation
measures
Parametric study to locate mitigation equipments / system optimally.

Deriving Short circuit ratio (SCR) and Effective Short circuit ration (ESCR) to establish
strength of grid / mitigation measures

Pdc = DC Power, Qf=Reactive power from filter
Criteria of system strength: If ESCR> 5 Higher
If ESCR between 3 to 5 Moderate
If ESCR <3 Low
Study of requirement of reactive power at PCC under various operating modes

III.
IV.

In case of long HVAC cables study of following impacts at PCC along with its mitigation
measures
 Lower order harmonic distortion
 Resonance at low frequency and generation of TOV
 Harmonic voltage distortion amplification
 TOV excited by transformer inrush current
 Cable charging current capability requirement of breaker
 Delayed current zero miss phenomena

V.

Additional study in context to Wind turbine along with mitigation measures
 Primary frequency response study
 Sub synchronous resonance study
 Providing Continuous PQ monitoring system at PCC

3. Grid Ancillary services – Considerations thereof
Concept of Grid ancillary services are growing rapidly in RE rich countries and becoming more
and more popular as these services helps to improve steady state as well as
dynamic/transient performance of the network even though network with high RE penetration.
Also, it offers higher flexibility. Thus some of the challenges offered by inverter based
generation can be mitigated with grid ancillary services. Pilot project in European TSO:
 Electrochemical Energy Storage System (Battery storage system) in the field of grid
ancillary services.
 Grid Ancillary services considered:
1. Synthetic Rotational Inertia (SRI), 2. Frequency Restoration Reserve (FRR – Active
power output requested by external signal), 3. Voltage Regulation, 4. Defense plan
Outcome:





Experience revealed adequacy of EESS for implementing ancillary services.
No limitation detected for simultaneous commitment of one or more services.
EESS have exhibited inherent capabilities to perform ancillary services pushing forward
the technical limitations of traditional power plants set out before.
Extensive battery ageing analysis might request further optimization.
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The brilliant results above, pave the way to new categories of system services with
extreme dynamic performance usually not available with traditional power plants.

Thus Battery storage as a Grid Ancillary service has promising results. There are other
technologies also like, Ultra capacitor, Flywheel, Chillers etc. and needs to be explored for
better utilization.
4. Grid Support technologies:
Conversion of retired/old generation station to Synchronous condensers
Sustainable growth in RE has started displacing conventional rotating mass of thermal
generations i.e. Coal as well as Gas which are traditionally helping to support grid stability. On
the other end, every power plant approached towards end of their operational life say 30 to 35
years and needs to be retired due to various techno-economic reasons like old/obsolete
design, shortage of spare parts, maintenance cost, low PLF, Pollution etc.
Thus, both the scenarios are leading to retiring of conventional generation and thereby rotating
mass from the grid. This will lead grid to deficit of reactive power aspects and directly affecting
grid voltage stability and reliability. In present scenario, inverter based generations have the
potential to substantially alter the system stability.
Reactive power management is an essential need of the grid in different operational condition
steady state as well as transient. Deficit of reactive power may lead towards instability and
may be towards voltage collapse.
One such solution is there which seems to change above scenario towards grid support
scenario. i.e. “Conversion of Old /Obsolete thermal generating plants into Synchronous
condensers”.
Synchronous condensers can generate Leading and Lagging Power factors and it has rotating
mass also. Thus it improves short circuit capacity of the system along with reactive power
support for both steady state as well as transient conditions.
Some pilot projects in this direction seems to be very useful. Apart from above, Pumped hydro
is seems very good grid balancing mechanism and gaining popularity.
5. Competence building in the areas of power system study, modelling and simulation
with latest tools and techniques
Components of modern power system are changing from conventional generations to inverter
based generation in the grid along with HVDC, FACT devices and Long EHV cables. All these
components have different characteristics nature than conventional generations and
accordingly, their behaviour needs to be studied in detail. These equipments may have
significant impact on system dynamic performance.
Accordingly, there is increased focus on usage of off line EMT simulations tools. Such tools
play a key role in modern power system planning. EMT type tools must provide reliable
simulation results, advance visualization and improves analytical capabilities of power system
engineer. Thus it requires skill as well as tools for accurate simulation.
Models of power system equipments are key to simulation hence availability of accurate
models and maintaining them throughout the life cycle is another key aspect. Many times
models used in simulation may have limitations if generic models are being used. By
defination no model is perfect all model have limitations and it is important to understand
them. Vendor specific detailed models are very useful. Cigre also has made efforts in the
direction and provided WECC standard models. With increased complexity of power system
components, Real time simulation techniques are also getting popular.
Now, if the new technical requirements as proposed above are need to be complied then
simulations are the mandetory to ensure the compliance. Accordingly, need arises that, TSOs

models used in simulation may have limitations if generic models are being used. By
defination no model is perfect all model have limitations and it is important to understand
them. Vendor specific detailed models are very useful. Cigre also has made efforts in the
202 direction and provided WECC standard models. With increased complexity of power system
components, Real time simulation techniques are also getting popular.
Now, if the new technical requirements as proposed above are need to be complied then
simulations are the mandetory to ensure the compliance. Accordingly, need arises that, TSOs
should develop their competence and capabilities in the field of simulation and modelling with
availability of latest tools & softwares.
Simulation of primary frequency response of and LVRT of WTG is represented. Many more
such simulations can be performed with the help of these tools.

In Indian context, Utility, OEM and academia should come together in developing tools and
models for new generation equipments which will definitely help the industry as a whole in
proper planning and technical compliances.
6. Conclusion
Looking to high RE scenario and future developments there is need to relook at the system
with new ways. There are many advantages of RE but, Paralally it brings many challenges
also. These challenges needs to be addressed/mitigated in required manner to avoid
consequences. In India many steps are being taken, many initiatives in this aspects are under
development. In this regards, this paper tries to share experiences and methodologies
adopted world vide by RE rich countries for maintaining grid stability and reliability with high
RE.
Grid ancillary technologies and Grid balancing technologies seems very promising. Pilot
implementations based on detailed study may pave the way for moving forward in building
stable and reliable grid.
On the other end, simulation and modelling with advanced tools is the primary requirement for
building modern power system. All above technological requirements need new skill level and
competence among stake holders. Hence, prime focus should be given to skill development.
Looking to huge task ahead of us, industry stake holders along with governing body should sit
together to derive a mechanism for forming RE integration requirements, and promotion of
new grid support technologies by means of pilot projects along with competence building in
the benefit of industry and nation as a whole in building up robust and reliable grid.
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SYNOPSIS
Threat of global warming emerging from alarming greenhouse gaseous emission is the key factor for
meeting future energy demand from the sustainable energy resources. Solar and wind are two promising sustainable resources of energy. The bulk power generation of these resources is mostly integrated
at transmission level. These resources are inherently having zero/low inertia, and this leads to nondeterministic network damping and imposes Small Signal Stability (SSS) threat for the operation &
control of power systems. In other words, displacement of Synchronous Generators (SGs) by renewable
based generators affects the synchronizing torque in the power system and hence it influences the dynamic performance of the power system.
Increasing bulk penetration of renewable based generators may result in operational challenges. Appropriate control techniques may be required to mitigate the diverging impacts on the power system
secure operation & control.
In this article, a comprehensive investigation on the impacts of bulk penetration of renewables on the
power systems stability has been analyzed. The behavior of eigenvalues for reduced system inertia and
tie line flow has been observed with respect to SSS.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Stability is regarded as an important requirement for the secure operation of the power system [1].
The stability issues in the traditional power system has been investigated for decades and are well known.
But, the high penetration of renewables in to the grid results in new stability threats which needs to be examined. The two prominent renewables such as solar and wind are rapidly interfaced with grid through
power electronic converters. This asynchronous link between the renewable type generators and the
grid results in a dynamic interaction, which is different from that of the conventional SGs interaction
with grid. Hence, there arises the need for further investigation regarding the effect of the large-scale
integration of wind and solar based renewable sources on power system stability.
The high penetration of renewables may jeopardize the voltage stability, rotor angle stability and frequency response due to reduced grid equivalent inertia, lack of fault ride through capability, undamped
power systems oscillations etc. [2]. This paper tries to focus on the impact of the high penetration of
renewables on SSS. The importance of SSS lies on the fact that Electromechanical Mode (EM) are the
least damped among the various system modes. The inter-area modes (modes between two interconnected areas) has a frequency of 0.2 -0.7 Hz and local area modes falls within the frequency range of
0.8- 2 Hz [3]. Inter-area modes occurs across heavily stressed systems or weak tie lines which spreads
over a wide geographical area and hence is a global phenomenon. The power flow through the tie-lines
may be tampered due to the low damping of the inter-area oscillations. The increase in the magnitude of
oscillations can even result in the break out of the interconnection [4].
The impact of wind power penetration on SSS has been an area of interest recently. Few of the works
related to this are cited in [4-8]. There are only few works found in the literature [9-11] related to the
impact of solar Photovoltaic (PV) on SSS. But it is found that, in spite of the various research efforts
on the impact analysis of the bulk penetration of renewables on power system SSS, no clear conclusion
has been drawn. Thus, there is an absolute need to refine scenarios which cause detrimental effects on
the system stability. The marginal limits for penetration under various scenarios needs to be identified.
Appropriate modelling of the renewable generators for SSS analysis is another challenge. Few of the assumptions and characteristics of the generic models which has been widely used for SSS analysis can be
found in [12]. SSS analysis of a highly renewable penetrated network interfaced to a weak grid requires
further attention. The intermittency of the renewable sources makes the addition of Energy Storage Systems (ESS) inevitable. The addition of ESS can affect the system dynamics and hence suitable methods
need to be identified to dispatch them efficiently so that the power system dynamics will not be affected.
Therefore, the impact of high penetration of renewables on system dynamics needs to be closely examined so that the future renewable penetration will not face any constraints.
Section 2 presents the fundamentals of analyzing SSS using modal technique. As a preliminary step
for analyzing the impact of large scale renewable penetration on SSS, the results of the simulation of
two area system under various scenarios are discussed in Section 3 and conclusions drawn are presented
in section 4.

2

FUNDAMENTALS OF SSS

The stability of a dynamic system under small disturbances is examined by the linearized equations
of the form
 ẋ = A  x + B  u
(1)
(2)

y =C x+Du
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where x, u and y denotes the state variables, the input vectors and the output variables respectively.
Whereas A denotes the state matrix of the order n × n , B denotes the control input matrix, C denotes
the output matrix and D denotes the feedforward matrix. According to Lyapunov’s first method of
stability analysis, the eigenvalues of the state matrix A determines the SSS of a dynamic system. The
expression λ = σ ± jω represents a complex eigenvalue. If the real part of the eigenvalue is positive,
it denotes an increasing oscillation in the system. Whereas if the real part is negative, it represents a
damped oscillation. If all the eigenvalue has negative real parts, then the system is said to be stable.
Imaginary part of the eigenvalue gives the frequency of the oscillation in rad/sec. The frequency of
oscillation of a mode (in Hz) and the damping of EM are given by (3) and (4).
(3)

f = ω/(2π)

ς = −σ/ (σ 2 + ω 2 )

(4)

The determination of participation factor (PF) and mode shape helps in locating the source, nature
and the significance of the mode [3]. PF is given by the product of left and right eigenvectors. It gives
the sensitivity of each eigenvalues to each state variables. The right eigenvector determines the shape of
the EM [3], [13].

3

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The results of SSS analysis of the test system using modal technique under various study cases is presented in this section.

3.1

Description of the test system

The two area (four generator) system in [3] has been chosen for the simulation. The test system has
two areas which are interconnected by long transmission lines as shown in Fig. 1. Each area has two
generators and a load respectively. The tie line power flow can be varied depending on the generation/
load demand. The data required for load flow and dynamic simulation study is taken from [3] and the
eigenvalue analysis has been performed using PSS/E and PSS-NETOMAC. The converged load flow
solution of the system is considered as the initial operating point of the system for the modal analysis.
Table I shows the inertia of the generators in the system chosen.
Area-1
G1

1

7

5

6

L7

9

8

C7

Area-2
10

C9

11

3

G3

L9
4
G4

2
G2

Fig. 1: Test system

3.2

Test system without controllers

The results obtained from the modal analysis of the test system without any controllers is shown in
Table II. The load demand in the system is such that, there is an export of 400 MW power from area-1 to
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TABLE I: Inertia Profile
Generator

TABLE II: Results of modal Analysis without controllers

Inertia

Mode

Eigenvalue

Frequency

Damping

(Hz)

Ratio (%)

Constant(MWs)
G1

6.5

G2

6.5

G3

6.175

G4

6.175

Inter-area Mode

-0.1048±j3.107

0.495

3.337

Local Mode-1

-0.549± j6.159

0.98

8.873

Local Mode-2

-0.555± j6.362

1.013

8.692

area-2. The considered test system has three oscillatory modes: the inter-area mode (between generators
of area-1 and area-2) and two local area modes (between generators in each area). An eigenvalue is
associated with each EM and are listed in Table II. The negative real part of the eigenvalues indicates
that the system is stable according to Lyapunov’s first criterion for stability. It can be observed that the
inter-area mode has a lower frequency of oscillation of 0.495 Hz. The low frequency of the inter-area
modes makes it difficult to observe the network state in case of any disturbances. The local modes of
area 1 and area 2 has relatively higher frequency of oscillation as compared to inter-area mode. The
frequency of the local mode in area-2 is slightly higher than the frequency of local mode in area-1. This
is due to the low inertia of generators in area-2 as indicated in Table I. The inherent damping of the
inter-area mode is only 3.33% which is lower as compared to the damping of the local area modes as
shown in Table II.
3.2.1

Determination of Participation Factor and Mode Shape

Participation Factor (PF) represents the sensitivity of the eigenvalue to the state variables in each
network state. In other words, it indicates the weight of the contribution of each state variable in an EM.
Fig. 2 shows the PF of the generator rotor speeds in each EM. Fig. 2(a) shows that, the PF of rotor speed
1
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Fig. 3: Shape of EM

Fig. 2: PF of rotor speeds
of all generators are significant. This points out the presence of an inter-area mode between area-1 and
area-2. The PF of G1 in area-1 and G3 in area-2 is relatively higher than G2 in area-1 and G4 in area-2
respectively. This is because G1 and G3 are electrically farther from each other as compared to G2 and
G4. The inertia of the generators in area-2 are slightly lesser (H3, H4=6.175 MWs) when compared to
the generators in area-1 (H1, H2= 6.5 MWs) as shown in Table I. This makes the generators in area-2
more prone to the disturbances. Fig. 2(b) shows that, the PF of the rotor speeds of generators in area-1
is much higher when compared to the generators in area 2. This indicates that the eigenvalue has higher
sensitivity for the rotor speeds of generators in area-1. Thus a local mode exists in area 1 between G1
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and G2. Similarly, from Fig. 2(c), it can be observed that, the eigenvalue has higher sensitivity for the
rotor speeds of generators in area-2. Thus there exist a local mode between generators in area-2.
Fig. 3 shows the compass plots of generator speeds corresponding to each EM in Table II. The shape
of an EM is determined by the right eigenvector associated with the corresponding eigenvalue. Fig.3
(a) shows that the angle between the rotor speed of generators in area-1 (G1 and G2) and area-2 (G3
and G4) is almost 180 degree. However the angle between the rotor speed of generators in area-1 is
zero. Similarly, the angle between rotor speed of G3 and G4 are also in phase. The low inertia of the
generators in area-2 makes them more prone to disturbances compared to the generators in area-1. This
result is consistent with the PF analysis shown in Fig. 2(a). This shows that, the generators in the two
areas swing against each other in an inter-area mode. In the local mode-1, the PF of generators G1 and
G2 in area-1 is found to be higher compared to G3 and G4. Hence, the rotor speeds of G1 and G2 are
plotted in Fig. 3(b). It can be observed that, the phase angles of speed vectors of G1 and G2 are opposite
to each other by 180 degree. This mode gets excited when there is a disturbance in area-1. Thus in a
local mode, the generators in the local area swing against each other. Similarly, the compass plot of rotor
speeds of G3 and G4 is shown in Fig. 3(c).

3.3

Test System with Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs)

The effect of AVR on rotor oscillation modes has been analyzed by attaching static excitation system
(ESST1A model) without transient gain reduction to all the generators. The real part of eigenvalue associated with the inter-area mode is positive as shown in Table III.
TABLE III: Results of modal Analysis with AVR

TABLE IV: Step change in Vref applied to exciters

Mode
Inter-area
Mode
Local
Mode-1
Local
Mode-2

Eigenvalue
0.038 ± j3.462

Frequency

Damping

(Hz)

Ratio (%)

0.551

-1.098

-0.623 ± j6.631

1.055

9.352

-0.615 ± j6.431

1.024

9.516

Generator

Step in Vref
in %

G1

3

G2

-1

G3

-3

G4

1

This makes the system unstable according to Lyapunov’s stability criterion. This is because the controller has a negative feedback loop with high gain which makes the system unstable [13]. The damping
of the inter-area mode is also found to be negative. However, there is no much significant effect on
the intra-area modes with the addition of excitation system. In order to verify the results obtained from
eigenvalue analysis shown in Table III, non-linear time domain simulation of the test system has also
been performed. The simulation has been performed for a time duration of 30 s. At t=1 s, step changes
has been applied to the voltage reference (Vref) of all the exciters. The changes in Vref has been applied
according to Table IV. This excites both the inter-area modes and the local area modes. Fig. 4 shows the
generator speed deviation corresponding to the step changes in voltage reference.
From Fig. 4(a), it can be observed that, at t=1 s, the rotor speed deviations of generators G1 and G2
are opposite. This confirms the presence of the local mode in area-1. But as time progresses, they are
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Fig. 4: Speed deviations of generators with AVR
found to be in phase. Similarly in Fig. 4(b), initially G3 and G4 are out of phase with each other. But as
the time progresses they are also found to be in phase. But, from Fig. 4(c), it can be observed that speed
deviations of G1 and G3 are opposite to each other. Similarly, the rotor speed deviations of G2 and G4
are also opposite as shown in Fig. 4(d). This confirms the presence of inter-area mode between area-1
and area-2. Thus, inter-area mode as well as local modes have been excited in both area-1 and area-2. It
can be clearly observed from Fig. 4 that, the inter-area modes are undamped. It can thus be stated that,
the addition of exciters worsens the damping of the inter-area mode [13]. Whereas no significant effect
is observed on the damping of the local modes in area-1 and area-2. The undamped oscillations in the
inter-area mode makes the system unstable.

3.4

Test System with AVR and Power System Stabilizers (PSSs)

In order to improve the damping of the EM, PSS (IEEST model) has been attached to each of the generators along with AVR (ESST1A). The addition of PSS to the system improves the damping torque and
hence improves the damping of the EM. Table V shows the effect of adding PSS to the generators.
TABLE V: Modal Analysis results with AVR and PSS

TABLE VI: Inertia profile of modified

system

Mode
Inter-area
Mode
Local
Mode-1
Local
Mode-2

Eigenvalue
-0.669 ± j3.424

Frequency

Damping

(Hz)

Ratio (%)

0.545

19.179

-2.197 ± j7.403

1.178

28.456

-2.306 ± j7.734

1.231

28.575

Scenario

Inertia of
G1 in MWs

Base Case

6.5

Depleted Case-1

5.2

Depleted Case-2

3.9

Depleted Case-3

2.5
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It is clear from the Table V that, the eigenvalues are located in the left half of s-plane. The negative
real part of the eigenvalue indicates that the system is stable by Lyapunov’s first criterion for stability.
Also, there is a significant increase in the damping of both inter and intra-area modes of oscillations
compared to the previous case in Table III. In order to verify the results obtained, time domain analysis
has been performed for t= 30 s as in the previous case according to Table IV. Fig. 5 shows the generator
speed deviation in the presence of AVR and PSS. From Fig. 5, it can be observed that, the EMs has been
effectively damped out with the addition of PSS. Thus the results of time domain analysis with the addition of PSS shows significant improvement in the damping of the inter-area and intra-area oscillations.
This in turn verifies the results obtained from the eigenvalue analysis [Table V].
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Fig. 5: Speed deviations of generators with AVR and PSS

3.5

Modified test system

In order to evaluate the impact of reduced inertia and varying power flow through the tie lines, the test
system has been modified slightly compared to the original two area system in [3]. Loss-less transmission lines has been considered, so that the power dispatch of the swing generator will be constant for any
amount of tie-line power flow. Also, the system has been made symmetric with respect to the generator
loading and inertia. Table VI shows the four scenarios in which the inertia of generator G1 has been
varied. In the base case considered, the inertia of the generators are H1 = 6.5MWs, H2 = 6.5MWs, H3
= 6.5MWs and H4 = 6.5MWs respectively. Further, the inertia of the generator G1 of area-1 has been
reduced to H=5.2s, H= 3.9s and H=2.5s, so that the total inertia of the generators in area-1 is reduced
by 10%, 20% and 30% respectively. The positive tie-line flow corresponds to the export of power from
area-1 to area-2 [14].
3.5.1

Modal analysis of modified test system

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 depicts the modal analysis results of the modified test system. Fig. 6 shows
the impact of reduced system inertia and varying tie-line flows on the damping of inter-area mode in
the absence of controllers. The increase in positive tie-line flow results in a slight improvement in the
damping of the system inter-area mode except for the base case. Also, for a particular positive tieline flow, as the inertia of the system reduces from H=6.5 MWs to H=2.5 MWs, there is an increase
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in damping. However, for the negative tie-line flow, the effect is found to be the exact opposite. Fig.
7 shows the impact of reduced inertia and varying power flow through the tie-line on the damping of
inter-area oscillations in the presence of controllers (AVR and PSS adopted are the same as in previous
case). For a particular tie line power, the damping is found to be increasing with the reduction in inertia
from H=6.5 MWs to H=2.5 MWs. However, the increase in the export of power from area-1 slightly
decreases the damping of the inter-area mode except for the base case. In the base case considered,
a slight improvement in damping is observed with the increase in the positive tie line flow. Also, an
improvement in the damping is observed with the increase in the inward power flow to area-1.
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Fig. 6: Effect of inertia and tie line power on damping(w/o controller) & Fig. 7: Effect of inertia and tie line
power on damping(with controller)

Fig. 8 shows the locus of eigenvalues for a positive tie line flow of 400 MW when the inertia is
reduced from H=6.5 MWs to H=2.5 MWs. It can be observed that, the inertia reduction results in slight
increase in the frequency and the damping of inter-area mode.
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Fig. 8: Locus of eigenvalue of EM when inertia of generator G1 is reduced from H=6.5 MWs to H=2.5 MWs
3.5.2

Time domain analysis of modified test system

In order to verify the results obtained from the eigenvalue analysis, time domain simulation has been
performed exclusively for the reduced inertia case-3 in Table VI. In this case, the inertia of G1=2.5
MWs whereas the inertia of other generators remains 6.5 MWs. Fig. 9 shows the results of time domain
analysis. In order to excite the inter-area mode, a three phase fault is applied at bus 8 of the test system
at t=1 s. The fault is cleared after 100 ms. The rotor speed deviations of G1 and G3 in Figure 9 clearly
indicates that the inter-area mode is excited. Fig. 9(a) shows the damping of inter-area mode when
100 MW power is exported from area-1. It can be observed that the inter-area modes are not damped
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properly. This is due to the absence of controllers. When the power export from area-1 is increased to
400 MW, the damping of the system has increased slightly as shown in Fig. 9(b). Fig. 9(c) shows the
effect of controllers in damping the oscillations for a 100MW tie line flow. It can be observed that the
oscillations has been damped compared to the result in Fig. 9(a). Fig. 9(d) depicts the effect of controller
as well as the increase of power flow from 100 MW to 400 MW. This in turn verifies the results obtained
from the eigenvalue analysis.
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Fig. 9: Time domain results of modified test system for depleted inertia case-3
Thus, it can be observed that the damping of the inter-area mode is determined by various factors like
amount of tie-line flows, inertia profile, presence of controllers etc. This gives an indication of the
complexity in refining the instability scenarios in a highly renewable penetrated network.

4

Conclusion

This paper presents the preliminary results for analyzing the impact of bulk penetration of renewables
on the EM. Modal technique has been used for SSS analysis of the two area system. It is observed
that there is no consensus on the limit or margin of possible renewable penetration without jeopardizing
the SSS of the power system. This article focusses on the effect of system inertia profile, presence of
controllers, varying degree of the tie-line flows etc. on systems damping. It is observed that outward
flow of tie line power from a low inertia local area to grid will result in degradation in the damping of
inter-area mode in the presence of controllers which are tuned for the base system.
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Abstract
Climate change, increasing carbon emission and
demand of sustainable development has compelled to
increase the share of renewable energy in the energy
mix especially for the country like India where 67%
of energy mix is coal based. India is having rich
potential of Solar and wind energy, but it is important
to convert this green energy into reliable and
sustainable energy. In the new techno-commercial
power regime, grid integration of solar and wind has
become challenging, not even technically but
commercially as well. In the open market system
with the inception of open access mechanism,
renewable source grid integration shall be more
reliable and economical. As per the grid codes
(IEGC) Generator has to adhere to its declared
capacity and treated under deviation mechanism
regulations. This paper provides the technocommercial issues related to solar and wind power
plant grid integration. Various promotional
mechanism and obligations of Distribution utilities,
rooftop solar PV grid-interactive system, and
supporting guidelines embedded in regulations to be
followed by transmission utilities for grid
connectivity at appropriate voltage and providing
dedicated transmission lines for evacuation of power
from solar and wind plants. Issuance of renewable
energy certificates to bid in open market through
energy exchanges to harness the returns and bring
down the cost and tariff. Role of various agencies and
their interaction with the stakeholders to get their
lucrative return of investment and on the same time

Consumers can get reliable, economical and clean
energy.
Introduction
An ambitious target of total 175 GW has been fixed
by MNRE, India to be achieved by 2022, which
comprises of 100 GW of Solar and 60 GW of wind
energy. For sustainable development and well being
of living being it is mandatory to achieve such
targets. These winters, Air Quality Index (AQI) was
reported above 300 at the various places of the
country, living & respiration in such hazardous
conditions, become one of the major news for
electronic and print media.
As per MNRE, India has about 900 GW potential of
renewable energy which includes wind, small Hydro,
Bio-Energy, and Solar. Revised wind energy
potential has been targeted 302 GW at 100 meter as
per National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE),
Chennai. Total Renewable tapped energy till now is
as follows as per CEA.
All India installed Capacity (MW) 31.07.2018
Grand Total
345494.61
Thermal
222662.59
Nuclear
6780.00
Hydro
45403.42
RES(MNRE)
70648.61
Wind
34293.48
Solar
23022.83
Source: CEA
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There is huge potential of Renewable Energy to be
tapped, last few year of Power Sector has become
very transformational and substantial increase in the
renewable energy generation has been observed in
comparison to the conventional sources of energy, it
clearly depicts the good sign and sensitivity of the
nation towards the clean environment. There are
certain challenges for synchronization of green
energy with the Grid. Based on the working
experiences and studies, few have been incorporated
in this paper.
ChallengesIncreasing quantum of Grid Connected Renewable
Energy will play a major role for sustainable
development but it will also bring certain challenges
which are essential to be addressed for proper
development of economic, co-ordinate, efficient and
impartial system and to ensure smooth flow of
electricity from generating stations to the load
centers.
Since Grid is integrated system under the strict
security provisions of (Indian Electricity Grid Codes)
IEGC and State electricity grid code, every generator
has to follow the laid down procedure & rules of grid
security & stability. But wind and solar resources
generation is very fluctuating and unreliable in
nature. Every generator has to declare capacity on the
day a head basis and of course wind-Solar also
required following the same procedure as per the
regulations. As per the CERC (Deviation Settlement
Mechanism and Related Matters) Regulations 2014,
there is a provision of penalty for deviation from the
schedule. Though under the promotional initiatives,
in case of Solar and wind absolute error is
permissible depending on the level of error being
occurred and accordingly penalty is imposed as per
the deviation settlement accounts. In the strict grid
secure regulatory paradigm solar and wind have to
ensure fair forecasting analysis for declaring its
capabilities near to actual. In renewable energy rich
state like Tamil Nadu, where share of variable wind
energy is substantial of the total energy mix of the
state, it require proper day a head scheduling and it’s
a challenge for renewable generator to declare its
capability though precise weather forecasting tools..
In the state of Uttar Pradesh having comparatively
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low renewable potential, small solar units are having
PPAs with Distribution Licensees for sale of power
with the state. Being small in quantum of power, it’s
not in practice to submit Declared Capacity (DC) to
the UPSLDC as per IEGC, but with the increase in
volume of power and having agreements under Open
Access across the boundaries, Generators are
required to adhere with the regulatory procedures.
Proper ABT meter as per CEA (Central Electricity
Authority) metering regulations and transfer of
telemetry data to SLDC (State Load Despatch
Centers) shall also required to be ensured.
India is a power starves country, usually there is
demand and supply gaps in most of the state which
cause unscheduled interchange of power from the
grid. Sudden injection or withdrawal of power can
lead to more gaps between demand and supply and
become threat to the synchronous grid security.
Before 1 January 2014 southern grid was not
synchronized with rest of synchronous grid of India,
which makes southern grid more vulnerable to the
fluctuations,
for
non-synchronous
grid
accommodating frequently variable grid connected
solar and wind energy become a challenge.
Such vulnerability regarding grid security occurring
due to unstable wind and solar generation can be
taken care of by hybridization. It is revealed that
solar and wind resources are complementary to each
other, hybridization of these two technologies can
lead to minimizing variability and optimizing the
connectivity resources by efficient utilization and
better grid stability and security. This new
conceptualized approach is not limited to newly
developed solar-wind generating plants though
equally applicable to existing plants. MNRE has
launched National Wind-Solar Hybrid Policy for
achieving the targets of 175 GW of installed capacity
in the form of Green energy.
Readily availability of Grid connectivity in the form
of interconnection facility and transmission line
infrastructure become major challenges for wind and
solar developer. Development of power evacuation
infrastructure has not been seamlessly done with the
rapidly growing rate of solar-wind power. While
framing a package for solar/wind development, at the
time of inception it must be addressed and consent of
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STU (State Transmission Utility) must be ensured
along with the completion period of evacuation
system. CTU (Central Transmission Utility)/STU
must also ensure assessment of grid strengthening
arising due to connectivity of any generation to the
grid. Due to heavy demand of electricity
transmission/distribution infrastructure are already
running in overloading or full loading conditions.
Government of India has ensured to address this issue
by developing Green Energy Corridors for
evacuation of power and ensuring connectivity to
National Grid. Central Transmission Utility (CTU)
has assigned responsibility to construct transmission
line under green energy corridor initiative. State
Transmission Utilities (STUs) are also striving hard
to develop power evacuation system in the state. In
the State of Uttar Pradesh STU has already issued a
circular to ensure land acquisition considering an
additional bay for solar energy at primary substations
especially in the area of Bundelkhand and Purvanchal
area of State. Such initiatives will definitely help
developer to get grid connectivity facility readily.
The Electricity Act 2003 envisages promotion of
Open Access for development of efficient,
coordinated and economical transmission and
distribution system for transfer of electricity. Having
limitation of evacuation system due to inadequate
transmission system, available Total Transfer
Capability (TTC) and Available Transfer Availability
(ATC) is also limited, which may lead to curtailment
of transfer of power under open access mechanism.
Projects setup for sale of power to third parties with
in the state or across the STU periphery may face
such challenges. Under the RPO obligation
Distribution Utilities may like to have agreement
with Green generators situated across the country
which also develops the market for green energy
generation, depending on the potential for
development of green energy project in the specific
locations. For example Tamil Nadu has huge
potential of wind energy, any green energy deprived
State may fulfill its obligation by interchange of
Green energy through open access depending upon
the availability of transmission corridors.
In order to enhance efficiency, after reformation and
unbundling, Indian power sector is vertically
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integrated, where every utility/organization has been
assigned predefined roles. Solar and wind generation
are established under various promotional and
incentive schemes usually under the new and
renewable development agencies established in the
state. Promotional schemes and policies envisage the
roles of many organizations in the policy. Many a
times for solar and wind generator, coordinating with
so many agencies become a challenge. For example
STUs are responsible of construction of transmission
lines for providing grid connectivity, scheduling and
deviation settlement to be done by SLDC, Discom
being buyer sign PPA and concerned regulatory
commission responsible for promotion of renewable
sources of energy providing suitable measures for
connectivity with the grid. Proper Inter organization
coordination also becomes a challenge due to which
grid connected solar and wind generator may suffer.
Coordination of the agencies is also required for
timely completion of power evacuation projects.
Timely completion of evacuation projects is another
one of the challenge, project delay may lead to solar
or wind generator to lose incentives and promotional
benefits. For example as per Uttar Pradesh Solar
energy policy, for grid connectivity of solar project of
5 MW and above proposed to setup in Bundelkhand
and Purvanchal region, state Government will bear
the cost for construction of maximum transmission
lines as follows:For 05 to 10 MW – 10KM
For > 10 MW- 15 KM
For >50 MW – 20 KM
This incentive will be available only in case of
construction of transmission line and bay by State
Transmission Utility (STU) / Electricity Distribution
company is completed well within the stipulated time
line. There are several issues related to the
construction of transmission line such as right of way
(ROW) complications. Such ROW issues can be time
taking especially when matter is subjudice before the
court of law. Project may remain idle due to
mismatch in the completion of evacuation system and
generating plants, even after heavy capital
investments. Usually the time completion period is
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11 months for transmission line (more than 20 km
length) whereas solar and wind generation project
completion time taking period may be far less than
the transmission evacuation projects time line,
depending on the capacity of project. Such challenges
are required to be addressed by seamlessly matching
the timeline of generating plant with the evacuation
system infrastructure so that timely COD of project
can be ensured. It is also in discussion that
construction of dedication transmission line shall be
carried out by the developer itself and reimbursement
must be ensured under the promotional policies after
COD of the project.
For reliable interchange of energy, not only timely
completion but timely operation and maintenance of
green energy dedicated transmission lines and
evacuation system is also to be ensured. But few
things are still disguised in nature. Dedicated
transmission lines for green energy are constructed
under promotional schemes on the deposit financial
heads, where STU receive the capital from promoting
Government agencies as per the estimate. Developer
(Applicant) are required to maintain the dedicated
Transmission line though many a times developer do
not have experience of transmission lines operation
and maintenance . However, maintenance of lines can
be undertaken by the STU at the option of Developer
(Applicant), in such cases, developer shall sign an
annual maintenance contract on terms and conditions
as mutually agreed as per the UPERC (UP Electricity
Regulatory Commission)(Grant of connectivity to
intra-State transmission System) Regulations,2010.
Solar & Wind energy Grid connected project are
capital intensive project and need financial assistance
from financial institutions and banks. Borrowing cost
depend on the security and viability of project. Poor
grid connection facilities may result in higher
borrowing cost for the developer. Grid connected
projects sell their energy to the Discom through
PPAs, timely payment of energy sold is an important
aspect for financial sustainability of green projects.
Poor rating and financial balance sheets of Discoms
also increases the borrowing cost. Under such
limitations projects are dependent on Government
subsidies and financial support. Creating evacuation
corridors and developing interconnection facilities
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will help in inception of project and bring confidence
in banks/financial institutions for sanctioning the
loans.
Since renewable energy is rapidly growing field in
the country, projects are already running, exporting
energy to Grid successfully. Seeing the growing trend
of Solar & wind energy large number of
professionals will be required to handle transmission
of green energy to the consumers. Developers will
have the challenge to develop skilled professional for
industry. Central and State Government has also
taken initiatives for development of professionals.
Skill development programs are designed especially
for solar in Prime Minister Kaushal Vikas
Yojna.MNRE has launched Surya Mitra Scheeme for
creating 50000 trained photovoltaic technicians by
2020. Collaboration with the other countries for
expertise development and training would also help
us for human resource development for this sector.
Conclusion:
These are the few challenges which are supposedly
faced by the renewable generators for running their
generators in the integrated Grid Synchronous mode.
Since the future of men kind is dependable on the
sustainable development & reducing the carbon
emission, a smooth shift from Grid Synchronous
conventional energy generation to Green energy is
demand of time. Probable solutions discussed in the
paper will help us to overcome the challenges being
faced for Grid Integrated Renewable Generation and
making this earth green for the well being of human
beings.
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SYNOPSIS
Recent advancement of technology in past few years have made extraction of Solar Energy
one of the most economical way. Therefore, to achieve complete dependency on solar
energy, integration of distributed PV will be a vital step. This white paper highlights and
discuss about the various challenges which will be encountered in high penetrated
Distributed PV System and provides recommendation for Way forward on various aspects
for Distributed Solar Power including Remote Supervision, Control and Network Operation,
Power Evacuation and Grid Stability, Power Portfolio Management ,Network Planning,
Power Quality Management, Policy advocacy and regulatory approvals concepts.

KEYWORDS
Photo Voltaic; Delhi Electricity Regulatory Commission; Geographical Interface system;
Supervisory control and data acquisition; Advance Demand Response, Generation Based
Incentive.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy sector has seen a major transformation globally and nationally in recent
years. India is one of the highest recipients of solar irradiation with average solar irradiation of
5.10KWh/m2 giving Delhi a solar energy potential of 2500 MW (annually approx. 3,500 MU).
Of this potential, 26% is in the government/public sector (650 MW), 25% in commercial/
industrial sector (625 MW), and 49% in domestic sector (1225 MW). A rooftop solar plant of
1KWp capacity requires 10sq meter area and generates 120 units of electricity monthly and
1300-1500 units annually. In Delhi average house hold consumption is 3600 units, therefore
a 2KWp rooftop installation is sufficient to make net house hold consumption free of cost.
Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited is a joint venture between Tata Power and the
Government of NCT of Delhi with the majority stake and management control being held by
Tata Power (51%).Tata Power DDL distribute electricity in North & North-West parts of Delhi
and serve to a populace of over 60 lakhs. With a registered consumer base of approx. 14
lakhs and a peak load of around 1967MW (July 2018), our operations span across an area of
510sq kms. Today in our area of operations AT&C losses stand at 8.04% which is an
unprecedented reduction of around 84.76 % from an opening loss level of 53% in July 2002.
Being a smart utility Tata Power Delhi always welcome implementation of new and advance
technologies like, Advance Distribution Management system, Advance metering infrastructure
MW scale energy storage technologies, Grid connected solar rooftop plants etc.

Source: The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE)

Source: Delhi Solar Energy Policy, 10th September 2015

The solar energy tariffs have, on average, fallen 6-8% per year since 1998 (solar panel prices
have dropped 75% in the last six years), and conventional energy tariffs in Delhi have risen
6.9% per year on average since 2007. After years of innovation and declining prices, solar
energy tariffs in Delhi have become cheaper than conventional energy tariffs for the low and
medium domestic segment and Delhi Government has consequently established solar
generation targets of 1 GW by 2020 (4.2% of energy consumed) and 2 GW by 2025 (6.6% of
energy consumed).
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2.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DELHI DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Electricity Distribution business in Delhi is regulated business governed by DERC and
distribution is done by five different DISCOMS namely BRPL, BYPL, Tata Power DDL, MES
and NDMC. Fixed area of operation is allotted to each DISCOM. Accordingly different assets
are distributed and different deviation limits are set.
Primary distribution of electricity is set at 66kV or 33kV while secondary distribution is set at
11kV and 0.4kV. There is radial as well as ring type feeders in Delhi network. Urban areas in
Delhi are mainly ring type consisting RMU’s and in sub urban parts, type of network is mainly
radial consisting of overhead network with autoreclosers and sectionalizes. Few issues like
over voltage in winter and over loading of feeders in summers are frequently faced in system.
Integrating PV to system may even help in alleviate some of these recurring issues also by
increasing localized generation amount of technical losses in distribution grid can be reduced.
Total number of rooftop installations in Tata Power Delhi serving area have reached 577
numbers with aggregated capacity of 22.3MW as on date including high percentage of
residential installations and 378 numbers of projects having capacity of 18MW are in pipeline.

Category

Number of Consumers

Installed Capacity(MW)

Domestic

345

8.8

Industrial

30

0.6

Commercial

202

12.9

As per DERC Net Metering Regulation, following interconnection voltage limits are
recommended to connect different solar rooftop based on their capacity:
Capacity range

Connecting voltage

Upto 10 KW

240V-single phase or 415V-three phase at the option of
the consumer

Above 10KW and upto 100KW

415V – three phase

Above 100KW

At HT/EHT level
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3.

CHALLENGE WITH DISTRIBUTED SOLAR GENERATION:

It can be easily inferred from Jawaharlal Nehru Solar Mission and National Solar missions that
Indian government has set highly ambitions solar capacity addition targets for the whole
country and also distributed those to the states. Achieving those targets would mainly remain
as a state subject and depends on each state’s Government, electricity boards, distribution
companies and state regulators. Significant progress has been made in past for setting the
policy and regulatory frameworks right, however still several technical, financial as well as
socioeconomic barriers exist in accelerated deployment of rooftop PV.
Major Challenges faced with distributed solar generation from utility perspective are
mentioned below:


This source of power is unpredictable in nature and complete dependency cannot be
achieved unless a backup mechanism for maintaining reliability is available.



Monitoring, control and management of large number rooftop solar plants to ensure safety
and grid stability.



The power generated from solar is DC in nature, it’s conversion to AC put a challenge to
control harmonics in the grid.



Inspecting and Maintaining quality of the power injected into grid.



Sudden Overloading and frequent over and under voltage issues.



Ensuring proper isolation and preventing reverse power flow in case of fault/outage.



Ensuring safety for utility workforce

Sources: Delhi Solar Policy, 2015 & Internal Study
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4.

RECOMMENDATION FOR WAY FORWARD REGARDING ROOFTOP
SOLAR ASPECTS:

To achieve the desired targets set by state and central government and to overcome the
possible challenges separate analysis has been done at Tata Power Delhi end and following
recommendations are concluded for below mentioned domains:







Remote Supervision, Control and Network Operation
Power Evacuation and Grid Stability
Power Portfolio Management
Network Planning
Policy advocacy and regulatory approvals concepts

4.2 REMOTE SUPERVISION, CONTROL AND NETWORK OPERATION
As the cost of solar PV module falls more and more consumers will opt for Rooftop solar
generation. Providing remote monitoring and controlling to each of these consumers is not
economically feasible.
Also as per current DERC net metering regulation: “The Distribution Licensee shall have the
right to disconnect the Renewable Energy System at any time in the event of possible
threat/damage, from such Renewable Energy System to its distribution system, to prevent an
accident or damage”. Thus controlling is only available in case of above mentioned scenarios.
Taking all these factors and recommendation provided in IEEE 1547/IEC 62116 into
consideration, it is recommended to provide mandatory remote monitoring for plants above
10KW and enable controlling mechanism for PV generation plants above 50KW capacity.
Smart metering should be provided for PV plants up to 10KW capacity Cost of required
equipment for performing desired functions should not be more than 1% of total capital cost
of plant. This capacity limit set shall vary as the quantum of rooftop solar increases in near
future. Moreover to ensure effective network management and control, mapping of rooftop
consumer in GIS is necessary as these consumer can act as both load and generation source.
Proposed quantum growth and corresponding monitoring and control quantum is as follow:
Roof Top Solar Generation potential for Tata Power DDL
FY

2019-20
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
2024-25

Potential Growth in
Solar (MW)
75
132
180
232
283
335

Min Quantum
Monitoring

Control

10KW
10KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
5KW

30KW
30KW
10KW
10KW
10KW
10KW
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4.3 POWER EVACUATION AND GRID STABILITY
To maintain grid stability and frequency within acceptable range specific deviation limits are
set for each states. For Delhi deviation within range of ±150MW is allowed and
correspondingly ±38MW for Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited.
Nature of PV generation source is quite variable as it highly depends on temperature, weather
conditions, cloud cover, irradiance etc. As quantum of PV generation increases, dependency
on this source increases which can lead to protean OD/UD.

Meeting Tata Power Delhi Peak demand of 1967MW on 10th July 2018
from different energy sources

Expected generation quantum available to meet TPDDL demand in 2025

As per Delhi solar policy we can expect 2GW of rooftop solar capacity addition by 2025. This
quantum will be unreliable in nature as it depends on weather condition, cloud cover etc. In
case of bad weather conditions or cloud cover, this high quantum as predicted will not be
available resulting in additional drawl from grid (then planned) and increasing deviation from
schedule.
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Following options can be explored in case of variation in solar generation from predicted
schedule to limit the deviation:


Large scale energy storage can be used to supply power in such case, also energy
storage can be used in case of over-generation from rooftop solar to prevent
curtailment. It can also act as a virtual load to limit or prevent under draw in case
frequency is high.



Opting for Automatic Demand response is another option recommended. As per ADR
process consumers are encouraged to take part, incentives to be provided to such
consumers. During Over Drawl beyond limits non critical load of these consumers can
be switched off.



OD up to 150MW for Delhi and subsequently 38MW for Tata Power Delhi is allowed.



Dynamic Electricity pricing, by varying the cost of electricity and encouraging
consumers to either increase or decrease their consumption depending on electricity
rates.



Fast EV charging is another option available in case of over generation to limit under
drawl.

4.4 POWER PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
As per currently followed process each distribution utility should submit their requirement from
each generating station to associated Stata Load Dispatched Centre on day ahead basis. For
predicting the accurate demand, proper forecasting is done. As per current scenario rooftop
solar generation quantum is about 1.3% of average demand & therefore is still not consider
while prediction the demand forecast but in near future quantum from rooftop solar generation
cannot be neglected. Thus it is recommended to have proper solar forecasting tools which will
use day ahead weather and irradiance data and predict the generation.

4.5 NETWORK PLANNING
As per current scenario limit on PV penetration is set only at DT level. For Delhi maximum PV
penetration limit on a DT is 15% of its rated capacity. It is observed that most of the DTs are
operating well within limits and it is recommended that this limit can be increased to 40%
without introducing overloading and voltage fluctuation issues. As the quantum of PV
generation plants increase there will be need of setting penetration limits feeder wise. These
limits will be highly variable depending on type of consumers connected to such feeder.

Reverse power flow protection in case of Fault/outage

It is noticed that all solar plants does not work till they get grid reference voltage from utility
network through net metering. However, in time to come, consumers may be having other
sources like battery storage, DG set etc. to operate their load. For connecting all such sources,
consumers have to connect through Hybrid inverter having anti islanding protection which will
ensure that no energy gets exported to utility network till reference voltage is available in utility
network.

Page 7 of 9
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Following network connectivity is recommended to prevent reverse power flow into fault point
area or in case of outage by PV generating system.

Existing Connectivity of the Net meter

Proposed Connectivity of the Net meter without DG set

Proposed Connectivity of the Net meter with DG set
through Changeover switch

4.6 POLICY ADVOCACY & REGULATORY APPROVALS
Delhi Government is putting ample amount of efforts to boost the solar generation quantum to
achieve the target of 2GW by 2025. An example of such effort is”Mukhyamantri Solar Power
Scheme” launched in Delhi which has increased the GBI time period from 3 years to 5 years.
But as the penetration of the PV increases network will face new challenges and hence policy
advocacy is imminent.
Following are the areas in which regulatory amendments are required:


Control of consumer inverters to the utility beyond 50KW.



Increase of threshold limit of PV penetration on DT.



Authorization to utilities for levy of the network augmentation charges in case of any
requirement of DT capacity upgradation or laying of new network for accommodating
solar plants.
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Review of long term PPA’s in view of solar installation.



Review of solar power tariff






Proposal for requirement of harmonic filters.
Review of long term PPA’s in view of solar installation.
Proposal of large battery storage plants.
Review of solar power tariff



Proposal for requirement of harmonic filters.



Proposal of large battery storage plants.
CONCLUSION
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Amid stride to achieve the vision of 100% renewable both government and utilities need to
work together.
An attempt has been made in this white paper to identify the key challenges
CONCLUSION
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Abstract— An approach towards large scale clean and
green energy is making us to look towards renewable energy
sources, especially Solar and Wind. In present scenario,
Renewable Energy Sources (RES) contribute to about 20-25%
of the total installed capacity in India, out of which major
contribution is from Solar PV plants. However, grid
integration of the utility scale renewable power plants poses
several challenges towards the reliability, stability and security
of the grid. In present scenario, whenever there is a grid
disturbance the utility scale solar power plant gets
disconnected since they are not supported by dynamic grid
control facility. This can severely impact the stability of the
grid when a large-scale solar PV plant trip suddenly. Also, the
integration of large PV power plant can interfere with the
power quality of the grid at the point of interconnection if not
supervised. In this paper we have discussed about the possible
solution towards the challenges which can occur at utility grid
due to the sudden disconnection of the solar power plant, active
and reactive power requirement during and after intermittent
grid disturbance and prediction and scheduling of the solar
power generation.

Solar irradiation can effectively be utilized in providing huge
scalability for solar in India. As per Central Electricity
Authority (CEA) report, the total installed capacity in India
as on 28th February’ 2019 is 350.162 GW. Renewable
Energy Source (RES) contribute to about 21.43% (75.05
GW) of the total installed capacity of which solar power
share is 26.03 GW. It is also evident that penetration of PV
plants into the grid has grown from MW to GW scale with
increase in connectivity level from 11KV to 400KV.
Figure 1 – Renewable Energy Resources (RES) in India

Keywords— Utility Scale Solar Power Plants, Reactive Power
Requirement, Active Power Control, Fault Ride Through,
Dynamic Grid Control, Grid Code, Scheduling

I.

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy is the prime focus of power in the
entire world due to its sustainability and clean source of
energy. The use of renewable energy significantly cuts down
the use of fossil fuels for the generation of power and
reduces our dependency on it and also it is efficient in
providing the clean and secure energy in the future. In this,
Solar PV energy and wind energy are two major source of
renewable energy and has already been well established as
reliable source of clean power generation. In India, Solar PV
Power is playing a major role by increasing the share of
renewable in the energy mix. The technological advancement
in the manufacturing of the PV modules, ease of installation
solar PV and availability of land is further paving the way for
the installation of solar PV power plants. Solar power plant
shares the advantage of ease of installation, organized
structure, no rotating mechanical parts, noiseless operation,
less maintenance, etc. As per the statistical projection by
National Institute of Solar Energy (NISE) survey, Indian has
solar potential of approximately 750GWp.
According to Ministry of New & Renewable Energy
(MNRE) about 5,000 trillion kWh per year energy is incident
over India's land area with most parts receiving 4-7 kWh per
sq. m per day [1]. Hence it is further paving way for both
technology routes for conversion of solar radiation into
electricity, through solar thermal and solar photovoltaics.
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II.

IMPACT OF UTILITY SCALE PV PLANT

As per Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE)
data available for year 2014-2018, the installed solar capacity
has increased over 8 times in last 4 years from 2630 MW to
22000 MW. As per CEA projection and MNRE’s JNNSM2015 (Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission) target, the
penetration of solar power would be 100 GW by year 2022
[3] as shown in fig. 2. This demands the installation of Solar
PV plant in large scale, greater than 500 MW. Solar however
due to its dependence on intermittent nature, uncontrollable
resource and with a day time phenomena (picking @ noon),
it is really challenging to dispatch the yield effectively to the
demand through the existing power evacuation infrastructure
in India.
Hence it is time to study and analyze rapid increase in the
penetration of Solar power in the grid and to acknowledge
the technical challenges related to the contribution of large
scale solar PV power into the existing grid and analyze the
limitations that it puts for its potential contribution in the
power sector of the country.
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Also, the Solar PV plant output depends significantly on
the weather conditions and it will be heavily impact the
stability of the grid. Therefore, control of solar PV plant is
mainly done through forecasting, parameter monitoring,
inverters and relay coordination and so on.
III.

REQUIREMENT AND MEASURES

Various country grid codes and literature were referred to
understand the requirement and challenges of the
interconnection of large-scale PV plant with the grid. The
identified techniques have been summarized in this section.

Figure 2– Solar Power Target by 2022 (Source - www.mnre.gov.in)

A. Solar Power Plant vs Conventional Power Plant
For large scale solar power plant, it is always expected to
perform dynamically and support grid along with other
conventional power plants. Coal based power plant offers
good control over the intermittent fluctuations, fault handling
capacity, resource control, well planned forecast and
scheduling. For example, sudden requirements of grid on
Voltage & frequency disturbances (short term), fault ride
through capability are being taken care by the dynamic
response and kinetic energy of the Prime movers/Generators.
Disturbances beyond short term were handled by
Governor/Field control mechanisms to maintain grid
stability. Being solar, due to its natural phenomena has some
limitations like uncontrollable resource, day time phenomena
which demands features like better forecasting, control over
the PV plant to suit the intermittent grid requirements. Most
of the Solar power plants executed so far (small and medium
scale) were connected to the distributed utilities near to the
load dispatch centres. Large scale Solar plant shall be
connected to the Main/National grid level and thereby the
dependency, reliability, system withstand capability level are
to be increased. Mainly Grid parameters like Voltage and
frequency control is expected from a Power plant to handle
the short/intermittent disturbances by providing static and
dynamic grid support.
B. Grid Connectivity
At present, the solar PV plant has anti-islanding
protection which immediately trips the plant when there is
grid failure. This feature ensures the safe operation of
personnel under service/ maintenance as the plant is
generally connected on the distribution grid. But during
transient grid disturbances, the injection of solar power has
to happen at large/ utility scale, disconnection of large power
from main grid is not recommended as it can further disturb
the stability of the main grid. Hence, it is the requirement of
the large scale solar PV plants to remain connected to the
grid under transient faults and provide support to the grid and
shall be equipped with active power control, reactive power
support, fault ride through capability, Low Voltage Ride
Through (LVRT), etc. to maintain the stability and security
of the grid.

Many Africa and ASEAN countries are facing major
power and energy requirements due to the limited
availability of conventional source of energy and are moving
towards adoption of renewable sources of energy like solar
and wind power. Some of the countries have developed their
grid codes for grid integration of solar power to meet the fast
growing solar and wind power generation. The German
Association of Energy and Water industries (BDEW) is a
foremost body to come up with a set of regulations for grid
integration at MV level. In countries like China, US,
Denmark, Germany, UK, Canada, Ireland, and Spain, the
grid codes have been revised to include the new technical
requirements like fault ride through, active power control,
reactive power injection, etc. for integration of large scale
solar and wind power into the main grid. During steady state
conditions, the grid support shall be in terms of support to
voltage control by supplying reactive power to the grid. And
during transient condition, the grid shall be supported in
terms of getting connected to the grid following fault ride
through curve, herby helping in recovery. The regulators all
around the globe are mandating some additional inverter
features to facilitate large scale solar power injection into the
grid. Such inverter functions can help in fault recovery and in
maintaining grid parameters within normal range. In India,
most of the recent requirements has been included for large
scale wind power plants and Solar power plants using
inverters and amendment has been made to the CEA
Technical Standards for connectivity to the grid, 2019 [4]. As
large solar power plants are evolving in India too, these
features needs to be included supporting reliability, stability
and security of the grid.
A. Measures to improve the performance of grid connected
utility scale solar plants
According to National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL), USA, “Advanced inverter functions can help in
addressing the grid stability problems posed by high levels
of variable distributed generation” [7]. Such type of inverters
can help in mitigating a number of problems posed by large
PV plants to the grid. Following are the minimum
challenges/support required:
1.

Dynamic Grid Support – This feature facilitates the
stability of the grid and is commonly known as Fault
Ride Through (FRT). It is one of the mandating
features mentioned in most of the grid codes. Under
this function, during normal mode of operation the
inverter should operate at nominal range for rated
voltage and frequency and should be connected to grid
with maximum output power (MPPT) whereas during
fault condition it should not get disconnected
immediately and should provide dynamic support to
grid through FRT. Low Voltage Ride Through
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(LVRT) is defined by a time vs voltage characteristics
and defines the connection logic for the PV plant in
case of voltage drop. If the voltage falls till the
defined limit then the plant should remain connected
and it should disconnect only if the voltage falls
below the defined limit. Most of the international grid
codes define their LVRT curve. In India also, Central
Electricity Authority has released the amendment in
the guidelines and included LVRT and HVRT as
essential feature for grid connectivity of large solar
power plants.
2.

3.

4.

Fig 3 – LVRT characteristic (Source – www.cea.nic.in)

Active Power Control – This feature facilitates in
controlling the flow of active power into the grid
under over frequency and under frequency conditions.
According to German grid code, the solar plant should
be able to reduce active power instantaneously at the
rate of 40% per Hz increase above 50.2Hz [5]. The
plant shall disconnect from the grid when the
frequency drops below 47.5 Hz or when it goes above
51.5Hz. Between 47.5Hz and 50.2Hz, the plant should
operate at maximum capacity. By having this function
in inverter, active power control can easily be
implemented. Recently India has also included the
amendment and as per new CEA guidelines, the solar
power plant shall be capable of operating in the
frequency range of 47.5 Hz to 52 Hz and should
deliver rated output in the frequency range of 49.5 Hz
to 50.5 Hz. Inverters shall be equipped with active
power control in accordance with a set point capable
of being revised based on the direction of SLDC/
RLDC.
Reactive Power Control - This feature facilitates the
support of voltage control at the point of connection
under normal operating condition. The inverters shall
be capable for providing required static voltage
support to maintain the grid stability. The solar plant
should be capable of working under both leading and
lagging power factor. This requirement can vary with
different countries and power factor limits of the grid.
This requirement comes with oversizing of inverters,
thus increasing the overall cost of the solar plant.
Apart from providing the reactive power support to
the grid, the plant should be able to operate at fixed
power factor, variable power factor based on the
active power, fixed reactive power and variable
reactive power depending on voltage. This feature is
highly recommended in inverter. As per the Central
Electricity Authority, the solar power plants shall be
able to supply reactive power to the grid during
voltage dip at priority and the reduction of active
power shall lie within the plant’s design specification.
Further, the active power shall be restored to at least
90% of the pre-fault level within 1 sec of restoration
of voltage. However, it is required to determine the
clear reactive current injection characteristics as
defined in other grid codes across world, fig.4.
Voltage and Current Harmonics – The current and
voltage harmonics in a system are expressed in term
of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). Due to the
presence of huge number of inverter in large scale
solar power plant, it acts as significant source of
harmonics in the power grid. The induced harmonics

Fig 4 – Typical reactive current injection characteristic

can lead to increased losses, premature ageing of
insulation of grid components, tripping of circuit
breakers, interference with the communication, etc. So
it necessary to insist the limits of THD value (3%) for
proper functioning of the system and keep the voltage
distortion under acceptable limits.
It is also
recommended to conduct periodic harmonic study for
large scale solar power plant (> 50MW).
5.

Forecasting/Scheduling Generation – As the nature of
the solar power is uncontrollable and challenging, this
feature of forecasting and scheduling plays an
important role in scheduling the generation to
maintain load demand curve and thus ultimately
contributing towards maintaining the stability of the
grid. The forecasting shall be easily communicated
between load dispatch centers and PV plant operator.
For solar power plant output, cloud cover plays a
crucial role. It can influence the output of the plant
significantly and thus proper parameter observation
and communication with the load dispatch center
should be maintained to avoid any unwanted
operation at grid level. Very few states in India has
released regulations for forecasting/scheduling. Same
shall be implemented in all states and help in
regularizing production and quality of solar power
plant.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF ONE GIGAWATT SOLAR PV PLANT

For analyzing the effect of 1GW solar power penetration
into the grid, load demand pattern (fig 6) of Tamil Nadu
state is considered. Tamil Nadu is the house of a lot of many
small, medium and large-scale industries. Hence, for
validating the severe impacts of uncontrolled large solar
power penetration, this scenario has been considered.
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through continuous monitoring of different grid parameters.
The control algorithm should be able to trigger the active
power curtailment during transient disturbances from grid.
Similarly, in case of over-frequency in the grid, the active
power injection shall be reduced in the grid and vice-versa.
For 1GW plant, the plant shall be fully automated with
central control monitoring system which sends signals to the
inverters for active power curtailment till the grid
voltage/frequency gets stabilized. In future, every state in
India shall evolve with set limits for the active power
curtailment based on the capacity of the PV power plant,
based on the load/voltage profile.
Fig. 6 Power - Demand Vs Availability of Tamil Nadu (Source- cea.nic.in)

A. Active power control
The basic purpose of the generation, transmission and
distribution network is to make sure the availability of active
power to loads on time. It is really challenging to maintain
the balance between load and demand. If demand power is
more than the available grid power then Voltage/frequency
drops. Similarly if available grid power is more than the
demand power then voltage/frequency in the system swells
up. At present, when these condition occurs grid tied
inverters switch to standby mode and get disconnected from
the grid. This abrupt disconnection of such large generation
source (7% approx.) from the grid can lead to collapse of the
grid resulting into black out at distribution centers. As a real
time example 5MW plant is connected to the distribution
grid and the effect of disconnection of solar plant due to
momentary grid voltage rise is shown in fig 7, where demand
is lesser than the available grid power.
Due to transient disturbance in the grid, load demand got
reduced suddenly and 11KV grid voltages shoots up beyond
the set point of the inverters and it lead to plant outage within
a minute. Once the grid voltage resume to normal limit,
inverters steadily ramps up to deliver the power. Almost for
3-5minutes, plant outage is seen at grid. Similarly in case of
large scale PV plant it can contribute to a severe impact on
stability of the entire grid.

Fig. 7 Typical PV power plant outage for intermittent demand disturbance

To avoid this impact in utility scale PV plants, load
dispatch centres (SLDC/ NLDC) which handle the power
dispatches shall instruct PV plant generator for active power
curtailment in case of forecasted demand is lesser or some
control algorithm shall be enabled inside the solar PV plant

B. Reactive Power Control
Reactive power in power transmission and distribution
system is necessary to maintain the power flow. It helps in
providing voltage stability to the grid. So large solar plants
should be able to participate in static voltage support under
normal operation and dynamic voltage support in transient
disturbance conditions. Inverters shall be designed with the
feature of supplying and absorbing reactive power depending
on the lead or lag power factor of the grid.
During peak irradiance, the inverter has no excess
capacity to provide reactive support as it is fully utilized for
active power generation to its rated capacity. If the inverter is
required to produce reactive power during these
circumstances, it must do so by curtailing some of the active
power from the solar panels to free up inverter capacity. At
the same time, curtailing active power generation is an
economic loss to the solar power plant. To overcome this
situation, i.e., instead of curtailment of active power so as to
compensate reactive power, inverters shall be sized extra
considering this situation which shall slightly impact in the
initial cost of the inverters but shall help the grid for reactive
power need. Grid utilities shall instruct to PV plant control
system about the reactive power requirement by PV plant.
Also, required static or dynamic reactive power support with
specific range of lead/lag power factor shall be
communicated to PV power plant from the utility operator.
In addition with the above, reactive power consumption
is large in case of utility scale PV power plant due to the
presence of power transformers and inverter duty
transformers. Therefore, for large PV power plant, it is
recommended to have additional inverters and automated
capacitor banks for reactive power compensation of its own
requirement and also to support the utility grid.
C. Fault Ride Through (FRT/LVRT)
One of the requirement of large scale solar power plant
is that it should not get disconnected suddenly from the
utility grid, under transient disturbance conditions. Under
low voltage condition or during transient fault conditions, the
inverter limits should be set accordingly so that it shall
remain connected to grid and as per the requirement it shall
be continue to inject active power in the grid. All the
inverters shall have inbuilt LVRT function as per the LVRT
characteristics define in the grid code of the country. It helps
in stabilizing the grid voltage. Hence it is highly
recommended to have this feature in inverters for utility scale
solar power plants. This feature also facilitated the injection
or absorption of the reactive power in the event of any fault
or voltage sag, hence supporting the stability of the grid. For
example, as per CEA guidelines 2019, the solar plant shall
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ride through the fault when the voltage drops to 15% of rated
voltage for the maximum duration of 300ms and followed by
voltage recovery to 85% of the rated voltage at point of
connection within 3s. The same has been depicted in fig. 3. It
also specifies High Voltage Ride Through (HVRT) curve
and according to which, solar plant shall be connected to the
grid for 130% of the rated voltage for maximum of 0.20s.
This prevent the disconnection of the solar power plant for
momentary voltage swells. Another important feature of
dynamic grid support is injection of reactive power during
fault to support voltage recovery.
D. Forecasting/ Scheduling
It is really challenging to maintain grid stability by
meeting the balance between the source and demand on time.
Forecasting and scheduling as per load demand profile is a
mandatory requirement for utility grid. This task is possible
in case of conventional power plants as resource control is
available, whereas in solar power plant resource of
generation is uncontrollable and can only be predicted.
The accuracy of prediction of irradiance forms the basis
of effective utilization of the available solar energy.
However, cloud cover formation is the toughest part in
making the efficient prediction and affects the active power
output consistency of the solar power plant. Due to the
different cloud density, the prediction of solar output is very
difficult. A simulation is performed on 1GW plant model by
considering the cloud cover scenario in one of the medium
scale PV plant connected to distributed grid. Generation dips
were computed minute wise and represented in fig. 8,
considering 30min scale.
From the fig 8, it is evident that there are significant dip
in power output ranging from 100 MW to 260 MW at
different instance during day due to cloud cover. However,
260 MW is the maximum power dip which occurred around
1300 hours due to the sudden cloud cover and it can further
increase depending on the density of the cloud cover.
Therefore, it raises the alarm for the prediction of the cloud
movement in areas of large solar plants as it can impact the
stability of the utility grid to a large extent. Irradiation
patterns are being simulated using software based on historic
and actual data. Similarly, the cloud movement and cover
shall also be one of the parameters to predict the actual
output of the solar power plant. The maximum cloud cover
can be predicted using advanced software and the same
power dip can be compensated by having the availability of
energy storage system in solar power plants. Also in case of
timely prediction of cloud cover, rainy days, snowfall, etc.
through forecasting tools, the conventional power plants
shall be instructed to increase or decrease power generation
well ahead of time. This shall further help in maintaining
grid stability.

Fig. 8 Impact of Cloud cover in 1GW plant model

As large scale solar PV power plants are coming up in
India, these features with proper communication between
load dispatch center and plant and data monitoring are
required for maintaining the grid standards and improve the
stability and reliability of the grid. For conventional power
plants, rules and regulation for forecasting/scheduling under
successful operation for many years. Central Electricity
Regulatory Commission of India has released a draft
framework on forecasting/scheduling PV generation.
Forecasting/ scheduling is essential input for the load
dispatch centres for maintaining the load demand
characteristics and for the smooth functioning of grid.
V. CONCLUSION
The penetration of solar power is increasing
exponentially and grid should be ready to handle the
challenges to maintain the stability, reliability and security of
the grid. With the upcoming plans and projections, large
solar plants are going to play an important role in
maintaining the stability of the grid, both in terms of steady
state performance and transient stability of the grid. The
drawbacks and challenges possessed by large scale
penetration of solar PV power have been identified. It has
been clearly proved that certain advance features are required
to mitigate the arising issues regarding the stability of the
grid. A number of techniques has been identified through
literature review taking reference of different country’s grid
code across the world. Dynamic grid control, active power
control, reactive power capability and forecast techniques
will surely help in supporting the reliability of the grid and
avoiding grid failure/blackouts. India’s policies and
regulations are progressing towards amendment of grid code
including the renewable source of energy and such features
will help to enhance the large scale solar PV power
penetration in the grid.
Assisted by- Akanksha Ranjan
Solar – PT&D IC
Larsen & Toubro Construction LTD
Chennai, India
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Abstract
With the projected capacity of 175 MW by 2022 for renewable in the Indian power system, the
accent is on the development of infrastructure for evacuation of power from the wind/solar
generating stations and beyond. The CTU is developing the evacuation corridors as per “Green
corridor”. The wind/solar sites are generally far away from the main power system. Large
chunks of capacity of about 300 MW of wind generating stations (WGS) at 220kV are being
connected at the ISTS network, after being successful in competitive bidding. With regards to
wind, the micro-siting of the Wind Generating Unit (WGU) cannot be arbitrarily selected. It
depends on the energy prognosis at a given location. While solar panels can be compactly
established in a given area, the WGUs are separated by substantial distances among them. The
challenge, therefore, is the design of 33kV feeder system which is also known as the collector
system assumes importance. The energy losses and the voltage profile along with the feeder
where the wind units are collected need to be studied in depth. The Transmission Planning
Criteria has indicated that a wind speed of 12 km/h should be considered for the selection of
the conductor from the WGU/WGS to the Pooling Substation.
To exploit the complete capex investment on the evacuation lines at the EHV level connected
from the wind farm Pooling Substation to ISTS or STU grid, new techniques like Dynamic line
rating (DLR) need to be adopted. This will facilitate connection of more number of WGUs,
and help exploit the unused capacity of the line and may reduce the number of lines connecting
the Wind farm Pooling Substations to grid. The DLR concept can be further extended to
interstate or intrastate power lines where the lines could be loaded depending upon the climatic
conditions, provided the voltage profile and stability are not jeopardized.
Introduction:
The power evacuation infrastructure of the wind generating stations need be designed as per
the CEA regulations on technical standards for transmission lines and substations, CEA
regulations on grid connectivity and the Transmission planning criteria notified by CEA. If the
provisions are appropriately implemented, the capital investment on the infrastructure can be
optimized and the operational life is also not compromised. Some of the elements of the
Infrastructure that need special attention are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
Evaluation of energy losses from the wind generating sources (several WGUs) to the billing
point is an involved exercise because the variations in generation are continuous unlike
conventional generation, where they would be generating at a constant CUF over a year. Energy
loses for conventional generators are from point to point viz. from generating station to the
point of billing. In respect of wind, the WGUs are located kilometres away and long 33 kV lines
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pool the generation at a pooling SS, from where the generation is stepped up to EHV and then
connected to grid through an EHV line. Estimation of losses in the above infrastructure has a
bearing in the IRR of the project. Also, the method of estimation of these losses that can be
verified in future on yearly basis in a transparent and technically acceptable manner is the need
of the hour. There are several methods to assess losses, out of which two methods, which stand
technical scrutiny are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The 33 kV lines carrying current form the WGUs can easily carry more current than the
generally accepted norm of calculation at low wind speed of 2km/h. At 2km/h there is no wind
generation and hence no current flows on the conductors. At peak wind generation (48km/h)
the wind is prevalent at a lower altitude too and is more than 12km/h and the cooling to the
conductor increases the current carrying capacity. Choice of conductor should take cognizance
of the above.
The Dynamic line rating (DLR) deploys line monitoring system where weather data, wind speed
and direction, sag at the identified trouble spots on the line are used to deliver enhanced
dynamic line rating analytics to set increased circuit rating based on prevailing conditions.
Suzlon has started implementation of such a system and its performance is being monitored.
All the above are briefly presented in the following paragraphs.
1. 33kV collector system
The 33kV collector system is the highest contributor to the overall electrical energy losses from
the generating sources to the point of billing, the latter is normally at the point of
interconnection (ISTS end). Also, in terms of managing the voltage profile during operation is
also to be assessed.
1.1 Selection of conductor: As a thumb rule each 33kV feeder is connected with 12 units of
2.1 MW or approximately 25 MW. However, this is not a hard and fast rule. If there are
number of parallel paths that can be exploited by virtue of the location of the WGUs or if
the WGUs are near to the wind farm Pooling Substation, the number of WGUs to be
connected to the feeder could be increased. The length of the line from the last WGU to
the pooling station is known as external line and quite often this length determines the
quantum of losses, as the entire output of all the WGUs in the feeder flows in this section.
The Transmission Planning Criteria has stipulated that during peak wind generation
period, the wind speed of 12 km/h may be considered for the evaluation of the conductor
current carrying capacity. It is seen that the conductor current carrying capacity increases
almost 1.5 times the current that it can carry at 2 km/h speed. The latter criteria is adopted
for transmission lines carrying current from conventional generating stations to grid
substations. For instance, the current carrying capacity of Eco-panther is 511 A at 2km/h
while at 12 km/h, its current carrying capacity increases up to 854A. In both the cases
the ambient considered is 450C and final conductor temperature is 750C. This increased
capacity of current of a conductor at high wind speeds is true for all conductors. However,
there is still a lot of reluctance to implement the provisions of the Transmission Planning
Criteria and some of the stake holders treat wind as though it is a conventional generating
station generating on a sustained basis without reference to ambient conditions. A typical
collector system layout (for a 300 MW WGS) connecting several WGUs is shown below
at Fig.1:
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By virtue of the enhanced current carrying capacity of the conductor during high wind,
the number of WGUs that could be connected to the feeder can be arrived at. While
increasing the number of WGUs on a given collector feeder, the energy losses and the
voltage profile have to be assessed.
1.2

Energy Losses - Methods of evaluation and verification: Unlike conventional
generating stations, the evaluation of losses from the WGS to the point of billing would
be a complex task. In conventional generation, most of the time the generation is about
80%of installed capacity and the generating units in a generating station are located
nearby and are connected by EHV line to the nearest grid SS. Loss evaluation in the
EHV line is a simple exercise. As wind varies throughout the year (vary substantially
from 0 – 100%.), the loading seen by the network elements from WGU to the pooling
SS and the EHV line connecting to grid too vary and the loss cannot be estimated for
one particular loading.
There are several methods to assess the energy losses in a WGS.

1.2.1 Straight forward Method of loss evaluation: The loss evaluation method is based on
the “frequency distribution of the wind” over a year. Such data is arrived at, with certain
probabilities after assessing the wind speeds recorded at a mast near to the proposed
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WGS for a period of about 2 years. Each wind speed corresponds to a power level, based
on the power curve of the WGU. Thus the number of hours in a year for which a given
wind power persists, is made available. Then the loss calculation is done for each wind
speed (corresponding kW/MW), starting from each of the generating units along the
sections of conductors connected among WGUs and for the entire 33kV feeder. The
power loss is multiplied by number of hours for which that particular wind speed
prevails. The same exercise is repeated for all the wind speeds. The sum of all losses
gives the total loss in each feeder.
This process is repeated at the pooling SS by summating generation from the WGUS in
all feeders at various wind speeds and evaluating the loss in kW/MW and multiply by
the duration for each wind speed. Similar procedure is carried out for the EHV line
connecting to STU or ISTS. This is a methodical approach but long drawn. As already
mentioned, during data collection for wind prognosis at the wind mast, the ambient
temperature at mast level is recorded and from that the temperature at the 13 mtr. level
and 25 mtr. level are extrapolated for the entire year at intervals of 15 minutes. The
interesting observation was that in most of the wind rich states except Rajasthan, the
average ambient temperature over a year has been about 300C during peak wind
generation. During low wind generation, the ambient temperature is high, but there is
no significant level of generation and not enough current would flow on the conductors.
During high wind, the conductor also is cool and it carries more current. Thus it is seen
that during peak wind generation, the maximum temperature that could be attained by
conductors in 33kV feeders could be around 450C. The loss evaluation can be carried
out at this temperature. It is to be noted that the loss arrived at, is applicable for that
“frequency distribution of wind”
1.2.2 European Method of loss evaluation: One of the other methods adopted by wind rich
European countries are based on a derived factor which is called ‘loss factor’. The loss
factor is evaluated from a given “frequency distribution of wind” by using a statistical
formula, where the generation pattern over a complete year is taken and a factor is
obtained by relating to the maximum power generated and the sum of the power
generated at each wind speed. In the entire network from the WGU to the point of billing
including the 33kV feeders, the power transformers and EHV lines, the loss at peak
generation is calculated and multiplied by the “loss factor”.
Our experience has been that the energy losses calculated from straight forward method
and the method adopted by European countries are almost same, i.e. within + 0.1%.
1.2.3 Design Margins: In the present day practice, the generation at the WGUs is summated
and compared with the total units billed at the point of billing for loss calculation. There
should be always a margin between the loss arrived at (by any method) and that would
be in addition to the loss arrived at. This margin is dependent on the errors introduced
by CTs, PTs and meters themselves located at different locations. This point is always
overlooked and this is a contentious issue in commercial contracts between the
developer and prospective owner of wind generating station. If the calculated value of
losses that emerges out of this theoretical calculation deviates from the actual losses
then only the guarantor (developer) who undertakes the responsibility, would be liable
to pay the penalty. In this context it is worthwhile to mention that the Central Electricity
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Authority (CEA) in its metering regulations has provided for a variation of +0.5%
between main and check meters which are connected at the same location. The metering
errors that are permissible should be considered as per CEA regulations on metering
referring to interface meters at Clause No. 15, which is described below:
“15. Meter failure or discrepancies (1) Interface meters
(a) Whenever difference between the readings of the Main
meter and the Check meter for any month is more than 0.5%,
the following steps shall be taken:
(i) Checking of CT and VT connections;
(ii)Testing of accuracy of interface meter at site with
reference standard meter of accuracy class higher than
the meter under test.
If the difference exists even after such checking or testing, then the defective
meter shall be replaced with a correct meter.”
Above should be factored in, while closing commercial contracts among the guarantor
and the owner of the wind generating station.
1.2.4 Yearly Wind energy variation in generation – effect on losses: The energy losses
from the source to the billing point will vary with the “frequency distribution of wind”
during that year, as the loading of the elements changes.
The length of the 33kV feeder at the time of proposal viz. bid stage and at the time of
final execution will be different for the following reasons:i) The choice of the location of the WGU based on the energy prognosis carried out by
3rd party commissioned by the owner of the generating station, could be different
from the suggested location by the developer.
ii) Due to Right of Way (RoW) problems private land owners object to the erection of
the lines in their fields.
iii) The location of the wind farm substation is changed due to similar RoW reasons.
Therefore, energy loss agreements should be ideally based on the final 33kV feeder
layout. But that would not be possible as no one can envisage the probable changes in
the 33 kV layout.
This is a risk and having accepted the above, transparency and common technical base
is needed to understand the nuances of energy loss calculation methodology. The above
should guide the commercial agreement from deviation from losses in the operational
phase. In the energy loss evaluation by the European method, where the generation
pattern (frequency distribution of wind” over a period is taken into a statistical formula,
is convenient and easily understood by all the stake holders and the same can be
universally adopted. When once there is agreement on this, the actual annual energy loss
can be calculated based on the actual “frequency distribution” recorded at point of
billing, WGU level, Feeder level, pooling SS level, for a given year. The “loss factor
“calculated from the above can be used to calculate the losses and compare with actual
losses arrived at by registration of meters at source and billing point. If the percentage
loss arrived by using the same methodology “by only changing the “actual annual
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generation pattern” deviates from the guaranteed loss, then only the Developer need pay
the penalty, considering the margins for errors in metering system.
2. Voltage profile of the WGUs in a WGS
The voltage profile of each WGU will be depending on the operating mode of the WGU. For
example, if all WGUs are operated in reactive power export mode, the voltage at the terminals
of the farthest WGU will be more than the WGU which is nearest to the Pooling Substation. In
other operating mode like voltage support mode, the voltage profile would be different. The
reactive power export mode of operation would be more critical because the farthest machine
voltage could breach the HVRT set-point, in a case when all WGUs are generating at full
capacity. So a simulation study is to be made with the available 33kV collector layout during
the proposal stage of the wind generating station to ascertain the actual scenario of voltage
profile. As the feeder length increases the strategies to operate need to be changed. For
instance, the longer the feeder, the farthest WGUs on the feeder should be operated on voltage
support mode and those nearer to the Pooling Station to be operated in reactive power export
or any other mode. A few examples of the fact where by varying the external lengths of the
33kV feeder, the voltage variation at WGUs is attached herewith. The simulations are done in
PSSE software. All the WGUs are simulated to run on reactive power export mode, which is
the most critical case. The tabulated results from the PSSE study are as below at Table-1
Table-1
External
Line
20km
20km
15km
15km
10km
10km

33kV Collector Feeder configuration
Internal line

12 No WGUs (25.2MW)

0.7 km per WTG
1 km per WTG
0.7 km per WTG
1 km per WTG
1 km per WTG
2 km per WTG

N*
N*
O.K
O.K
O.K
O.K

15No WGUs
(31.5MW)
N*
N*
N*
N*
OK
N*

* HVRT trip of farthest WGU -Not permitted
OK - No problems of HVRT trips
Note: External line – The 33kV line between the pooling Substation (SS) and the first WGU
reckoned form pooling SS, Internal Line: The 33kV line between the first WGU reckoned
from pooling SS till the farthest WGU on the line.
3. Reactive power management by a WGS:
There are a couple of wind generating stations connected and commissioned to ISTS already
during 2018. As per IEGC there are no reactive energy charges payable by the wind generators
similar to the conventional generators. This makes the wind generator to be more responsible
to draw or export reactive power depending upon the directions by the RLDC or by their
proactive actions themselves to help the system operator to maintain the voltages within IEGC
limits. However, the charging of the reactive energy drawn without reference to voltage at the
point of interconnection is still being in practice with almost all the State Transmission Utilities.
This practice should be stopped forthwith and the measures should be taken to force the
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generators to help the grid by drawing reactive power when the voltage is high and export
reactive power when the voltages are low at the point of interconnection.
4. Dynamic line rating (DLR)
4.1 Static Circuit Rating:
Utilities have been employing traditionally a single, static circuit capacity rating or
sometimes seasonal rating. CEA has given some guide lines in this regard. Yet this
method does not take into account the “real time “conditions. Without this insight,
circuit capacity may be underestimated, resulting in assets that are underutilized, loss of
return on investment or even inability to serve a load. Conversely capacity may be
overestimated, resulting into higher sag and potentially unsafe ground clearance
conditions. It might end up in conductor degradation too.
4.2 Dynamic Line rating:
Based on the CIGRE algorithm, the computation of dynamic line ratings based on
prevailing conditions would enable utilities to better manage their lines, avoid conductor
degradation. The DLR system employs weather data including a weather station and
ultrasonic anemometer input and uses wind speed and direction averaging technique,
measurement of sag and clearances at identified problem locations, to deliver enhanced
dynamic line rating. This would assist the Load dispatcher to increase circuit rating
suiting to real time conditions.
Suzlon with the partnership of GETCO has initiated installation of the above system in one of
the intrastate EHV lines and the project is now under evaluation. As the final evaluation is
expected to be in place in the next few weeks from now, the details of performance are not
described in detail. But it would be fair enough to say that the above experience would enable
us to deploy more such systems in our country on transmission lines where the power flow can
be increased in favourable conditions and at the same time giving an assurance of stable system
operation.
5. Conclusions
5.1 There should be a proper evaluation of energy losses from the WGUs to the billing point,
which has commercial impact to the bidder as well as developer. The appropriate
method as described above takes into account the generation variation pattern over the
year. The verification of the annual guaranteed loss and actual loss during the life time
of the WGS also need be assessed after arriving at the actual annual wind generation
pattern (Frequency distribution of wind) every year.
5.2 The 33 kV line length, especially that of the external line has impact on the voltage
profile and a thumb rule can be worked out to ensure a better 33 kV line layout design
for reliable operation
5.3 The practice of charging the reactive energy drawn without reference to the voltage at
the point of interconnection, is technically wrong and on the contrary it can harm the
grid operation. The state utilities must revise their practices and evolve conducive
measures to maintain a good voltage profile by the WGS.
5.4 The dynamic line rating concept is well applied in several developed western countries.
Suzlon has already commissioned at their cost, such a system on an EHV line of
GETCO. Same is under evaluation by GETCO. The loadability of the line can be
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increased in benign ambient conditions by the Load dispatcher, by getting the feedback
of real time data of the power flow, temperature, sag etc. of the EHV line.
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ABSTRACT
The thirst of energy at lower cost and reduced use of fossil fuels has lead towards development of solar
Photovoltaic systems. Photovoltaic systems are increasingly used either as individual generating source in
households or as distributed generating sources supplying to grid. These systems are connected to grid using
power electronic devices, which are major source of poor power quality. There are various factors that affect the
existence of poor power quality in system i.e. load variation, irradiation, control strategy etc. This paper focuses
on methodology and applicable standards for power quality measurement and assessment at point of common
coupling where renewable energy sources are integrated.
KEY WORDS
Flicker emission; dc current injection; current harmonics; point of common coupling; solar power plants.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of photovoltaic (PV) systems as a clean source of energy from the sun has been increasing day by day.
The application of photovoltaic systems in power systems can be divided into two main fields: off-grid or standalone and on-grid or grid-connected. With raising penetration of photovoltaic systems in grid, due to the use of
power electronics for grid integration, power quality pollution is now becoming a major concern. The reason
that we are interested in power quality is the economic value. There are economic impacts on utilities as well as
the customers. As there has been a great emphases on revitalizing of industries with more automation and
modern equipment having higher efficiencies, these equipment are more sensitive towards deviation in supply
voltage then their electromechanical predecessors.
The photovoltaic installations, connected to the grid, can be of single-phase (< 5kW) or three-phase (> 5kW).
The generated power, characterized by high randomness can determine a low power quality with perturbing
emissions in the power systems. The effects are less observed at the point of common coupling, where the short
circuit level is high. The direct- coupled PV systems, without energy storage, inject generated power in the
power system that follows the intermittency of the primary energy source. This causes voltage variations at
point of common coupling.
II. POWER QUALITY BENCHMARKING
In India, Central Electricity Board (CEA) has formulated guidelines to control the power quality when
connecting renewable generating stations to the grid. The guideline covers following requirements.


The harmonic current injection from a generating station shall not exceed the limit specified in IEEE
519[1]
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The generating stations shall not inject DC current greater than 0.5% of the full rated output at the
interconnection point



The generating station shall not introduce flicker beyond the limits specified in IEC 61000-3-7.[2]

Some state utilities have specified their own power quality measurement guidelines which comply as per CEA.
III. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
A. Voltage and Current Harmonics
For the purposes of assessing harmonic levels at point of common coupling for comparison with the
recommended limits as specifies in standard, any instrument used should comply with the specifications of IEC
61000-4-7 and IEC 61000-4-30 [3]. Data measurement has to be taken for a period of one week, taking 3
seconds of aggregation window to calculate for very short time harmonic measurement and 10 seconds of
aggregation window for short time harmonic measurement. Very short and short time harmonic values are to be
accumulated over period of one day and one week, respectively. For very short time harmonic measurements,
the 99th percentile value should be calculated for each 24-hour period for comparison with the recommend
limits [1]. For short time harmonic measurements, the 95th and 99th percentile values should be calculated for
each 7-day period for comparison with the recommended limits [1]. This applies for both voltage and current
harmonics.
Current THD measured at PCC level needs to be converted to current total demand distortion (TDD) to reflect
the effect of harmonics with respect to load current and compare with the recommended limits in standard [1].

I��� =

Where,

I2,I3,I4 ...are current harmonic orders

�I�� + I�� + I�� + I�� + … .
x 100%
I�

IL is the demand load current
Table 1. Voltage Harmonic limits [1]
Bus voltage V at PCC
V ≤ 1.0 kV
1 kV ≤ V ≤ 69 kV
69 kV ≤ V ≤ 161 kV
161 kV ≤ V

Individual
Harmonic (%)
5.0
3.0
1.5
1.0

Total Harmonic
Distortion THD (%)
8.0
5.0
2.5
1.5

Table 2. Current Harmonic limits for system voltage rating 120 V through 69 kV [1]

ISC/IL
< 20
20 < 50
50 < 100
100 < 1000
> 1000

Maximum harmonic current distortion in percent of I L
Individual harmonic order
3 ≤ h ≤ 11
11 ≤ h ≤ 17
17 ≤ h ≤ 23
23 ≤ h ≤ 35
35 ≤ h ≤ 50
4.0
2.0
1.5
0.6
0.3
7.0
3.5
2.5
1.0
0.5
10.0
4.5
4.0
1.5
0.7
12.0
5.5
5.0
2.0
1.0
15.0
7.0
6.0
2.5
1.4

TDD
5.0
8.0
12.0
15.0
20.0
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B. Flicker
The standard [2] proposes the testing and measurement techniques that needs to be followed for the assessment
of flicker emission of fluctuating installations to MV, HV and EHV power systems. The standard [3] proposes
the planning levels, used for the purpose of determining emission limits, taking into consideration all fluctuating
installations. The indicative values of planning levels for flicker in MV, HV and EHV power systems are:

Table 3. Indicative values of planning levels

Pst
Plt

Planning levels
MV
HV-EHV
0.9
0.8
0.7

0.6

IV. POWER QUALITY SCENARIO IN SOLAR POWER PLANT
For analysis, a 10 MW solar plant in Gujarat was selected where measurement was carried out for 7 days as per
standard [3] requirement. Assessment for the system is done for photovoltaic system integrated with grid.
Measuring equipment were connected at 66 kV point of common coupling (PCC).

Fig 1. Simplified Electric Diagram of Network

A. Voltage and current Harmonics
The inverters used in solar plants contribute towards generation of harmonics. The inverter convert the DC
voltage of photovoltaic module into AC. The inverting action generates harmonics which will get added to the
PCC. The study was carried out to identify the amount of current harmonics generated by the solar photovoltaic
system and their combined effect at the PCC.
The measurement was carried out in the month of June. The generated voltage THD and current TDD in
percentage with time is shown in Graph 1 and 2 respectively.
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Graph 1. Voltage Harmonic Distortion VTHD Compared With Limit

Graph 2. Current Demand Distortion ITDD Compared With Limit
B. Active power
Active power generation is directly dependent on the amount of irradiation the panels receive. It can be
observed from the graph that with the variation in irradiance the generated active power varies throughout the
day but the current TDD values remains low, within limits [1].

Graph 3. Current Demand Distortion ITDD Compared With Active Power
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C. Flicker
The standard [3] proposes the limits for flicker emission severity i.e. Epst (short term flicker) 0.8 and Eplt (long
term flicker) as 0.6. The standard [2] proposes that 95% probability values of Pst and Plt should not exceed the
emission limits Epst and Eplt respectively.

Graph 4. Comparison of Short Term Flicker Severity P st with Standard Limit

Graph 5. Comparison of Long Term Flicker Severity Plt with Standard Limit
Table 4. Comparison of Measured Short Term Flicker value P st with Standard Limit
Parameter
R-Phase
Y-Phase
B-Phase

Short term Flicker (Pst) 95 % probability weekly value
Actual Value
0.24
0.24
0.22

Standard Limit
0.8
0.8
0.8
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Table 5. Comparison of Measured Long Term Flicker value P st with Standard Limit
Parameter
R-Phase
Y-Phase
B-Phase

Long term Flicker (Plt) 95 % probability weekly value
Actual Value
0.41
0.43
0.41

Standard Limit
0.6
0.6
0.6

From graph it can be observed that the max value of P st and Plt are higher than the limits as specified in standard,
but on analyzing the measured data it was found that only 1% probability values of Pst and 2% probability value
of Plt are exceeding the emission limits Epst and Eplt respectively. Hence, the solar photovoltaic system
satisfies the standard requirement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, power quality evaluation at one of the solar power parks is discussed. The photovoltaic sources are
connected to the power system through power electronic converters, which can pollute the electrical network
with harmonic components that must not exceed the stipulated limit. Harmonic indices correlating with the
generating power are studied and compared with the standard limit. It is observed that harmonics generated by
the solar power plant is within the specified limits.
It is also observed that flicker generation is within the limits irrespective of the active power generation of plant.
In order to get appropriate results for power quality, it is proposed to include measurement in IEC standard for
monitoring background power quality indices of grid before interconnection of renewable power generating
source to grid.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
In the present regulations, the background power quality measurements, without the renewable generations
connected to grid are not included. There may be instances, where the power quality parameters are beyond the
limits in the grid itself. By measuring these (with the renewable generations under shut down) immediately prior
to the measurements at the operating renewable generations connected to grid, will help in evaluating as to how
much the renewable generations are really contributing. If this practice is not established, there could be
instances, where the power quality is beyond limits in the grid itself and the renewable generations are held
responsible for the same. As the penetration of wind and solar generation is increasing in various parts of the
grid, the above practice will be helpful in identifying the source of the power quality parameters that have gone
beyond acceptable limits.
It is also our recommendation that the above test of background power quality need to be witnessed by the
utility representatives.
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SYNOPSIS
TATA Power Delhi Distribution Limited is one of the pioneer distribution utility operating in
North and Northwest part of Delhi with a 510 sq.km area, consumer base of around 1.6
million and served a peak load of 1967 MW. In its pursuit towards adoption and promotion of
renewable energy sources and to meet the Renewable purchase obligation, TPDDL has
around 1.8MW of Roof top solar installation in its grid stations located across its operating
area. The main challenge of the utility is to maintain the PLF around 18% but it is very tough
due to various factors like deterioration of cell, shading and dust. In conventional method
solar panels are connected in series. The main disadvantage of the method is each solar
panel will operate away from their MPPT to maintain flow of current according to the weaker
cell in the string. To overcome this shortfall resulting in poor generation, TPDDL in
collaboration with IgrenEnergi installed solar DC optimiser in the existing solar plant. In this
methodology each solar panel is connected in parallel with DC optimiser which in turn helps
to operate each solar panel with its maximum MPPT thereby enhancing the total generation.
In this paper we would like to share the experience of usage of solar Dc optimiser at its 1MW
plant to enhance the Solar generation.
KEYWORDS
TPDDL(TATA Power Delhi Distribution Limited,
Commercial), MPPT(Maximum Power Point Tracking),
1.

AT&C(Aggregate

Technical

and

INTRODUCTION

TATA Power Delhi Distribution Limited is one the best distribution utilities across Asia.
TPDDL has a Consumer Base of around 1.5Million with a peak load of 1967MW. It has got
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an operational span of 510 sq. km. network with 10,700 Circuit Km Installed Capacity. In
TPDDL, the AT&C losses have been reduced form a paining 53% in 2002 to 8.4% in 2018
through large technological improvements. In its pursuit towards adoption and promotion of
renewable energy sources, TPDDL has also pioneered in Solar Energy Generation.
TATA Power DDL has two different kinds of solar installations; roof-top in areas where there
is a space constraint and ground installation where space is available. Both the types
together add up to the 1.8MW of the installed solar generation capacity. Since we operate in
Delhi which faces large temperature and solar irradiance variations, thus harnessing the
solar energy through the installed solar panels has not been efficient. Further the average
solar photovoltaic system efficiency is near 15% which is already less and with the uncertain
Sun, the efficiency even becomes lesser.
2.

CONVENTIONAL PRACTICE AND NEW APPROACH

Conventionally In TPDDL, the individual solar photovoltaic modules were connected in
series. Thus combination produced optimum power when all the individual modules in the
array performed the same. But whenever there is a temperature change, or shade by leaves
or by bird droplets that covers some parts of a module, the series array was bound to
underperform. The shaded/damaged solar panel not only generates less energy, but it also
constricts the energy flow in that series connected string resulting in loss of power. Thus the
only solution is to have a system capable of harnessing maximum amount of power at any
point of time from the system installed. This is where the power optimizers come into picture.
Power optimizers are DC/DC converters attached at the module level. It can be connected
on-site, or manufacturers can connect them to the module in the factory, replacing the
traditional junction box. Power optimizers can correct for module “mismatch” by allowing
each module to function at its maximum power point (MPP) and then converting the energy
to the optimal voltage and current for the array. This enables the entire array to harvest more
energy.

Figure 1Conventional Array and Optimized Array

Figure 2Maximum Power Point

Traditional inverters monitors the AC output side of the array and in some cases may
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provide string level data. However, they do not provide enough data to detect problems at
the module level and maintain production levels. This can lead to energy losses that are
invisible to system owners and difficulties in diagnostics for maintenance personnel.
Power optimizers, in combination with a monitoring system, can provide greater
transparency into system performance, pinpointing any issues from a remote location. This
enables more efficient maintenance and higher system uptime.The Solar Power Optimizers
increases the MPPT. It constantly monitors the array voltage and current and efficiently
works to mitigate mismatch effects so that each of the solar operated at its maximum power
level. This results in optimal energy harvest. A higher MPPT resolution helps the system to
recover more energy that otherwise would have been lost from electrical imbalances due to
environmental mismatches.
The solar optimizers installed in one of the Solar grids(at Keshavpuram) have been used to
carry out the physical measurements that includes historical modelling and future forecast,
analysis of recoverable and non-recoverable losses and performance gap Analysis. In
addition to the increased generation the case studies provide insights that the installation of
the Optimizer have resulted in prevention of losses.
3.

ROLE OF OPTIMIZER IN INCREASING ENERGY OUTPUT

The role of the optimizer has been studied based on various parameters. The basic
phenomena associated with the solar panels have been taken and the effect on the
performance of the optimizer corresponding to the different aspects have also been brought
out and deliberated upon. The optimizers used in TATA Power DDL have feature to be
operated in two modes:
Bypass Mode: In this mode the System behaves as a Series String and no optimization
takes place
Active Mode: In this mode the optimization functionality will be activated
The different aspects studied in the form of case studies are listed here under: Recovering
Shading Losses (String Wide Impact), Recovering Losses Due To Mismatched Voltage In
Parallel Strings (Inverter Wide Impact), Recovering Losses Due To Component Failures
(Inverter Wide Impact) and Recovering Mismatch Losses – Due To Non Uniform
Degradation (String Wide Impact). The solar grid at Kehsavpuram is used as the subject grid
for observing the performance parameters of the solar optimizer.
3.1.

Recovery Of Shading Related Losses

Several strings with Optimizer installation have losses due to shading in a few modules at a
time. There are basically three types of shading that can be observed at site – caused by
railings on the edges, trees and bushes and moving shadows from the poles. A Side by side
comparison of matched shaded strings due to Rail Shades has been done. Both selected
strings (S-247 and S-250) are evenly matched in terms of shading time and intensity. S-247
was put in Optimizer Mode, while S-250 was in Series Mode. During shading time S-247
which has Optimization Mode ON produced 25%- 30% more than the Series String. Similar
shading pattern and behaviour is observed for most of the 58 Optimizer connected strings.
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It has been observed that the optimizer strings generate up to 20% more energy during
shading period as can be seen from following images.

Figure 3Solar Panel Array

Figure 4Power Comparison of strings

3.2.

Recovery of voltage mismatch losses for all inverter connected strings

Another phenomena is when the shading causes the voltage of a string to drop as compared
to parallel strings due to activation of bypass diodes. In such situations voltage mismatch
across strings causing all strings to operate away from their MPPT, hence losses of few
strings are propagated across the entire inverter.

Figure 5Voltage Mismatch Loss for Inverter Connected Strings
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Based on same data as Case Study 1, this study analysis how shading mismatch in a single
string can impact energy generation across a much larger footprint. As per the key
observations; In bypass mode (247L) shading activates bypass diodes thereby reducing
string voltage. The same current is visible for all modules. In Active Mode (250L) shaded
modules produce lower current, however non-shaded modules operate at high MPPT
current. Bypass diodes do not get activated, hence string voltage is maintained. The impact
is that 247L is 15-20V (~10%) lower than 250L. This will cause it to be mismatched with
parallel strings and propagate losses across the inverter. For Modules 1 and 2 the MPPT
current is 0.82 A (as shown in 250L). Inverter forces them to operate at 25% higher current
of 1.03A potentially causing damage and hot spots to module in the longer term. Optimizer
often prevents activation of bypass diodes. Hence voltage of shaded strings is maintained at
levels of parallel strings. This prevents inter string mismatch and results in higher energy
generation.
3.3.

Recovery of losses from sub-component failures

Over the time electrical and other sub components eg. Fuses, MCBs, bypass diodes, cables,
connectors etc. and related failures impact performance of one or several strings at a time
which can have severe impact on energy generation. Optimizer data enables instant
identification of severe failures with significant impact on energy generation. 10 strings are
connected to the SJB 22 which is fed to Inverter 3. 8 such SJB are connected to the Input of
Inverter through MCCBs. The particular MCCB which is connected to SJB 22 was faulty and
observed to be tripping for about 30% of the full running time. Based on the monitoring
platform data, the fault was identified resulting in replacement of MCCB. Thus a significant
energy losses was identified and corrected. So the Optimizer enabled identification of faulty
MCCB which was causing 30% drop in generation for 10 strings. Prompt corrective action
through continuous monitoring improved energy output.

Figure 6Recovery of Loss from Sub-component Faillure
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3.4.

Recovery of mismatch losses caused by non-uniform degradation

In a solar grid, the individual modules age at different rates which results in mismatch within
a string. Indian & international Research indicates few modules may degrade at double or
more of normal 1% annual rate. Based on an analysis of the data for all strings as many as
14 (25%) strings were identified where in the one or more underperforming modules
mismatch could be considered ‘significant’. In a series the string current is dictated by the
lowest performing module.

Figure 7Recovery of Mismatch Losses due to Non uniform degradation

Based on this principle the likely series energy without Optimizer has been worked out.
Based on past experience the assumed energy data is likely to have an accuracy of +/- 10%.
With Optimizer, these identified strings are produce about 3% less energy as compared to
ideal string without mismatch. Without Optimizer, these strings on an average would produce
about 18% less Energy over the day. The Optimizer is thus recovering 80+% of the energy
lost due to mismatched Modules.
4. BENEFITS ACCRUED
In TPDDL after deployment of Solar Power Optimizers, a greater transparency is achieved
into system performance and has also got scope for efficient maintenance and witnessed a
higher system uptime.

Figure 8Gain wrt historical data
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Figure 9Gains Extrapolated to 100% Optimizer Installation

Comparison of Inverter generation with historical average shows that in a span of two years
the gain is 2.1% and in three years its accounts to 1.3%. By extrapolation and assuming that
the Optimizer is installed in all strings, the two year data shows a gain of 5.7% and the three
year data shows an overall gain of 3.5%. The overall results are encouraging and we believe
that extrapolated gains are a good indicator of the overall potential of Optimizers. As per the
results accrued, it is proposed for the Optimizer installation in the remaining non-Optimizer
strings to maximize the gains. We are further moving with a pursuit to explore an insolation
linked performance evaluation.
5. CONCLUSION
The solar optimizers produced 30% to 50% more energy per day when compared with a
string without optimizer. We were able to achieve the daily increase in generation of about
32%. . When the optimizer output was plotted vis-a-vis identically mismatched string and
non-mismatch string to compute shading losses for string and recovered energy due to
optimizer, it was significantly observed that the optimizer was able to recover up to 85% of
the lost energy. The product if replicated globally can enhance power efficiency of all types
of Solar Installations.
6.
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ABSTRACT:
Solar PV systems are the most promising renewable energy technology used to produce the
power. It can be suitable for many places and conversion of sunlight into electricity is simple as
compared to other systems. Government of India is aiming to increase the renewable energy capacity
to 175 GW by the year of 2022 and especially 40GW from solar rooftop PV systems. These rooftop
solar PV systems are more suitable in residential building, commercial complexes, Government
buildings and offices, academic institutions, etc. The grid connected solar rooftop PV systems are
ranging from 1 kW to 500 kW rating. Generally these rooftop PV systems are connected in low voltage
distribution system. The Central Electricity Authority (CEA) technical standard for connecting
distributed generation resources into the grid up to less than 33 kV describes the Power Quality (PQ)
characteristics such as current harmonic injection, DC current injection, flicker and it’s limits at the
interconnection point. All the distributed generation resources integrating into the distribution system
should be well within the limits specified in the CEA technical standard. This paper discusses the power
quality assessment for 185 kW rating rooftop solar PV systems integrating at 415V distribution system
and the PQ limits are evaluated as per CEA technical standard.
KEYWORDS: Solar PV, power quality, CEA, harmonics, distributed generation
1. INTRODUCTION:
Solar PV systems are the most promising renewable energy technology used to produce the
power. It can be suitable for many places and conversion of sunlight into electricity is simple as
compared to other systems. Government of India is aiming to increase the renewable energy capacity
to 175 GW by the year of 2022 and especially 40GW from solar rooftop PV systems [4]. These rooftop
solar PV systems are more suitable in residential building, commercial complexes, Government
buildings and offices, academic institutions, etc. As per IEEE standard 929-2000, solar PV systems are
classified into three types such as small scale (up to 10 kW), medium scale (10 kw to 500 kW) and large
scale (above 500 kW) [7]. The grid connected solar rooftop PV systems are ranging from 1 kW to 500
kW rating. Generally these rooftop PV systems are connected in low voltage distribution system. The
CEA technical standard for connecting distributed generation resources into the grid up to less than
33 kV describes the PQ characteristics such as current harmonic injection, DC current injection, flicker
and it’s limits at the interconnection point [3]. All the distributed generation resources integrating into
the distribution system should be well within the limits specified in the CEA technical standard. This
paper discusses the power quality assessment for 185 kW rating rooftop solar PV systems integrating
at 415V distribution system and the PQ limits are evaluated as per CEA technical standard.
2. POWER QUALITY PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR PV INTEGRATION:
The PQ problems associated with grid connected solar PV integration can be viewed by two ways.
One is impact of grid poor power quality on solar PV systems and other one is impact of poor power
quality characteristics of solar PV systems on grid.
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A) Impact of grid poor power quality on solar PV systems:
Generally, rooftop solar PV systems ranging from 1 kW to 500 kW are integrating in low voltage
distribution system. The low voltage distribution systems are powering combination of both linear and
nonlinear loads at different power rating, so the quality of power in the distribution system is
questionable. Due to various reasons, the quality of power is affected severely and it has an impact
on solar PV systems. Some of the PQ problems are voltage sag, voltage swell, under voltage, over
voltage, unbalance, etc. These PQ problems are affecting the operation of grid connected solar PV
inverter because solar PV inverters are taking the voltage and frequency reference from the grid. If
voltage and frequency of the grid is exceeding the inverter operating tolerance limits then the inverter
will get disconnected from the grid. The higher power rating inverters have Low Voltage Ride Through
(LVRT) and High Voltage Ride Through (HVRT) characteristics to avoid the tripping of inverter for
voltage sag and swells but low rating inverters are not having these features. So inverter will get
disconnected from the grid during voltage sag and swell and connected into the grid after grid voltage
becomes normal. Similarly, during under voltage and over voltage, inverter will get disconnected from
the grid and connected after the grid voltage becomes normal. Rural distribution systems are severely
affected by these problems because rural distribution systems are subjected to more faults due to
various factors.
B) Impact of power quality characteristics introduced by solar PV systems on grid:
The solar PV systems are using power electronics based inverters to convert the DC electricity into AC
electricity. These power electronics based inverters are offering nonlinear characteristics during the
DC to AC conversion. The PQ characteristics such as harmonics, DC injection and flicker are introduced
by solar PV inverter due to its nonlinear characteristics. These PQ characteristics affect the quality of
power on the distribution system. Already distribution systems are affected by PQ problems like
voltage sag, swell, under voltage, over voltage and unbalance in addition to that solar PV inverters are
introducing harmonics, DC injection and flicker into the distribution grid. Finally, the quality of power
in distribution systems are subjected to various PQ problems. In order to reduce the PQ problems
introduced by grid connected distributed generation resources, the CEA mandates the limits of PQ
characteristics.
3. THE PQ CHARACTERISTICS LIMITS AS CEA TECHNICAL STANDARD FOR DISTRIBUTED
GENERATION RESOURCES:
The CEA limits for PQ requirements for distributed generation resources at PCC are as follows
i) Current harmonic injection: shall not exceed the limits specified in IEEE standard 519.
The IEEE std 519 – 2014, current harmonic limits (120 V to 69 kV) is listed in table 1 [1].
Table 1: Current harmonic limits
Isc/IL
3≤h<11 11≤h<17 17≤h<23 23≤h<35 35≤h≤50
TDD
<20
4
2
1.5
0.6
0.3
5
20<50
7
3.5
2.5
1
0.5
8
50<100
10
4.5
4
1.5
0.7
12
100<1000
12
5.5
5
2
1
15
>1000
15
7
6
2.5
1.4
20
Even order harmonics are limited to 25% of the odd harmonics
All power generation equipment is limited to these values of current <20,
regardless of actual Isc/IL
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ii) DC current injection: shall not greater than 0.5% of the rated output of the inverter.
iii) Voltage flicker: the flicker introduced by inverter shall not exceed the limits specified in IEC
61000.
As per IEC 61000-3-3, flicker is classified into two types. One is short term flicker (Pst) and other one
is long term flicker (Plt). The Pst shall not exceed 1.0 and Plt shall not exceed 0.65.
4. CASE STUDY:
Power quality assessment carried out for 185 kW rooftop solar PV system is presented here. The single
line diagram of electrical distribution is shown in Figure 1.
Location of measurement: at the output of solar PV system connecting to LV panel.
Duration of measurement: from morning 05:45:12 hours to evening 16:13:16 hours
Power quality analyser: DRANETZ power guide 4400, class A power quality analyser as per IEC 610004-30.
Summary of the PQ measurements: The summary of PQ measurement is listed in Table 2 and recorded
PQ parameters are shown in Annexure 1.
Table 2: Summary of PQ measurement
Parameter
Voltage (V)

Current (A)
Real power (kW)
True PF
Current THD (%)
DC current
injection (A)
Short term flicker
(Pst)
Long term flicker
(Plt)

R-Y
Y-B
B-R
R
Y
B
Total
Total
R
Y
B
R
Y
B
R
Y
B
R
Y
B

Min
401.2
401.5
403
0.99
0.7
0.78
0
-0.99
1.121
1.23
1.33
0
0
0
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.09
0.09
0.08

Max
416.1
416.8
417.8
216.3
218.4
213.3
154.2
0.99
19.45
21.86
24
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.69
0.37
0.4
0.32
0.17
0.18

Avg
408.6
409.2
410.2
112.2
113.3
110.7
79.16
0.99
3.24
3.44
3.83
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.17
0.12
0.13
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Figure 1: Single line diagram of electrical distribution
A) Evaluation of current harmonic injection: As per IEEE std 519 – 2014, all generating sources to be
<20 slab (Isc/IL) as per Table 1, the allowable TDD is 5 but the measured harmonic values are in THD.
So THD values need to be converted into TDD.

TDD=

hr 2 +hy 2 +hb2
Peak demand current

Where

hr=

hy=
hb=

THDr * Irms r
100%

THD y * Irms y
100%
THDb * Irmsb
100%

Case 1: Solar PV system at maximum power generation
The PQ parameters at maximum generation condition is listed in Table 3.
Table 3: PQ parameters at maximum power generation
Description
R phase current in A
Y phase current in A
B phase current in A
R phase THDt in %
Y phase THDt in %
B phase THDt in %
Peak demand current (A)

Phase
Irms r
Irms y
Irms b
THD r
THD y
THD b
Ipd

Value
216
218
213
1.2
1.3
1.3
321.73

From the above Table 3, the calculated TDD value is 1.47. Comparing with allowable TDD (5) in Table
1, measured TDD (1.47) from solar PV system is well within the limit.
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Case 2: Solar PV system at reduced power generation
The PQ parameters at reduced power generation condition is listed in Table 4.
Table 4: PQ parameters at reduced power generation
Description
R phase current in A
Y phase current in A
B phase current in A
R phase THDt in %
Y phase THDt in %
B phase THDt in %
Peak demand current (A)

Phase
Irms r
Irms y
Irms b
THD r
THD y
THD b
Ipd

Value
51
55
56
10
10
10
321.73

From the above Table 4, the calculated TDD value is 2.9. Comparing with allowable TDD (5) in Table
1, measured TDD (2.9) from solar PV system is well within the limit.
B) Evaluation of DC current injection: from Table 2, the DC current injection is 0.1 A. The allowable DC
current injection is 0.5% of rating inverter output current. Inverter rated output current is 321.73A in
Table 4.
Allowable DC current = 321.73*0.005 = 1.6 A
The measured DC current injection (0.1 A) is well within the limit specified by CEA.
C) Evaluation of flicker: the maximum recorded Pst is 0.69 and Plt is 0.32.
Comparing with IEC 61000 limits, the recorded flicker limits are well within the range.
5. CONCLUSION:
The solar PV system play an important role in distributed generation to generate the power locally
(near) to the loads and it reduces the energy losses and improves the voltage profile. The quality of
power in distribution system is affected by various PQ problems. In addition to this, PQ introduced by
solar PV system also detoriate the PQ of the distribution system. In order to avoid the PQ problems
arises from solar PV systems, CEA technical standard for distributed generation resources mandate
the PQ requirements at PCC for all distributed resources. This paper discusses the PQ measurement
carried out for 185 kW rooftop solar PV system and evaluating the PQ characteristics such as current
harmonic injection, DC current injection and flicker as per the limits specified by CEA. This assessment
confirms that, integrating solar PV system into the distribution system is well within the limits of CEA
for 185 kW solar PV system.
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Annexure 1: recorded power quality parameters
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Abstract:

1.

The paper intends to provide an overview of the characteristics of the Indian
Distribution system and its problems with regard to a large scale rooftop PV rollout, as
well as a template for distribution companies on how to deal with rising PV shares,
which studies to conduct and which technology options to select.

Introduction

Under the current national target based on National Solar Mission, 40 GW of rooftop PV shall be connected in
India by 2022. As on 31st July 2018, only 2 GW of roof top PV were Installed. In view of this, to achieve the
target, a good understanding of the Indian power system, its regulatory frameworks, and the similarities and
differences with other countries that have already deployed a large share of rooftop PV has to be developed by
all stakeholders involved in the process.
2. Characteristics of India Distribution System
2.1 Indian Distribution grids
2.1.1
Ownership and operation
The Indian power system has been unbundled since the Electricity Act of 2003 was signed into force. The Act
was intended to grant separated ownership and operation of transmission, distribution and generation.
Distribution grids (66 kV and below) in India are operated by licensed Distribution companies (DISCOMs).
These companies are in many cases owned by the State Electricity Board themselves, however, some are in
private hand, or owned by public-private joint ventures
DISCOMs are in charge of the enforcement of compliance with legislation, technical and regulatory
frameworks of generators feeding into the distribution grid.
Primary distribution is typically handled at 66 kV and/or 33 kV level or both. Secondary distribution takes
place mainly at 11 kV. 11 kV feeders may only be 1 – 3 km long in the cities, but range up to more than 20 km
in rural areas, often requiring reactive compensation in the latter case.
Residential customers are supplied either with 400 V three phase or 230 V single phase systems.
400 / 230 V feeders are usually a few hundred meters long at maximum to avoid overly high voltage drops and
losses. Large customers (industrial, commercial or institutional) may have to be connected directly to 33 kv or
11 kV grid if their peak load exceeds a certain value.
2.1.2

Losses

Transmission and distribution losses in the Indian power system have been notoriously high, reaching a peak
of 28 % of total generated energy in the early 2000s and being reduced to still high values of around 18 – 19 %
by 2015.
Losses vary by state with some being below 10 %, while some more unstable areas have regularly exceeded
40% of losses in the last years. Technical losses are high due to aging equipment, long lines and bad design in
places, but the majority of losses are non-technical. Non-technical losses are caused by various forms of
electricity theft.
2.1.3 Tariff system
For the electricity distribution segment, the SERCs are currently entrusted with the responsibility of fixing the
retail tariffs in accordance with the National Tariff Policy 2006 and as per the provisions of the Electricity Act
2003. The tariff is set based on the estimated Annual Revenue Requirement (ARR) of the DISCOMs in a
financial year.
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Electricity prices are comprised of a fixed charge (power price) that is determined by the monthly maximum
demand, and an energy charge for each used kWh. The consumers are also loaded with electricity tax and
adjustment tariff. Moreover, the varying fuel cost adjustment (FCA) charges is another burden for customers.
The tariffs charged from non-residential customers are substantially higher, , almost all states charge higher
tariffs from large industrial or commercial consumers than from small consumers to allow access to cheap
electricity for residents.
This structure may in the long run lead to economic issues with PV integration. The DISCOMs draw most of
their revenue from large customers, and industry and commerce implicitly subsidize resident customers that
pay lower prices. The high tariffs incentivize industrial and commercial customers to connect PV systems
under net metering schemes, as power from such units will be cheaper than the power bought from the grid.
Development is picking up quickly, as these types of customers typically have the cash available for the
upfront investment needed to install a PV unit. This is favorable for India’s PV targets, but may turn out to be
very challenging for the DISCOMs, as demand from highly charged customers shrinks while demand from
residents paying low tariffs is expected to grow. A restructuring and rationalization of tariffing regimes may be
necessary to accommodate the changes in the system. Especially with DISCOMs often purchasing power via
long term contracts with time frames up to 20 years, this may be a significant barrier to PV integration and the
improvement of supply quality in general.
2.2 Regulatory Framework
2.2.1

Governance and regulation

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) is the nodal ministry responsible for all matters relating
to new and renewable energy. The ministry was established with the goal of developing and deploying new
and renewable energy for supplementing the energy requirements of the country. MNRE has set the target of
installing a PV capacity of 100 GW (40 GW of which will be distributed rooftop) by 2022.
The State Electricity Regulatory Commissions (SERC) have full autonomy in drafting their own regulations,
but mostly stick to adding local context to CERC regulations. SERCs are primarily responsible for regulating
state generation, transmission and distribution tariffs, provide directions for system planning, enabling
necessary conditions for development of a market, adjunction of disputes and improving access of electricity at
the state level.
In case of rooftop solar systems the SERCs in each state lays down the detailed guidelines and procedure for
grid connectivity and metering with the provision of net metering arrangement and/or feed-in-tariff
mechanism. This includes the detailed technical grid code requirements. These directions have to be followed
by the respective DISCOM.
2.2.2

Policies and regulations specific to developing solar generation capacity in India

The Indian Government has announced a series of policy measures to promote solar energy and develop a selfsustaining market. There have been direct and indirect tax benefits, excise duty exemptions and custom duty
exceptions provided to renewable energy including solar energy. This includes income tax deferments from all
earnings in the first 10 years of operation of a PV unit and accelerated depreciation up to 80% of the project
cost for solar energy in the first year itself.
2.2.3

Metering and incentives for rooftop solar PV

A. Metering
For rooftop solar two different types of metering arrangements are possible: gross and net metering. Whereas a
net metering mechanism includes a compensation for the electricity generated by the PV system by definition,
gross metering is just a way of measuring the generated energy which is usually used when PV electricity is
compensated for on a feed-in tariff basis. The regulatory framework in India for the gross-metering based
renewable projects (including solar) has been evolving over the years. Some very early rooftop PV units were
connected under gross metering / feed-in tariff agreements, but today, the mechanism is used only for free field
utility scale PV installations.
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As per the present scenario, almost all Indian states and Union Territories have net metering policy and other
support mechanism to promote grid connected distributed PV systems. Policy and support mechanism vary in
detail from state to state.
B. Incentives
Net-metering based arrangements in India are primarily aimed at encouraging self consumption by the
consumer, albeit allowing the customer to store excess energy in the grid, or sell it to the DISCOM. The choice
of incentive is thus dependent on the extent to which surplus energy is permitted to be exchanged with the grid
and the price at which surplus over a settlement period is to be exchanged. Net-metering arrangement for a
consumer primarily offsets power consumption from the grid and therefore compensates the owner of the
rooftop system for solar energy consumption at the applicable retail tariff for the consumer category. The net
meter arrangement may have a single, double or a three meter system. For multiple (2 or 3) meter systems,
DISCOM has to recognize all the installed meters for commercial settlements.
When tariffs in a consumer category are lower than tariffs typically expected by rooftop solar system
developers, some additional incentive has to be provided to promote rooftop PV. Such incentives for net
metered based arrangements will need to vary across consumer categories and from state to state, as retail
tariffs are different across categories and across states.
2.2.4

Regulation dealing with technical and safety aspects of distributed generation

Interconnection frameworks for net-metering based rooftop solar PV need to address minimum technical
standards for interconnection and capacity of the system that can be connected to the grid. The cumulative
capacity to be allowed by a distribution utility under the net metering arrangement also needs to be specified.
There are three regulations by which CEA outlines the technical and safety requirements for distributed
generation to be adhered to by DISCOMs and owners of distributed generation system.
•

The CEA’s Technical Standards for Connectivity of the Distributed Generation Resources are applicable to
any generating station feeding electricity in to the electricity system at voltage level below 33 kV.
The CEA regulations cover the roles and responsibilities of the developer/ system owner and of the
Distribution Company, the equipment standards and codes of practice, and the system requirements for safe
voltage, frequency, harmonics, etc.

•

The CEA’s Installation and Operation of Meters regulation from 2006 (amendment in November 2014
includes distributed solar generation) regulates metering standards.

•

The CEA’s Measures of Safety and Electricity Supply, 2010 govern safety for generators.The CEA
regulation ‘Technical Standards for Connectivity of the Distributed Generation Resources’ Regulation
2013 mentions that safety standards should be in accordance to this code. However, these safety codes are
aligned more towards large scale thermal power plants as opposed to small distributed solar PV
installations. In addition, states in India have also prescribed some technical requirements for distributed
solar PV through government policies, and regulations brought out by the SERCs.

CEA follows standard IEEE 519 which addresses the limitations for current and voltage harmonic
contaminations through Individual Harmonic Limits and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) limits. The voltage
distortion limit established by the standard for general systems is 5 % THD.
As per the CEA (Technical Standards for Connectivity to the Grid) Amendment Regulations,
2013 (Part II, Connectivity Standard applicable to the generating stations, clause B1, sub-clause 2), the
following further requirements are applicable to distributed PV:
•

The generating station shall not inject DC current greater than 0.5% of the full rated output at the
interconnection point.

•

The generating units shall be capable of operating in the frequency range of 47.5Hz to 52Hz and shall be
able to deliver rated output in the frequency range of 49.5Hz to 50.5Hz.

•

Provided that above performance shall be achieved with voltage variation of up to ±5%.
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3.

PV Development

3.1 Current Situation of Distributed PV in India
3.1.1

Solar resources

India receives good amount of solar radiation with an annual average of 4.5 to 6.5 kWh/m2/ day . Availability
of roof or suitable ground space is another important factor to generate solar power in an effective and
economical way. It is important to assess and utilize solar radiation data for specific areas for which systems
are to be designed. There are different sources from where solar data are available. MNRE has released solar
radiation data for 23 locations across India through a joint project with the Indian Meteorological Department.
MNRE through the National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE) and supported by GIZ has now set up more
than 120 advance solar radiation monitoring stations across the country for collecting and monitoring solar
data. NIWE has also published a national solar energy atlas in 2014.
Daily solar patterns are generally well predictable during summer where there is little overcast, but more
varied during winter or monsoon season. Due to the size of the country, more exact data on seasonal variability
has to be assessed on a more regional level.
3.1.2

Roof mounted PV

By the end of 2016, a total of around 8700 MW of solar PV are connected to the Indian grid, of which 1020
MW are distributed roof mounted installations. National incentives for PV, both roof mounted and
centralized, exist, mainly in the form of capital cost subsidies and metering schemes. Centralized utility scale
PV has been subsidized under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar Mission since 2010 , or, for very large
projects of more than 500 MW, under the Ultra Mega Solar Park program of the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy.
As of March 2017, all states have released regulatory framework for promotion of distributed PV through net
metering mechanism .
As rooftop PV for industrial and commercial customers has reached grid parity in several states, the Indian
government has decided to subsidize such installations no longer, as the incentive set by grid parity and high
prices for grid power is considered to be sufficient to sustain development.
Subsidies for PV for residential, institutional and social sector customers are raised back to 30 % of capital
cost nationally to increase development in this sector . A maximum subsidy of 70 % is given to states that are
given the Special Category status due to geographical and/or socioeconomic disadvantages (North Eastern
States, Sikkim, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand, Lakshadweep, Andaman and
Nicobar Islands)
This may in the near future lead to a shift towards a higher capacity of PV installed on roofs of residential
buildings, thus leading to a higher amount of PV being connected to the low voltage grids.
3.2 Expected development of Distributed PV in India
3.2.1 National and state targets
The national target of 40 GW of rooftop and 60 GW of utility scale PV to be installed by 2022 is distributed to
the states by the MNRE. This distribution is based on size, population, solar potential and economic power of
the states (see Table 1) The states and their SERCs are responsible for the enforcement of these targets. The
main enforcement mechanism is the renewable purchase obligation (RPO), with which states oblige their
DISCOMs to purchase a certain percentage of their total electricity from renewable sources. Within the state
RPOs, the that has to come from solar PV each year is specified, from which a trajectory towards the final goal
of each state can be derived. RPOs have been in existence since 2010 (mostly for other renewable sources like
small hydro and biomass), but have largely been notorious for a lack of enforcement.
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States
Maharashtra
Uttar Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Gujarat
Rajasthan
Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh
West Bengal
Punjab
Haryana
Delhi
Bihar
Odisha
Telangana
Jharkhand
Kerala
Chhattisgarh
Jammu and Kashmir
Uttarakhand
Assam
Dadra and Nagar Haveli
Goa
Puducherry
Himachal Pradesh
Daman and Diu
Meghalaya
Chandigarh
Manipur
Tripura
Mizoram
Nagaland
Arunachal Pradesh
Sikkim
Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Lakshadweep
Total
4.

Table 1: State wise Solar PV Target
Rooftop PV Target by 2022
Total Solar Target by 2022 (MW)
(MW)
4700
11926
4300
10697
2000
9834
3500
8884
3200
8020
2300
5762
2300
5697
2200
5675
2100
5336
2000
4772
1600
4142
1100
2762
1000
2493
1000
2377
2000
2000
800
1995
800
1870
700
1783
450
1155
350
900
250
663
200
449
150
358
100
246
320
209
100
199
50
161
100
153
50
105
50
105
50
72
50
61
50
39
50
36
20
27
10
4
40000
100967

Factors Potentially limiting Roof Top PV integration in India

4.1 Regulatory Issue
4.1.1 Lack of enforcement
While all Indian states have been assigned a solar target for 2022 to reach the national target of 40 GW of
rooftop and 60 GW of utility scale solar, an effective means of making sure the targets are reached is lacking.
The main means of enforcement of solar targets are the renewable purchase obligations (RPO). States oblige
their DISCOMs to purchase a certain amount of renewable energy by a certain date, often including a specific
requirement for solar power. DISCOMs regularly fail to comply with the RPO, and most states neither monitor
nor enforce RPO compliance. The CERC has stated that the SERCs are in charge of compliance and
complained that the CERC itself has no power over enforcement of solar targets as far back as 2013. This lack
of a central authority in charge of monitoring renewable energy targets seems to be very detrimental to their
fulfillment. However, due to pressure from CERC, CEA and the federal government, the SERCs have recently
become aware of this issue and are expected to control the states and DISCOMs more effectively in the future.
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Similar problems can be expected to occur with grid code requirements for PV units. The lack of experience
on the DISCOMs’ side, as well as their often dire financial situation, may lead to a lack of compliance control
mechanisms. This should be addressed by the CERC and the SERCs quickly, as the installation of large shares
of unchecked and possibly non-compliant PV may be a threat to operational security.
4.1.2 PV penetration limits set by DISCOMs
In 1999, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) recommended limiting generation on distribution
grid feeders to 15 % of the feeder’s peak load to avoid reverse power flows . The reasoning behind this was
that minimum feeder load is usually around 30 % of peak load, and with a safety margin of 50 %, 15 % of
peak load could safely be integrated. This rule is still applied by some Indian states, sometimes with the full
amount of 30 %, or in the form of PV penetration being limited to 15 % of distribution transformer capacity.
The rule has since been revoked in California, but is still accepted as a standard in other parts of the world,
leading, among others, to the following problems:
15 % of peak load is too high of a safety margin, as has been understood by CPUC in the meanwhile as well,
significantly hindering large scale deployment of distributed PV.
It is sometimes suggested that 15 % is the amount that can be integrated without any further safety precautions
or grid codes. This is true when considering only the distribution feeder in question, but a total of 15 % of
uncontrollable PV in a power system may cause system wide issues with frequency control and in cases of
faults. In some states considerably higher installed capacities are allowed, with up to 65 % of the capacity of
the distribution transformer. Some SERCs are revising their limits as well, however, it remains usual for a
SERC to set a fixed limit.
Additionally, SERCs in many states set limits on how much PV can be connected by a single customer,
sometimes in the form of a MW limit, some based on the registered load of the customer. Especially in the
latter should be subject to the same revisions as the penetration level limits, while the fixed MW limits are
usually quite high (500 kW and above, this includes installations connected directly to 11 kV) and in line with
federal rooftop PV legislation.
4.2 Market and Financial Issue
4.2.1

Market development

The market structure through which the DISCOMs procure power from the transmission grid is quite
inflexible. DISCOMs generally have to stick to a day-ahead schedule, or even to long term contracts, leading
to problems in balancing load and the amount of procured power already. With fluctuating generation in the
system, these problems will be aggravated, with DISCOMs possibly having to pay penalties for schedule
deviations if no intra-day balancing mechanisms are introduced.
4.2.2

Financial performance of distribution companies

In present state of affairs each DISCOM needs to accept excess generation from solar rooftop projects and
reimburse it at the rate announced by the regulator but as the penetration grows the increased distributed solar
will decrease retail sales of the DISCOM, thus reducing their revenues and loading of this loss on to other
consumer in the retail supply tariff. Additionally, since commercial and industrial consumers are also cross
subsidizing other consumers by paying a higher tariff, it is most likely that they become independent and start
generating their own electricity thus leaving behind a reduced pool of cross-subsidizing consumers. These
factors lead to a passive opposition from DISCOMs. However it may be solved by introducing appropriate
regulatory measures to rationalize the tariff system.
4.2.3

Financing issues

The rooftop solar sector is traditionally associated with having special financing needs. This is primarily due to
the small project size, high upfront cost of project and credit risk associated with small scale lending. The
above challenges are observed at different levels with residential and commercial or industrial consumers.
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As per CPI research the commercial and industrial (C&I) consumers are reluctant to invest the high upfront
amount required to install rooftop solar capacity given energy generation is regarded as non-core business
activity. There are also concerns about operation and maintenance costs of solar PV assets. The C&I customers
tend to favor signing up long term Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) contracts with an annual cost escalation
rate agreed with the developer, which allows them to manage their cash flow.
The PPA model also has a set of challenges, for example, poor legal enforcement of PPA contracts, leading to
high lending risk for banks, poor bankability and creditworthiness of industrial and commercial users due to a
variety of reasons.
In addition, banks are reluctant to lend to rooftop solar projects because of high perceived risks and limited
information on the performance and track records of rooftop solar investments. The cost of solar PV panels
and the balance of system continue to fall annually adding to the perceived risk factor for the banks. The resale
value of primary assets will be lower than the sanctioned loan amount should a customer defaults on a loan.
4.3 Technical Issue
4.3.1

Distribution system

Technical issues possibly limiting PV integration in Indian distribution systems are less pronounced than
regulatory and economic problems. A preliminary analysis of Indian distribution grid structures including
review of previous studies suggests that the following issues should be investigated with a special focus.
The last instance of voltage control is usually the transformer that steps down from the transmission level to 66
kV or 33 kV. Beyond this point, there is no active voltage control in the distribution system. Power
transformers and distribution transformers often cannot change their ratio according to load and PV
penetration. Thus, voltage quality should be focused on in Indian distribution grid studies, including the
consideration of reactive power control of PV inverters, on-load tap changing transformers at least for the step
from 66 or 33 kV to 11 kV, switchable or power electronic based reactive compensation and wide area voltage
control.
However, as many Indian customer suffer from regular brownouts and voltage drops on the feeders are high,
the introduction of distributed PV may actually increase voltage quality at first, with control issues only arising
at very high shares of PV.
Another set of issues to be analyzed includes protection settings and antiislanding regimes. Protection,
especially at voltage levels below 33 kV, may not be able to detect faults during times of high PV generation
when power flow is reversed. Protection settings must thus be analyzed and, if necessary, revised.
4.3.2

Grid codes, power system impact and communication

PV in the distribution grid may cause stability problems in the transmission grid if grid code requirements are
not set properly. For this, communication between the regional and national transmission grid operators and
the DISCOMs is necessary. The behavior of distributed generation during faults in the transmission system
may affect the power system in its entirety – if, for example, all PV disconnects automatically at a certain
frequency threshold, stability may be endangered if PV share is high enough.
5.

Technical Solutions

As the model grids were able to absorb quite high penetration levels of PV, in most cases, there is no need for
advanced technical solutions to avoid loading or voltage problems. However, at very high penetration levels, it
could be observed that the active power management strategies of either capping PV feed-in at 70 or 75 % of
inverter capacity or the use of peak shaving batteries performed best in resolving both voltage and loading
issues. This is true for both rural and urban grids, as the mechanisms are the same. Both overvoltage and
overloading are caused by active power feed-in, and if that is limited or shifted, problems are alleviated.
However, both solutions have costs attached to them, both of which may be either be borne by the DISCOM or
by the client – either way, it will somewhat increase the cost of power from rooftop PV.
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A. Peak shaving batteries
Battery storage needs to be procured and installed by the customer at their facility. Prices for lithium ion and
lead acid batteries have reduced by more than 40 % since 2013, keeping the price for a kWh of storage
capacity in the same range as the price for a kWp of rooftop solar PV. This means that the installation of 1
kWh of battery capacity for each kWp of installed solar capacity would roughly double the price of the
installation. Currently, there is no grid parity for such a system, meaning that it would not work without an
additional incentive scheme. However, as prices for PV and storage drop, this may be a feasible future
scenario. Moreover, many Indian homes are already equipped with batteries that could be used for PV storage.
The current backup battery boom in India also has the effect of reducing battery costs by economics of scale.
In any way, an incentive has to be set for batteries to operate in peak shaving mode, instead of optimizing
purely for own consumption, which may conflict with their use for backup during power outages.
B. Capping of inverters
The cheaper solution, having almost the same grid impact during extreme situations, is the capping of PV
inverters. It is possible to cap PV feed-in at 70 – 75 % of the maximum value without losing more than 3 % of
energy annually, while significantly increasing the hosting capacity of the grid. With an average increase of 34 % in generation cost for retrofitted systems, and less than that for new systems due to cost savings in a
smaller inverter, this is an effective, but much cheaper solution than the use of PV storage batteries.
The impact of demand side management in grids with primarily residential customers is low due to the low
potential for DSM in private households. However, the strategy should be given more attention when
analysing grids with a high share of industrial or commercial customers.
C. Voltage control measures
For cases in which only voltage problems (overvoltage) can be expected – long lines, low load and
unfavourable PV distribution – some voltage control solutions are applicable and feasible. Voltage control by
the power transformers can be enhanced by a wide area control system, measuring the voltage on each feeder
and setting the transformer taps accordingly. This solution requires some additional investments in
communication, but will have multiple positive effects on grid operation, extending beyond PV integration:
• Voltage rises induced by PV are detected and alleviated.
• Voltage drop issues caused by high loading during evening and night can be detected and alleviated as well.
• The general quality of supply will be improved by improving the voltage profile.
• As continuous measurements have to be made at multiple points in each grid, the operator is supplied with a
constant stream of operational data, can manage quality of supply more efficiently, and detect possible
operational problems early on.
On-load tap changing transformers with automatic voltage control at least at the connection between
transmission or subtransmission level (220 or 132 kV) and the distribution grid should be considered in all
cases – otherwise, voltage problems may occur already without any PV installed.
Besides facilitating PV integration, this will improve voltage quality significantly and alleviate current loadinduced under voltage issues.
D. Voltage control from PV inverters
Voltage control from the PV units themselves, on the other hand, cuts both ways. Reactive power from PV
inverters can effectively control voltage, and can be obtained via a simple grid code requirement that most
inverters on the market can fulfill already, but at the cost of increasing grid loading through reactive currents.
In already highly loaded grids, caused either by high load or high PV feed-in, it may actually have a negative
impact. In any way, requiring the capability for reactive power and voltage control from rooftop PV inverters
is sensible, as it will give the operator an additional means of voltage control, that could also be used to
alleviate pre-existing voltage issues (for example in cases where no automatic voltage control from power
transformers is available.) The actual regime for activation of reactive power provision should be decided
based on the characteristics of each individual grid.
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E. Reversed power flows and protection
The only direct impact of a reversal of power flow with a moderate flow that can be observed concerns the
protection settings. Especially with the over current protection typically used at medium and low voltage
levels, the short circuit current contribution of the units feeding in between the protection relay and the
location of the fault have to be considered. For PV, the short circuit current is no larger than the rated current
of the inverter, leading to a moderate contribution that should nevertheless be considered in the calculation of
protection settings.
The easy way around this problem would be to require the units on a feeder protected by an overcurrent relay
to immediately disconnect at detection of a voltage drop (which indicates a short circuit nearby), or stay
connected but not provide any short circuit current. If this requirement collides with low voltage ride through
that may be required for other reasons, the short circuit current of all units on a feeder should be limited to
6.

Recommendations

6.1 General technical requirements
Independent of expected or achievable PV penetration level, a number of technical requirements should always
be fulfilled by PV units. Like all power electronics, PV inverters are potential sources of harmonics and DC
currents that are generally undesirable to the power system. Grid codes applicable to PV should thus set limits
on such emissions. Modern inverters emit very little distorting currents and are often compliant with
international standards that limit emissions, such as IEEE 519 or IEC 61000-3-2. Typical voltage quality
requirements include the following:
• Limits on voltage rise induced by connection of the unit (typically 2 – 3 %);
• Limit on voltage steps induced by switching operations (typically 2 – 3 %);
• Limits on flicker (example: Plt ≤ 0.5 with the definition according to standard IEC 61000- 3-3 and -3-11);
• Limits of harmonic current infeed (defined in IEC 61000-3-2, limits from 3 % for the third order harmonic,
descending with ascending harmonic order);
• Limits on asymmetrical loading
Requirements to comply with international standards have been in place in all of them since the beginning of
PV development in the 1990s.
PV units also have to be equipped with adequate generator protection to avoid damage to the unit in case of a
nearby fault as well as to prevent unintentional islanding.
Moreover, the compatibility of the fault behavior of PV units with the local protection settings should be
checked.
6.2 Technology options to enable high PV penetration levels
Specific technical solutions need to be assessed for each grid area separately, but some recommendations can
be drawn from the model cases analyzed in this study. Concerning voltage control, these are the following:
• Automatic voltage control by tap changing transformers at 66/11 or 33/11 kV level is very beneficial to
voltage quality regardless of PV penetration, but not strictly required if the voltage control above is adequate.
• Voltage problems in the distribution grid, caused by both load (undervoltage) and PV (overvoltage) can be
efficiently eliminated by the use of a wide area voltage control, measuring the voltage at multiple points in the
grid and operating the voltage control by transformers accordingly.
• The capability for voltage control by rooftop PV inverters by provision of reactive power can easily be
required by the grid code, and such a requirement is highly recommended and international good practice. The
actual set points of the voltage control or fixed power factor, or the decision whether it is engaged at all, must
be determined by the operator based on grid loading. If loading is low, reactive power for voltage control is
beneficial. If loading is high, reactive currents may cause overloads. Generally, Q-V characteristics perform
better in highly loaded grids and offer more control, while fixed offset power factors alleviate voltage
problems in lightly loaded grids more effectively.
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• PV power plants connected to the 11 or 33 kV level should be equipped with active voltage control by Q-V
characteristic. If the grid experiences severe overloading issues, the grid operator may choose to disable the
controls and run the unit at a fixed power factor, unity or offset.
Active power management of PV units will also play a large role in the future, leading to the following
recommendations:
• Some degree of active power management and controllability should be required from all PV units,
regardless of size and connection level.
• Centralized PV power plants connected to 11 kV and above should be remotely controllable so the grid
operator can curtail active power in case of grid congestion. The exact conditions under which the operator
may curtail must be clearly defined and subject to energy legislation and regulation.
• Rooftop PV units connected to the low voltage grid should either be capped at 70 to 75 % of their maximum
expected output, or be remotely controllable, or be equipped with a peak shaving storage. A cap is the cheapest
and least complicated option.
• If PV batteries are introduced, there should be an incentive to use them in peak shaving mode to maximized
positive grid impact.
6.3 Legal and regulatory framework
Technical development needs to be supported by an adequate legal and regulatory framework. Most Indian
states have a net metering scheme in place and specific regulations for application, installation and metering.
For a large scale roll-out of rooftop PV and with regard to the technical solutions developed within this report,
the following points need to be addressed in legal and regulatory development:
• The distribution grid codes should be updated to require voltage control capability from PV inverters, with
the grid operator being in charge of the actual reactive power regime. It is recommended to align the
requirements with the German low voltage grid code, as many inverters available on the market are compliant
with that already.
• The capping of PV at 70 or 75 %, if implemented, must be specified in grid code and net metering scheme,
and must be checked for legal complications.
• For PV batteries, incentives have to be set by energy legislation, both for installation of batteries and for
running them in peak shaving mode.
• If PV units can be remotely controlled by the grid operator, it needs to be specified in legislation and
regulatory documents under which circumstances the operator is actually allowed to do so. For the case of
active power curtailment, remuneration of lost energy must be agreed on.
• The high share of rooftop PV expected to be installed in India will also impact power system operation above
the distribution level. Grid code requirements should be developed in coordination with the entities responsible
for the operation and stability of the transmission system. As an example, frequency response of PV units will
neither impact the distribution grid nor is it required for distribution grid operation, but will considerably
impact transmission system operation.
7.
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SYNOPSIS
The renewable energy development is growing at rapid rate due to feasibility for having
bulk power generation using the wind and solar power plants. However, the renewable
energy sources have intermittent nature and therefore, interconnection of the same with
main grid is going to be challenging. This paper presents application of point-on-wave
switching for integration of renewable sources on main grid in context to handing switching
transients. In this context application of point-on-wave switching for energization of power
transformer connected to large renewable power plant while connecting the plant to main
grid is explained with supported results obtained from field implementation. Consequently,
the mitigation of switching transients and obtained improvement in grid stability is also
discussed. The impact of variation in CB characteristics on repeatability in mitigation
performance is demonstrated with field results. Lastly, application of point-on-wave
switching with both single pole operated as well as mechanically gang operated CB is
explained with suggested switching strategies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The renewable penetration in INDIA is growing at rapid rate. This is due to the fact that there
is ample of power generation feasibility with Solar and Wind power due to geographical
location of INDIA. The total installed electricity generation capacity in India had been about
200 GW (as on 31.03.12). Out of this about 12 % (24915 MW) is through renewable
generation mainly wind (17353 MW) and balance is in the form of small hydro (3396 MW),
Biomass (3225 MW) and solar (941 MW). Various policies, regulatory and fiscal incentives
have accelerated development of renewable energy (RE) generation. Load flow studies were
carried out for 2016-17 condition considering renewable capacity addition information along
with demand projection in the 12th Plan as per draft 18th EPS, capacity addition programme
from conventional generations and transmission corridors including High Capacity Corridors
already planned in various regions. Out of the analysis, it is envisaged that about 42 GW of
renewable energy (RE) capacity may be added in 12th plan period through Wind (30 GW),
Solar (9.5 GW) and small hydro (2 GW), which will be total of 67 GW by 2016-17 as shown
in Figure 1 given below. Furthermore, as per latest information available on Wikipedia, the
total installed renewable generation capacity in India has been around 350.162 GW as on
28.02.19. Out of which, about19.72 % (69.02 GW) is through renewable generation; mainly
wind (34060 MW) and balance is in the form of small hydro (4485 MW), Biomass (8700 MW)
and solar (21651 MW). The aim is to reach 175GW by 2020.

Fig. 1: Renewable generation scenario in INDIA
2. CHALLENGES WITH RENEWABLE GENERATION

Fig. 2: Challenges related to renewable integration
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In order to facilitate transfer of RE power from the RE rich potential States to other States as
well as absorption of RE power within the RE rich states (host state), transmission system
strengthening both at intra state and inter-state level have been identified. Intra State
transmission system strengthening primarily comprises of pooling stations at 132kV, 220kV
and 400kV level and associated transmission lines including other STU grid strengthening
schemes. This includes HVDC links as well. Moreover, during renewable power integration
(pulling in and out), other means shall be adapted to ensure smooth grid operations. This is
due to the fact that, the location of renewable energy sources, can be termed as Distributed
energy resources (DERs), which will be remote, and will be connected to main grid through
HV transmission lines of 66-400 KV voltage level, based on capacity of renewable
generation in the associated area. This may sometimes result into forming weak grid. The
integration of the weak grid with main grid, which in INDIAN scenario, being strong in nature,
will impose operational and interconnection challenges. Furthermore, the intermittent nature
of the RE sources, will cause sudden removal of them from grid causing power quality
disturbance. In such cases, power quality enhancement and reactive power loss
minimization during down time of renewable generation shall be given a key attention. The
reactive power management for renewable power generation can be achieved using FACT
devices viz. STATCOM, SVC, TCR. Furthermore, based on down time; the application of
Point on Wave (POW) switching to turn off renewable generation to save reactive losses in
transformers and long HV cables. Also, point-on-wave (POW), can assist on reducing the
magnetic inrush current while energization of no load transformers. For weak grid, the higher
inrush currents may result into Temporary over-voltages and hence, the power quality of the
grid will be affected. Point-on-wave switching can be a quite effective solution in such
scenario resulting into mitigation of inrush currents to acceptable levels and hence power
quality of the weak grid will be quite improved. Point-on-wave switching will also assist in
improving life cycle duration of power transformer and connected switchgear equipment
[1-3].
3. CIRCUTE BREAKER SUITABILITY AND STANDARDS
Apart from technical challenges, the implementation of point-on-wave switching becomes
tricky due to other practical issues. In actual field, the point-on-wave switching is performed
through CB which has its own statistical behaviour in terms of dielectric and mechanical
characteristic variations. Therefore, achieving accurate point-on-wave switching targets will
necessitate consistent behaviour of the CBs over large number of switching operations. This
will demand mechanical operating time and arcing/pre-arcing time to vary in a narrow band.
Moreover, permissible limits will also be decided based on equipment electrostatic and
electromagnetic behaviour and connected power system parameters. Also, systematic
variation in internal/external parameters such as temperature, auxiliary supply voltage, SF6
gas pressure etc, which can considerably affect the CB operating time; must be taken in to
account while deciding point-on-wave switching targets. Furthermore, due to the aforesaid
effects, the achievable performance in terms of repeatability of the point-on-wave switching
solution shall be evaluated from case to case bases. Especially, for transformer applications,
where the steep magnetizing characteristics of transformer will play a key role. This may
lead to magnetizing inrush current variation, even with employment point-on -wave
technology, from few amperes to some hundreds of amperes. This behaviour shall be
properly explained to the user [4-5].
Furthermore, to check feasibility of a CB for various point-on-wave switching applications,
few type/routine tests on CBs need to be conducted as per latest report released by IEC
62271-302 which is to be converted to standard IEC62271-113, which is in drafting stage.
Also, Cigre WG A3.35 has recently published technical brochure on commissioning of point-
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on-wave switching, which will be quite useful for various POW & CB manufacturers & utilities
who will be using point-on-wave switching systems. The document contains theory and
application of point-on-wave switching for various standard applications like transformer,
reactor, capacitor bank and transmission lines; as well as some special applications to
handle resonance phenomenon due to switching of inductive and capacitive loads together.
Also, CB suitability assessment, commission procedures as well as proposed specifications
for measuring equipment to be used for point-on-wave switching systems is elaborated [4].
4. POINT-ON-WAVE SWITCHING APPLICATION FOR RENEWABLE GRID
The point-on-wave switching is becoming more and more popular in recent days for
improving thermal and dielectric performance of various power system components due to
reduction in stresses imposed on them. It is already employed for improving performance of
all major power system components such as transformer/reactor energization (magnetic
inrush current reduction) & de-energization (reduction in over-voltages due to current
chopping), capacitor bank energization (capacitive inrush current reduction) & deenergization (capacitive overvoltage reduction) and uncompensated & compensated
transmission line energization (reduction in switching over-voltages).
Power transformers are the most expensive and vital components in electrical power
system networks. They are used in a variety of configurations and can be switched ON
occasionally (yearly basis) or frequently (daily basis). This would impose high thermal and
dielectric stresses on power transformers as well as on circuit breakers used to switch ON
the same. The inrush currents contain decaying DC component and harmonics in which
second, third and fourth harmonics components are the most predominant ones. The
magnitude of inrush current can go up to as high as short circuit level and decay of this
inrush current may take hundreds of cycles. Specifically, in relation to switching at
unfavourable instance, transformer energization creates mechanical stress due to the inrush
current (considerably high inrush current values are observed for one in six random
energizations) and electrical stress due to the steep voltage front on the transformer winding.
Furthermore, the harmonic content and decaying DC component can cause false operation
of protective relays and fuses, mechanical damage to the transformer windings from
magnetic forces. Consequently, they can also deteriorate power quality the system having
renewable sources due to weak nature of the grid at integration point of RE sources with
main grid and consequently, can crate grid integration issues. Point-on-wave switching in
such cases is found to be quite effective means to mitigate inrush. It is also observed that
the inrush can be affectively mitigated. Moreover, the point-on-wave switching requires
single pole operated breakers to get best outcome of employing point-on-wave switching
systems. However, there are techniques available which can be applied to triple pole
operated CBs as well. Therefore, for the RE sources having grid integration at LV levels,
point-on-wave switching can be effectively applied where ganged operated CBs can be
used.
In this section application of point-on-wave switching for handling switching transients and its
impact on main grid while energization of power transformer connected to large renewable
power plant is explained with supported results obtained from filed implementation.
5. SWITCHING OF TRANSFORMER WITH MECHANICALLY STAGGERED GANG
OPERATED CIRCUIT BREAKER AND SINGLE POLE OPERATED CIRCUIT
BREAKERS
In Figure 3, the RE sources may be connected at 66 or 33kV level where, ganged operated
CBs might be installed. Whereas large size of RE generation may be concentrated at one
place, and could have integration at 132kV, 220kV or even, at 400kV voltage level. Here, the
usage of single pole operated CBs may be commercially viable. Hence, depending upon
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size & reliability of RE source and type of CB (Single pole or ganged operated), point-onwave switching strategy shall be chosen.

Fig. 3: Typical Connection arrangement of RE Generation Farm with Grid
a. Ganged operated CBs:
For ganged operated breakers with having electrical and/or magnetic coupling, the point-onwave opening can be performed in such a way that the residual flux in first phase can be
close to zero and for the other two phases, equal and opposite residual fluxes can be
produced. In such cases, the closing for all three poles can be performed together as shown
in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Residual flux pattern for coupled transformers post de-energization
For the example case shown in Figure 4, the point-on-wave opening shall be done in such a
way that the residual flux in first phase is almost nil and in other two phases shall be around
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70%. So that the subsequent point-on-wave energization can be performed at point ‘A’ which
will result into moderate level of inrush current magnitude for all three phases.
b. Strategy for single pole operated CBs:
In case of single pole operated CBs, the strategy of point-on-wave opening preceding pointon-wave closing can be effectively implemented which is based on residual flux locking
principle. In this case, first pole is closed considering residual flux locked in that phase in
previous de-energization operation; followed by the other two phases to be closed together
taking into consideration, the dynamic fluxes linked with the remaining two un-energized
windings of the transformer. The application of said method to mitigate inrush on a weak grid
can greatly improve the power quality and voltage profile of the grid. Figure 5 shows the
improvement achieved in voltage profile and power quality of the connected weak grid by
applying the point-on-wave switching methodology [5].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5: Results for energization of regulating transformer on peak gap voltage target
(a) without correcting targets to compensate for residual fluxes
(b) with applying corrections in targets to compensate for residual fluxes
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Moreover, as discussed in Section 3, due to statistical variation in dielectric and mechanical
characteristics of the CB, which may also vary for individual poles of CB; successive
operations may result into variation of inrush current level from few amperes to some
hundreds of amperes as shown in Figures 6 (a), (b) (c) & (d). This behaviour shall be
properly explained to the user and alternate means in conjunction with the controlled
switching shall be applied to achieve desired grid performance during energization of the
transformer.

(a)

time (ms)

(b)

time (ms)

(c)

time (ms)

(d)

time (ms)

Fig. 6: Magnetic inrush current variation for successive operations during no-load
energization of a power transformer: (a) Fully mitigated inrush current
(b), (c) & (d) Variation in inrush currents due to CB characteristics variations
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6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents application of Point-on-wave technology for handling issues observed
during energization of renewable power plant on main grid in context to mitigation of
switching transients and the subsequent impact on main grid. The proposed methodology
and solution is supported with field results obtained during energization of power transformer
connected to large renewable power plant while connecting the plant on the main grid and
thereby mitigation of switching transients. Also, the proposed strategies to apply point-onwave technology with both single pole operated as well as mechanically gang operated CBs
have been discussed. Lastly, the impact of CB characteristics variation on mitigation
performance during successive operations is demonstrated with supportive field results.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The renewable penetration in INDIA is growing at rapid rate. This is due to the fact that there
is ample of power generation feasibility with Solar and Wind power due to geographical
location of INDIA. The total installed electricity generation capacity in India had been about
200 GW (as on 31.03.12). Out of this about 12 % (24915 MW) is through renewable
generation mainly wind (17353 MW) and balance is in the form of small hydro (3396 MW),
Biomass (3225 MW) and solar (941 MW). Various policies, regulatory and fiscal incentives
have accelerated development of renewable energy (RE) generation. Load flow studies were
carried out for 2016-17 condition considering renewable capacity addition information along
with demand projection in the 12th Plan as per draft 18th EPS, capacity addition programme
from conventional generations and transmission corridors including High Capacity Corridors
already planned in various regions. Out of the analysis, it is envisaged that about 42 GW of
renewable energy (RE) capacity may be added in 12th plan period through Wind (30 GW),
Solar (9.5 GW) and small hydro (2 GW), which will be total of 67 GW by 2016-17 as shown
in Figure 1 given below. Furthermore, as per latest information available on Wikipedia, the
total installed renewable generation capacity in India has been around 350.162 GW as on
28.02.19. Out of which, about19.72 % (69.02 GW) is through renewable generation; mainly
wind (34060 MW) and balance is in the form of small hydro (4485 MW), Biomass (8700 MW)
and solar (21651 MW). The aim is to reach 175GW by 2020.

Fig. 1: Renewable generation scenario in INDIA
2. CHALLENGES WITH RENEWABLE GENERATION

Fig. 2: Challenges related to renewable integration
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In order to facilitate transfer of RE power from the RE rich potential States to other States as
well as absorption of RE power within the RE rich states (host state), transmission system
strengthening both at intra state and inter-state level have been identified. Intra State
transmission system strengthening primarily comprises of pooling stations at 132kV, 220kV
and 400kV level and associated transmission lines including other STU grid strengthening
schemes. This includes HVDC links as well. Moreover, during renewable power integration
(pulling in and out), other means shall be adapted to ensure smooth grid operations. This is
due to the fact that, the location of renewable energy sources, can be termed as Distributed
energy resources (DERs), which will be remote, and will be connected to main grid through
HV transmission lines of 66-400 KV voltage level, based on capacity of renewable
generation in the associated area. This may sometimes result into forming weak grid. The
integration of the weak grid with main grid, which in INDIAN scenario, being strong in nature,
will impose operational and interconnection challenges. Furthermore, the intermittent nature
of the RE sources, will cause sudden removal of them from grid causing power quality
disturbance. In such cases, power quality enhancement and reactive power loss
minimization during down time of renewable generation shall be given a key attention. The
reactive power management for renewable power generation can be achieved using FACT
devices viz. STATCOM, SVC, TCR. Furthermore, based on down time; the application of
Point on Wave (POW) switching to turn off renewable generation to save reactive losses in
transformers and long HV cables. Also, point-on-wave (POW), can assist on reducing the
magnetic inrush current while energization of no load transformers. For weak grid, the higher
inrush currents may result into Temporary over-voltages and hence, the power quality of the
grid will be affected. Point-on-wave switching can be a quite effective solution in such
scenario resulting into mitigation of inrush currents to acceptable levels and hence power
quality of the weak grid will be quite improved. Point-on-wave switching will also assist in
improving life cycle duration of power transformer and connected switchgear equipment
[1-3].
3. CIRCUTE BREAKER SUITABILITY AND STANDARDS
Apart from technical challenges, the implementation of point-on-wave switching becomes
tricky due to other practical issues. In actual field, the point-on-wave switching is performed
through CB which has its own statistical behaviour in terms of dielectric and mechanical
characteristic variations. Therefore, achieving accurate point-on-wave switching targets will
necessitate consistent behaviour of the CBs over large number of switching operations. This
will demand mechanical operating time and arcing/pre-arcing time to vary in a narrow band.
Moreover, permissible limits will also be decided based on equipment electrostatic and
electromagnetic behaviour and connected power system parameters. Also, systematic
variation in internal/external parameters such as temperature, auxiliary supply voltage, SF6
gas pressure etc, which can considerably affect the CB operating time; must be taken in to
account while deciding point-on-wave switching targets. Furthermore, due to the aforesaid
effects, the achievable performance in terms of repeatability of the point-on-wave switching
solution shall be evaluated from case to case bases. Especially, for transformer applications,
where the steep magnetizing characteristics of transformer will play a key role. This may
lead to magnetizing inrush current variation, even with employment point-on -wave
technology, from few amperes to some hundreds of amperes. This behaviour shall be
properly explained to the user [4-5].
Furthermore, to check feasibility of a CB for various point-on-wave switching applications,
few type/routine tests on CBs need to be conducted as per latest report released by IEC
62271-302 which is to be converted to standard IEC62271-113, which is in drafting stage.
Also, Cigre WG A3.35 has recently published technical brochure on commissioning of point-
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on-wave switching, which will be quite useful for various POW & CB manufacturers & utilities
who will be using point-on-wave switching systems. The document contains theory and
application of point-on-wave switching for various standard applications like transformer,
reactor, capacitor bank and transmission lines; as well as some special applications to
handle resonance phenomenon due to switching of inductive and capacitive loads together.
Also, CB suitability assessment, commission procedures as well as proposed specifications
for measuring equipment to be used for point-on-wave switching systems is elaborated [4].
4. POINT-ON-WAVE SWITCHING APPLICATION FOR RENEWABLE GRID
The point-on-wave switching is becoming more and more popular in recent days for
improving thermal and dielectric performance of various power system components due to
reduction in stresses imposed on them. It is already employed for improving performance of
all major power system components such as transformer/reactor energization (magnetic
inrush current reduction) & de-energization (reduction in over-voltages due to current
chopping), capacitor bank energization (capacitive inrush current reduction) & deenergization (capacitive overvoltage reduction) and uncompensated & compensated
transmission line energization (reduction in switching over-voltages).
Power transformers are the most expensive and vital components in electrical power
system networks. They are used in a variety of configurations and can be switched ON
occasionally (yearly basis) or frequently (daily basis). This would impose high thermal and
dielectric stresses on power transformers as well as on circuit breakers used to switch ON
the same. The inrush currents contain decaying DC component and harmonics in which
second, third and fourth harmonics components are the most predominant ones. The
magnitude of inrush current can go up to as high as short circuit level and decay of this
inrush current may take hundreds of cycles. Specifically, in relation to switching at
unfavourable instance, transformer energization creates mechanical stress due to the inrush
current (considerably high inrush current values are observed for one in six random
energizations) and electrical stress due to the steep voltage front on the transformer winding.
Furthermore, the harmonic content and decaying DC component can cause false operation
of protective relays and fuses, mechanical damage to the transformer windings from
magnetic forces. Consequently, they can also deteriorate power quality the system having
renewable sources due to weak nature of the grid at integration point of RE sources with
main grid and consequently, can crate grid integration issues. Point-on-wave switching in
such cases is found to be quite effective means to mitigate inrush. It is also observed that
the inrush can be affectively mitigated. Moreover, the point-on-wave switching requires
single pole operated breakers to get best outcome of employing point-on-wave switching
systems. However, there are techniques available which can be applied to triple pole
operated CBs as well. Therefore, for the RE sources having grid integration at LV levels,
point-on-wave switching can be effectively applied where ganged operated CBs can be
used.
In this section application of point-on-wave switching for handling switching transients and its
impact on main grid while energization of power transformer connected to large renewable
power plant is explained with supported results obtained from filed implementation.
5. SWITCHING OF TRANSFORMER WITH MECHANICALLY STAGGERED GANG
OPERATED CIRCUIT BREAKER AND SINGLE POLE OPERATED CIRCUIT
BREAKERS
In Figure 3, the RE sources may be connected at 66 or 33kV level where, ganged operated
CBs might be installed. Whereas large size of RE generation may be concentrated at one
place, and could have integration at 132kV, 220kV or even, at 400kV voltage level. Here, the
usage of single pole operated CBs may be commercially viable. Hence, depending upon
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size & reliability of RE source and type of CB (Single pole or ganged operated), point-onwave switching strategy shall be chosen.

Fig. 3: Typical Connection arrangement of RE Generation Farm with Grid
a. Ganged operated CBs:
For ganged operated breakers with having electrical and/or magnetic coupling, the point-onwave opening can be performed in such a way that the residual flux in first phase can be
close to zero and for the other two phases, equal and opposite residual fluxes can be
produced. In such cases, the closing for all three poles can be performed together as shown
in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Residual flux pattern for coupled transformers post de-energization
For the example case shown in Figure 4, the point-on-wave opening shall be done in such a
way that the residual flux in first phase is almost nil and in other two phases shall be around
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70%. So that the subsequent point-on-wave energization can be performed at point ‘A’ which
will result into moderate level of inrush current magnitude for all three phases.
b. Strategy for single pole operated CBs:
In case of single pole operated CBs, the strategy of point-on-wave opening preceding pointon-wave closing can be effectively implemented which is based on residual flux locking
principle. In this case, first pole is closed considering residual flux locked in that phase in
previous de-energization operation; followed by the other two phases to be closed together
taking into consideration, the dynamic fluxes linked with the remaining two un-energized
windings of the transformer. The application of said method to mitigate inrush on a weak grid
can greatly improve the power quality and voltage profile of the grid. Figure 5 shows the
improvement achieved in voltage profile and power quality of the connected weak grid by
applying the point-on-wave switching methodology [5].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5: Results for energization of regulating transformer on peak gap voltage target
(a) without correcting targets to compensate for residual fluxes
(b) with applying corrections in targets to compensate for residual fluxes
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Moreover, as discussed in Section 3, due to statistical variation in dielectric and mechanical
characteristics of the CB, which may also vary for individual poles of CB; successive
operations may result into variation of inrush current level from few amperes to some
hundreds of amperes as shown in Figures 6 (a), (b) (c) & (d). This behaviour shall be
properly explained to the user and alternate means in conjunction with the controlled
switching shall be applied to achieve desired grid performance during energization of the
transformer.

(a)

time (ms)

(b)

time (ms)

(c)

time (ms)

(d)

time (ms)

Fig. 6: Magnetic inrush current variation for successive operations during no-load
energization of a power transformer: (a) Fully mitigated inrush current
(b), (c) & (d) Variation in inrush currents due to CB characteristics variations
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6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents application of Point-on-wave technology for handling issues observed
during energization of renewable power plant on main grid in context to mitigation of
switching transients and the subsequent impact on main grid. The proposed methodology
and solution is supported with field results obtained during energization of power transformer
connected to large renewable power plant while connecting the plant on the main grid and
thereby mitigation of switching transients. Also, the proposed strategies to apply point-onwave technology with both single pole operated as well as mechanically gang operated CBs
have been discussed. Lastly, the impact of CB characteristics variation on mitigation
performance during successive operations is demonstrated with supportive field results.
7.
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